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Legend

Legend
Some of the information in this manual may be outdated: for instance, the chapter on
faction descriptions (except Haven) and the flavor description of the heroes’ classes and creatures’
abilities.
Yellow highlight – game bug / we’re not sure / no information available.
Creatures Stats

Type of Magic Damage

Type of Movement

Damage

Air

Fly

Might Defense (% – Resistance)

Darkness

Teleport

Magic Defense (% – Resistance)

Earth

Walk

Hit Points

Fire

Initiative

Light

Movement

Prime

Wood

Luck

Water

Ore

Resources

Morale

Gold

Full Range

Crystal

Half Range
Ability Parameters (see the Abilities’ Efficiency for details)
X/Y/Z – depends on Reputation level of the Hero;
+num – efficiency depends on creatures stack size;
+stats – efficiency depends on Power and Defense characteristics (Might or Magic);
+level – efficiency depends on Hero’s level;
+power – efficiency also depends on relation of total Health of the stacks;
+power2 – efficiency depends only on Defense (Might or Magic).
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The World of Ashan – Story

Story
Might & Magic Heroes VI will take place in 564 YSD1, roughly some 400 years before Might
& Magic Heroes V, at the time of the second Blood Moon Eclipse, and the Rise of Kha Beleth, the
Demon Sovereign.
A legendary Archangel General, killed during the war of the Elder races, is resurrected.
Under the cover of preparations for the upcoming Demon invasion, he plots to recover his powers
and take control of Ashan while eradicating his ancient enemies. He underestimates, however, the
power of the all-too-human Griffin dynasty...
Heroes VI tells the story of the Griffin dynasty, when they were still Dukes of the Holy
Empire, and not yet sitting on the Imperial throne (like in Heroes V and Clash of Heroes). The
Griffin Duchy is east of the Empire, a region that would correspond to the Slavic nations in our
own world.
At the dynasty’s origins, The Griffin Duke Pavel was a zealous servant of the Light and a
trusted lieutenant of the Falcon Emperor. He met his demise defending his own duchy from a
Demon host summoned by the dying wish of a desperate enemy. Pavel’s heroic last stand would
ensure the survival of his son, Slava, who was only a boy at the time of these events.
Pavel’s sister Sveltana, who had left her homeland to become a prominent Necromancer in
the Seven Cities, was called back to act as regent to Slava and educate him in the ways of the
Griffin.
Fifteen years and a war have past. Duke Slava of Griffin is now the father of five promising
children. These are the main Heroes of the Heroes VI campaign, and they will lead different
factions to battle.

Pavel

Slava

Sveltana

1

The current reckoning of years in Ashan is YSD – Year of the Seventh Dragon. All dates are reckoned from the day
when the legendary prophet Sar-Elam achieved enlightenment and underwent apotheosis, becoming known as the
Seventh Dragon. Before that, little is recorded, though it is certain, from the ruins of ancient civilizations that dot the
landscape, that Ashan is thousands of years old.
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Main Characters
Anastasya
“I may be better off dead. But that doesn’t mean I have to like it.”
Anastasya is the youngest daughter of
Duke Slava and Duchess Cate of Griffin, and
the twin-sister of Kiril, with whom she
shares a deep bond, despite long years
of relative separation (they studied
under different tutors at the behest
of the Emperor).
Charming, happy,
Anastasya
trusting... She would
have been all these things had it not
been for a single accursed moment: the
assassination of her father by her own
hand.
In spite of the intervention of her mentor, the
legendary Archangel Uriel, pledging the crime was not of her own
willing, she is delivered to the Holy Inquisition, and summarily
executed by her elder brother Anton.
She only becomes aware of these bleak events when she is
brought back as one of the Unliving by her Great-Aunt Sveltana, a
practitioner of the mysterious arts of necromancy.
Shocked and disbelieving, Anastasya’s fledgling denial rapidly transforms to grim
acceptance and then into a cold, burning desire to clear her name by discovering who manipulated
her, and how.

Anton
“Go in peace, father. The Duchy is in able hands. May Elrath scorch the hearts of your murderers.”
First legitimate child of Duke Slava and
Duchess Cate of Griffin, through his childhood Anton
enjoyed all the privileges – and sacrifices –
such a position bestows.
Instructed
in
religion,
politics, leadership, and combat,
Anton grew up a quiet, serious child,
groomed for one purpose alone: to
Anton
one day inherit the Griffin Duchy
and become Duke himself.
Aside from a babble of mysterious voices that plagued his
early years but were eventually muted with the help of Jorgen, one
of his father’s councilors, Anton was contented with his lot until
political maneuverings saw his sister, Irina, forced to wed the
despicable Duke Gerhart of the Wolf Duchy.
Bitter, but unable to confront his father for his staunch
fidelity to the emperor, Anton’s brooding is only broken when
Slava is shockingly murdered at the hand of his other daughter,
Anastasya.
With the old voices back and blaming the Faceless, and knowing he will now never resolve
his differences with his father, the newly crowned Duke is a very angry and vengeful Griffin.
9
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Irina
“I will not, and you cannot force me to. I decide...”
Sewing, music, poetry. Irina, the eldest
daughter of Duke Slava and Duchess Cate of
Griffin, couldn’t care less about these traditional
female pursuits.
Instead, together with her rough-and-tumble
half-brother, Sandor, Irina enjoyed the broadest of
possible educations, even convincing the Orc Kraal,
master-of-arms of House Griffin, to teach her the
Irina
ways of the wild and the art of warfare.
Feisty and headstrong, Irina’s already
limited tolerance for her assigned role in Imperial
society was broken the day she was forcibly
betrothed to Gerhart, the odious Duke of Wolf.
On her wedding night, he attacked her
violently and she in turn wounded him greviously.
Imprisoned in the Wolf’s fetid dungeons, Irina
Gerhart
was determined to die rather than apologize to the
tyrant.
But she was freed by Sandor, and they both escaped to the south-eastern
islands of the Jade Ocean.
Stranded in the heart of Naga territory, Irina finds herself a stranger in a strange land, but
with the means to get her revenge on Gerhart and the Holy Emperor himself.

Kiril
“I didn’t sell my soul... someone else did. I don’t care if it was to save the world…
I’m getting it back.”
Youngest son of Duke Slava and Duchess
Cate of Griffin, Kiril was born on the same day
as his sister, Anastasya. Like most twins they
share a deep bond, and despite long
years of relative separation (they
studied under different tutors at the
behest of the Emperor), Kiril still feels
a strong affinity for her.
Kiril
A quick learner with a dark,
dry sense of humor and an appreciation of the absurd, Kiril’s
imposed distance from Anastasya was much alleviated by
studying under the legendary Archangel, Sarah, whom he
greatly respects and adores – and who in turn admires him.
When he witnesses a magically-controlled
Anastasya slay their own father, Kiril’s rage is tempered
by Sarah who provides him with strength as well as a risky
plan to descend into Sheogh...
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Sandor
“You might find my proposals more interesting with my weapon at your throat.”

Sandor

Elisabeth

Born a bastard, raised a bastard.
Sandor is the illegitimate child of Duke
Slava and his mistress, Elisabeth, and has
always felt as much.
Although he is too proud to show his
hurt, the principle emotion that rules his
life is a deep-seated feeling of rejection.
Despite inheriting his father’s
sense of justice and loyalty, and his
mother’s fearless intensity, he
never really found his place in
the Griffin Duchy and grew
up a troublemaker.
He found solace in
the company of the Orc
Kraal, master-of-arms of
House Griffin, and his half-sister, Irina, in
whom he sees a kindred spirit if not more.
When Irina is married off to the wicked Duke of the Wolf Duchy,
Sandor, livid at his father’s complicity in the union, decides to leave the
Holy Empire to forge his own destiny in Kraal’s homeland across the Jade
Ocean. First, though, he will pay his sister one last visit...

Kraal
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Factions
Haven

“Born in the sacred Light of Elrath, sworn to spread it all over Ashan”
Aka: The Knights of the Light.
Associated colors: Azure blue, white and gold.
Country / Kingdom: The Holy Empire.
Capital city: Falcon’s Reach, then Talonguard.

Summary Description

In a nutshell
The Holy Empire is a theocracy protected by medieval knights and monks. They worship
Elrath, the Dragon God of Light, who grants them magical powers based on his elemental
dominion. Their objective is to lead a life worthy of Elrath’s ideals of Truth and Purity, to shape the
world in his image, and to spread his sacred Light.
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History
Haven was originally a series of squabbling clans. Ronan
the Great, High King of the Falcon, united them through a
combination of dazzling generalship, brilliant negotiation, and the
occasional political marriage. Once the country was under his thumb,
he declared the foundation of the Falcon Empire, and settled in to
make his position as Emperor hereditary. This job was made easier
by a prophecy that stated that Falcon’s line would endure as long as
the world did.
At about the same time, the Angels were in a dire
predicament: their numbers had been declining for centuries
because of their courageous but often deadly exploits during the
wars with the Demons and their low rate of reproduction. They
were facing the end of their race, and consequently, an end to the
worship of their patron Dragon-God, Elrath.
Therefore, they searched for nations to convert and they set their eyes on
the Humans of the young Falcon Empire, lost in the religious upheaval that had
followed the Wars of Fire and Sar-Elam’s ascension to Dragonhood. The Angels approached the
young boy Brian, great-grandson to the Emperor Ronan Falcon, and helped him convert his fragile
Empire into a strong nation dedicated to Elrath.
During the First Eclipse, Demons returned to the world of Ashan. The Wizards created the
Orcs to stop them. At the end of the invasion, demonic concerns were set aside. The long-restive
Orc population, settled in sparsely populated regions and used as indentured troops, rebelled in
concert with their brethren in the Seven Cities. They declared themselves free of the Dragons,
unwilling to worship any gods at all. This blasphemy could not be born, and the Empire’s
retaliation was swift.
So began the so-called Orcish Crusades. Imperial armies smashed Orc encampments, and
relentlessly drove the Orcs back. The broken survivors fled to the most inhospitable reaches of the
world. A great armada was prepared to follow the Orcs to the islands and wipe them out, but a
tremendous storm arose and wrecked the fleet. This, the Emperor decided, was a sign from the
Dragons. Enough had been done. The Crusades were over.
Peace, more or less, settled in for two and a half centuries, until the Falcon line was
murdered by Demon assassins. Only two survivors escaped, Lady Deirdre and her infant son.
Bloody civil war surged across the land, as the various remaining houses sought to take the
Falcons’ place. Eventually, House Griffin emerged victorious, though at no little cost. Emperor
Pavel I took the throne by acclamation. The land was renamed the Holy Griffin Empire, peace was
imposed, and a careful watch put on the Falcons.
The Griffin dynasty ruled unchallenged for two centuries until the
Fifth Eclipse and Queen Isabel’s war. The death of the last Griffin heir left
the throne vacant and the young Duchess Freyda of the Unicorn was
crowned Empress.
The events of Heroes VI unfold when the Falcon line is still on
the throne, roughly a century after the end of the Orcish Crusades.
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Geographic location

Since its creation, the Empire has been broken up into seven regions. The imperial capital is
in the centre, surrounded by six Duchies, each with their own distinct character.
Most of the Empire is made up of rich farmland and rolling hills. The countryside is well
watered, with several large rivers snaking across the landscape. To the north, the land rises up to a
range of mountains. Older, lower mountains are prominent in the southwest.
Social organization
The Holy Empire is a theocracy with a feudal structure. In theory the Holy Emperor has
absolute rule, but in reality the land is chopped up into six Duchies and countless baronies, so that
much of the Emperor’s time is spent juggling his various nobles. Frequently at least one of these
regions is in some sort of revolt, though these are rarely serious or bloody. The Church of Elrath
wields considerable political force, and even the smallest villages have a church near their centre.
Priests are allowed to marry, though not actively encouraged to do so.
Angels have no official roles within the Empire, except in times of crisis when they can get
temporary assignments. Most of the time, they act as advisors and counsellors with lofty, but
honorary ranks. Knights come from the ranks of nobles and socially ambitious merchants. The rise
of the middle class has taken place mostly in the cities, and many of the newly rich traders are
seeking to ally their families with noble houses, generally through marriage.
Most peasants do not care who is in charge. They just want to go about their lives, which
makes things easier for everyone.
Graphic Description
Humans
Humans of the Holy Empire cover the gamut, depending on which region of the Empire
they hail from. Northern humans are tall, thin and pale, with light hair. To the south, both skin and
hair gets darker. Both men and women wear their hair long. Imperial fashion is very modest,
nobles and commoners alike wear clothing that covers as much of their skin as possible. Standard
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clothing includes tunics and leather jerkins, leggings, and boots. Women often wear dresses with
long sleeves and high necklines.
Angels
Physically imposing and striking in their perfection, the Angels are taller and far more
beautiful than normal Humans, and project an aura of power and confidence.
They sport one or several pairs of large, strong-feathered wings on their back. Their skin
can be of any tone, but always radiates a soft golden halo. Their eyes are gold and as bright as the
Light of their patron god, Elrath. In size, they are generally between six and eight feet tall, with
weapons and armor sized to match.
Racial Abilities
Upon the creation of the Elemental Dragons, the Angels naturally clove to the image and
ideals of Elrath, the Dragon of Light, becoming his devoted servitors. In return for their
unconditional worship, they are blessed with a natural affinity for Light magic and its principles of
Truth, Justice, and Perfection.
Angels also have a unique aura that covers their faces and alters them slightly, for them to
look more like the people who contemplate them. An Elf would see them as slightly elven; an Orc
would give them orcish traits, etc.
In any case, Angels are uniformly beautiful to the eye of their audience, always matching
their highest aesthetic canons, and looking eternally young.

Diplomacy
External Relations With Other Factions
Historical allies
Academy (Wizards), Sylvan (Elves), Fortress (Dwarves) – all have allied with the Empire in
the past against the Demon invasions.
Historical enemies
Inferno (Demons – Haven’s nemesis since the first days of the Empire),
Necropolis (the Undead – their cult was purged by the Church of the Light),
Stronghold (Orcs – they were once slaves of the Empire and they rebelled),
Dungeon (Dark Elves – not really enemies but branded as such by the Church of Light
because they worship Malassa, the Dragon of Darkness).
Opinions
Academy: The Wizards are courteous allies and noble trading partners, even if their
observance is a bit... lacking. They will no doubt come to see the error of their ways.
Dungeon: Disgusting. Who knows what foul rites they perpetrate down in their dark
warrens, or what vile things they worship?
Fortress: At times, they have done their part against the Demons. At times, they
have not. It is drawing near the time when they must make a stand.
Inferno: Our mortal, sworn enemies. Cursed be he who has dealings with Demons,
cursed be he who does not stand up to oppose them.
Necropolis: If half the things I hear of their ways are true, then there’s no place for
their kind in this world. The consecrated dead should remain dead.
Stronghold: Stronghold? A place of weakness, if you ask me, lands to which cowards
retreated in the face of righteousness. When the hour comes, we shall finish the
work started so many centuries ago.
Sylvan: The Elves make strong allies, but there is a savage heart beating in the dark
places of the forest.
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Sanctuary: An unnatural way to live for an unnatural people. They hide in deep
water because they fear the Light. They are polite and formal enough, but fine
manners can hide foul thoughts.
Internal Dissensions
The Holy Falcon Empire has known numerous dissensions amongst its six major duchies
and hundreds of baronies since the day it converted from Ylath, the Dragon God of Air, to Elrath,
the Dragon God of Light.
Though religious disputes are by no means the most common reason for internecine
conflict, they have been known to be the most bloody. Political rivalries over land and the
emperor’s favor have set the stage for forced marriages and trade embargos.
The Holy Emperors have learned how to use this internal tension between the duchies to
expand their dominion over the centuries.
It is easily arguable that without a common enemy, the Holy Empire would have dissolved
and returned to a mass of scattered clans, in constant conflict with each other, rather than fighting
for a common cause.
It is thus ironically fortunate that the Empire’s history was bloodied by countless conflicts
with the Demons, Elves, Orcs, Necromancers and various border skirmishes with the numerous
Free Cities.
This semi-permanent state of martial law has allowed the Inquisition to keep the Empire
mobilized for war for several decades.

Culture
Core philosophy
“Law & Order” rather than “Good & Mercy”
Driven by the Angels, Elrath’s chosen, Haven believes in the flawed nature of the self,
which must be cleansed in the light of Elrath. Their objective is to lead a life worthy of Elrath’s
forgiveness, shape the world in his image and spread his sacred light.
Religion
Haven worships Elrath, the Dragon of Light, and its first servants – the Angels. With the
Angels mostly gone, the Holy Empire is the primary remaining base of worship for the Dragon of
Light.
Magic
The Holy Empire is mostly composed of
Humans who have switched their allegiance from
Ylath to Elrath. Supported by the few Angels
remaining, they pray to Elrath in exchange for blessings
and miracles.
In this system of belief, magic power is proportional to faith.
Angels are a bit different. Being an elder race directly related
to Elrath, they have an innate affinity with Light magic.
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Architecture
Imperial public architecture is
heavy and ornate. Every inch is covered
in sculpture, statues, and the like. Stone
is the preferred building material,
particularly for cities and noble houses.
Most cities are built around a central
castle and keep, and the homes of
nobles generally have protective walls
and at least one defensive tower.
Decorative gardens are very orderly,
laid out on regular lines with plants
arranged in symmetrical locations or in
geometrical designs. Smaller buildings,
farmhouses and inns are generally
made from wood, and most cottages have thatched roofs. The average farm has a central house
and two outbuildings, one for livestock and one for storage and seed. The countryside is marked
with stone and post fences, and there are standing stone sites scattered across the hilltops. The
empire’s vast expanses are criss-crossed by thousands of miles of paved road radiating from the
imperial capital.
Symbols
The Suncross
A powerful symbol of Elrathian faith, the suncross reminds its wearer that the
Dragon God of Light sees in all directions and that there is nowhere anyone
may go to hide from the truth.

The Face of Elrath
The Face of Elrath is worn to show enemies and allies that the bearer is not
afraid to look truth in the eye. The Face is not actually that of Elrath, the
Dragon God of Light, but of a symbolical devout, Human or Angel, who has
braved the searing and soul-piercing aura of the deity and been transformed
into a courageous and fearless child of the Light.

The Angel Wings
The ultimate symbol of ascension and purification, the Angel Wings, or Elrath
Wings, symbolize that the bearer seeks to attain the spiritual qualities of the
Dragon of Light. This symbol refers to the Angels, who are considered the
highest form of reincarnation by the Humans of the Holy Empire, but the
Falcon and Griffin Emperors have also claimed it to refer to their respective
blazon animals.
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Warfare
“Stand your ground”
Approach to warfare
Mounted knights make up the Empire’s heavy shock troops,
supported by heavy infantry (the Sentinels, renowned for their discipline
and military coordination) and missile weapons (the justly feared
crossbowmen).
Each noble is responsible for training his local militia and
men-at-arms, and each troop is under the command of the noble
who raised and paid to outfit it. The entire army is under the
command of whichever noble the Emperor has appointed to the post.
In theory, anyone is eligible. In practice, very few are ever given
command of an army – the Emperor simply doesn’t trust many of his vassals
with that kind of power.
The Emperor personally leads the Imperial Host, a collection of battle-hardened troops
made up of the best soldiers the Empire has to offer. These owe their allegiance to the Emperor
himself and no one else, and there isn’t a force in the Empire who can stand against them.
Emblematic Hero
Paladin
Emblematic Allies
Griffin
Dire Wolf
Radiant Glory
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Inferno

“We will burn the world to ash and dance upon its ruins!”
Aka: The Demons, The Lords of Chaos.
Associated colors: black and red.
Country / kingdom: Sheogh, the Prison of Fire.
Capital city: Ur-Hekal, the “Gate of the Burning Heart”.

Summary Description

In a nutshell
Demons are embodiments of Chaos. They believe that the only meaningful moral value is
individual freedom, and they feel no need to justify their actions. They kill because they can, or
they want to.
That’s why they are viewed as “Evil” and dangerous, and why the other factions of Ashan
prefer them to be locked up in their prison-realm, Sheogh, that Sar-Elam created for them.
However, there are individuals, among these nations, who are seduced by this absolute
notion of Free Will above all, and end up converted to demon worship.
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History
The Demons were spawned by Urgash, the Dragon of Chaos, to confront and overcome the
children of the Elemental Dragons. For centuries, they have been imprisoned in Sheogh, a mystical
jail-world created at the heart of Ashan’s fiery core by the sacrifice of the prophet Sar-Elam.
The Demons have evolved to appreciate the heat, but the fact that they cannot escape
their prison is intolerable. However, a flaw in the ritual weakens the prison when a Bloodmoon
eclipse occurs, allowing the demon legions to regain a momentary freedom, that they usually use
to swarm and ravage Ashan.
The Infernal hierarchy is complex but simply structured; the strongest rule, imposing their
will on the weakest, and all bow their horned heads to the six Demon Overlords.
A new leader, Kha Beleth, has started to preach another possibility for demonic
organization. He speaks of a world where all demons are created equal and have a right to live
freely within and without Sheogh. He is gathering followers, and intends on using the upcoming
Bloodmoon eclipse to gain a foothold on Ashan, and expose, if not impose, his people’s right to an
equal place amongst the children of the Dragon Gods.
Social organization
Demons have an absolute “monarchy”. What the six Demon Overlords, say, goes. The
slightest disagreement or disobedience is met with swift and severe punishment. Their “vassals”
are organized into a rough hierarchy based on power, with the stronger bullying the weaker into
obedience. Powerful Demons usually style themselves Lords of sorts and claim some section of
their particular hell as their own. The strongest hold cities or positions in their Master’s court,
which they guard jealously.

Culture
Core philosophy
“Might makes Right”
The ability to commit an act is sufficient justification to do it. Conquer, plunder and rape
the weak – or not, as you wish – indulge yourself in selfish pleasures, convert the fools who do not
understand the true meaning of “liberty”. Power is to be taken by the strong, and lorded over the
weak.
Religion
Demons worship their progenitor – Urgash, the Primordial Dragon of Chaos.
Magic
Demon magic is drawn from raw chaos and destructive by nature. Overall, demons show
an unsurpassed ability to use the most negative aspects of all kinds of magic.
Most of their spells are in fact corrupted versions of the “regular” elemental spells.
Architecture
Demon architecture is built entirely by slave labor and shaped by Chaos Magic. Designed to
intimidate, it is often massive, twisted, and eminently impractical. There is no basic shape for a
given demonic building, but they all mix basalt, lava and some sort of thick organic slime as their
basic materials. The result is definitely alien-looking.
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Symbols
Ouroboros (the snake that eats its own tail).
Unicursal Hexagram (a six-pointed star that can be drawn in one continuous line).
Chaos Spiral.

Warfare
“Divide, Summon and Conquer”
Approach to warfare
The entire nation of Demons is an army. Each one lives only to ravage and destroy, and is
quite capable of wreaking tremendous havoc on his own. Forged together into a disciplined army,
they would be nearly unstoppable.
Fortunately (for their enemies) instilling that discipline is harder than it looks, and the
lesser demons often need to be driven along by massive, whip-wielding taskmasters. Chaotic by
nature, Demons have a wild combat behavior and erratic tactics.
The mere intimidating presence of the demon legions on the battlefield isn’t enough, and
they’ll use every trick at their disposal – destructive spells of all kind, mind control, shape-shifting,
curses, etc. One of their most devious statagems is calling reinforcements from their prison-realm
right to the battlefield.
Only then, once the enemy has been sufficiently softened up, will the demonic forces
charge. If the demonic ranks hold their discipline, they generally power straight through anything
opposing them. If not, they turn into a ravening mob.
Demonic weaponry is serrated, barbed, and spiked to cause maximum pain and damage,
and to make healing any wound they inflict that much more difficult.
Emblematic Hero
Chaos Lord
Emblematic Allies
???
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Necropolis

“Life is change, chaos, filth and suffering.
Death is peace, order, everlasting beauty.”
Aka: The Necromancers, The Undead.
Associated colors: black, white and fluorescent (toxic) green.
Country / kingdom: The Seven Cities.
Capital city: None at the time of Heroes VI.

Summary Description

In a nutshell
Necromancers began as a splinter sect of the Wizards, and grew into a powerful nation.
They worship the “Death” aspect of Asha. Their interpretation of the Goddess’s darkest aspect is
fanatical, emphasizing death alone and exalting the state of un-life to which all Necromancers
aspire. Necromancers study death-magic in order to become eternal, but on their way to un-life,
they learn how to control the spirits of the deceased (ghosts) or how to raise the dead from their
graves (skeletons).
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History
Necropolis is at the beginning of their rise to power, and power they have. They are
currently fighting for emancipation and acceptance from their brethren the Wizards of the Seven
Cities. They do not seek to convert all the nations of Ashan to their morbid belief, nor to kill them
all and raise them as undead, but rather to have a dominant place in the world as protectors of the
equilibrium between the worlds of life and death.
They see the upcoming Demon Invasions as an opportunity to sanctify their religious order
and justify its existence to the other factions of Ashan.
Social organization
Necromancer life is ascetic in the extreme. Sensual pleasures are frowned upon, as is any
sort of gaiety, or celebration. Citizens speak in whispers and low tones, nobody hurries anywhere,
and there is little change on the streets from day to night. Those who have tasks do them, quietly,
and then go home to the generally childless social groupings called “families” for lack of a better
term. Necromancers spend their birthdays in seclusion and penitence. Procreation is generally
frowned upon as a distraction from the greater work.

Culture
Core philosophy
“Embrace the Void. Enlightenment can be found only after the passions of the flesh have
been stripped away. Time is our ally, for all things that live will someday die…”
Morbid fascination for death and fanatic devotion to the cause.
Religion
Necromancers worship Asha, the Primordial Dragon of Order in a twisted version of her
“Death” aspect.
Magic
The Death Lords focus on the destructive paths of Magic, with a predilection for the
Primordial magic of Order (discovered by Sar-Elam, the Seventh Dragon) and the elemental
spheres of Darkness, and Earth. They have also developed their own branch of magic, which they
call Necromancy. Most of their spells consist in eroding the body and dominating the spirit.
Architecture
Necropolis architecture is frighteningly uniform. The Necromancers’ devotion to Order is
reflected in their obsession for
symmetry and sharp, angular shapes.
Pyramids and obelisks are their
archetypal
buildings,
unadorned
except for the ever-present symbols of
their Spider Goddess. Their favorite
construction material is the cracked
black stone of the southern deserts,
making it seem as if entire cities are
drinking in the light of day and
swallowing it down.
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Symbols
The Death Spider.
The number 8: vertical (Asha the master of Time – hourglass) or horizontal (Asha
the master of Space – infinity).

Warfare
“A dead enemy is a good ally”
Approach to warfare
Necromancers, like Wizards, are rarely seen on the front lines. They usually stay in the rear
echelon, either as command cadre, or as support units.
Necropolis troops are mainly composed of “puppet” undead units like skeletons and
ghouls, controlled by necromancers – wave after wave of the walking dead, countless in number,
infinitely obedient, immune to fear or pain. These lesser Undead are generally slow and clumsy,
but they have the numbers to drown their enemies in bodies, and the ranks of the dead enemies
are “raised” to replace their own fallen lines.
Besides mindless walking dead, armies of Necropolis also include more powerful entities
such as vampires and liches. Necromancers also engage ghosts in battle, for quick surgical strikes.
In many ways, ghosts are to the Death Lords what the Djinns are to the Wizards.
Overall, Necromancers’ armies are slow but literally unstoppable, for killing what is already
dead is not an easy matter and will often take time. Time that Necropolis will conscientiously
exploit to slowly erode the body and dominate the spirit of their enemy. Necromancers will
generally press an attack for hours, knowing this is one of their advantages. Their troops, after all,
never get tired.
Emblematic Hero
Necromancer
Emblematic Allies
???
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Sanctuary

“We strive for perfection in Shalassa’s worship”
Aka: The Nagas.
Associated colors: jade green and turquoise.
Country / kingdom: Hashima, the Eight-petal Lotus.
Capital city: Nariya, the Iridescent Pearl.

Summary Description

In a nutshell
The Nagas are reptilian humanoids living in a religio-military feudal culture. They are at
home on the land and in the sea, though they move more rapidly in the water. Viewing their time
upon Ashan as fleeting and illusory, they strive for perfection in their behavior and their skills. The
ideals of purity, simplicity, and harmony are reflected in their magic, their warfare, and their
philosophy of life. They keep themselves apart from the other races, concentrating on personal
and individual perfection rather than dreaming of power or conquest.
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History
The people of Hashima – both Nagas and other worshipers of the Dragon of Water, have
usually lived on the fringes of continental politics in isolation from the rest of Ashan. Traditionally,
they farm and live along the coast of the Jade Ocean, east of the Free Cities. However Naga
traders, explorers, and seekers of truth may be found anywhere there is water.
They were recently brought to the front stage of world affairs when a Necromancer army
liberated the Mother Namtaru from one of their island prisons. The Mother Namtaru had been
entrusted to their guardianship for over a millennia by the three dragon daughters of Asha. The
Naga recognize the power of this newest of factions, but are confused as to their purpose.
Furthermore, like all the other nations of Ashan Nagas have heard the prophesies of the
Blind Brothers and worry of the oncoming Demon invasion. There is turmoil beneath the calm
surface of the empire, as priests and soldiers start to look to the future and wonder who should be
leading them and how they might react. The upcoming demonic invasion seems to them to be a
good moment to test the motivations of all nations, as they unite in a battle to save the world.
Social organization
Hashima is a feudal nation, organized in a hierarchy of temples that exist wherever there
are sources or expanses of water. Temples can be small affairs with a single monk who protects a
river tributary, enormous reed rafts with dozens of inhabitants that follow the currents across the
seas of Ashan, or even massive underwater complexes where hundreds of Naga harvest the
ocean’s bounty. Within the larger structures, society is based on the master-apprentice
relationship. All Nagas swear allegiance and promise obedience to their chosen master. Duty and
loyalty are expected.
The basic goal of a Naga is to achieve self-perfection; they hope to live lives of purity and
simplicity, as those who do so are reborn as the spirits of the ocean who aid Shalassa in her works.
Perfection is pursued through rigorous physical training and weapons practice, prayer and
meditation, and by withstanding great rigors and hardship. Whatever their calling or craft may be,
Nagas strive to live up to the highest ideals of their masters and of the legends that came before
them.
When a Naga feels that he has surpassed his master, he must defeat him in a formal duel. If
successful, he becomes a master himself, or seeks further training and a greater level of perfection
from a superior master. These duels are not necessarily fought with weapons. They could be
contests of poetry, ceremony, or even cooking.
Hashima is ruled by the Eternal Empress, who has held power for hundreds of years. As all
Naga teachers and masters, she is subject to ritual challenge from those who feel that they are
worthy. However, she has never been defeated in contest, be it with arms, poetry, calligraphy, or
philosophy.

Culture
Core philosophy
“We all come from the waters, and one day shall return to them. Learn from the waters,
and strive to imitate their purity and power.”
Religion
The Naga worship Shalassa, the Dragon of Water in all her forms and aspects (oceans,
lakes, brooks, springs, rain, mist, snow, ice, and even blood and tears).
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Magic
Nagas are masters of the “quiet” magic sphere of Water, which renders the body and the
mind as malleable as a liquid. They place much store in wisdom and in study; for this reason their
magic tends to work overtime and build gradually to a smashing crescendo.
Offensive spells may echo the effects of tidal waves or hurricanes; blessings permit the
troops to attack in unstoppable waves; curses leave the enemy slowed and off balance.
Architecture
Undersea or on the coasts, Naga structures are built from natural materials.
While the Nagas are perfectly comfortable on the land, it is clear that their true home is the
sea. Though they do not quite have the skill that the Elves show with the trees, the coral reefs and
mother-of-pearl columns of Naga undersea houses are grown as much as they are constructed.
The shapes echo the forms and features of marine life and geology.
Their simple land structures also show similar decorations, and are built with the materials
they know best – rocks from river or sea beds, alluvial clays, reeds, and driftwoods. If land
structures last only a few years it is of no consequence to them. The Nagas believe that like the
sea moves so moves everything; change is permanent, unceasing, and inevitable.
Symbols
The Eight-petal Lotus.
A solitary ocean wave, signifying the infinite power and wisdom of Shalassa as well
as the transitory nature of existence.
The conch.

Warfare
“Face them one by one”
Approach to warfare
The Sanctuary is all about control and an iron arm. Control to ensure the enemy cannot
reach one’s most vital assets or at least not too early. An iron arm to ensure that, where contact
will take place, they will be the strongest.
As amphibians, the Naga are most at ease fighting on wet or watery ground; their natural
forms are so well adapted to this that any enemy is at a great disadvantage. They will always try to
bring the fight on this kind or terrain.
As they are largely indifferent to death, believing that they will be reborn to serve Shalassa
in a higher form, Naga seldom feel the need to run from battle or save themselves. As a result, it is
more likely that a Naga army will be decimated than surrender. This fearless character, tempered
by wisdom and an implacable serenity, is a potent weapon. In times of trouble, there will always
be a champion to move calmly towards the enemy and draw any danger to himself, giving his
companions time to prepare themselves and gain tactical advantage.
In one-on-one combat, Nagas trust their iron will and martial perfection to make the
difference versus any adversary, and their magic abilities to bolster and protect their champions.
Emblematic Hero
Shogun
Emblematic Allies
???
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Stronghold

“We walk our own path, alone”
Aka: The Orcs.
Associated colors: blood red and brown.
Country / kingdom: The Pao islands (an archipelago in the Jade Sea).
Capital city: Taumata-Kunyak.

Summary Description

In a nutshell
Nomadic barbarian tribes, the Orcs are the scattered but proud survivors of a long
persecution. They are strong, if straightforward, warriors and shamans with access to only certain
types of magic – essentially either “blood magic”, which is chaotic in nature and linked to their
demonic origins, or simple shamanistic spells.
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History
During the First Eclipse, the wizards of the Seven Cities experimented with forbidden
magic. By combining demon blood, human flesh, and other things best not spoken of, they created
a “mutant” race of “shock-troopers”: the Orcs. Half-brothers to the Demons, the Orcs were
trained from birth to become their ultimate nemesis. They would eventually defeat the Demons
and push them back to their prison-world.
As a reward for their tremendous acts of courage, the peoples of Ashan decided to make
them… slaves!
At the time of the Second Eclipse, the Orcs have gained their freedom and divided
themselves into three separate tribes: some went north-east to the plains of Ranaar, other exiled
themselves deep south in the perilous deserts of Sahaar and the rest sailed south-east across the
Jade Sea, to settle in the Pao islands.
It has been almost a century since the Orcs broke their chains, led by Kunyak the Liberator.
Yet, their newfound freedom is still fragile and the greatest danger may actually come from within.
Since the death of Kunyak, the Orc nation has lost its unity and is now divided into countless small
tribes scattered on the Pao islands.
The tribes are fighting each other, and some unscrupulous Orc chieftains are not above
selling their own kind (defeated enemies but also “weak” members of their society) as slaves in
exchange for power and fortune…
Social organization
Orcs have a tribal organization. Each family group has its own herd or hunting grounds, and
either follows the herd or changes the hunting grounds with the season. Each clan also has a
chieftain and a shaman, who handle the physical and spiritual needs of the tribe. Marriages
between tribes are common; so are short, sharp conflicts growing out of raids, real or perceived
slights to honor, or disputes over prey. If there is any threat to the Orcs as a whole, however, such
quarrels are quickly forgotten and any invaders face a unified front.

Culture
Core philosophy
“Never again”.
This is our home. Your kind is not welcome here. We have made this place our own. No one
shall take it from us, and no one shall ever tell us what to do again.
Religion
The Orcs have no god. The Orcs need no god. This being said, their Shamans pay homage to
“Mother Earth” and “Father Sky”, two powerful spirits they meet when they travel into the
“Dream World”. Sages of other factions have compared these spirits to the “Life” and “Death”
aspects of Asha.
Magic
Because they are a “created race”, Orcs do not belong to Asha’s natural order. Thus, they
have no connection to the Dragon Gods. As they were created then enslaved by the Wizards, they
have nothing but hatred for Arcane magic. However, their demon blood grants them access to a
limited form of Chaos magic.
Orc Shamans use blood rituals, sometimes involving the sacrifice of weak Orcs or Goblins,
to focus and empower their “magic”.
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Architecture
The Island Orcs are less nomadic than their Steppe or Desert brethren are. They tend to
build more “permanent” habitats on the ancient Shantiri ruins that cover the Pao islands. Mostly
makeshift huts and troglodyte villages, with a predominance of scavenged materials, like bones,
wood, and hide.
Symbols
A bloody red hand.
Various abstract patterns that represent Father Sky and Mother Earth.
A bright red stylized jaguar’s skull.

Warfare
“Rush now, think later!”
Approach to warfare
Orcs were created as shock troops to fight Demons, and their tactics reflect this. Lightly
armored and heavily armed, they usually rush straight at the enemy, counting on their numbers,
speed, ferocity and toughness to break the lines of the opposing army without suffering too many
casualties.
Because they do not truly belong to Ashan, Orcs are not subjects to some of its laws. The
most obvious example is Magic, which fails more often than not when in contact with an Orc (it
works both ways; Orcs are nearly immune to magic, but also use it poorly, including magical
artifacts).
Orcs are also highly resistant to Demon magic and powers. Their skin is almost fireproof,
their spirit is immune to demonic possession and many other forms of mind-control, and they
can’t be duped by illusory magic.
These powers come at a price however. When the demonic half of their blood takes
control, the Orcs fall under the influence of the “Bloodrage”, a fit of frenzy that urges them to
attack everything that crosses their path, without discriminating between friend and foe. In this
altered state, the Orcs become insensitive to pain, but they fight with wild unrestrained aggression
and lose all sense of self-preservation.
Orcs fight to win but they have developed a “code of honor” that they use when they face
a “respectable” enemy (Demons or Wizards are automatically excluded from this category).
Emblematic Hero
The Shaman
Emblematic Allies
???
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Creatures
Haven Creatures
Sentinel

The Sentinels are volunteers who have proven their loyalty to the Emperor and their devotion to Elrath.
Renowned for their discipline and military coordination, they are the first line of defense of the Holy Empire.
They have sworn an oath to protect their brothers-in-arms with their heavy shield and, if needed, their lives.
For their own personal protection, they rely entirely on their faith.
The Praetorian is an upgraded Sentinel.
Also called the Gold Cloaks by the small folk, the Praetorians have earned their honorable status through acts of
courage and demonstrations of fearlessness.
They form the personal guard of the Holy Emperor, and of the Dukes of the Realm.
Only a handful of Sentinels are chosen to become Praetorians once a year on Elrath’s day. They must then swear a
sacred oath before Elrath himself, pledging to sacrifice themselves if duty requires.
Their golden armor was originally meant to impress the Empire’s enemies and allies alike, but now their legendary
reputation surpasses the shine of their uniform.

Abilities
Shielded
Sentinel, Praetorian
The Sentinels of the Holy Empire are renowned for their discipline and military coordination. At the first
sign of an attack from the sky, they lift in unison their powerful shields forming a veritable wall of
protection over their heads. Whenever any sentinel cries “to the sky”, the others react immediately,
crouching and raising their shields.
Shieldguard
Sentinel, Praetorian
The Sentinels of the Holy Empire have earned their honorable status through acts of courage and
demonstrations of fearlessness. On the battlefield, they react quickly to protect those who are in danger
around them, moving in unison like the first rays of light on a cold winter’s morning.
Shield Bash
Praetorian
The Praetorians of the Holy Empire have earned their promotion from Sentinel to elite guardians as much
for their selfless dedication to their duties as for their excellent skills in melee. If an enemy attacks those
they are assigned to protect, they strike the aggressor immediately in a cry of rage, assuring that the act
does not remain unpunished.
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Crossbowman

Many stories are told about how Ronan Falcon, armed only with courage and honor, triumphed over the human clan
lords and united them to form the Empire that would bear his name.
But it is closer to the truth to say that the crossbow is the true reason why he was victorious.
To this day, the Crossbowmen of the Empire are still feared in every corner of Ashan!
The Marksman is the upgraded Crossbowman.
Marksmen are veteran Crossbowmen who traditionally guard the walls of the capital city of Falcon’s Reach.
One of the numerous tests to join their ranks reflects on their remarkable skills.
They are sent on a hunt with one bolt and must return with two geese brought down with a single shot.
Captain Borloo, a legendary Marksman, is said to have found the test too easy. He brought back a wolf and a bear.

Abilities
Armor Piercing
Crossbowman, Marksman
The Crossbowmen of the Holy Empire are feared by common soldiers as well as knights. Their coordinated
volleys are renowned, but their lethal reputation comes from the tremendous power coiled in their
weapons. The bolts launched from their crossbows are said capable of piercing dwarven marble.
Piercing Bolt
Marksman
Marksmen have become masters of the crossbow and learned lethal techniques allowing them to make
maximum usage of each of their powerful bolts. Not only do the front lines of their enemies fear their
piercing strikes, but those standing behind their target must remain extremely wary.
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Sister

The Sisters of Elrath are devoted to the worship of the Dragon-God of Light.
Chosen for their spiritual gifts, these women have dedicated their lives to bringing light and warmth to all the people
in need.
Sisters of Elrath are respected and loved by all the citizens of the Empire, and in war times they are on the front lines
to care for the wounded.
The Vestal is the upgraded Sister.
The Order of Vesta draws its name from the widowed wife of Emperor Ronan II.
Vesta Falcon retired from public life the day her husband was killed in battle and dedicated herself to Elrath in pursuit
of powers that might put an end to fighting once and for all.
Today’s Vestals can be found on battlefields and are known to pacify their enemies so that other members of the Holy
legions can finish them off.
One might question if Vesta would be pleased by this evolution.

Abilities
Heal
Sister, Vestal
The Sisters and Vestals of the Holy Empire, emboldened by their faith in Elrath, master the healing powers
of the Dragon-God of Light. Many soldiers recount the tale of being saved in extremis in the heat of a
bloody battle by the warm hands of a Sister. Some even claim that they were dead, but that the priestess
brought them back to life.
Pacification
Vestal
The Vestals of the Holy Empire walk with a natural aura of purity and truth that brings spiritual pause to
the enemies they attack. Their resolve and beauty has been known to strike their enemies speechless. A
well-known Elven ballad recounts a battle with Vestals, claiming that each blow they delivered felt like
being slapped on the face by your mother.
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Griffin

Griffins were created in the Mythic Age from the spontaneous magical fusion of lions and eagles.
At that time the surface of Ashan was irrigated by dragon-veins, remnants of the Dragon Gods’ wars, and animals that
drank of these untamed rivers of dragon blood and magic were permanently altered by it.
It is said that an act of compassion by an eagle who rescued a lion being carried away by the current of a dragon-vein
gave rise to this formidable species.
The Imperial Griffin is the upgraded Griffin.
In the days before the wars between the Elves of Tuidhana and the Holy Empire, the two realms enjoyed times of
lasting peace.
During the Years of Healing, Elven smiths were said to have been so impressed by the harmonious bonds Humans had
forged with Griffins, that they taught them the secrets of Starsilver. This metal is as strong as it is light, and when
properly crafted makes extremely effective armor for the flying beasts.
The mysterious Elven glyphs found on the bardings of the Imperial Griffins are remnants of that long forgotten
friendship.

Abilities
Diving Attack
Griffin
When Griffins take flight in the heat of a battle it is not a sign that their morale is low. They dive on their
opponents in a strafe of claws and beaks that can level a line of enemies. Many a man on Ashan will tell
you that hell is below the earth deep within the bowels of Sheogh. Anyone who has ever met a Griffin in
combat knows that the sky should be feared even more.
Unlimited Retaliation
Griffin, Imperial Griffin
Griffins are said to be animated by the magic of the Dragon-gods and are prized allies of the Holy Empire.
Their fury in battle, their wild resolve, and their amazing agility permit them to retaliate against any and
all assailants that surround them. As the saying in the Empire goes, “Outflanking a Griffin’s as easy as
stealing a kiss from a maiden when her father’s holding her hand.”
Diving Assault
Imperial Griffin
Imperial Griffins have spent many years with their human allies, and have learned the tactical importance
of weakening an enemy line in battle. When they take to the sky, they return and strike their opponents
at the moment they think the greatest danger has passed. As the great Emperor Connor the 1st once said,
“We’re never outnumbered, for as long as we have a Griffin with a breast plate who can still fly.”
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Radiant Glory

Vessels of the will of Elrath, the Dragon-God of Light, Radiant Glories are shining spirits who can flare into brilliance
and blind their enemies.
In the Spirit Realm, Elrath’s dominion is filled with myriads of these creatures.
They are often sent as envoys and advisors to Elrath’s most faithful followers.
The generals of the Holy Empire soon found a use for these beings of burning light.
The Blazing Glory is the upgraded Radiant Glory.
The Blazing Glory is a Radiant Glory that has been elevated by Elrath to a higher status. Directly exposed to the
immaculate aura of the Dragon-God of Light, they are considered to be the manifestation of righteousness.
They are greatly feared in battle, for in order to defeat one of them, one must find a good moral reason, or be cursed
with guilt for eternity.

Abilities
Speed of Light
Radiant Glory, Blazing Glory
Glories are thought to be spirits of pure light, and they attack with blinding speed. An appropriate old
saying best explains their power: “Parrying the attack of a Glory is like trying to pin your shadow to the
wall.” Try it! It’s not an easy matter.
Cleansing Light
Radiant Glory, Blazing Glory
“Glories are to justice what a hammer is to an anvil.” When magic has been used on the battlefield to
change the outcome of a fight that a Glory deems just, it brightens in anger emanating a cleansing burst.
The will of Elrath is that all battles are won through courage and faith, but never trickery.
Searing Light
Blazing Glory
A Blazing Glory is said to be a mirror of pure truth that can reveal your soul. Its gaze blinds those who are
unwilling to repent from their faults. In the heat of a battle, the Blazing Glory will often force an enemy to
look into its purity, causing both pain and blindness. Those who survive the searing light are never quite
the same.
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Sun Rider

There are many knights in the Holy Empire, but only those deemed worthy by Elrath himself can join the Order of the
Holy Sun.
Commonly known as Sun Riders, these champions of the Light ride enchanted steeds summoned from Elrath’s
spiritual realm.
These magical mounts are said to be able to ride on the faintest ray of light.
The Sun Crusader is the upgraded Sun Rider.
A Sun Crusader is a Sun Rider who has accepted a Holy Quest.
This is a personal pact made with Elrath that generally involves thwarting a particular enemy or finding a particular
object.
Once the oath has been sworn, the Crusader rarely remains sedentary and often becomes a knight errant, dedicated
to the pursuit of his quest.
In times of war, the Holy Emperor recalls the Crusaders to protect the realm.
This commitment, made by all Crusaders, takes priority over their personal quests.

Abilities
Charge
Sun Rider
The legendary charge of the Sun Riders is a sight as beautiful as it is deadly. Many first-hand stories claim
that the riders gain force the longer the distance they cover before their attack. Some of this is due to the
increased speed of their mounts, but when seen from afar, one would swear that a magical light
accumulates around their bodies in an ever-growing aura as they cross each parcel of ground between
themselves and their enemy.
Blinding Charge
Sun Crusader
“May Elrath’s Light guide you swiftly on to your next life! Prepare to meet your Dragon-god!” The war cry
of the Sun Crusader Baron Bernard has been passed down from generation to generation and exemplifies
more than anything the tremendous amount of time he had to smite his enemies while he charged down
upon them. It is said that his armor and shield reflected the light of the sun, creating a beacon that singled
out the target of his wrath, blinding his adversaries. It was considered by many to be a merciful power, as
it gave its victims a brief moment to prepare their soul for the transition from life to death.
Sun Steed
Sun Crusader
The Sun Crusader has attained a level of faith in Elrath that links his own determination to that of the
Dragon-God of Light. No obstacle may impede him from attacking the target his pure heart has decided
must be vanquished. His mount is momentarily transformed into light, and like some holy wraith, allows
the rider to go anywhere and through anything for a brief and devastating moment. This power alone has
changed the art of warfare on Ashan over the last centuries for a Sun Crusader may flank an opposing
army by simply charging straight through the enemy lines.
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Celestial

Physically imposing and striking in their perfection, the Angels of the Light are Elrath’s messengers – and shock troops
– on the face of Ashan. They are taller than Humans, far more beautiful, and project an aura of power and confidence.
Celestials, on the other hand, are smaller and more Human-like in their appearance.
They started to appear after the creation of the Falcon Empire. Their true origins remain a mystery, but their devotion
to Elrath is total.
In battle they wield the twin blades of Judgment and Mercy.
The Seraph is the upgraded Celestial.
The Seraphim are champions among the Celestials.
Their given names are often those of more legendary Angels fallen during the Elder Wars, and some priests actually
think that they are reincarnations of older Angel souls, returned by Elrath in this great time of trouble.
Whatever their origin, they are extremely skilled in battle and fight with an absolute heroism and fearlessness that
seems to come from an era of living legends.

Abilities
Blade of Mercy
Celestial
“The Celestial has a blade that can bring a valiant soul back to life on the battlefield. This magic is neither
arcane nor ritualistic. They call upon the power of Light instinctively, using their faith in Elrath as a
catalyst.” This note, taken from the writings of a teacher of the Wizards of the Seven Cities, is amazingly
accurate. Soldiers of the Holy Empire fight with greater courage and less fear when there is a Celestial
amongst their ranks, for death is not necessarily permanent.
Blade of Judgment
Celestial, Seraph
“If ever you strike an ally of Elrath, the Celestial will know it, for the steel in her blade will tremble.” from
the Requiem verses of Queen Tuidhana. The Celestial’s Blade of Judgment is said to be attuned to the pain
taken by her allies. It stores the transgression as a power, and when the ally’s aggressor is attacked, the
pain adds to the target’s woes.
Blade of Epiphany
Seraph
“I was dead I tell you, and the Arch-Angel Michael brought me back. I came back stronger and faster. Alive
again... to do Elrath’s bidding!” This is a typical testimony of a resurrected soldier in Michael’s campaign
against the Prince of Hate. Had it not been for the tremendous resurrection powers of the Seraphim, the
demons would have certainly destroyed the Holy Empire.
Absolute Purity
Seraph
The Seraphim’s determination and faith in Elrath make them immune to all magic that attempts to hinder
or sway them from their path. This tremendous ability has given rise to a well-known expression in the
forests of Irollan. “Curse a Seraph? You might as well try cursing the sun!”
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Inferno Creatures
Maniac

Maniacs are the spawns of Ur-Jubaal, the Demon Overlord of Madness.
These demons are the spirits of the unbalanced, infuriated and unpredictable nature of Chaos. A true offspring of their
creator, the Maniacs excel at spreading fear and panic.
The Maniacs cry and shriek in pain when attacking, and laugh when wounded.
The Demented is the upgraded Maniac.
Maniacs that survive the path of Madness for an extended period of time gain a twisted sense of humor and
everything begins to seem either ironic or simply hilarious.
This helps them drain resolve and assurance from their opponents.
A joke from a Demented is no laughing matter.

Abilities
Twisted Mind
Maniac, Demented
The Maniac’s sense of reasoning has crossed the normal boundaries of sanity. All forms of morality and
logic have been abandoned and attempts to sap their morale or influence their mind find nothing but a
multicolored mental wilderness. The Blind Brothers, who captured quite a few Maniacs during the 2nd
Eclipse, say that explaining to a Maniac the reasons his violent behavior will lead him to a horrid death is
like convincing a tree not to grow more bark for the winter.
Maniac Laughter
Demented
Defending against a Demented is extremely disconcerting. It attacks a little before or a little after a normal
creature would make a blow, making it slightly harder to defend against and giving it the advantage of
unpredictability. When its blows come through, they land where their enemies least expect them to fall.
This bolsters the Demented’s resolve, and some swear they even heal themselves with the unpredictable
misfortune that they cause to their enemies.
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Hell Hound

Hell Hounds are servants of Ur-Vomoch, the Demon Overlord of Voracity. These two-headed fire breathing mastiffs
outclass even the saber-toothed tigers or dire wolves in size, speed and ferocity.
The Cerberus is the Hell Hound upgrade.
When the two heads of a Hell Hound start to bark in chorus, taking on the sound of one ferocious voice, it is a sign
that they are gaining the intellectual coordination of a Cerberus, and are now capable of attacking multiple targets at
once.

Abilities
Unlimited Retaliation
Hell Hound, Cerberus
A Hell Hound is never caught off guard and attacking one never goes unpunished. Trained for the hunt of
extremely dangerous prey and as guards for even more dangerous treasures, its doubly keen sense of
smell and hearing make it impossible to attack without getting at least one bite in return.
Eye of Gluttony
Hell Hound, Cerberus
Once a Hell Hound or Cerberus has been wounded by an enemy, its senses are filled with an
uncontrollable hunger to bring down its aggressor. The odor of its assailant overcomes it and gives rise to
a ravenous frenzy. In this state, the two-headed beast’s attacks are more devastating against its marked
foe until all its aggressors are killed or the combat ends.
Voracious
Cerberus
A Cerberus is voracious, and as the saying goes in Sheogh, “Two heads are better than one, as long as you
have two plates to feed them with.” The Cerberus affects multiple targets when they are aligned in front
of it: it makes it all the easier to find something to bite.
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Succubus

Some children of Asha, having promised themselves to Urgash and the lords of Sheogh, are raised after their death as
Incubi or Succubi.
As reincarnations of powerful Demon cultists, they have a relatively high and unusual rank in the hierarchy of
Demonkind, though many of them lack the wit, devotion, or power to be anything more than servants or courtesans.
Their “mortal” origins make them useful as spies, infiltrators, and diplomats, and to support this role they are granted
powers of illusion, charm, and shape-shifting.
The Lilim is the upgraded Succubus.
A Lilim is a Succubus that has become a battlefield specialist. She is a welcome addition to many of the legions of
Sheogh.
Her powers of seduction have been honed into disarming weapons that make fighting them extremely difficult.
A Lilim sees a battle as a prelude to a passionate death, and one might find her kissing a fallen foe as the last glimmer
of light leaves their enamored eyes.

Abilities
Pleasure in Pain
Succubus
Attacking a Succubus is never a painless affair. Each battle becomes a romantic dance similar to the
courting parade of two wild Griffins at the beginning of spring. When one attacks the Succubus, there is a
natural and instinctive pheromone-driven reaction, and the pretender does a little bit of damage to itself
in its over aggressiveness as if to prove to its partner that he or she would make a worthy mate.
Enthrall
Lilim
“I knew I should o’ killed her! But something made me wanna kiss her instead.” Many a soldier who was
lucky enough to survive an encounter with a Lilim on the battlefield, tells the same story. The creature has
a mesmerizing power, and its sulfurous perfume seems to contain a hidden promise of pleasure, if its
assailants would simply throw down their weapons.
Rapture in Agony
Lilim
A battle with a Lilim is an exhilarating experience that has given even the most faithful warriors pause for
reflection. Each successful attack against the beautiful creature comes with a dose of delicious pain. The
tale of Lord Harris who left his young bride to battle the Lilim Frissona a thousand times is told at wedding
parties all over Ashan. It is politely considered a warning for the groom, but most brides consider it a
warning for them to assure that their wedding night becomes an unforgettable experience for their new
husband.
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Breeder

Bestowed upon Ur-Aazheel, the Demon Overlord of Proliferation, the Breeder is an obese, pulsing mass of flesh that
continually “spits” Imps from shifting orifices in her skin.
Almost incapable of movement, she constantly twitches from her insatiable need to procreate, and much of her vital
energy is consumed in efforts to control the mutations of her body.
She feeds on mana, that she can smell from a mile away, and when hungry, is not reluctant to consume her own
offspring.
The Breeder Mother is the upgraded Breeder.
Breeder Mothers are Breeders who have mastered the primordial drives of proliferation and are able to duplicate
themselves.
No one has ever found a Breeder Father, and for good reason. Breeder Mothers have no need of anything other than
the immense chaotic primal power of Urgash to increase their own numbers, along with the flow of Imps that
continuously spurt from their bodies.

Abilities
Mana Leech
Breeder, Breeder Mother
Mana is a creative resource that allows one to make something out of nothing. The creatures of UrAazheel, the Demon Overlord of Proliferation, can smell Mana a mile away. Breeders not only rely on
Mana to reproduce but can also channel its power from an enemy to their leader, whenever they are the
target of an attack.
Proliferation
Breeder Mother
“Breeders breed fear. Breeder Mother breeds good reason.” This Orc proverb used to illustrate the
difference between an Orc of too many words and an Orc of action, draws it origins from the demonic
creatures that they have fought bravely for centuries. Breeders multiply extremely quickly, and when one
thinks that there are already a good number, there always seem to be a few more than originally counted.
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Tormentor

Tormentors are the servants of Ur-Traggal, the Demon Overlord of Pain.
Consumed by the endless suffering of Urgash, they inflict upon their own bodies unthinkable horrors.
They draw power from their own agony, and use their deformations to strike their enemies.
The Tormentors’ skeletons are their main weapons, as they are able to tear out pieces of their body to use in combat.
Their ribs can pierce through their chests to pin an adversary, their bones can elongate and project through their
fingers to provide them with razor-like talons.
The Lacerator is the upgraded Tormentor.
Lacerators are Tormentors that have learned to expulse not only shards of bones from their bodies, but also gastric
acids and bile.
It is excruciatingly painful for the masochistic Lacerator, but even more so for its victims.

Abilities
Retractable Spikes
Tormentor
It is said that nothing is more painful than a compound fracture, when pieces of bone pierce through the
skin. A notable exception is when someone else’s bones come piercing into your own. The Tormentors,
who worship pain religiously, have the power to use their bones as weapons. They explode from their
bodies like spikes and attack indiscriminately anyone who has the misfortune to be standing beside them.
It hurts their victims even more than it hurts them.
Taste of Pain
Tormentor, Lacerator
Ur-Traggal, the Demon Overlord of Pain, awards power to demons that seek situations where pain is
distributed abundantly. There is no better place than on a battlefield. Ur-Traggal’s favored creatures, the
Tormented and Lacerators, have vowed unwavering allegiance to the philosophy and become more
powerful with each blow they deliver or receive. Thus their common phrase of greeting “Give me your
pain!” is often politely accompanied by a generous punch in the face.
Exploding Spikes
Lacerator
“Stab Lacerator in back or Lacerator’s back stab you.” An old Orc proverb taught to children to remind
them to finish a job quickly once it has been started, draws its origin from legendary encounters with
Lacerators. These creatures have the extraordinary power to expulse explosive pieces of bone laced with
acid from their bodies that cause damage to all those around them.
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Juggernaut

Servants of Ur-Khrag, the Demon Overlord of Destruction, Juggernauts are easily identified by their immense horns
and their basalt-covered fists and hooves.
In battle, they rush violently (and sometimes blindly) into the enemies lines, impaling their enemies with their horns,
crushing them with a swing of their massive arms, or trampling them to a bloody pulp.
When needed, they even make good battering rams.
The Ravager is an upgraded Juggernaut.
The Ravager cannot be mistaken for a Juggernaut. When it appears on a battlefield, it becomes the only unit that the
enemy sees.
Its aura of imminent destruction has made more than one experienced leader throw caution to the wind and
concentrate attacks on the Ravager.
It is difficult to argue such hasty decisions in the heat of battle, for the creature is one of the most powerful and
destructive forces to walk the sulfurous grounds of Sheogh.

Abilities
Organic Armor
Juggernaut, Ravager
The Juggernauts have made a pact with Ur-Khrag, the Demon Overlord of Destruction. In exchange for
their promise to destroy all that Asha has created, they have been given an organic armor that mutates
constantly, making it impossible to hamper magically. Many a wizard has died with eyes open in
astonishment, as his most powerful spell has no affect against the creatures.
Unstoppable Charge
Juggernaut, Ravager
Juggernauts relish opportunities to destroy all living and un-living creations of Asha, the Dragon-Goddess
of Order. Whether organic or mineral, their charge creates a wake of destruction that obliterates
everything in its path on the way to its target. It is said that they particularly adore the sound of shattering
stone. It is music to their ears that remind them of the mines in Sheogh where they often choose to live.
Taunting Presence
Ravager
The Ravager’s presence on the battlefield is so impressive that all enemies around it consider it to be the
only force capable of determining the outcome of the battle. This magical aura of imminent destruction
acts like a beacon and the Ravager draws all attacks towards itself, even when a closer and more
dangerous foe is standing right next to the aggressor.
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Pit Fiend

Defeated, wounded and jailed, Urgash, the Primordial Dragon of Chaos, is consumed by hatred for his sister Asha and
her Creation.
Ur-Hekal, the Demon Overlord of Hate, is the expression of that endless enmity and the mighty Pit Fiends are his most
spectacular agents.
It is said that the only creature a Pit Fiend does not hate is itself, and even that is open for discussion.
The Pit Lord is the upgraded Pit Fiend.
Pit Lords are Pit Fiends who have risen from within their own complex internal hierarchy.
Considered to be the embodiment of pure Hatred, they are surpassed in power and ruthlessness by only the most
vehement Arch-Demons.

Abilities
Hateful Retaliation
Pit Fiend, Pit Lord
“Never underestimate a raging Pit Fiend’s intelligence. They may fight like a possessed creature, but they
have one hell of a good memory!” Those legendary words of advice were given by the Arch-Angel
Harrodal to Pavel Griffin the week before he was slain in battle against a legion of demons. Pit Fiends
never forget to retaliate against a creature that has done them damage in a battle, no matter where they
are on the field of battle. They seem to keep a mental hate list, and there is always room for another
name.
Blinded by Rage
Pit Fiend, Pit Lord
A Pit Fiend is driven by Hatred the way a cart is driven by a horse. Nothing can control its anger on a
battlefield and it is immune to all mental attacks that would affect even the strongest of wills. Ur-Hekal,
the Demon Overlord of Hate, is said to be the only power capable of making a Pit Fiend stop an attack,
and since Ur-Hekal has never found a good reason not to attack someone, his favored creatures are
considered uncontrollable even by the Princes of Sheogh.
Blade of Hatred
Pit Fiend, Pit Lord
“Suddenly, all I could think about was that Rapheous owed me three crystals, and that I needed to make
him pay. So I threw a fire ball at him.” In this excerpt from a Seven Cities’ Court martial Trial the wizards
were the first to understand the maliciousness of the Pit Fiends’ power of Hatred. When confronting a Pit
Fiend the attacker might become momentarily infected by its hate. At that point anything can happen,
and one might even attack an old friend over some ridiculous old squabble, until brought to reason by an
attack from the true enemy on the battlefield.
Boundless Hate
Pit Lord
A Pit Lord is the embodiment of pure Hatred. When it leashes its Boundless Hate, all enemies on the
battlefield suffer the consequences, and even his allies take note. As the saying goes in Sheogh, “Never
forget to bring a present to a Pit Lord’s spawnday party. He’ll certainly hate the present, but he’ll hate you
more if you forget.”
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Necropolis Creatures
Skeleton

Skeletons are nothing more than dead, decaying bodies animated by the will of a Necromancer.
Combining blind loyalty, indifference to hunger and thirst, and a lack of any sense of fear or doubt, Skeletons are
considered to be excellent servants.
The Skeletal Spearman is the upgraded Skeleton.
Some Skeletons are specially selected by the Necromancers to wield enchanted armor and weapons, making them
more than simple Dragon fodder.
These superior servants carry spears equipped with a bulb of Namtaru silk residue that can spew a web upon impact.

Abilities
Hollow Bones
Skeleton, Skeletal Spearman
“Fools! Don’t aim for their hearts! They don’t have any!” Captain Gregor’s legendary last order to his
crossbowmen was immortalized by the only marksman to escape the encounter with unliving denizens of
a tomb. The survivor recounted the incident to mad Emperor Laegaire himself, who was reportedly so
upset not to have recovered the legendary bottomless flask of wine, that he appointed a goat to lead his
armies that very same day. His reasoning was that a goat is better equipped to break bones than a band of
bolt shooters.
Webbing Spears
Skeletal Spearman
The necromantic power used to animate the Skeletal Spearman is tremendous and has an extraordinary
side effect. In the immediate area around the Spearman target, all bones of any creature great and small
that has fallen over the centuries, rise and form a sort of splintery and crackling garden that slows
movement and commands respect.
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Ghoul

Ghouls are tormented spirits of the dead, bound by magic in lifeless corpses, and filled with hatred for the living.
Powerful Necromancers can control them, but otherwise they are wild and destructive.
Transformation into a Ghoul is used as the ultimate punishment in Heresh, and is a means of permanently removing a
soul from the cycle of death and transformation.
Ghouls feed on corpses and often carry diseases in their blood and saliva.
The Ravenous Ghoul is the upgraded Ghoul.
Ravenous Ghouls have been trained to fight by their masters.
They are even more feral and vicious than their “wild” relatives.
When brought to battle by the Undead Lords of the Seven Cities, they are often chained together like war dogs.

Abilities
Dead Flesh
Ghoul, Ravenous Ghoul
“This meat is as tough as ghoul’s skin.” A famous line from a Naga comic play, recounting the story of a
resourceful swordsmith’s wife who during a famine feeds her husband leather armor for dinner, illustrates
the principle characteristic of the ghoul. Both its flesh and skin are hardenened and tough and serve it as a
natural armor that is extremely resistant to all forms of physical attack.
Rage Against the Living
Ravenous Ghoul
“Unleash the ravenous ghoul, his hunger will lead us to the thief.” The guardian of treasure in Nar Heresh,
Baron Deathlock, kept ravenous ghouls near the sect’s greatest treasures as watchdogs. Their heightened
senses, driven by an insatiable hunger for living flesh, discouraged not only thieves, but rats and curious
crows. When they catch the scent of a living creature they are possessed by the odor and move visibly
faster, gaining both strength and a raging fury in preparation of a feast.
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Ghost

Upon their death, the children of the Dragon Gods rise as spirits to the moon, to await reincarnation under the guiding
hand of Asha.
However, traumatic events can cause the creation of a Ghost, a spirit bound to the material world by a powerful,
negative emotion.
By performing a specific ritual, Necromancers can convert Ghosts into loyal servants, under their absolute control.
The Specter is the upgraded Ghost.
Specters are created through particularly slow and painful deaths.
Their wounds, forever petrified and apparent, cause them to constantly relive the agony of their demise.
Specters can psychically inflict upon an enemy the same suffering that they received.
Necromancers control these tormented spirits by persuading them through magic, making them believe they are the
only beings that can assuage their agony.

Abilities
Incorporeal
Ghost
Ghosts are present both in the Spirit World and Ashan simultaneously, but never completely on either.
This allows them to move through walls and trees without hindrance and when attacked physically, a part
of the damage is lost to thin air. “My sword went right through him... and then it... went right through
me!”
Wail of the Netherworld
Ghost, Specter
Heals undead allies, possibly resurrecting creatures if the stack still exists. Living creatures around the
healed target suffer minor damage that adds to the amount healed.

Immaterial
Specter
“Of all the children of Ashan, it’s their dead I hate the most! I smashed that specter seven times, before it
finally gave up its ghost.” The Arch-Demon Zol-Moran is said to have been the first to encounter an army
of specters on the battlefield. His legion of Juggernauts was decimated and he swore that the next time he
escaped Sheogh, he would bring magic users.
Death Seal
Specter
“It was as if the specter had marked his soul for harvest.” In the diary of Priestess Jane, she explains the
difficulty she had resurrecting soldiers who had been attacked by specters. She claimed that the specter
had the power to seal its victim’s rendez-vous with death, making it extremely difficult to bring them back
to life during the heat of a battle.
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Lich

Higher ranking Necromancers are given a life-prolonging elixir that is milked from the venom of the Namtarus, Asha’s
sacred spider spirits, that they must mix with their food.
This “treatment” turns them into Asakkus, or “Liches”, their bodies desiccated but now freed from the passions of the
flesh.
They keep aging however, until they ressemble little more than walking mummies.
The venom mixture also colors their entire eyes bright green.
The Archlich is an upgraded Lich.
An Archlich is given that title when he has continued “living” beyond what his or her physical shell would have
normally permitted.
Though this passage might seem arbitrary, it is not, for a Lich feels the moment pass when death should have come.
As they journey beyond the sacred cycle of Life and Death, they gain comprehension of greater powers, some which
can be used to sap the life force of living creatures.

Abilities
Dark Embrace
Lich, Archlich
“When a Lich is on the battlefield, watch the shadows… they grow longer.” The Lich emits a permanent
aura of Darkness that makes magical cursing as easy as calling someone a dirty name. Though Liches
themselves seldom use vulgar language, many a sorry opponent has sworn and cussed when suffering
from their augmented spells.
Life Drain
Archlich
The Archlich has gained mastery over the cycle of Life & Death and can play with its energies. It can drain
life from an enemy and pour it into the hungry body of an undead ally. This tremendous power,
considered wicked by many, is considered to be a relatively altruistic action by necromancers, for it
cannot be used to heal themselves.
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Lamasu

In the year 512 YSD, the Wizards of the Seven Cities created the Beastmen as guards, servants, and “playthings”.
The Lamasus were one of many experiments, specifically born of the unnatural fusion of human criminals and
Manticores.
The resulting creatures were naturally infected by a strange form of pestilence. Too unstable and short-lived, they
were considered a failure until a humble embalmer discovered their true potential.
A student of the Necromancers, he simply rose the Lamasus’ dead bodies and offered them as a gift to his masters.
Their function as plague vector, coupled with their physical might and mobility, made them deadly and versatile
troops in the Undead armies of the rising Necromancer cult.
The Putrid Lamasu is the upgraded Lamasu.
Certain parasites are immune to the innate disease that the Lamasu propagates throughout its body, and develop a
mutually beneficial relationship with their host over time.
They feed off of all that the Lamasu kills or that expires in its presence, and in return, the Lamasu sometimes direct
them into a swarm to use them as a weapon.
These vermin-infested creatures are known as Putrid Lamasus.

Abilities
Aura of Putrescence
Lamasu
“When the blood of manticore and men are mixed, it gives birth to a sickness that kills its host and
everything around it.” The wizards of the Seven Cities considered the Lamasu a failed beastman
experiment, until a humble embalmer discovered their true potential. They have become some of the
most terrifying creatures of the Necromancer armies as walking dead. Their natural disease kills anything
that stays too close to it for an extended period of time.
Contagion
Putrid Lamasu
The Putrid Lamasu carries a strain of a natural disease that is infectious. The only way to rid oneself of the
deadly contagion is to sleep, something that is extremely difficult during a full-fledged battle. The
discovery of the cure was immortalized by the Sun Crusader, Lord Kilburn, after a legendary victory over
the Archlich Mironor. “Praise Elrath, we have won... and now all of you! Find a safe place to take a nap!”
Breath of Vermin
Putrid Lamasu
“Wherever the Putrid Lamasu stalks, those who live off the dead stalk with it.” A host of small vermin
often accompany the beast, living both within its body and its oily fur. These parasites can be directed into
a swarm and used as a weapon against an enemy. Its effects are devastating, and as one naga poet wrote,
“...like an ugly gutter cat salting and peppering its next meal.”
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Vampire

As they grow in power, Liches may earn the right to be embraced by the Spider Goddess herself to die and be reborn
as Akhkharus, or “Vampires”.
They undergo an excruciating ritual but gain a rejuvenated body, cleansed from all defects. Vampires don’t need to
eat, drink, sleep or breathe anymore as all their organs are “petrified” and it is not blood, but the sacred spider’s
venom, that now flows in their veins.
However, they need to drink human blood on a regular basis to thin this venom down, and prevent it from dissolving
their body from the inside.
The Vampire Lord is an upgraded Vampire.
When a Vampire reaches complete mastery over his new powers, he starts to age backwards, looking one year
younger with each new century of unlife.
He is now greeted as a Vampire Lord, and joins the ruling council of the Necromancers.

Abilities
Vampiric Embrace
Vampire
“They don’t just drink blood to heal themselves, they need it to water down the venom flowing in their
veins.” When the armies of the Holy Empire first observed vampires fighting beside them during the wars
with the Demons of the 2nd Blood Moon Eclipse, they didn’t know which of the two was the greater evil.
It was the Great Inquisitrice Amanda who first wrote about their powers, reportedly having captured one
and put it to the question. “If the Vampire cannot feed, its own blood, a venom of sorts, consumes it from
within.”
Out of Time
Vampire, Vampire Lord
“Smash twice. Only sure way to kill it.” These words of advice from a warworn Cyclops are particularly
good to remember when fighting a Vampire. When concentrating only on defense, the vampire is capable
of entering the Spirit World just long enough to avoid an attack. If one wants to be sure to damage it, one
must strike it again before it has time to regain its composure.
Vampiric Grasp
Vampire Lord
“She stabbed him the belly, and he bit her in the back, the angels healed her everywhere and the Emperor
drank to that.” In the tavern song that recounts the epic battle between Amanda and the Vampire Lord
Miroul, the Holy Empire’s Great Inquisitrice is bitten in a different part of her body with each verse. She
keeps stabbing the Vampire in the belly to know apparently no avail. She is finally victorious, but few
actually get to that fortieth verse in the song before succombing to the ritual of downing their glass along
with the Emperor.
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Fate Spinner

Namtarus, or Fate Spinners, are emanations of the Mother Namtaru, an avatar of the Spider Goddess, a truly divine
reflection of the Death aspect of Asha.
They can either assume the form of a spider-woman hybrid or that of a female humanoid with two legs and six arms.
Worshipped by the Necromancers, who use their venom to sustain their ranks of Liches and Vampires, Namtarus will
often be present at the founding of a Necropolis, like the queen of a hive, to fortify its foundations and nurture its
growth.
The Namtarus regularly counsel their devotees through whisper, rhyme, and even dream.
Under their protection, the Undead comb the region for lost souls which they then recruit to swell their ranks.
The Fate Weaver is the upgraded Fate Spinner.
The Fate Weaver is Asha’s compliment to the Fate Spinner.
Where the latter unravels the fragile threads of life and death from the substance of Void, the Fate Weaver
incorporates them into its very fabric, following the pattern that the Spider Queen has ordained.
Asha has also given them the power to control time whenever their purpose warrants.

Abilities
Dual Forms
Fate Spinner, Fate Weaver
“Spinner and Weaver, human or spider, they’re one and the same. Both will sever the thread that ties you
to this world.” Hashima gave this warning to the armies of Eternal Empress before waging battle with the
Necromancers of the Seven Cities. The Fates have the power to change form, but both are extremely
deadly.
Venomous Touch
Fate Spinner (spider form), Fate Weaver (spider form)
“Kill the spiders quickly. Time is death’s ally”. The Venomous Touch of the Fates favors them in a
prolonged conflict on the battlefield. The Naga general Maturato devoted an entire chapter in his famous
epic poem of war, encouraging his students to change their traditional tactical strategies when
encountering the terrible spiders in combat.
Baleful Gaze
Fate Spinner (human form), Fate Weaver (human form)
“How amazing! It knows you’re trying to kill it before even you do.” The Arch-Demon Kha-Beleth was
reportedly so amazed by the Baleful Gaze of the Fate Spinner that he spent a century trying to convince
one to become his succubus. The Arch-Demon claimed that they could see briefly into the future and
divine the violent intentions of their enemy. “I want one of those!”
Freezing Web
Fate Weaver (spider form)
“Tricky Spider got away. My blade still sticky.” The Fate Weaver is a formidable foe and very difficult to kill
if given the time to spin a web around itself. The Orcs hate their trapping ability in particular, as it
counters their traditional charge and slash tactics, and requires a great deal of patience to defeat.
Dance of Decay
Fate Weaver (human form)
“Life and Death is a sacred cycle! Growing older is just the proof that Asha still knows your name.” When a
Fate Weaver starts to dance time seems to dance with her, and if you stand too close you will pass on to
the Dragon-Goddess before your normally appointed time. The Dance of Decay accelerates the aging
process, and is considered proof that the Fates do indeed draw their power from Asha, the Dragon of
Order.
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Sanctuary Creatures
Shark Guard

In the year 512 YSD, the Wizards of the Seven Cities created the Beastmen as guards, servants... and playthings.
Perhaps one of the most bizarre experiments of a particularly imaginative wizard was to create a hybrid between man
and shark, a breed which the wizard hoped would make unsurpassed naval troops.
The members of the Wizard Council were not convinced and decided to trade the military use of the Sharkmen for a
political one: they offered the creatures as a gift to the Naga lords.
The Nagas welcomed the Sharkmen as equals rather than slaves, and offered them honourable positions as guards of
their underwater palaces. In return, the Shark Guards follow their masters with unyielding pride and loyalty.
The Wanizame is the upgraded Shark Guard.
Wanizame are Shark Guards that have proven their valor and dependability not only to their Naga lords, but to their
brother Sharks-in-arms as well.
This title is offered by representatives of both in a formal ritual that takes place deep in the ocean, although only
those involved have ever witnessed it.

Abilities
Ferocious Wound
Shark Guard, Wanizame
“Use your chopsticks! You’re a true Naga, not a Wanizame!” This common expression in the Lotus
kingdom, given by parents to their children as they learn table manners, refers to the way Shark Guards
attack their enemies in the most uncivilized of manners. Not only are the wounds inflicted difficult to
staunch, but also they often cripple their targets, reducing their capacity to move.
Blood Frenzy
Wanizame
“You think he’s ugly, now? Wait ‘til the blood starts spilling.” Anyone who has ever fought and survived a
battle with Wanizame remembers their Blood Frenzy. Their first attacks are ferocious, but once they’ve
caught the whiff of blood, they become possessed with a hunger to finish off their prey.
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Coral Priestess

Coral Priestesses are healers and diplomats within Naga society. They come from the Coral Nagas, the smallest of the
three Naga species who dwell in the lagoons and on the shores of the Jade Sea islands. Their scales are bright and
multi-colored; their faces are almost human.
One of the most unique features of the Coral Nagas is the fact their hair is made of living snakes. The snakes are
usually asleep and arranged in an elaborate topknot, but a strong and unexpected emotion or danger can wake them
up.
The Pearl Priestess is the upgraded Coral Priestess.
The Pearl Priestesses have learned to tame their serpentine hair, and in fact use it as a weapon. They can order the
snakes of their topknot to perform a mesmerizing dance that evokes the deep currents of the oceans, causing an
intense sensation of cold and lethargy for all enemies facing them in combat.

Abilities
Waves of Renewal
Coral Priestess, Pearl Priestess
“May the Waters of Shalassa renew your body and spirit.” Countless Naga have heard this prayer of the
Pearl and Coral Priestesses in the most heated moments of battle. It bathes them in a powerful aura that
heals their wounds, removes any negative thoughts, and dispels the effects of enemy magic.
Eyes of the Medusa
Pearl Priestess
“It was like the fire inside me had been drowned in a bucket of chilled ale.” This report, from a Dwarf
pirate to his captain after a skirmish with a Pearl Priestess, illustrates well the effects of the Naga’s
mesmerizing power. It dulls the minds of their enemies, making them much slower to react.
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Kappa

Often jokingly described as the offspring of a toad and a turtle, Kappas are in truth minor Water Spirits linked to the
rivers and lakes, bound to a material shape by their alliance with the Naga priesthood.
Travellers from other lands often make fun of the Kappa’s appearance and demeanour, but the Naga know better and
never underestimate the martial talents of these strange creatures.
The Kappa Shoya is the upgraded Kappa.
Shoyas are venerable Kappas, bound to the most sacred rivers and lakes, who constantly purify the waters from which
they obtain their strength. In doing so, they accumulate concentrated doses of spiritual toxins that they can use as a
weapon against their enemies.

Abilities
Leap
Kappa
“Jumps like Jaguar. Fights like demon.” Orc Warriors admire the Kappa for the challenge it gives them
during a battle, as it leaps from an amazing distance to deliver a devastating attack. Because the Kappa is
a minor spirit enemies often underestimate its intelligence, but it knows when and where to leap in order
to gain the maximum benefit of surprise. The longer the pounce, the more destructive its landing.
Crashing Leap
Kappa Shoya
“Those blasted Shoyas have sent more of my men to the grave than the swords of their Naga masters!”
Baron Gunnar, leader of the first imperial expedition to Hashima, shouted those words to his captains
after his humiliating defeat against the Naga. When the Kappa Shoya lands from one of its Mighty Leaps, it
splashes a toxic substance that is said to burn a man to his very soul.
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Spring Spirit

Spring Spirits are major Water Spirits linked to the purest waters. As such, they are found in the springs and waterfalls
that are close to Water Dragon veins or nexuses.
Often summoned by the Naga priesthood to participate in one of their rites of cleansing, they also guard Naga
warriors on the field of battle by melding with these allies and providing them with spiritual and magical protection.
The Mizu-Kami is the upgraded Spring Spirit.
Mizu-Kami are Spring Spirits that have chosen to take up residence with the Eternal Empress, vowing to protect her as
if she were an avatar of Shalassa.
She sometimes dispatches them as honor guards to her ambassadors and favorites, but they are usually reserved for
the most sacred Naga rituals. These include Naga trials by combat and the cleansing suicide known as the “Drowning
Kiss”.
Receiving the kiss of a Mizu-Kami is a way for a defeated Naga lord to return to Shalassa with honor intact.

Abilities
Spirit Link
Spring Spirit
“They pass it on to a living creature through spiritual linking... We must duplicate it!” The Wizards of the
Seven Cities were fascinated by the Spring Spirits who accompanied Naga ambassadors. In particular, it
was their ability to bond with an ally and share any magical blessing from which one or the other
benefited. The Wizards, who sought to master this power for themselves, were exasperated by repeated
failures. It seems that their lack of faith in Shalassa was the major impediment. In fact, the Spring Spirits
simply meld a part of their substance with their living allies, making the both of them one in the Spirit
World.
Pain Mirror
Spring Spirit, Mizu-Kami
“Burn a tree and you burn part of yourself. Take a life and you take a part of your own. Kill a Spring Spirit
and you kill a part of your soul.” The Elves of Irrolan hold Spring Spirits in great esteem. Though they
recognize them as creatures of Shalassa, they symbolize one of the greatest teachings of Sylanna, the
Dragon-goddess of Earth: harmony. Spring Spirits can link with their allies for beneficial purposes, but they
can also link with their enemies to reflect the pain that is inflicted to them.
Lifeguard Membrane
Mizu-Kami
“Pound the water out of him first… and then maybe he’ll listen.” This popular expression, common
throughout Ashan, means that a cuff on the side of the head is sometimes the best way to get the
attention of someone who is ignoring your side of an argument. Its origin comes from the various Water
Spirits, whose liquid material shape greatly reduces all physical and magical damage directed toward
them.
Spirit Bond
???

Mizu-Kami
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Snow Maiden

Snow Maidens are major Water Spirits linked to the frozen aspect of Water (ice and snow).
They have lived with the Naga for centuries in harmony, isolated in their mountain retreats.
The Yuki-Onna is the upgraded Snow Maiden.
Yuki-Onna are greater aspects of the Snow Maidens that can be found only at the summit of the largest glaciers. It is
said that they are the daughters of Winter itself, and wield the powers of ice and snow like a warrior wields a blade.

Abilities
Frozen Touch
Snow Maiden
“Shalassa has three moods: one that scalds, one that cleanses, and one that chills you to the bone.” All
Nagas learn this lesson at a very young age. Though water can be used as a weapon in all three of its
states, the Frozen Touch of the Snow Maiden is most effective when one strives to paralyze clusters of
opposing troops on a battlefield.
Frozen Caress
Yuki-Onna
The effects of the Frozen Caress of the Yuki-Onna were immortalized in a play about a daimyo who fell in
love with one. To counter the maiden’s tremendous powers of cold that froze him nearly to death every
time he kissed her, the daimyo went on a long quest to find a necklace of eternally burning pearls. He
wore the jewels around his neck every time he was near the Maiden, and when that still was not enough
to maintain his hardiness, he had them fashioned into a belt.
Ice Shards
Yuki-Onna
“Snow can be a warming blanket, but ice is always a deadly bed.” The Duchies of the Wolf and Griffin
share the latter saying, as both of them are familiar with the dangers winter brings to their lands. The
Yuki-Onna can call upon these powers to create daggers of ice that will line the soil, in wait for those
foolish enough to tread the treacherous zone.
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Kenshi

These honourable and powerful warriors, part of the Deep Nagas (the largest of the three Naga species), are
distinguished by their dark scales and faces that are more reptilian than human. They reside in underwater cities at
the bottom of the Jade Ocean.
The Kensei is the upgraded Kenshi.
Certain Deep Nagas are born with four arms, and they are trained to master a combat style known as the Four Waves
that is adapted to their unique anatomy.
Once they demonstrate a sufficient mastery of this martial art, they are reverently called Kenseis, “Sword Saints”.

Abilities
Challenge
Kenshi, Kensei
“It was as if time stood still... and there was only him and me in a cloud of slashing steel and a mist of
invigorating blood.” This entry in the diary of the pirate queen Tawni Solace tells of a fierce battle with
Nagas at sea. She is the first to speak of the challenge of the Kenshis. Once one of these valiant warriors
crosses swords with a chosen enemy, it is difficult to attack anyone else but him.
Battle Ready
Kenshi, Kensei
“As the ripples subside, the water returns”. Fighting a Naga Kenshi is like throwing a stone into a lake.
Their martial art is inspired by the movement and flow of water, that will always return to the place it has
been pushed away from. It is thus impossible to attack a Kenshi without receiving a blow in return.
Four Waves
Kensei
“High tide, low tide and the waves of blood between. The poet kills with his brush, the Kensei writes with
his sword.” These lines from the rebel daimyo Yamana were reportedly sent to the Shogun of the Imperial
Empress, as he was about to engage his battalion of Kenseis. They attest to the respect Yamana attributed
to the celebrated Four Waves, the combat style mastered by these elite warriors. Yamana surrendered
without a fight and was allowed to kill himself through the honorable “Drowning Kiss” ritual.
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Kirin

A powerful Water Spirit linked to the celestial waters in all their aspects (rain, hail, clouds, fog, mist…), the Kirin is
known in the Naga culture as the bringer of wisdom and chooser of lords.
It is said that a warlord who brings a Kirin to battle is blessed by Shalassa and the whole army benefits from the spirit’s
heavenly aura.
It is also said that one who rides the Kirin may travel faster than the wind, but at the cost of his own life.
The Sacred Kirin is the upgraded Kirin.
A Sacred Kirin is only to be found deep within the Spirit World, and rarely materializes on Ashan. The only way to
commune with them is to bathe naked in the magical springs of Shalassa found on the highest mountain of Hashima.
The petitioner must then take a literal leap of faith by jumping off the mist-shrouded rocks, praying for the spirit to
hear them and interrupt their deadly fall.

Abilities
Trail of Mist
Kirin
The Kirin leaves a misty magical trail behind it wherever it walks that is thick enough, it is joked, to give
even an Orc a proper bath. But on the battlefield very few find it a laughing matter. Though the mist never
lingers long, the enemy armies always waste precious time groping their way through.

Water Flows Freely
Kirin, Sacred Kirin
“The Kirin is born of water, and like the rain, cannot be harnessed.” In an ancient Naga bestiary,
discovered by the Necromancer Sveltana during her legendary journey across the Jade Ocean, the
painting that accompanied these words showed a magnificent Kirin moving with determination through a
forest of fierce warriors. On the battlefield, she later discovered that the Kirin’s legendary powers were
more than a fable, as even the most powerful magic could not hinder the spirit’s swift and graceful
movements
Hailstorm Aura
Sacred Kirin
“Where it walks, the water of the sky falls in thundering acclaim to its purity.” The Eternal Empress is said
to sleep in a bed decorated with silk sheets, embroidered with images of the terrible Hailstorm Aura of
the Sacred Kirins. Though the Empress slumbers in perfect warmth, those who have battled against these
powerful spirits speak only of the tremendous cold they felt when the storm it summons hit them.
Trail of Clouds
???

Sacred Kirin
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Stronghold Creatures
Mauler

Lightly armored and heavily armed, the Orc Maulers are the basic front-line of the Stronghold hordes.
Their usual tactic is simply to rush straight at the enemy, counting on their numbers, speed, ferocity, and toughness to
break the lines of the opposing troops and pound the hell out of them.
Their heavy shields are not a decorative item, but used to deflect the incoming missiles that are inevitably hurled from
the enemy ranks.
The Crusher is the upgraded Mauler.
Crushers are a special cast of Orc Maulers that have gained an instinctive combat sense.
They get a glimpse of their foe’s aggressive intentions in a flashing vision when in battle.
Some claim it’s a gift from their patron god, Father Sky. Others attribute it to the chaotic powers that resides within
their demonic blood.

Abilities
Taste of Blood
Mauler, Crusher
“Once the Orc bleeds, the smell of his own blood invigorates him and he grows stronger.” When the
Wizards of the Seven Cities created the Orcs this incredible faculty amazed them, and it encouraged their
tactical usage of Maulers in the front lines of their armies. The demons were the first to suffer the
onslaught of the Maulers, and their resilient aggressiveness even took them by surprise.
Shielded
Mauler, Crusher
“Father Sky and Mother Earth protect Orc children.” This typical Orc Shaman incantation before battle is
not merely a means for bolstering morale. It appears that Father Sky provides them a sort of protection
constantly from threats coming from the airs, for all ranged attacks are mysteriously shielded and are less
effective than they should be. The Inquisitors of the Holy Empire call this ridiculous superstition, but
whenever two crossbowmen are out of their earshot, they will swear that it is true.
Assault
Crusher
“Shaman gets last word, Warrior get last smash!” This famous Orc saying is not spoken as a joke by
Crushers, and holds a great deal of truth. When a Crusher attacks and its enemy retaliates it attacks again.
Though they may be Orcs of few words, their weapons speak for them.
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Goblin

Goblins are “degenerate” Orcs, who were originally “failures” in the Orc experiment, born from the blood of lesser
demons (mostly Imps).
Their fertility being inversely proportional to their physical and intellectual capacities, they have multiplied like
rodents.
Goblins are small, scraggy, physically weak, but very swift and agile.
Devious and cowardly, they rarely attack unless they greatly outnumber their opponents, preferring sneak attacks and
(poorly constructed) booby traps. They will usually run from any show of force.
In the Orc armies, Goblins serve as servants, scouts and skirmishers.
The Goblin Hunter is the upgraded Goblin.
Goblin Hunters are Goblins who are smart enough to survive in the wild on their own.
Independent tribes of Goblins have been found in the forests of Irollan, the Steppes of the East, or in the Pao Islands.
Sometimes a common purpose leads them to join the ranks of the Orcs.
Goblin Hunters should not be underestimated: they are particulary good at finishing off incapacitated enemies.

Abilities
Crippling Traps
Goblin, Goblin Hunter
“You don’t fight Goblins, you hunt them down. They have no sense of honour, and no proper place on
Ashan.” The Emperor Connor III, who is famous for calling an end to the Orc Crusades, had initially wanted
to exclude Goblins from the treaty. He had nearly lost a leg in a Goblin trap, and whenever he had
encountered them on the battlefield, he felt there was no glory to be had in besting them.
Vicious Strike
Goblin Hunter
“There is much for us to learn from the Goblin. He is not dumb. He has intelligently adapted to his physical
shortcomings, and has learned to critically strike his opponent when the odds are in his favour.” Queen
Tuidhana, a long-time ally of the Orcs, is said to have asked each of her legendary assassins to spend a
month hunting with Goblins in the forests of Irollan, before accepting them in her personal guard.
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Harpy

In the year 512 YSD, the Wizards of the Seven Cities created the Beastmen as guards, servants, and “playthings”.
Half-human and half-bird of prey, Harpies were originally used as scouts, messengers and skirmishers in the Wizards’
armies.
They won their freedom along with the Orcs, who adopted them as allies, considering them to be favored children of
Father Sky.
Very different characteristics have evolved in Harpies born from such diverse species as ravens, eagles, or vultures.
The Harpies who settled in the Pao islands were created from various tropical raptors native to the Eastern jungles,
which explains their multi-colored plumage.
The Fury is the upgraded Harpy.
Furies are Harpies that have survived enough battles to master advanced techniques in strafing attacks. They are
impossible to counter-attack as they fly with incredible speed and manoeuvrability.

Abilities
Strike and Return
Harpy, Fury
“Follow them to where they nest! Or you’ll never be rid of them.” The Barons and Dukes of the Holy
Empire know the tactics of the Harpy all too well. During the Orc Crusades they were a detested
opponent, harassing both reserves and front lines at will. One had to observe closely their position and
rush them to their point of origin in order to fight them effectively on solid ground.
No Retaliation
Fury
“Honor is a luxury for those with the gold to armor their chests. I prefer my Furies. They cloak themselves
in courage.” Crag Hack, the infamous barbarian who rose to the head of an Orc tribe, is said to have
thrown those words likes javelins at Baron Rufus during a truce meeting in the middle of a three-day
battle. The Unicorn Baron was complaining that the strafing attacks from Crag’s notorious Clouds of Furies
were dishonorable because his men could not retaliate.
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Dreamwalker

Orcs pray to Mother Earth and Father Sky, but Dreamwalkers are the voices of the tribes’ ancestors.
To become a Dreamwalker, a shaman must first undertake a dream journey to the Spirit World to meet the spirits of
his ancestors. During this inner journey, the Dreamwalker must also face his own demonic heritage and destroy the
Chaos within himself.
Many Dreamwalkers die during this trial. Those who survive return transformed: their body twisted and deformed by
their struggle with their chaotic blood, but their mind imbued with a greater understanding of blood magic and the
spiritual realms.
The Dreamreaver is the upgraded Dreamwalker.
Dreamreavers have traveled so often and far into the Dream realms that they can summon a part of it onto the
battlefield.
These shamans are not only respected by other Orcs, but are perhaps the only living creatures that they might
honorably fear.
A conversation with a Dreamreaver is like talking to your worst nightmare, only it’s they who decide when you awake.

Abilities
Sky and Earth
Dreamwalker
“One man’s dream is another man’s nightmare.” This Seven City popular expression could be used to
describe the effects of the Dreamwalker spell that sends its allies into a waking dream where their
movement is liberated and hastened. When cast on an enemy, the dream becomes a nightmare, causing
both damage and in increasing sensation of lethargy.
Sky and Earth, Mass
Dreamreaver
“Kill the damn Dreamreavers or they’ll have us all thinking we’re roasting over a sulfur pit!” The ArchDemon Gru-Zhaal is said to have watched his entire legion caught under the effects of a Dreamreaver
nightmare. Though he himself was unaffected by the spell, he channeled visions from his favorite
succubus and felt her state of terror. Not only were the Orcs on the field moving twice as fast they should,
his own troops were crawling, suffering from some imaginary pain.
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Centaur

Like the Harpies, Centaurs are Beastmen, created by the Wizards of the Seven Cities in the year 512 YSD.
Half-human and half-horse, the Centaurs were originally given the menial tasks of carrying messages, pulling carts and
working in the mines.
They willingly joined the Revolt of the Orcs and scattered across the face of Ashan, seeking space, dignity, and
freedom.
They get along well with Orc tribes and have become their most valuable allies, out of common interest and likemindedness.
The Centaur Marauder is the upgraded Centaur.
Centaur Marauders are a cast of Centaurs dedicated entirely to the art of warfare.
They have vowed never to be slaves again and initiation amongst their ranks requires them to renounce the bonds of
marriage.
This does not mean that they may not bear or foster children, but they are forbidden the pairings that are reserved for
the other members of their herd tribes.

Abilities
Vigilant Scout
Centaur, Centaur Marauder
“Charge with your shields raised high!” This command usually means one thing: Imperial Sentinels are
being asked to charge a contingent of Centaurs. The Centaur Beastmen were created by the Wizards of
the Seven Cities originally to pull carts of supplies on the battlefield, but when trained as archers their true
utility was quickly discovered. They are among the best harassing units on all of Ashan, and it takes
tactical expertise to outflank them.
Manoeuvre
Centaur, Centaur Marauder
“Both our flanks were chasing centaurs and our lines grew too thin. When the center broke, the battle
was over in three short breaths.” The Wizards of the Seven Cities recorded numerous battle reports in the
years following the Orc rebellion. These lines were of note, because the first to mention what would
appear to demonstrate tactical intelligence on the behalf of the Centaurs. They refused to fight hand-tohand combat, and chasing them down considerably weakened their enemy’s lines.
Mobile shooter
Centaur Marauder
“She doesn’t have to stop and turn her mount! She is both mount and rider!” The Sunriders of the Empire
are as impressed as they are frustrated by the agility of the Centaur Marauders on the battlefield. They
can fire deadly arrows and then move to higher ground, or dash to a place before firing from the most
deadly positions. Years of skirmishes with the Holy Empire during the Orc Crusades have taught the
Centaur Marauders to fight with uncanny discipline.
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Jaguar Warrior

Among the Pao islands’ Orcs, the Jaguar Warriors are the tallest, the strongest, and the meanest.
To become a Jaguar Warrior, an Orc brave must first kill a saber-toothed jaguar, one of the fiercest predators of the
islands, with his bare hands.
Needless to say, the mask of a Jaguar Warrior often hides numerous scars earned during this perilous rite of passage.
In combat, they rush violently and blindly into the enemy, raking with their obsidian claws.
Jaguar Warriors are often used as honour guards by the greatest Orc chieftains and shamans.
The Panther Warrior is the upgraded Jaguar Warrior.
Among the Pao islands’ Orcs, the Jaguar Warriors are the tallest, the strongest, and the meanest.
To become a Jaguar Warrior, an Orc brave must first kill a saber-toothed jaguar, one of the fiercest predators of the
islands, with his bare hands.
Needless to say, the mask of a Jaguar Warrior often hides numerous scars earned during this perilous rite of passage.
In combat, they rush violently and blindly into the enemy, raking with their obsidian claws.
Jaguar Warriors are often used as honor guards by the greatest Orc chieftains and shamans.

Abilities
Feral Charge
Jaguar Warrior
Jaguar and Panther warriors call upon the spirits of the great cats from which they draw their namesake.
Often, their first attack resembles the pounce of a feline predator, dropping from the sky and pinning
their prey, making immediate retaliation impossible. If their prey is not immediately killed, it is best not to
run, for to do so is to give them a chance to pounce again.
War Fury
Jaguar Warrior, Panther Warrior
“Once it starts slashing, nothing but death will stop it.” The Necromancer Hafayaad wrote extensively on
the tactics and strategies of the Orcs in battle. He made special note of the Jaguar Warrior’s capacity to
resist curses and control once it had entered into the fray of battle, prompting him to recommend
concentrating magical attacks on them until the lines had met, and then praying to Asha for her
intervention thereafter.
All-around Slash
Panther Warrior
“It was raining claws, and their growls sounded like thunder.” Many Naga consider the Panther Warriors
the most beautiful and dangerous foe one might meet in battle. Their charge is furious and instinctive,
and falls upon battle lines like a summer storm. Not only must the immediate target of their pounce be on
their guard, but those beside them most also look for cover from the rain of death and fury.
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Cyclops

Cyclops are the Goblins’ opposites. They too were a “failure” in the Orc experiment, but because they were born from
the blood of major demons.
The demonic part of their blood took over, and they became monstrous giants, body and mind twisted by chaotic
surges.
While many factions would love to harness their power, only the Orcs have the strength, patience, and courage to
“tame” them and give them a place in their villages as tireless workers, and on the battlefield as heavy shock troops
and “siege engines”.
Cyclops often measure more than 10 feet tall, and they definitely look more demonic than human. A curious trait they
all share is that they have only one eye: a large, pupil-less disc, red and glowing.
No one knows for sure the cause of this mutation, but a popular wizard theory claims that it is the “Mark of Chaos”, a
symbol of the Dragon-snake Urgash, coiled in a circle, eating its own tail. Most simply refer to it as “the Evil Eye”.
The Enraged Cyclops is the upgraded Cyclops.
Though the Cyclops are by nature calm with a child-like simplicity, when they are hurt (physically or emotionally), they
develop an explosive and terrifying rage, born from their chaos-tainted blood. This makes them dangerous to
everyone, their own kind included.
A select few Cyclops can intuitively channel this rage through their “Evil Eye” to incinerate their enemies from a
distance.

Abilities
Slam

Cyclops

“Closing in on a Cyclops is like trying to keep the ocean at bay with the point of a spear.” The Deep Naga respect the tremendous
blows of the Cyclops and consider it blessed by Shalassa. Wherever its mighty club strikes the ground a wave of fury is launched at
the point of impact, pushing its rivals back. The sensation is similar to being hit by a giant wave when swimming along the coastal
regions of the Jade sea on a stormy morning.

Sunder

Cyclops, Enraged Cyclops

“If you think their fort is impressive, you should see how quickly they can tear it down.” Earland Hammer, the renowned Bloodsmith,
is said to have lived a decade with a tribe of Cyclops to learn how to most effectively swing a mass. He once encountered a trader
that was extremely impressed by the immensity of their village architecture. Earland told him that the Cyclops have a natural talent
for crushing stone and wood, and that they could turn a mountain into a prairie if they were ever given a good reason.

Impervious to Pain

Cyclops, Enraged Cyclops

“The creature’s too dumb to know when it’s already dead!” The Emperors of Falcon have a long history of underestimating the
intelligence of the Orc nations. Their misunderstanding of the Cyclops capacity to continue fighting even after it has been killed is not
due to a mental deficiency but simply the fact that it is impervious to pain.

Mighty Slam

Enraged Cyclops

“Mother Earth hears Cyclops’ rage!” The Shaman Palamona is said to have been the first Orc to have made friends with the Cyclops
during her tribe’s flight for freedom during the Orc Crusades. She claimed to have been given a vision during a dream by Mother
Earth, and walked straight into a Cyclops village the very next morning. As two Enraged Cyclops immediately tried to smash the life
out of her, they both missed, and she was sent high into the air from the tremendous impacts of their Mighty Slams. She then
floated gently to the ground between them, and the Cyclops have been the allies of the Orcs since that day.

Burning Rage

Enraged Cyclops

“They say the eye is the window to the soul. The Cyclops’ eye is a portal into Sheogh.” An Enraged Cyclops can concentrate its anger
into a single beam of fiery energy that can literally set ablaze whatever it gazes upon. Or as the saying goes, “Cyclopes can’t wink, but
no one has ever looked at one long enough to be certain.”
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Neutral Creatures
Timber Wolf

Inhabitating most of the forests of Ashan, these noble predators use their speed and pack tactics to hunt. Contrary to
the bloodthirsty Dire Wolves, Timber Wolves usually stay away from people, but have been known to attack lonely
travelers, especially during harsh winters when game becomes rare. Wolves howl at the moon, and are thus often
believed to be servants of Asha in folklore and legends.

Abilities
Hunger
???

Timber Wolf
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Dire Wolf

In the Holy Empire, Dire Wolves are among the most feared predators of the wild.
The ruthless warriors of the Wolf Duchy have chosen this bloodthirsty beast as their blazon animal, and they have
learned to train them into efficient, if somewhat unreliable companions for their hunting parties, and of course, for
war.

Abilities
Hunger
???

Dire Wolf

Ferocity
???

Dire Wolf
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Air Elemental

Fierce winds that follow the dragon-veins along deep chasms, the cliffs of high mountains, or wide-open plains can
collect and carry powerful motes of elemental energy. These have been observed to condense and generate Air
Elementals.
Spontaneous appearances are also associated with the most violent storms, hurricanes, and tornadoes that lash the
surface of Ashan.
A rare variety of Air Elementals can also be born from the dying breath of high-ranking priests of Ylath, the DragonGod of Air. These spirits are unusually potent, and generally viewed as lords among their kind.

Abilities
Cyclone
???

Air Elemental

Lightning Strikes
???

Air Elemental

Wind Shield
???

Air Elemental

Air Affinity
???

Air Elemental
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Earth Elemental

More commonly called a Stonecrush by the general populations of Ashan, an Earth Elementals generally rises up from
the mineral deposits close to dragon-veins, and the strongest ones are born in times of earthquakes and landslides.
Though these spirits are always at least partially composed of rock, the type of rock itself and thus the aspect of the
Elemental varies by location.
One can therefore find Earth Elementals of precious ores such as gold and silver, or of more mundane materials such
as granite and quartz or even dust, mud or wood.

Abilities
Petrification
???

Earth Elemental

Regeneration
???

Earth Elemental

Earth Affinity
???

Earth Elemental
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Fire Elemental

When the anger of Arkath, the Dragon-God of Fire, grows great enough that it breaks the barrier between the
Elemental Plane of Fire and the world of Ashan, this rage can create a wave of elemental magic that generates rash
and ill-tempered Fire Elementals.
The intensity and cause of the fire determine to an extent the personality and power of the Elemental. Most are born
from spontaneous forest fires, others from unusual flows of lava, or volcanic eruptions.
Fire Elementals born deep in the bowels of Ashan, near the gates leading to Sheogh, are unstable and occasionally
contaminated by the influence of Urgash, the Dragon of Chaos.
A Fire Elemental can also rise up from the hearth of a household devoted to Arkath, or a sacred brazier lit by the
prayers of a Dwarven Rune Priest.
Dwarven smiths often summon Fire Elementals to help them in the forging of their legendary weapons and armour.

Abilities
Cremation
???

Fire Elemental

Fire Ball
???

Fire Elemental

Fire Affinity
???

Fire Elemental
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Water Elemental

Water Elementals can rise up from the seas, rivers, lakes, or glaciers; any place where the power of Shalassa, the
Dragon Goddess of Water, is present, or a dragon vein run with Water magic.
Their appearance varies widely, depending on the region and the type of water in which they are born.
They can be made of crystalline water, sea foam, mist and fog, snow flakes or ice slabs, or even muddy and stagnant
water when formed in swamps and river deltas.
Their mood is also variable. The Nagas consider them manifestations of the quiet joy of Shalassa, but sailors justly fear
them, for they sometimes splash seemingly random victims off of decks and docks and hold them under the water
until they die. The larger Water Elementals are also often blamed for the sinking of ships.

Abilities
Ice Bolt
???

Water Elemental

Liquid Body
???

Water Elemental

Water Strike
???

Water Elemental

Water Affinity
???

Water Elemental
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Light Elemental

Light Elementals usually appear at dawn, when the pale and rosy light is refracted through clouds and dew, weaving
into a visible form.
Friendly though flighty, these beautiful spirits often come to the aid of lost travelers.
Wilder than the Glories (though of the same essence) who are summoned by the followers of Elrath, the Dragon God
of Light, the Light Elementals know no allegiance and judge the purity of each heart they encounter by their own
standards.
When angered, they can flare into brilliance and blind their enemies.
Thanks to their devotion to Elrath, the priesthood of the Holy Empire has a natural affinity to Light Elementals.
Within their ranks exists a matriarchal order called the “Light Weavers”, whose task is to seek the newborn Light
Elementals and weave them into sacred cloths that will be used to create garments for the heroes of the Empire or
bind them into brilliant stained glass that will decorate the cathedrals erected in homage to Elrath.

Abilities
Cleansing Light
???

Light Elemental

Epiphany
???

Light Elemental

Pain Mirror
???

Light Elemental

Searing Light
???

Light Elemental

Speed of Light
???

Light Elemental

Light Affinity
???

Light Elemental
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Darkness Elemental

Most of the Darkness Elementals develop in the depths of Ashan, in caves and tunnels and places of darkness where
the influence of Malassa, the Dragon-Goddess of Darkness, is great. Caverns, crevices, and pits are all potential
birthplaces.
Dormant from sunrise to dusk, they strengthen and grow at nightfall. They sometimes rise to the surface, but will
never appear in direct sunlight, yet the more powerful ones can manifest themselves even in the light of a hazy day.
Spirits of obfuscation and mystery, their exact form is elusive. They often appear as moving shadows or areas within
which light appears unusually wavery and feeble.

Abilities
Shadow Form
???

Darkness Elemental

Shadow Strike
???

Darkness Elemental

Weakening Grasp
???

Darkness Elemental

Dark Affinity
???

Darkness Elemental
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Mermaid

In the year 512 YSD, the Wizards of the Seven Cities created the Beastmen as guards, servants, and “playthings”.
Half-humans and half-dolphins, the Mermaids were originally used to guard, scout, and sail the Wizards’ coasts.
Unfortunately, the lands of the Silver Cities being mainly deserts meant that most Mermaids saw very little water,
gradually devolving into little more than striking pets for preening masters.
As a result, though the Mermaids did not take an active role in the Orc Revolts, they were more than happy to
disappear in its aftermath.
Since then they have lived more or less freely in the seas, having few natural predators and even fewer cares.
In one thing they are implacable, however: their hatred of the Wizards and distrust of all land dwellers.
Only the Naga and the wisest and most respectful of sea captains may hope to gain the grudging respect of these
flighty and dangerous creatures.

Abilities
Daughters of the Sea
???

Mermaid

Siren Song
???

Mermaid

Tidal Wave
???

Mermaid
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Phoenix

The Phoenix is a primordial spirit related to the “Life” aspect of Asha, and as such, intimately related to the full moon.
It embodies the primal lifeforce, immortal, ever-reborn.
If a Phoenix dies in the material world, its spirit does not depart immediately back to its “moon-nest”, but rather
materialises again as a rejuvenated Phoenix, who moves with the zest and velocity of a shooting star.
During this “rebirth” process, a part of its original power is instantly subsumed into the pure light. It is for this reason
that, although this miracle is quite an amazing sight, it is something best viewed from a distance.

Abilities
Death Ward
???

Phoenix

Moonfire Aura
???

Phoenix

Rebirth
???

Phoenix
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Haven
Sentinel

Praetorian

Crossbowman

Core, 1x1
2-3
7 (16%)
4 (9%)
23
20
5
7
7
Shieldguard, Shielded,
Living
9
80
4.427

Core, 1x1
3-4
10 (21%)
5 (11%)
32
25
5
7
9
Shieldguard, Shielded,
Shield Bash, Living
15
120
6.539

Core, 1x1
2-4
4 (9%)
3 (7%)
22
30
6
6
6
Armor Piercing, Living

Griffin

Imperial Griffin

Radiant Glory

Blazing Glory

Elite, 2x2
14-18
12 (25%)
10 (21%)
75
35
6
7
8
Unlimited Retaliation,
Diving Attack, Living

Elite, 2x2
14-20
15 (29%)
10 (21%)
85
40
6
7
8
Unlimited Retaliation,
Diving Assault, Living

Elite, 1x1
14-16
12 (25%)
14 (28%)
65
45
6
7
9
Speed of Light,
Cleansing Light, Living,
Spirit Form,
Vulnerable to Shadow
Magic

3
490
26.850

4
630
34.391

3
390
21.332

Elite, 1x1
15-18
14 (28%)
16 (31%)
70
50
8
8
9
Speed of Light,
Cleansing Light,
Searing Light, Living,
Spirit Form,
Vulnerable to Shadow
Magic
5
505
27.707

Abilities
#/Week
Cost
Power

Abilities

#/Week
Cost
Power

7
95
5.109

Marksman

Core, 1x1
3-5
5 (11%)
3 (7%)
28
35
6
7
6
Armor Piercing,
Piercing Bolt, Living
12
140
7.551
Sun Rider

Elite, 2x2
14-16
18 (34%)
13 (26%)
90
35
5
7
10
Charge, Living

3
410
22.350

Sister

Core, 1x1
5-7
3 (7%)
8 (18%)
19
20
5
7
10
Heal, Living
7
105
5.427
Sun Crusader

Elite, 2x2
14-16
20 (37%)
14 (28%)
95
40
6
7
12
Blinding Charge, Sun
Steed, Living

5
525
28.674

Vestal

Core, 1x1
5-7
4 (9%)
10 (21%)
25
25
5
7
12
Heal, Pacification,
Living
11
150
8.011

Abilities
#/Week
Cost
Power

Celestial

Seraph

Champion, 2x2
51-52
37 (54%)
29 (47%)
300
40
6
7
12
Blade of Judgment,
Blade of Mercy, Living

Champion, 2x2
54-54
40 (57%)
32 (50%)
325
45
6
7
12
Blade of Judgment,
Blade of Epiphany,
Absolute Purity, Living

1
1695 + 1
106.900

2
2190 + 1
139.040

Abilities

#/Week
Cost
Power
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Inferno
Maniac

Abilities

#/Week
Cost
Power
Breeder

Abilities

#/Week
Cost
Power

Elite, 2x2
13-16
11 (23%)
13 (26%)
70
40
5
6
2
Mana Leech, Living,
Fireproof Skin,
Vulnerability to Light

3
410
22.497

Demented

Hell Hound

Cerberus

Core, 1x1
4-8
9 (19%)
5 (11%)
28
40
5
12
8
Twisted Mind, Maniac
Laughter, Living,
Fireproof Skin,
Vulnerability to Light

Core, 2x2
5-8
4 (9%)
7 (16%)
22
35
6
9
4
Unlimited Retaliation,
Eye of Gluttony, Living,
Fireproof Skin,
Vulnerability to Light

8
95
5.303

11
145
7.840

5
140
7.496

Core, 2x2
5-10
4 (9%)
8 (18%)
28
40
7
11
4
Unlimited Retaliation,
Eye of Gluttony,
Voracious, Living,
Fireproof Skin,
Vulnerability to Light
8
205
10.957

Breeder Mother

Tormentor

Lacerator

Juggernaut

Core, 1x1
3-6
7 (16%)
4 (9%)
23
35
5
10
8
Twisted Mind, Living,
Fireproof Skin,
Vulnerability to Light

Elite, 2x2
15-18
13 (26%)
15 (29%)
75
45
5
6
2
Mana Leech,
Proliferation, Living,
Fireproof Skin,
Vulnerability to Light

5
495
27.013

Elite, 1x1
15-20
11 (23%)
8 (18%)
80
40
6
10
2
Taste of Pain,
Retractable Spikes,
Living, Fireproof Skin,
Vulnerability to Light

3
495
27.227

Elite, 1x1
17-22
14 (28%)
9 (19%)
85
45
6
12
3
Taste of Pain,
Exploding Spikes,
Living, Fireproof Skin,
Vulnerability to Light

4
615
33.570

Elite, 2x2
18-21
16 (31%)
13 (26%)
90
50
5
10
5
Organic Armor,
Unstoppable Charge,
Living, Fireproof Skin,
Vulnerability to Light

3
490
26.909

Succubus

Core, 1x1
3-5
5 (11%)
4 (9%)
20
25
6
8
5
Pleasure in Pain,
Living, Fireproof Skin,
Vulnerability to Light

Lilim

Core, 1x1
5-7
7 (16%)
5 (11%)
24
30
6
10
5
Rapture in Agony,
Enthrall, Living,
Fireproof Skin,
Vulnerability to Light

7
105
5.512

11
150
8.072

Ravager

Pit Fiend

Elite, 2x2
18-21
17 (32%)
13 (26%)
100
55
6
11
6
Organic Armor,
Unstoppable Charge,
Taunting Presence,
Living, Fireproof Skin,
Vulnerability to Light
4
630
34.378

Champion, 2x2
49-56
28 (46%)
24 (42%)
270
45
7
8
5
Hateful Retaliation,
Blade of Hatred,
Blinded by Rage,
Living, Fireproof Skin,
Vulnerability to Light
1
1690 + 1
106.540

Abilities

#/Week
Cost
Power
Pit Lord

Champion, 2x2
55-64
31 (49%)
26 (44%)
280
50
7
9
5
Hateful Retaliation,
Blade of Hatred,
Blinded by Rage,
Boundless Hate, Living,
Fireproof Skin,
Vulnerability to Light
2
2195 + 1
139.020

Abilities

#/Week
Cost
Power
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Necropolis
Skeleton

Skeletal
Spearman

Ghoul

Ravenous Ghoul

Ghost

Specter

Core, 1x1
3-5
4 (9%)
3 (7%)
18
20
4
5
0

Core, 1x1
4-7
6 (14%)
5 (11%)
23
25
4
6
0

Core, 1x1
5-7
6 (14%)
2 (5%)
25
30
5
6
0

Core, 1x1
6-8
8 (18%)
2 (5%)
32
35
5
6
0

Core, 1x1
3-7
5 (11%)
6 (14%)
21
30
5
7
0

Core, 1x1
5-7
6 (14%)
7 (16%)
27
35
5
7
0

Undead,
Emotionless,
Vulnerability to Light

Hollow Bones,
Webbing Spears,
Undead,
Emotionless,
Vulnerability to Light

Dead Flesh, Undead,
Emotionless,
Vulnerability to Light

Dead Flesh, Rage
Against the Living,
Undead,
Emotionless,
Vulnerability to Light

9
85
4.527

14
125
6.802

6
120
6.553

9
175
9.505

Archlich

Lamasu

Putrid Lamasu

Vampire

Elite, 1x1
18-22
15 (29%)
13 (26%)
72
30
4
7
0

Elite, 2x2
14-16
14 (28%)
11 (23%)
80
25
5
7
0

Elite, 2x2
14-18
16 (31%)
13 (26%)
80
30
6
7
0

Abilities Hollow Bones,

#/Week
Cost
Power
Lich

Elite, 1x1
16-19
12 (25%)
11 (23%)
65
25
4
6
0
Abilities Dark Embrace,

#/Week
Cost
Power

Incorporeal, Wail of
the Netherworld,
Undead,
Emotionless,
Vulnerability to
Light, Spirit Form

Immaterial, Wail of
the Netherworld,
Death Seal, Undead,
Emotionless,
Vulnerability to
Light, Spirit Form

Abilities

6
110
5.882

10
160
8.701

#/Week
Cost
Power

Vampire Lord

Fate Spinner (h)

Fate Spinner (s)

Fate Weaver (h)

Fate Weaver (s)

Elite, 1x1
13-14
16 (31%)
12 (25%)
80
45
4
9
0

Elite, 1x1
14-16
20 (37%)
15 (29%)
95
50
5
9
0

Champion, 2x2
47-52
30 (48%)
28 (46%)
280
40
5
6
0

Champion, 2x2
57-62
22 (39%)
22 (39%)
280
45
5
6
0

Champion, 2x2
51-56
35 (53%)
31 (49%)
300
45
5
6
0

Champion, 2x2
60-67
25 (43%)
24 (42%)
300
45
5
6
0

Dark Embrace, Life
Drain, Undead,
Emotionless,
Vulnerability to Light

Aura of Putrescence,
Undead,
Emotionless,
Vulnerability to Light

Contagion, Breath of
Vermin, Undead,
Emotionless,
Vulnerability to Light

Out of Time,
Vampiric Embrace,
Undead,
Emotionless,
Vulnerability to Light

Out of Time,
Vampiric Grasp,
Undead,
Emotionless,
Vulnerability to Light

Dual Forms, Baleful
Gaze, Undead,
Emotionless,
Vulnerability to
Light, Spirit Form

Dual Forms,
Venomous Touch,
Undead,
Emotionless,
Vulnerability to
Light, Spirit Form

Dual Forms, Baleful
Gaze, Dance of
Decay, Undead,
Emotionless,
Vulnerability to
Light, Spirit Form

Dual Forms,
Venomous Touch,
Freezing Web,
Undead,
Emotionless,
Vulnerability to
Light, Spirit Form

Abilities

Undead,
Emotionless,
Vulnerability to Light

3
420
23.017

5
525
28.644

4
350
19.053

6
445
24.506

4
360
19.829

7
450
24.582

1
1695 + 1
106.930

1
1695 + 1
106.670

2
2190 + 1
138.960

2
2190 + 1
138.540

#/Week
Cost
Power
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Sanctuary
Shark Guard

Abilities

#/Week
Cost
Power
Spring Spirit

Abilities

#/Week
Cost
Power

Elite, 1x1
9-12
14 (28%)
18 (34%)
70
45
5
8
7
Pain Mirror, Spirit Link,
Living, Amphibian,
Vulnerability to Air,
Resistance to Water,
Spirit Form

4
355
19.400

Core, 1x1
2-5
5 (11%)
3 (7%)
25
30
4
3
6
Ferocious Wound,
Living, Amphibian,
Vulnerability to Air,
Resistance to Water
8
95
5.320
Mizu-Kami

Elite, 1x1
10-13
15 (29%)
20 (37%)
76
50
5
8
7
Pain Mirror, Spirit
Bond, Lifeguard
Membrane, Living,
Amphibian,
Vulnerability to Air,
Resistance to Water,
Spirit Form
6
450
24.579

Wanizame

Core, 1x1
3-7
7 (16%)
3 (7%)
31
35
5
3
6
Ferocious Wound,
Blood Frenzy, Living,
Amphibian,
Vulnerability to Air,
Resistance to Water
12
140
7.784
Snow Maiden

Elite, 1x1
13-15
12 (25%)
15 (29%)
65
40
6
6
7
Frozen Touch, Living,
Amphibian,
Vulnerability to Air,
Resistance to Water

3
410
22.120

Coral Priestess

Core, 1x1
3-5
3 (7%)
5 (11%)
18
40
5
5
7
Waves of Renewal,
Living, Amphibian,
Vulnerability to Air,
Resistance to Water
7
110
5.723
Yuki-Onna

Elite, 1x1
14-16
13 (26%)
18 (34%)
72
45
6
6
7
Frozen Caress, Ice
Shards, Living,
Amphibian,
Vulnerability to Air,
Resistance to Water

4
520
28.590

Pearl Priestess

Core, 1x1
5-6
4 (9%)
7 (16%)
22
45
5
6
7
Waves of Renewal,
Eyes of the Medusa,
Living, Amphibian,
Vulnerability to Air,
Resistance to Water
11
150
8.051
Kenshi

Elite, 2x2
17-21
15 (29%)
15 (29%)
80
45
5
8
10
Challenge, Battle
Ready, Living,
Amphibian,
Vulnerability to Air,
Resistance to Water

3
490
26.800

Kappa

Core, 1x1
3-4
6 (14%)
6 (14%)
21
50
4
7
5
Leap, Living,
Amphibian,
Vulnerability to Air,
Resistance to Water

Kappa Shoya

Core, 1x1
4-6
6 (14%)
9 (19%)
25
55
4
8
6
Crashing Leap, Living,
Amphibian,
Vulnerability to Air,
Resistance to Water

8
90
4.776

13
135
7.081

Kensei

Kirin

Elite, 2x2
19-22
18 (34%)
17 (32%)
90
50
5
8
11
Challenge, Battle
Ready, Four Waves,
Living, Amphibian,
Vulnerability to Air,
Resistance to Water

5
630
34.590

Champion, 2x2
53-57
31 (49%)
32 (50%)
255
55
7
10
7
Water Flows Freely,
Trail of Mist, Living,
Amphibian,
Vulnerability to Air,
Resistance to Water,
Spirit Form
2
1405 + 1
89.050

Abilities

#/Week
Cost
Power
Sacred Kirin

Champion, 2x2
55-59
33 (51%)
35 (53%)
265
60
7
12
8
Water Flows Freely,
Trail of Clouds,
Hailstorm Aura, Living,
Amphibian,
Vulnerability to Air,
Resistance to Water,
Spirit Form
3
1830 + 1
115.460

Abilities

#/Week
Cost
Power
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Stronghold
Mauler

Abilities

#/Week
Cost
Power
Dreamwalker

Abilities

#/Week
Cost
Power

Elite, 1x1
13-15
10 (21%)
10 (21%)
85
30
6
8
7
Sky and Earth, Living,
Demonic Lineage

4
355
19.478

Crusher

Core, 1x1
Core, 1x1
4-8
4-8
4 (9%)
5 (11%)
3 (7%)
3 (5%)
30
36
25
30
5
6
3
3
5
6
Shielded, Taste of
Shielded, Taste of
Blood, Living, Demonic Blood, Assault, Living,
Lineage
Demonic Lineage
5
8
130
185
7.141
10.267
Dreamreaver

Elite, 1x1
15-19
11 (23%)
12 (25%)
100
35
6
10
7
Sky and Earth Mass,
Living, Demonic
Lineage
6
450
24.578

Centaur

Elite, 2x2
14-16
8 (18%)
10 (21%)
70
50
6
7
7
Manoeuvre, Vigilant
Scout, Living

3
495
27.097

Goblin

Goblin Hunter

Core, 1x1
Core, 1x1
2-3
3-5
1 (2%)
1 (2%)
3 (7%)
3 (7%)
23
26
35
40
5
7
5
6
4
4
Crippling Traps, Living, Crippling Traps,
Demonic Lineage
Vicious Strike, Living,
Demonic Lineage
10
13
80
115
4.102
6.058
Centaur Marauder

Jaguar Warrior

Elite, 2x2
Elite, 2x2
17-20
14-18
8 (18%)
9 (19%)
11 (23%)
9 (19%)
80
85
50
50
8
7
7
6
7
8
Manoeuvre, Vigilant
War Fury, Feral
Scout, Mobile Shooter, Charge, Living,
Living
Demonic Lineage
4
625
34.120

3
415
22.714

Harpy

Core, 1x1
4-5
3 (7%)
1 (2%)
29
45
6
7
7
Strike and Return,
Living

Fury

Core, 1x1
5-8
4 (9%)
2 (2%)
33
50
7
7
7
Strike and Return, No
Retaliation, Living

Abilities

7
110
6.026

10
160
8.832

#/Week
Cost
Power

Panther Warrior

Cyclops

Enraged Cyclops

Elite, 2x2
18-22
11 (23%)
11 (23%)
90
55
7
6
10
War Fury, All-around
Slash, Living, Demonic
Lineage

Champion, 2x2
57-65
26 (44%)
24 (42%)
330
35
7
7
7
Sunder, Impervious to
Pain, Slam, Living,
Demonic Lineage

5
535
29.438

1
1685 + 1
105.970

Champion, 2x2
57-65
26 (44%)
24 (42%)
350
40
7
7
7
Sunder, Impervious to
Pain, Mighty Slam,
Burning Rage, Living,
Demonic Lineage
2
2190 + 1
139.010

Abilities

#/Week
Cost
Power
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Neutral
Timber Wolf

Abilities

#/Week
Cost
Power
Air Elemental

Abilities

#/Week
Cost
Power

Elite, 2x2
13-13
17 (32%)
13 (26%)
75
50
6
7
7
Cyclone, Lightning
Strikes, Wind Shield,
Living, Spirit Form, Air
Affinity

2
610
37.000

Earth Elemental

Elite, 2x2
15-16
18 (34%)
18 (34%)
100
40
4
5
7
Regeneration,
Petrification, Living,
Spirit Form, Earth
Affinity

3
535
28.712

Fire Elemental

Core, 1x1
4-6
4 (9%)
4 (9%)
25
35
4
5
5
Hunger, Living

Elite, 2x2
14-18
15 (29%)
11 (23%)
70
45
5
10
10
Hunger, Ferocity,
Living

Abilities

8
140
5.720

4
220
24.570

Water Elemental

Light Elemental

Darkness Elemental

Elite, 1x1
14-17
10 (21%)
17 (32%)
75
50
6
10
10
Speed of Light,
Cleansing Light,
Epiphany, Pain Mirror,
Searing Light, Living,
Spirit Form, Light
Affinity
3
535
31.000

Elite, 1x1
14-17
10 (21%)
13 (26%)
75
50
6
4
7
Shadow Form,
Weakening Grasp,
Shadow Strike, Living,
Spirit Form, Dark
Affinity

Elite, 1x1
Elite, 1x1
16-18
10-14
13 (26%)
14 (28%)
14 (28%)
16 (31%)
80
85
40
40
5
5
10
7
10
10
Fire Ball, Cremation,
Liquid Body, Water
Living, Spirit Form, Fire Strike, Ice Bolt, Living,
Affinity
Spirit Form, Water
Affinity, Amphibian

3
535
28.628

Dire Wolf

4
100
30.000

#/Week
Cost
Power

4
475
27.000

Mermaid

Elite, 1x1
13-18
10 (21%)
12 (25%)
85
40
4
10
9
Daughters of the Sea,
Siren Song, Tidal
Wave, Living,
Amphibian,
Vulnerability to Air,
Resistance to Water
3
410
31.290

Phoenix

Champion, 2x2
55-63
27 (45%)
42 (63%)
220
55
6
10
7
Moonfire Aura, Death
Ward, Rebirth, Living,
Spirit Form

1
2200
121.327

Abilities

#/Week
Cost
Power
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Creature Abilities
Each ability parameter is described in the following format:
BaseEfficiency(Modifiers).
The BaseEfficiency is the base value of efficiency and Modifiers are the modifiers for this
base value. The modifiers determine which hero/stack characteristics influence the resulting
efficiency value.
Refer to the Abilities’ Efficiency section in Game Mechanics article for more information.
Absolute Purity
The creature is immune to negative effects.

Light

Passive

Creatures: Seraph

Air Affinity
Prime
Passive
Elementals are dealt 50% reduced damage from their affinity element and 50% increased damage for
their counter-element. Elementals are also immune to negative effects from their affinity element.
Creatures: Air Elemental

All-around Slash
Cooldown: 2
Might
Active
The creature charges target enemy dealing his normal attack damage to the target and all stacks adjacent
to the creature. This attack cannot be retaliated. Minimum range: 3.
Feral Charge. Actually it is All-around Slash ability.
Creatures: Panther Warrior

Amphibian
Might
Passive
Immunity to Movement reductions from the Water Magic School. Sanctuary Heroes can travel on the seas
if all their army is amphibian.
Creatures: Shark Guard, Wanizame, Coral Priestess, Pearl Priestess, Kappa, Kappa Shoya, Spring Spirit, Mizu-Kami,
Snow Maiden, Yuki-Onna, Kenshi, Kensei, Kirin, Sacred Kirin, Water Elemental, Mermaid

Armor Piercing
The creature ignores 50% of the target’s Might Defense.

Might

Passive

Might

Passive

Creatures: Crossbowman, Marksman

Assault
The creature may attack a second time.
Creatures: Crusher

Aura of Putrescence
Darkness
Passive
The creature radiates an aura of disease at the start of its turn. Decreases Maximum Health of all adjacent
creatures by 5% for 2 turns. Stacks up to 5 times.
Creatures: Lamasu

Baleful Gaze
Darkness
Any creature attacking the creature first is dealt Damage(+stats, +num) damage (Dark).
Damage: for Fate Spinner = 40, for Fate Weaver = 44.
Ability triggered once per combat.

Passive

Creatures: Fate Spinner (human form), Fate Weaver (human form)

Battle Ready
The creature may retaliate unlimited times.

Might

Passive

Creatures: Kenshi, Kensei

Blade of Epiphany
Charges: 2
Light
Active
The creature can use his benedictory blade to resurrect friendly creatures within two squares. Heals for a
total of 51-52(+stats, +num) Health. Resurrected creatures gain 30 Morale and 10 Initiative for 2 turn.
All enemy undead, demons and orcs in target zone are dealt 51-52(+stats, +num) damage (Light).
Creatures: Seraph
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Blade of Hatred
Fire
Passive
Attacked creatures are inflicted by Hatred and will attack random adjacent creatures. Hatred lasts for 1
turn and it is dispelled if damage is dealt to its target.
Creatures: Pit Fiend, Pit Lord

Blade of Judgment
Light
Passive
The creature’s damage is increased by 20% on targets who have previously destroyed friendly stacks.
Creatures: Celestial, Seraph

Blade of Mercy
Charges: 1
Light
Active
The creature can use his benedictory blade to resurrect friendly creatures within two squares. Heals for a
total of 51-52(+stats, +num) Health.
All enemy undead, demons and orcs in target zone are dealt 40(+stats, +num) damage (Light).
Creatures: Celestial

Blinded by Rage
Might
The creature is immune to harmful Mind Influence and effects reducing Movement.

Passive

Creatures: Pit Fiend, Pit Lord

Blinding Charge
Might
Passive
The creature’s attack cannot be retaliated and increases its Damage by 10% for each square crossed.
Creatures: Sun Crusader

Blood Frenzy
Might
The creature deals +30% damage on stacks suffering by Ferocious Wound.

Passive

Creatures: Wanizame

Boundless Hate
Cooldown: 3
Deals 15(+stats, +num) damage (Fire) to all enemy creatures.

Fire

Active

Creatures: Pit Lord

Breath of Vermin
Cooldown: 3
Earth
Active
The vermin reduce Might Power by 5 and Might Defense by 5 for 3 turns. Creature will also be dealt
5(+stats, +num) damage (Earth) each turn.
All creatures around the target are also affected.
Creatures: Putrid Lamasu

Burning Rage
Fire
Passive
The creature gains a ranged attack which sets its target on fire. Deals DirectDamage damage (Fire) to
target and further 20% of the damage dealt the next 2 turns.
DirectDamage is damage from creature’s standard ranged attack.
Creatures: Enraged Cyclops

Challenge
Might
Passive
Challenges the first attacked enemy stack. Reduces its damage by 45%, except on the challenger. Once the
challenged target is destroyed a new stack can be challenged.
Creatures: Kenshi, Kensei

Charge
Might
Increases the creature’s Damage by 10% for each square crossed during its attack.

Passive

Creatures: Sun Rider

Cleansing Light
Light
Passive
Each time the creature teleports, she dispels all adjacent stacks for one random effect. Dispels negative
effects from friendly stacks and positive effects from enemy stacks.
Creatures: Light Elemental, Radiant Glory, Blazing Glory
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Contagion
Darkness
Passive
The creature’s Aura of Putrescence becomes contagious. Affected creatures transmit the disease to
adjacent creatures at the start of their turn.
Lasts for 3 turns.
Creatures: Putrid Lamasu

Crashing Leap
Cooldown: 2
Might
Active
A leaping attack, dealing normal attack damage to target increased 5% for each square jumped and
4-6(+stats, +num) damage (Water) all enemy stacks in a 3x3 area. Target has to be in a direct line to the
creature. This attack cannot be retaliated. Minimum range: 2. Maximum range: twice the creature’s
Movement (Current).
Creatures: Kappa Shoya

Cremation
Fire
Passive
The creature turns into a gigantic fire-storm when destroyed dealing 8(+stats, +num) damage (Fire) to all
adjacent stacks.
Damage depends on number of creatures in stack on combat start.
Creatures: Fire Elemental

Crippling Traps
Cooldown: 3
Might
Active
Creates a trap on the combat map which activates on the first enemy creature moving across it. Deals
2(+stats, +num) damage (Might) and reduces Movement by 4(+stats).
Creatures: Goblin, Goblin Hunter

Cyclone
Reduces ranged damage dealt to the creature by 20%.

Air

Passive

Creatures: Air Elemental

Dance of Decay
Charges: 1
Prime
Active
Deals damage (Prime) to all adjacent living creatures worth of 10(+stats)% of their initial Health and
hastens all effects on all adjacent creatures by 1 turn producing all related consequences. This damage
cannot be healed.
Creatures: Fate Weaver (human form)

Dark Affinity
Prime
Passive
Elementals are dealt 50% reduced damage from their affinity element and 50% increased damage for
their counter-element. Elementals are also immune to negative effects from their affinity element.
Creatures: Darkness Elemental

Dark Embrace
Darkness
Passive
Decreases Magic Defense (Dark) by 10(+stats, +power)% on attacked target and all adjacent stacks.
Lasts 2 turns.
Creatures: Lich, Archlich

Daughters of the Sea
Resistance to damage (Might) is increased by 20%.

Water

Passive

Might

Passive

Creatures: Mermaid

Dead Flesh
Reduces damage (Might) dealt to the creature by 20%.
Creatures: Ghoul, Ravenous Ghoul

Death Seal
Darkness
Passive
Reduces healing by 50(+stats, +power)% on attacked target and all adjacent creatures for 3 turn. Only
living creatures are affected.
Creatures: Specter

Death Ward
Prime
Passive
The creature is immune to all forms of magic from the Path of Blood and reduces damage (Magic) dealt to
her by 10(+power)%.
Creatures: Phoenix
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Demonic Lineage
Might
Passive
Orcs have some demonic heritage which partially gives them the same resistances and vulnerabilities
demons have. +10% resistance to damage (Fire), +10% vulnerability to damage (Light), healing spells from
the light school can heal friendly orcs or damage enemy orcs.
Creatures: Mauler, Crusher, Goblin, Goblin Hunter, Dreamwalker, Dreamreaver, Jaguar Warrior, Panther Warrior,
Cyclops, Enraged Cyclops

Diving Assault
Cooldown: 3
Might
Active
The creature flies off the combat map and attacks all enemies in line at the end of the turn dealing its
normal attack damage to each target.
Actual damage is 14-30(+stats, +num).
Creatures: Imperial Griffin

Diving Attack
Cooldown: 3
Might
Active
The creature flies off the combat map and dives on his target at the end of the turn dealing its normal
attack damage.
Creatures: Griffin

Dual Forms
Cooldown: 1
Might
Active
The creature can assume humanoid or arachnidan shape. Changing shapes forces a “Wait” action.
Creatures: Fate Spinner, Fate Weaver

Earth Affinity
Prime
Passive
Elementals are dealt 50% reduced damage from their affinity element and 50% increased damage for
their counter-element. Elementals are also immune to negative effects from their affinity element.
Creatures: Earth Elemental

Emotionless
Having no emotions, undead are immune to Morale effects.

None

Passive

Creatures: Skeleton, Skeletal Spearman, Ghoul, Ravenous Ghoul, Ghost, Specter, Lich, Archlich, Lamasu, Putrid
Lamasu, Vampire, Vampire Lord, Fate Spinner (human form), Fate Spinner (spider form), Fate Weaver (human form),
Fate Weaver (spider form)

Enthrall
Cooldown: 3
Prime
Active
Target enemy creature cannot move, attack or use any abilities for 0.9(+stats, +power) turn. Enthrall is
dispelled if damage is dealt to the target.
Creatures: Lilim

Epiphany
Light
Passive
The creature retaliates with rays of light radiating to eight directions. Enemy stacks caught in the rays are
dealt 15-16(+stats, +num) damage (Light).
Friendly creatures within the rays are healed for 15-16(+stats, +num) Health.
Creatures: Light Elemental

Exploding Spikes
Cooldown: 2
Might
Active
The creature attacks all adjacent enemy stacks dealing 125% of its normal attack damage. This attack
cannot be retaliated.
Creatures: Lacerator

Eye of Gluttony
Might
Increases damage of the creature by 20% on all targets that have previously damaged it.

Passive

Creatures: Hell Hound, Cerberus

Eyes of the Medusa
Might
The creature’s attack decreases target’s Initiative by 10(+stats, +power) for 2 turns.

Passive

Creatures: Pearl Priestess

Feral Charge
Cooldown: 2
Might
Active
The creature charges target enemy and dealing his normal attack damage. This attack cannot be
retaliated. Minimum range: 3.
Creatures: Jaguar Warrior
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Ferocious Wound
Might
Passive
The creature’s attack reduces target’s Movement by 3 for 2 turns. Target will also be dealt 10% of the
creature’s damage each turn.
Creatures: Shark Guard, Wanizame

Ferocity
The creature may attack a second time.

Might

Passive

Creatures: Dire Wolf

Fire Affinity
Prime
Passive
Elementals are dealt 50% reduced damage from their affinity element and 50% increased damage for
their counter-element. Elementals are also immune to negative effects from their affinity element.
Creatures: Fire Elemental

Fire Ball
Fire
The creature deals 10(+stats, +num, +power2) damage (Fire) back to melee attackers.

Passive

Creatures: Fire Elemental

Fireproof Skin
Might
Passive
Having adapted to the volcanic environment of their prison-world Sheogh, demons are 20% more
resistant to damage (Fire).
Creatures: Maniac, Demented, Hell Hound, Cerberus, Succubus, Lilim, Breeder, Breeder Mother, Tormentor,
Lacerator, Juggernaut, Ravager, Pit Fiend, Pit Lord

Four Waves
Might
Passive
Each time the creature attacks an enemy he has damaged on his last attack, he gains an extra attack
against this enemy. Stacks up to 3 times. Damage is halved by each attack.
Creatures: Kensei

Freezing Web
Charges: 1
Prime
Enemy stacks adjacent to the creature cannot act for 1.1(+stats, +power) turn.

Active

Creatures: Fate Weaver (spider form)

Frozen Caress
Water
Passive
The creature’s attack decreases target’s Initiative by 10(+stats, +power) for 1 turn and also inflict the
“Chilled” effect.
Creatures: Yuki-Onna

Frozen Touch
The creature inflicts the “Chilled” effect with her attacks.

Water

Passive

Creatures: Snow Maiden

Hailstorm Aura
Cooldown: 3
Water
Active
The creature attacks target enemy stack dealing 30(+stats, +num) damage (Water) in addition to its
normal attack damage. Victims are also inflicted by the “Frozen” effect.
Enemy cannot retaliate.
Creatures: Sacred Kirin

Hateful Retaliation
Fire
Passive
When retaliating, creature deals Damage damage (Fire) to all creatures that have previously attacked him.
Damage is equal to damage from creature’s standard attack.
Creatures: Pit Fiend, Pit Lord

Heal
Charges: 2
Light
Active
Target stack is instantly healed by HP(+stats, +num).
HP: for Sister = 5, for Vestal = 6.
The ability also can deal the same damage value (Light) to chosen enemy stack of undead, demons or orcs.
Creatures: Sister, Vestal

Hollow Bones
Reduces ranged damage (Might) dealt to the creature by 50%.

Might

Passive

Creatures: Skeleton, Skeletal Spearman
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Hunger
Increases Movement by 2 in the first turn of the combat.

Might

Passive

Creatures: Timber Wolf, Dire Wolf

Ice Bolt
Cooldown: 2
Water
Active
Deals 17(+stats, +num) damage (Water) to target enemy stack. Victim is also inflicted by the “Frozen”
effect.
Creatures: Water Elemental

Ice Shards
Charges: 1
Water
Active
Creates a 3x3 trap on the combat map. Enemies moving across it are dealt 10(+stats, +num) damage
(Water) and “Chilled”.
Creatures: Yuki-Onna

Immaterial
Might
Passive
The creature can move through stacks, walls and obstacles. Damage (Might) dealt to her is reduced by
35%.
Creatures: Specter

Impervious to Pain
The creature only suffers casualties at the start of its next turn.

Might

Passive

Creatures: Cyclops, Enraged Cyclops

Incorporeal
Might
Passive
The creature can move through stacks, walls and obstacles. Damage (Might) dealt to her is reduced by
25%.
Creatures: Ghost

Leap
Cooldown: 2
Might
Active
A leaping attack, dealing normal attack damage to target increased by 5% for each square jumped. Target
has to be in a direct line to the creature. This attack cannot be retaliated. Minimum range: 2. Maximum
range: twice the creature’s Movement (Current).
Creatures: Kappa

Life Drain
Charges: 1
Darkness
Active
The creature’s attacks transfer the energy of attacked living enemies to target damaged friendly undead
stack, healing it with 20% of the damage dealt. Lasts for 1 turn. Cannot heal self.
Creatures: Archlich

Lifeguard Membrane
Increases resistance to damage by 15%.

Water

Passive

Creatures: Mizu-Kami

Light Affinity
Prime
Passive
Elementals are dealt 50% reduced damage from their affinity element and 50% increased damage for
their counter-element. Elementals are also immune to negative effects from their affinity element.
Creatures: Light Elemental

Lightning Strikes
Air
Passive
The creature’s ranged attacks deals damage (Air) to the target stack and up to three extra enemy stacks.
Damage is halved by each jump.
Creatures: Air Elemental

Liquid Body
Increases resistance to damage by 20%.

Water

Passive

Might

Passive

Creatures: Water Elemental

Living
Can be healed and resurrected. Susceptible to morale.
Creatures: All except Undead
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Mana Leech
Fire
Passive
When damaging creatures, the creature drains 5% of the enemy Hero’s Mana (Current) and transfers it to
your Hero.
Creatures: Breeder, Breeder Mother

Maniac Laughter
Might
Passive
Attacks of the creature drain damage of the attacked creature to benefit itself. Reduces damage of each
enemy creature in target stack by 1 and increases damage of each creature in the creature stack by 1.
Lasts for 1 turn.
Creatures: Demented

Manoeuvre
Might
The creature moves away from melee attackers and retaliates with her ranged attack.

Passive

Creatures: Centaur, Centaur Marauder

Mighty Slam
Cooldown: 3
Might
Active
The creature attacks target enemy stack and all lateral adjacent stacks dealing 100% of its normal attack
damage. Small targets are pushed back one square and cannot retaliate.
Creatures: Enraged Cyclops

Mobile Shooter
The creature can either move and shoot or shoot and move.

Might

Passive

Creatures: Centaur Marauder

Moonfire Aura
Prime
Passive
Enemy creatures attacking or being attacked by the creature are dealt 29(+stats, +num, +power2) damage
(Prime). This damage cannot be healed.
Creatures: Phoenix

No Retaliation
The creature’s attacks cannot be retaliated.

None

Passive

Creatures: Fury

Organic Armor
Might
Passive
The creature is immune to effects decreasing Might Resistance, Magic Resistance, Might Defense and
Magic Defense.
Creatures: Juggernaut, Ravager

Out of Time
Might
When the creature defends, the first attack targeting it will automatically fail.

Passive

Creatures: Vampire, Vampire Lord

Pacification
Light
Passive
Target enemy creature cannot move, attack or use any abilities for 0.9(+stats, +power) turn. Pacification is
dispelled if damage is dealt to the target.
Creatures: Vestal

Pain Mirror
Prime
Passive
10% of the damage dealt to the creature is returned to its attackers. Only melee attacks are valid.
Creatures: Light Elemental, Spring Spirit, Mizu-Kami

Petrification
Charges: 1
Earth
Active
Target creature turns to stone and becomes invulnerable for 1(+stats, +power) turn(s). Target enemies
cannot act. Target friendly creatures may act but doing so will dispel this effect.
Creatures: Earth Elemental

Piercing Bolt
Might
The creature’s shots pierce through stacks hitting multiple aligned targets.

Passive

Creatures: Marksman
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Pleasure in Pain
Prime
Passive
Melee attackers deal only 90% of their normal damage to the creature. The remaining 10% is dealt to
themselves.
Creatures: Succubus

Proliferation
Prime
Passive
The creature grows by 20% in the first turn of the combat. Creatures above the stack’s original maximum
will not remain in the Hero’s army after the combat.
Creatures: Breeder Mother

Rage Against the Living
Might
Increases Damage by 30% and Movement by 2 when attacking living targets.

Passive

Creatures: Ravenous Ghoul

Rapture in Agony
Prime
Passive
Melee attackers deal only 80% of their normal damage to the creature. The remaining 20% is dealt to
themselves.
Creatures: Lilim

Rebirth
Charges: 1
Prime
Active
The creature has the supreme ability to rebirth. Heals the creature for 50(+stats, +num) Health and deals
15(+stats, +num) damage (Prime) to all adjacent enemy stacks. Destroyed creature stacks are
automatically returned to life. This damage cannot be healed.
Creatures: Phoenix

Regeneration
Earth
The creature stack is healed by 5(+stats, +num) Health / creature each turn.

Passive

Creatures: Earth Elemental

Resistance to Water
None
Nagas (and their allied water spirits) are 50(+power)% resistant to damage (Water).

Passive

Creatures: Shark Guard, Wanizame, Coral Priestess, Pearl Priestess, Kappa, Kappa Shoya, Spring Spirit, Mizu-Kami,
Snow Maiden, Yuki-Onna, Kenshi, Kensei, Kirin, Sacred Kirin, Mermaid

Retractable Spikes
Cooldown: 2
Might
Active
The creature attacks all adjacent enemy stacks dealing its normal attack damage. This attack cannot be
retaliated.
Creatures: Tormentor

Searing Light
Cooldown: 3
Light
Active
Target enemy is dealt Damage damage (Light) and is blinded for 0.9(+stat, +power) turn(s). Consumes the
creature’s substance (takes 1(+num)% self damage, which regenerates after the combat).
Damage is equal to damage from creature’s standart attack.
Creatures: Light Elemental, Blazing Glory

Shadow Form
Darkness
The creature’s attacks dispels one random positive effect from its targets.

Passive

Creatures: Darkness Elemental

Shadow Strike
Water
Passive
The creature attacks using the shadows as gates to the Spirit World to come back to its previous position,
avoiding retaliation.
Creatures: Darkness Elemental

Shield Bash
Might
Passive
When a friendly stack is attacked, the creature gets a free attack on the attacker if it is in range.
Creatures: Praetorian

Shielded
Reduces ranged damage dealt to the creature by 25%.

Might

Passive

Creatures: Sentinel, Praetorian
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Shielded
Reduces ranged damage dealt to the creature by 25%.

Might

Passive

Creatures: Mauler, Crusher

Shieldguard
Might
Passive
When an enemy attacks an adjacent friendly stack, 50% of damage is dealt to the creature with 25%
reduced effect.
Creatures: Sentinel, Praetorian

Siren Song
Water
Enemy creatures adjacent to the creature are charmed and cannot attack her.

Passive

Creatures: Mermaid

Sky and Earth
Cooldown: 2
Prime
Active
Increases target friendly stack’s Initiative by 5(+stats) and Movement by 2 or deals 8(+stats, +num)
damage (Earth) / turn to target non-flyer enemy stack and reduces its Movement by 2. Lasts 2 turns.
Creatures: Dreamwalker

Sky and Earth, Mass
Cooldown: 2
Prime
Active
Increases Initiative by 1 and Movement by 1(+stats) for all friendly stacks, or deals 3(+stats, +num)
damage (Earth) / turn to all enemy non-flyer stacks and reduces their Movement by 1. Lasts 2 turns.
Sky and Earth. Actually it is Sky and Earth, Mass ability.
Creatures: Dreamreaver

Slam
Cooldown: 3
Might
Active
The creature attacks target enemy stack dealing its normal attack damage. Small targets are pushed back
one square and cannot retaliate.
Creatures: Cyclops

Speed of Light
The creature can move, attack and return, avoiding retaliation.

None

Passive

Creatures: Light Elemental, Radiant Glory, Blazing Glory

Spirit Bond
Cooldown: 1
Prime
Active
Creates a “Spirit Link” between target friendly stack and the creature. Positive effects gained by one of the
stacks will also affect the other. Target stack also benefits from Pain Mirror and Lifeguard Membrane.
Cannot link to Spring Spirits, Mizu-Kamis and stacks already affected by “Spirit Link”.
Creatures: Mizu-Kami

Spirit Form
Prime
Passive
Spirits benefit from +50% resistance to all damage at the start of each combat. Lasts until an action was
taken by the creature.
Only Defend and Wait are not considered as “action” by this ability.
Creatures: Radiant Glory, Blazing Glory, Ghost, Specter, Fate Spinner (human form), Fate Spinner (spider form),
Fate Weaver (human form), Fate Weaver (spider form), Spring Spirit, Mizu-Kami, Kirin, Sacred Kirin, Air Elemental,
Earth Elemental, Fire Elemental, Water Elemental, Light Elemental, Darkness Elemental, Phoenix

Spirit Link
Cooldown: 1
Prime
Active
Creates a “Spirit Link” between target friendly stack and the creature. Positive effects gained by one of the
stacks will also affect the other. Target stack also benefits from Pain Mirror. Cannot link to Spring Spirits,
Mizu-Kamis and stacks already affected by “Spirit Link”.
Creatures: Spring Spirit

Strike and Return
The creature returns to its previous position after its attack.

None

Passive

Creatures: Harpy, Fury

Sun Steed
Cooldown: 3
Light
Active
The creature, together with mount, turns into light for 1 turn(s), enabling him to move through all stacks
and objects and remain immune to effects reducing Movement. Using this ability does not count as an
action.
Creatures: Sun Crusader
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Sunder
Increases structural damage dealt by the creature by +1.

None

Passive

Creatures: Cyclops, Enraged Cyclops

Taste of Blood
Might
Passive
Increases Damage (Minimum) of each creature in the creature stack by 1. Stacks up to 4 times. Lasts until
the end of the combat.
Creatures: Mauler, Crusher

Taste of Pain
Might
Passive
Every time the creature deals damage or is dealt damage, the damage of its next attack is increased by
15%. Stacks up to 4 times.
Creatures: Tormentor, Lacerator

Taunting Presence
Might
Passive
Forces enemy stacks within two squares of the creature to focus attacks and abilities on him. Moving
away will clear this effect.
Creatures: Ravager

Tidal Wave
Charges: 1
Water
Active
The creature calls a Tidal Wave to the combat map. All enemy stacks are “Soaked”. All enemy small sized
creatures are pushed back by two squares.
Creatures: Mermaid

Trail of Clouds
Water
Passive
Clouds are created on the squares crossed by the creature. Each clouded square reduces Movement of
crossing enemy creatures by 1. Friendly creatures moving into the clouds are granted an extra action.
Does not affect Kirins.
Trail lasts for 1 turn. Actually, an enemy that cross the trail losts his turn.
Creatures: Sacred Kirin

Trail of Mist
Water
Passive
Mist is created on the squares crossed by the creature. Each mist square reduces Movement of crossing
enemy creatures by 1. Does not affect Kirins.
Trail lasts for 1 turn. Actually, an enemy that cross the trail losts his turn.
Creatures: Kirin

Twisted Mind
Might
The creature is immune to Mind Influence and effects decreasing its Morale.

Passive

Creatures: Maniac, Demented

Undead
None
Passive
This creature is not alive. Its Morale is always neutral and it has +20% resistance to damage (Water). It is
also immune to Poison, Disease, Blind and Mind Influence effects.
Creatures: Skeleton, Skeletal Spearman, Ghoul, Ravenous Ghoul, Ghost, Specter, Lich, Archlich, Lamasu, Putrid
Lamasu, Vampire, Vampire Lord, Fate Spinner (human form), Fate Spinner (spider form), Fate Weaver (human form),
Fate Weaver (spider form)

Unlimited Retaliation
The creature may retaliate unlimited times.

Might

Passive

Might

Passive

Creatures: Griffin, Imperial Griffin

Unlimited Retaliation
The creature may retaliate unlimited times.
Creatures: Hell Hound, Cerberus

Unstoppable Charge
Cooldown: 3
Might
Active
The creature moves towards the target area hitting all stacks and objects along the way. Structural
damage dealt during this attack is increased by 3.
Creatures: Juggernaut, Ravager
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Vampiric Embrace
Darkness
15% of the damage dealt to living targets restores the creature’s Health.

Passive

Creatures: Vampire

Vampiric Grasp
Darkness
20% of the damage dealt to living targets restores the creature’s Health.

Passive

Creatures: Vampire Lord

Venomous Touch
Earth
Passive
Creatures attacking or being attacked by the creature in melee are affected by a potent venom. Deals
Damage(+num) damage (Earth) for 3 turns.
Damage: for Fate Spinner = 13, for Fate Weaver = 14.
Creatures: Fate Spinner (spider form), Fate Weaver (spider form)

Vicious Strike
Increases the creature’s damage by 50% against immobile opponents.

Might

Passive

Creatures: Goblin Hunter

Vigilant Scout
Might
The creature gets a free shot on the first enemy stack entering within half range of her.

Passive

Creatures: Centaur, Centaur Marauder

Voracious
Might
The melee attacks of the creature deal damage to all enemies in a front arc.

Passive

Creatures: Cerberus

Vulnerability to Air
None
All damage (Air) is increased on the nagas (and their allied water spirits) by 25%.

Passive

Creatures: Shark Guard, Wanizame, Coral Priestess, Pearl Priestess, Kappa, Kappa Shoya, Spring Spirit, Mizu-Kami,
Snow Maiden, Yuki-Onna, Kenshi, Kensei, Kirin, Sacred Kirin, Mermaid

Vulnerability to Light
None
Passive
Light spells which damage the living are empowered against undead and demons by 20%. Light spells
which heal the living damage undead and demons.
Creatures: Maniac, Demented, Hell Hound, Cerberus, Succubus, Lilim, Breeder, Breeder Mother, Tormentor,
Lacerator, Juggernaut, Ravager, Pit Fiend, Pit Lord, Skeleton, Skeletal Spearman, Ghoul, Ravenous Ghoul, Ghost,
Specter, Lich, Archlich, Lamasu, Putrid Lamasu, Vampire, Vampire Lord, Fate Spinner (human form), Fate Spinner
(spider form), Fate Weaver (human form), Fate Weaver (spider form)

Vulnerable to Shadow Magic
Damage (Dark) dealt to the creature is increased by 25%.

None

Passive

Creatures: Radiant Glory, Blazing Glory

Wail of the Netherworld
Charges: 2
Darkness
Active
Heals target undead stack by 2(+stats, +num) Health. All living creatures adjacent to the target are drained
of 2(+stats, +num) Health which adds to the amount healed.
Creatures: Ghost, Specter

War Fury
Might
Passive
The creature becomes immune to harmful Mind Influence and effects decreasing its Morale once it has
dealt damage.
Creatures: Jaguar Warrior, Panther Warrior

Water Affinity
Prime
Passive
Elementals are dealt 50% reduced damage from their affinity element and 50% increased damage for
their counter-element. Elementals are also immune to negative effects from their affinity element.
Creatures: Water Elemental

Water Flows Freely
The creature is immune to effects reducing Movement and Initiative.

Water

Passive

Creatures: Kirin, Sacred Kirin
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Water Strike
The creature’s attacks inflict the “Soaked” effect on their targets.

Water

Passive

Creatures: Water Elemental

Waves of Renewal
Charges: 2
Water
Active
Target is healed for 3(+stats, +num) Health and dispelled of one random negative effect. Lasts 3 turns.
Creatures: Coral Priestess, Pearl Priestess

Weakening Grasp
Darkness
The creature’s attacks reduce the target’s Damage (Might) by 10% for 3 turns.

Passive

Creatures: Darkness Elemental

Webbing Spears
Might
Passive
Reduces Movement of target and all adjacent enemy stacks by 1 for 2(+stats, +power) turns.
Creatures: Skeletal Spearman

Wind Shield
The creature’s attacks cannot be retaliated.

None

Passive

Creatures: Air Elemental
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Heroes
Hero Reputation

“You were born a Griffin! The story of your life is yours to write, but choose your ink wisely. There
are only two colors… your blood or your tears.”
In Heroes VI the player will be faced with a very important Reputation choice between two
different “moral paths”: the path of Dragon Tears and the path of Dragon Blood.
Blood descends from the Dragon-gods themselves, and if you follow your instincts,
attacking fast and hard, throwing caution to the wind, it will serve you well.
Tears is path is for seekers of knowledge, protectors and the curious at heart. It’s about
doing your best to understand the complexity of a situation before acting rashly. It is
full of moments of surprising happiness, but also times of tragic sadness.
This is not a Manichean “Good vs Evil” dichotomy but rather a dynamic concept of
conflicting perspectives. Blood Heroes will be active and offensive, Tears Heroes will be more
reactive and defensive.
Imagine, for instance, that your hero stumbles upon an innocent person being assaulted by
a robber. Like a “Punisher”, the Blood hero will chase the robber and attack him to prevent him
from causing more harm. Like a “Paladin”, the Tears hero will interpose himself between the
robber and its victim. He will try to intimidate or persuade the robber, and comfort the victim.
Your hero’s path will strongly influence your player’s experience: In terms of storytelling, it
will unlock special quests on each campaign map, different companion heroes, and a unique
“epilogue” map linked to your path.
Gameplay wise, it will grant you access to specific “advanced classes”, four per faction,
each with their unique visuals and sets of abilities. Classes will ultimately be defined by their
faction, their affinity (Might or Magic) and their Reputation choice. For instance, a Might hero
from the Haven faction will start as a “Knight” and can later evolve into a “Paladin” (Tears) or a
“Vindicator” (Blood).
The more Reputation you gain, the more powerful your Reputation-related abilities
become. For instance, Healing (a Light spell) will be influenced by your Tears rating, whereas
Fireball (a Fire spell) will be influenced by your Blood rating.
Most ingame actions will award Reputation points. For instance, if your enemies flee
before your powerful army, choosing to let them escape will grant you Tear points. Chasing them
down to kill them will give you Blood points. More generally, using Tear abilities will grant you
Tear points, and the same goes for Blood. Many quests will also offer a Reputation choice and they
will reward you with the appropriate Reputation points.
These gains are not mutually exclusive. Your Blood and Tears ratings are not co-dependent
and you never lose the Reputation points you’ve gained. When you reach a certain Blood or Tears
threshold, you’re offered the choice of evolving into the corresponding Reputation advanced class.
Every ten levels, you can also “respecialize” your hero’s Reputation (and therefore their
class and abilities). But in the single player campaigns, you have to make a final Reputation choice
at a certain moment, and you cannot go back and respecialize (for obvious storytelling reasons).
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Hero Classes
Inquisitor

Hellcaller

Confessor

Chaos Lord

Vindicator

Demonist

Paladin

Pyromancer
Cleric

Heretic

Warlock

Knight
Shaman

Ebon Knight

Storm Caller

Earth Shaper

Bone Guard

Barbarian

Necromancer

Monk

Death Knight

Samurai

Warmonger

Embalmer

Chieftain

Reaper

Flood Conjurer

Shogun
Tide Master

War Master
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Haven Might
Vindicator (Blood)

Knight (Neutral)

Paladin (Tears)

“The Emperor is just, and the Vindicator his axe!”

“To be a Knight is to be the Heart and Sword of the Holy
Falcon Empire!”

“A Paladin dreams alone, and fights for all!”

The zealous fervour and spectacular accomplishments of a
few select Knights is so tremendous that Emperors and
Grand Inquisitors have taken notice, bestowing them with
greater responsibilities. The Vindicator has sworn
allegiance to the doctrine and laws of the Holy Empire and
has been given the combined battlefield functions of both
judge and executioner.

Having sworn a solemn oath to uphold the principles of
Elrath, the Dragon God of Light, and to defend the realm
from all enemies, the Knight is honoured by the people
and respected by all. Whether fighting with sword or
lance, Knights’ banners are their most feared weapon, for
they can rally an army of earnest followers willing to be
led through the very fires of Sheogh.

Champions of the impossible quest with faith as their
guiding star, Paladins have answered the calling of Elrath,
the Dragon God of Light. They have sworn a solemn oath
to uphold the principles of their god, and to defend the
realm from all enemies. Their vow is magically binding and
blesses them with tremendous powers. For this reason,
Paladins become a guiding purpose, honoured by the
people, respected by their allies and feared by their
enemies.

Abilities
Ultimate

Advanced

Neutral

Advanced

Ultimate

Hour of Judgement

Anathema

Fervor

Martyr

Divine Justice
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Haven Magic
Inquisitor (Blood)

Cleric (Neutral)

Confessor (Tears)

“Judgement is passed by Elrath, the Inquisitor is His
wrath!”

“I’ve faith in Elrath, but I trust his Clerics even more!”

“When Elrath needs you, even death stands aside.”

Inquisitors are Clerics who have vowed their servitude to
Elrath and the advancement of the Holy Falcon Empire
and its Church. The Emperor trusts no one more than an
Inquisitor to shine the blazing lights of truth and justice
throughout his realm. The Dragon has bestowed upon
them powers that even the most battle hardened angels
humbly respect.

Clerics have sworn their servitude to Elrath, the Dragon
God of Light, and are powerful emissaries on the
battlefield. Blessed for their fervour, they can bestow
Elrath’s favour on the troops under their command. The
Holy Falcon Empire has known many wars in its five
centuries of dominance, and the Clerics have been the
deciding factor in many of them.

Confessors are Clerics that have become so attuned to the
Dragon of Light that they can channel Elrath’s will to
protect Asha’s creation. The most powerful healers of the
Holy Falcon Empire are awarded the title of Confessor and
are considered by most Angels as their equals in magic
under the wings of their Dragon God.

Abilities
Ultimate

Advanced

Neutral

Advanced

Ultimate

Word of Light

Holy Blades

Bless

Resurrection

Divine Intervention
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Inferno Might
Chaos Lord (Blood)

Heretic (Neutral)

Hellcaller (Tears)

“The Chaos Lord is to demon legions what oil is to fire.”

“When Ugrash curses, a Heretic is born!”

“A Demonist summons, a Hellcaller sets you free.”

In Sheogh, Luck is a form of Power. None have learned the
extent of this aspect as well as the Chaos Lord, who in
gaining the favours of Urgash for daring and ever riskier
exploits, has acquired the capacity to bend the rules of
fate and destiny. The leader’s legions not only grow in
confidence under the Chaos Lord’s command, but become
uncannily precise in battle, devastating their astonished
foes.

Embracing the cause of Chaos and imbued with powers
feared by all those who walk the lands of Ashan, the
Heretic has thrown aside an Ashan birthright to become a
leader of demons. Heretics have been “blessed” by Urgash
for loyal services to an Archdemon of Sheogh, and their
bodies have undergone mutations that confer upon them
the power to channel the fires of hell and command its
minions.

Hellcallers inspire demonkind and harness their longing
for freedom from their eternal prison world into a
devastating strategical weapon. The Hellcaller’s charisma
and sense of purpose makes them the most feared
Heretics on Ashan, most especially during a Blood Moon
eclipse when the walls of Sheogh are weakened. Their
ranks are constantly replenished by eager, ferocious and
obedient minions who would follow them anywhere, eyes
alit with the promise of freedom.

Abilities
Ultimate

Advanced

Neutral

Advanced

Ultimate

Mark of Chaos

Demonic Luck

Hellfire Aura

Irresistible Calling

Seal of Power
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Inferno Magic
Pyromancer (Blood)

Warlock (Neutral)

Demonist (Tears)

“There is nowhere to hide, when the Pyromancer comes
looking.”

“There are the Elemental Magics, and then there is
Chaos!”

“There are rules to gating Demons, and the Demonist
breaks them all.”

Warlocks seduced by the promises of Ur-Khrag, the
Demon Overlord of Destruction, become so attuned to His
will, that they can channel the powers of fire and chaos
directly onto the battlefield. The spells of the Pyromancer
are so devastating that demons under their command
often charge impulsively simply to be sure of being part of
the combat before it is quickly finished by the powers of
their master.

The magic of Chaos is a powerful force that has more than
once turned a curious Priest away from their Dragon God,
or an ambitious Wizard from the reasonable precepts of
Sar-Issus. These Sheogh-bent mages are called Warlocks,
and their reputation on the battlefield is infamous. Often
the leaders of secret armies of Demon Cultists in times of
peace, when demons escape Sheogh, they willingly swarm
to the Warlock’s banner.

Warlocks obtain the title of Demonist when their mastery
of the magic of Chaos allows them to create portals
between Sheogh and Ashan at will. The greatest amongst
them use these powers during the heat of a battle, turning
the tide to their favour when even the most pessimistic of
generals has thought the conflict already won. The
greatest demonists are known throughout Sheogh, and
the minions of Urgash answer their calling in a heartbeat.

Abilities
Ultimate

Advanced

Neutral

Advanced

Ultimate

Armageddon

Inferno

Chaos Magic

Linked Gating

Abyss Gate
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Necropolis Might
Death Knight (Blood)

Ebon Knight (Neutral)

Bone Guard (Tears)

“You can join them or fight them. Either way, you’ll die.”

“The Spider Queen sows the seeds of death, the Ebon
Knight is her scythe.”

“There is no Life without Death. A Bone Guard
understands this better than anyone.”

The Death Knight preaches the merits of un-life and
eagerly converts both the willing and the dead. Those who
stand against the will of the Spider Goddess’s greatest
warrior in the crusade to forcefully maintain the balance
of Life and Death, must be victorious or be enlisted as a
part of the congregation. Many Death Knights become
obsessed with their role, and come to believe that they
must kill everything until Asha sends someone capable of
stopping them. Asha uses all.

Devout followers of the cult of the Spider Goddess who
aspire to the calling of the warrior, cover their face with
the Death Mask in honour of Her name. This deeply
religious oath transforms them into an emissary of death
and the hosts they lead into battle have sent many to an
unappointed rendez-vous with Asha in the spirit world.
Some are said to die of fright upon simply seeing the face
of death adorned by the Ebon Knight.

Bone Guards are obsessed in maintaining the fragile
balance between Life and Death. Standing on the edge,
they can channel mystical energies from one dominon to
the other. Their service to the Spider Goddess requires the
manipulation of complex philosophy as well as the sword.
They ultimately decide who deserves to live and who must
die, so that Asha, the Dragon Goddess of Creation, might
use their soul once again in a future reincarnation.

Abilities
Ultimate

Advanced

Neutral

Advanced

Ultimate

Doom

Vampiric Embrace

Face of Death

Bound By Death

Death is not the End
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Necropolis Magic
Reaper (Blood)

Necromancer (Neutral)

Embalmer (Tears)

“Death is proper payment for the sins of a useless Life.”

“Asha uses all. And I am Her emissary.”

“Give me a bone and piece of flesh, and I’ll build an army
that will last forever.”

Asha, the Dragon Goddess of Order, created the cycle of
life and death, and Reapers claim to be Her watchmakers.
Their religious fervour and devout faith is doubted by
none, but their tendency to kill and convert all who cross
their paths has been cause for many philosophical debates
within the Necromancer cult. Reapers believe that life
energy is nothing but a resource that should be used for
the protection of the sacred cycle. Souls pass on, and Asha
uses all.

The Necromancers began as a religious splinter sect of the
Wizards of the Seven Cities who had developed a mystical
sensitivity to the death aspect of the Dragon Goddess of
Order, Asha. They have developed their own branch of
Primordial magic, which they call Necromancy, that
focuses on the erosion of the body and domination of the
spirit. They believe that the pursuit of magical knowledge
without reverence to the Dragon Goddess will lead to the
ultimate destruction of Ashan.

Embalmers joined the ranks of the Necromancers to
unlock the secrets of eternal life. They have become
accomplished spirit guides and healers, capable of
harnessing the lifeforce of both the living and the dead.
Their reverence to the Spider Cult is sincere, and they are
among the favourites of the Mother Namtaru, an avatar of
the Spider Goddess, who they often spend years of their
lives tending.

Abilities
Ultimate

Advanced

Neutral

Advanced

Ultimate

Curse of the Netherworld

Mark of the Necromancer

Asha Uses All

No Rest for the Wicked

Sacrifice
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Sanctuary Might
War Master (Blood)

Samurai (Neutral)

Shogun (Tears)

“The sword is but steel, I am its will.”

“Weather changes, the Samurai is a rock.”

“Become one with that which you protect. The lands and
people are your reflection.”

War Masters have transcended their personal desires and
passions, and dedicated their existence to a sole purpose;
that of the absolute mastery of the art of war. This quest
for perfection in form and spirit surpasses their allegiance
to their Lords, and their lives themselves are seen by other
Naga as works of art or sonnets of mystical poetry. The
Eternal Empress respects the War Master, but is careful
never to provoke one, and only converses when she bears
the promise of a war.

Honourable warriors of the lotus-covered islands of
Hashima, the Samurai’s courage and steadfast loyalty is
renowned throughout all of Ashan. Their commitment to
duty and service to their patron lord supersedes all
worldly desires and passions, making them explosive
leaders of armies, and incredibly patient masters of
swords. Typical Samurai are incredibly calm, but when
action is required, they pounce more quickly than a
Dragon Eel.

A Shogun is a Samurai that has mastered the technique of
dissolution of personal desires and passions to the point
that only action and purpose remain. These extremely
rare individuals are renowned for their wisdom and
steadfast resolve. When recognized by the Eternal
Empress, the title of Shogun is awarded and the
administration of vast expanses of imperial lands
bestowed. Whenever the Naga Empire is in danger, the
Shogun is often sent at the head of several armies.

Abilities
Ultimate

Advanced

Neutral

Advanced

Ultimate

Twin Fangs

Prepare for Strike

Calm Before the Storm

Eightfold Lotus

Eye of the Storm
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Sanctuary Magic
Flood Conjurer (Blood)

Monk (Neutral)

Tide Master (Tears)

“If they will not come to the water, we shall bring the
water to them.”

“Action is the greatest form of inaction when made in
haste.”

“When the tide rises, the widows weep.”

Flood Conjurers have linked their wills to Shalassa and Her
godly purpose, gaining powers unlike any others known on
Ashan. These powerful monks have natural authority
when war approaches for their very presence can turn a
battlefield into a battle swamp, giving tremendous tactical
advantage to the armies of the Dragon Goddess of Water.
A Flood Conjurer never doubts when casting her
devastating downpours of hail and rain. Friends of
Shalassa should simply know how to swim.

Monks of the Eternal Empress are said to be the heart and
mind of the Naga Empire. Aspiring to the precepts of their
Patron Goddess, Shalassa, the Dragon of Water, their
wisdom is renowned and their powers astounding.
Profound as the deepest ocean and calm as the coolest
lake in times of peace, if their rage is awoken, even the
greatest of rivers trembles in its bed.

Tide Masters have gained an understanding of the powers
of Shalassa, the Dragon Goddess of Water, through long
moments of contemplative meditation. They see war and
peace as part of the same cycle and their armies like
waves raging over a shoreline during a storm. The
metaphor is quite appropriate, for when the Tide Master
goes to battle, the power of water goes as well.

Abilities
Ultimate

Advanced

Neutral

Advanced

Ultimate

Monsoon

Watery Grave

Inner Eye

Serenity

Tsunami
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Stronghold Might
Warmonger (Blood)

Barbarian (Neutral)

Chieftain (Tears)

“We are chosen of Father Sky!”

“For Freedom!”

“Orc returns to Mother Earth. Tribe lives on!”

The Warmonger has learned to cultivate rage,
transforming anger into an immeasurable tribal weapon.
Absolute faith in Father Sky, the orc god of retribution and
freedom, confers the Warmonger the power to master
and channel personal rage and that of fellow warriors on
the battlefield. The terrifying powers of the Warmongers
were first witnessed by the Wizards of the Seven Cities
during the Revolt of the Orcs, when hordes of enraged
slaves destroyed an entire legion of Mageblades.

Barbarians cultivate a short temper. Driven by their gut
instincts and dominant will, experience has taught them
that the simpler the plan the easier it is to lead armies to
victory. These natural charismatic leaders are often
intelligent in spite of their reputation. A knack for knowing
when and where to field a battle, and maintaining a light
but powerful army with speed and manoeuvrability, has
earned their respect from even the greatest military minds
of Ashan.

The greatest Barbarians take upon themselves the role of
leading the tribe in times of strife. Their faith in Father Sky
and Mother Earth is steadfast, and they know instinctively
that all souls have the right to be free. Their powers are
contagious and their hordes mighty beyond compare.
When a Chieftain goes to battle, the Spirits of Earth and
Sky accompany the tribe.

Abilities
Ultimate

Advanced

Neutral

Advanced

Ultimate

Power of the Horde

Blood Fury

First Blood

Unfettered

Might Over Magic
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Stronghold Magic
Storm Caller (Blood)

Shaman (Neutral)

Earth Shaper (Tears)

“Father Sky! Orc children battle!”

“Ancestors angry! Orcs free spirits!”

“Mother Earth! Orc children cry!”

Over time, a Shaman tends to become particularly attuned
with Mother Earth or Father Sky. Storm Callers have
become attuned to the courageous and vengeful aspects
of Father Sky. Battlefields are turned into spectacular light
shows as bolts of lightning crease the skies; a scene that is
said to please the ancestors. The Storm Caller remains in
trance, conversing with the most valiant tribal warriors of
past victories, relaying each spectacular feat of every ally
for the entire duration of a battle.

The Shaman practices a form of mystical magic that is
unique and incomprehensible to all other wizards and
sorcerors of Ashan. They have the power to consult tribal
ancestors for advice in the invisible spirit world, acting as a
medium. On these enlightening journeys, the Shaman
gains insights that allow them to draw upon devastating
magical powers that they materialize through blood
rituals.

Over time, a Shaman tends to become particularly attuned
with one of the two orc Spirit Gods, Mother Earth or
Father Sky. Earth Shapers favour the nourishing and life
bringing aspects of Mother Earth and bring her power to
the battlefield. Hordes lead by the Shamans of Mother
Earth seem endless and untiring. When an Earth Shaper is
told by the ancestors that a war must be waged to save
the tribe, their is no greater defender of the people.

Abilities
Ultimate

Advanced

Neutral

Advanced

Ultimate

Father Sky’s Wrath

Idol of Storms

Earth and Sky

Idol of Earth

Mother Earth’s Blessing
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Hero Abilities
Hero abilities are divided into three panels: Might, Magic and Hero.
The “Might” and “Magic” panels have their own sets of ability families. In each family
abilities are divided into three levels. Heroes can learn level I abilities at their 1st experience level;
level II abilities – from 5th level; level III abilities – from 15th level. For “Magic” Heroes, the 3rd
level of Might abilities is unavailable, and vice versa: “Might” Heroes will never achieve 3rd level
Magic abilities.
The “Hero” panel, however, is different. It includes abilities that are unique to Hero class,
faction and Reputation level. Each Hero also has his own “Specialization” ability (while player’s
Avatars can select almost any Specialization).
Each ability parameter is described in the following format:
BaseEfficiency(Modifiers).
The BaseEfficiency is the base value of efficiency and Modifiers are the modifiers for this
base value. The modifiers determine which hero/stack characteristics influence the resulting
efficiency value.
Refer to the Abilities’ Efficiency section in Game Mechanics article for more information.

Might

This is the first panel of the Ability Tree.
It contains the Might Abilities your hero can learn by spending the Ability Points they
receive each time they reach a new level.
Might Abilities are divided into 5 families: from left to right, they are Paragon, Realm,
Tactics, War Cries and Warfare.
Some Might Abilities improve the stats of your Hero or your creatures, others give you
unique combat abilities, and others will help you boost your kingdom’s economy.
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Paragon

Defender I

Diplomat

Charismatic
Leader I

Destiny’s
Chosen I

Enlightenment

Logistics

Defender II

Charismatic
Leader II

Destiny’s
Chosen II

Mentoring

Snatch

Defender III

Charismatic
Leader III

Destiny’s
Chosen III

Pathfinding

Assailant I

Assailant II

Assailant III
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Assailant I
Hero gains 1/2/3 Might Power permanently.

Blood

Might I

Passive Adventure

Assailant II
Hero gains 2 Might Power permanently.
Requires: Assailant I.

Blood

Might II

Passive Adventure

Assailant III
Hero gains 3 Might Power permanently.
Requires: Assailant II.

Blood

Might III

Passive Adventure

Charismatic Leader I
Hero gains 2 Leadership permanently.

Neutral

Might I

Passive Adventure

Charismatic Leader II
Hero gains 2 Leadership permanently.
Requires: Charismatic Leader I.

Neutral

Might II

Passive Adventure

Charismatic Leader III
Hero gains 3 Leadership permanently.
Requires: Charismatic Leader II.

Neutral

Might III

Passive Adventure

Defender I
Hero gains 1/2/3 Might Defense permanently.

Tears

Might I

Passive Adventure

Defender II
Hero gains 2 Might Defense permanently.
Requires: Defender I.

Tears

Might II

Passive Adventure

Defender III
Hero gains 2 Might Defense permanently.
Requires: Defender II.

Tears

Might III

Passive Adventure

Destiny’s Chosen I
Hero gains 2 Destiny permanently.

Neutral

Might I

Passive Adventure

Destiny’s Chosen II
Hero gains 2 Destiny permanently.
Requires: Destiny’s Chosen I.

Neutral

Might II

Passive Adventure

Destiny’s Chosen III
Hero gains 3 Destiny permanently.
Requires: Destiny’s Chosen II.

Neutral

Might III

Passive Adventure

Diplomat
Tears
Might I
Passive Adventure
Allows Hero to effectively negotiate with hostile creatures. Increases chances of recruiting them and
reduces the cost of creatures that wish to join your army by 8/10/12%.
Enlightenment
All experience gained by the Hero is increased by 25%.

Neutral

Might I

Passive Adventure
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Logistics
Increases the Hero’s Land Movement by 3.

Neutral

Might I

Passive Adventure

Mentoring
Neutral
Might II
Passive Adventure
The Hero is now a “Mentor”. When he meets another friendly Hero, the latter gains experience up to 75%
of the Mentor’s experience.
Pathfinding
Neutral
Might I
Passive Adventure
Increases the Hero’s Sea Movement by 3 and reduces movement penalty on hard terrain by 50%.

Snatch
Neutral
Might II
Passive Adventure
The Hero spends no movement points to pick up resources, access buildings and other similar actions.
Requires: Logistics.
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Realm

Architect I

Economist I

Scouting I

Architect II

Economist II

Scouting II

Architect III

Economist III

Scouting III

Plunder Mine

Sabotage Mine
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Architect I
Creature dwelling production is increased in the area by 1.

Neutral

Might I

Passive Adventure

Architect II
Neutral
Might II
Passive Adventure
Town buildings are 20% cheaper to upgrade and convert. Hero has to be in the town for this effect.
Requires: Architect I.
Architect III
Cooldown: 1d Neutral
Might III
Active Adventure
Once per day, the Hero can help organize construction in the visited town, granting time for another
building to be constructed.
Requires: Architect II.
Economist I
Neutral
Might I
Passive Adventure
In the course of his adventures, the Hero tends to find 20% more gold and resources.

Economist II
Neutral
Might II
Passive Adventure
Marketplace rates (resource exchange) are more favorable. Counts as 1 extra marketplaces.
Requires: Economist I.
Economist III
Produces 1 Wood and 1 Ore each day.
Requires: Economist II.

Neutral

Might III

Passive Adventure

Plunder Mine
Cooldown: 7d Neutral
Might II
Active Adventure
The Hero consumes all his/her remaining movement points to plunder an enemy mine, immediately
taking production worth 3 days in advance. The mine stops production for the plundered days.
Sabotage Mine
Cooldown: 7d Neutral
Might II
Active Adventure
The Hero consumes all his/her movement points to sabotage an enemy mine. The sabotaged mine stops
production for 7 day(s). Visiting enemy heroes will clear the sabotage effect but lose all their movement
points in doing so.
Scouting I
Neutral
Might I
Passive Adventure
Increases the Hero’s Scouting Radius by 1 and allows him/her to see the precise number of creatures in
neutral armies, in enemy armies, towns and garrisons within his movement range.
Scouting II
Neutral
Might II
Passive Adventure
Increases the Hero’s Scouting Radius by 1 and allows him/her to get accurate information on enemy
heroes within his/her movement range (abilities, equipped artifacts, reputation, etc.).
Requires: Scouting I.
Scouting III
Neutral
Might III Passive Adventure
Increases the Hero’s Scouting Radius by 1 and reveals the location of all unclaimed resources and artifacts
on the overview map.
Requires: Scouting II.
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Tactics

Reinforcements Duck and Cover
I

Reinforcements
II

Reinforcements
III

Battle March

Ambush

Tactics I

Siege Master I

Tactics II

Siege Master II

Siege Master III
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Ambush
Neutral
Might I
Passive Combat
Increases the Initiative of friendly creatures by 5 for the first three turns of the combat.

Battle March
Neutral
Friendly creature’s Movement is increased by 2 in siege combats.

Might I

Passive Combat

Duck and Cover
Tears
Might I
Passive Combat
Friendly creatures use covers 12.5/14.4/16.5% more efficiently. Also applies to siege walls.

Reinforcements I
Charges: 1
Tears
Might I
Active Combat
Target Core creature’s number is increased depending on the original size of the hero’s army.
Reinforcements above the stack’s original limit cannot be healed and will not remain in the army after the
combat.
Target stack size is increased by 3.5/4/4.6(+stats)% of total army Power (see Summary Tables of
Creatures) at the beginning of combat.
BonusCreatures = ceil((Effect * TotalArmyPower) / CreaturePower).
Reinforcements II
Tears
Might II
Passive Combat
Target Core creature’s number is increased depending on the original size of the hero’s army.
Reinforcements above the stack’s original limit cannot be healed and will not remain in the army after the
combat.
Requires: Reinforcements I.
Reinforcements III
Tears
Might III
Passive Combat
Target Core, Elite or Champion creature’s number is increased depending on the original size of the hero’s
army. Reinforcements above the stack’s original limit cannot be healed and will not remain in the army
after the combat.
Requires: Reinforcement II.
Siege Master I
Blood
The structural damage of the Hero’s catapult is increased by 1/2/3.

Might I

Passive Combat

Siege Master II
Blood
Might II
Passive Combat
Poisons the supplies of defending armies. Enemy living creatures are dealt 41/47/54(+stats, +level)
damage (Earth) each turn while they stand behind the walls.
Requires: Siege Master I.
Siege Master III
Blood
Might III
Passive Combat
Catapult shots also deal 377/433/498(+stats) damage (Might) to stacks adjacent to their target.
Stack must be within 2 squares from target to be damaged.
Requires: Siege Master II.
Tactics I
The Hero’s army can be redeployed just before combat.

Neutral

Might I

Passive Combat

Tactics II
Neutral
Might II
The area in which the Hero’s army can be redeployed before combat is enlarged.
Third row is available for deployment.
Requires: Tactics I.

Passive Combat
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War Cries

Stand Your
Ground

Rush!

Heroism

Evasive
Maneuvers

Stand Your
Ground, Mass

Warlord’s
Command

Heroism, Mass

Intimidation

Taunt

Flawless
Assault

Pressed Attack

Heroic Charge
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Evasive Maneuvers
Cooldown: 3
Tears
Might II
Active Combat
Decreases damage dealt to your creatures with all attacks by 10/12/14(+stats)% for 2 turns.

Flawless Assault
Cooldown: 3
Blood
Might I
Target stack’s attacks will inflict maximum damage for 2/3/4(+stats) turns.

Active Combat

Heroic Charge
Cooldown: 3
Blood
Might III
Active Combat
Target friendly creature gains 2 Movement and +9/10/12(+stats)% damage for each square crossed before
the attack.
Lasts for 1 turn.
Heroism
Cooldown: 3
Blood
Might I
Active Combat
Increases target stack’s Morale and Luck by 14/18/22(+stats) and Damage (Might) by 17% for 3 turns.

Heroism, Mass
Cooldown: 3
Blood
Might II
Active Combat
Increases all friendly stack’s Morale and Luck by 5/6/8(+stats) and Damage (Might) by 10% for 3 turns.
Requires: Heroism.
Intimidation
Charges: 1
Tears
Might III
Active Combat
All enemy creatures are intimidated for 2/3/4(+stats) turns. Core creatures cannot attack Elites and
Champions, Elites cannot attack Champions.
Furthermore, enemy Core creatures do not retaliate to Elite and Champions; Elite creatures do not
retaliate to Champions.
Pressed Attack
Cooldown: 3
Blood
Might II
Active Combat
Links the Hero with the target friendly stack for 2 turns. Each time the stack attacks (except retaliation),
the Hero attacks its target for free first.
Rush!
Cooldown: 3 Neutral
Might I
Active Combat
Orders target walker stack to rush: increases Initiative by 15(+stats) and Movement by 50%.
Lasts for 1 turn.
Stand Your Ground
Cooldown: 3
Tears
Might I
Active Combat
Target stack gains one extra retaliation and its Might Defense is increased by 7/9/12(+stats) for 3 turns.

Stand Your Ground, Mass
Charges: 1
Tears
Might II
Active Combat
All friendly stacks gain one extra retaliation and their Might Defense is increased by 5/6/7(+stats) for 3
turns.
Requires: Stand Your Ground.
Taunt
Cooldown: 3
Tears
Might III
Active Combat
Adjacent enemies are forced to attack target friendly stack with 50/57/66(+stats)% reduced damage.
Taunted creatures attack in turn, consuming their action for the turn.
Warlord’s Command
Cooldown: 4 Neutral
Might II
Active Combat
Target stack which has not taken an action this turn acts now instead of when it was supposed to.
Requires: Rush!.
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Warfare

Counterstrike I

Parry

Counterstrike II

Counterstrike
III

Resilience

Toughness I

Archery I

Toughness II

Archery II

Giant Slayer

Archery III

Cleave

Toughness III

Rampage
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Archery I
Blood
Friendly creatures’ ranged attacks deal 6.3/7.2/8.3% more damage.

Might I

Passive Combat

Archery II
Blood
Might II
Passive Combat
Friendly creature’s damage increases by 3.25/3.74/4.3% for each consecutive ranged attack. Attacking in
melee or being attacked in melee will break the chain.
Requires: Archery I.
Archery III
Reduces friendly creatures’ ranged penalty by 25/30/35%.
Requires: Archery II.

Blood

Might III

Passive Combat

Cleave
Blood
Might III
Passive Combat
The first friendly creature destroying an enemy stack instantly gains a free action. It also benefits from
+16/23/35 Morale and +5 Initiative for 3 turns.
Counterstrike I
Tears
Might I
Increases damage of all friendly creatures by 9.5/10.9/12.6% on their retaliations.

Passive Combat

Counterstrike II
Tears
Might II
Passive Combat
All friendly creatures in the Hero’s army can retaliate one additional time during the first 1/2/3 turns of
the combat.
Requires: Counterstrike I.
Counterstrike III
Tears
Might III
Passive Combat
All friendly creatures in the Hero’s army can retaliate before the enemy’s attack during the first 1/2/3
turns of the combat.
Requires: Counterstrike II.
Giant Slayer
Blood
Increases damage dealt to large and huge creatures by 5/6/7%.

Might II

Passive Combat

Parry
Tears
Might I
Passive Combat
When a friendly stack cannot retaliate to an enemy melee attack for any reason, some of the creatures
parry it reducing the damage taken by 8.5/10/11.5%.
Rampage
Blood
Might III
Passive Combat
When a friendly stack attacks three times in a row, it gains 5/7/8 Might Power for the rest of the combat.
All might attacks are valid.
Resilience
Tears
Might III
Passive Combat
When a friendly stack is attacked three times in a row, it gains 5/6/7 Might Defense and +10/12/13%
Maximum Health for the rest of the combat. All might attacks are valid.
Toughness I
Increases Maximum Health of friendly creatures by 2/3/4%.

Tears

Might I

Passive Combat

Toughness II
Increases Maximum Health of friendly creatures by 2%.
Requires: Toughness I.

Tears

Might II

Passive Combat

Toughness III
Increases Maximum Health of friendly creatures by 2%.
Requires: Toughness II.

Tears

Might III

Passive Combat
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Magic

This is the second panel of the Ability Tree.
It contains the Magic Abilities your hero can learn by spending the Ability Points they
receive each time they reach a new level.
Magic Abilities are divided into 7 families: from left to right, they are Air, Fire, Earth,
Water, Light, Darkness, and Prime.
Most Magic Abilities consume mana when used.
Some are support abilities, others inflict damage on the enemy, and others will curse them
with negative effects.
Every faction has access to five magic families out of seven (with the exception of
Stronghold, which has access to six), as per the table below.
Hero

Air

Fire

Earth

Water

Light

Darkness Prime

Haven
Inferno
Necropolis
Sanctuary
Stronghold
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Air

Storm Winds I

Air Magic I

Storm Winds II

Air Magic II

Lightning Bolt

Air Magic III

Chain Lightning

Summon Air
Elemental

Grounded

Storm Arrows

Thunderclap
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Air Magic I
Hero gains 3 Magic Power (Air).

Neutral

Air I

Passive Adventure

Air Magic II
Hero gains 3 Magic Power (Air).
Requires: Air Magic I.

Neutral

Air II

Passive Adventure

Air Magic III
Hero gains 3 Magic Power (Air).
Requires: Air Magic II.

Neutral

Air III

Passive Adventure

Chain Lightning
Mana: 45 Cooldown: 3
Blood
Air III
Active Combat
Deals 575/662/761(+stats, +level) damage (Air) to the target stack and jumps to three extra enemy stacks.
Damage is halved by each jump.
Requires: Lightning Bolt.
Grounded
Mana: 15 Cooldown: 1 Neutral
Air I
Active Combat
Hostile winds buffet target enemy flying creature down to the ground. Target stack loses the ability to fly
for 1.3(+stats) turns. Grounded creatures can move only short distances.
Limits the target Movement to 1.
Lightning Bolt
Mana: 30 Cooldown: 3
Blood
Air II
Deals 847/975/1121(+stats, +level) damage (Air) to target enemy creature.

Active Combat

Storm Arrows
Mana: 15 Cooldown: 3
Blood
Air I
Active Combat
Target stack’s ranged attacks suffer no range penalty and deal extra 25/29/33(+stats)% damage (Air) for 2
turns.
Storm Winds I
Mana: 20 Cooldown: 3
Tears
Air I
Active Combat
The Hero calls upon the winds to impair enemy ranged-attacking creatures for 5 turns. Damage of all
enemy shooters is reduced by 10/11/13(+stats)%.
Storm Winds II
Tears
Air II
Passive Combat
All creatures affected by Storm Winds are dealt 194/223/256(+stats, +level) damage (Air) and also
inflicted by the “Dazed” effect.
Requires: Storm Winds I.
Summon Air Elemental
Mana: 45 Cooldown: 3
Summons 8.94/10.28/11.82(+stats, +level) Air Elementals.

Tears

Air III

Active Combat

Thunderclap
Blood
Air I
Passive Combat
All damage (Air) dealt by the Hero and his army have 75/85/100% chance to inflict the “Dazed” effect on
their target.
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Fire

Burning
Determination

Fire Shield

Burning
Determination,
Mass

Summon Fire
Elemental

Fire Magic I

Fire Bolt

Inner Fire

Fire Magic II

Fire Ball

Immolation

Fire Magic III

Fire Storm

Frenzy

Inner Fire,
Mass
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Burning Determination
Mana: 15 Cooldown: 2
Tears
Fire I
Active Combat
Target’s Morale is increased by 60/70/80(+stats) and cannot be reduced by abilities for 2 turns. Dispels all
negative effects affecting Morale from the target.
Burning Determination, Mass Mana: 40 Cooldown: 4
Tears
Fire II
Active Combat
All friendly stacks’ Morale is increased by 22/26/30(+stats) and cannot be reduced by abilities for 2 turns.
Dispels all negative effects affecting Morale from all friendly creatures.
Requires: Burning Determination.
Fire Ball
Mana: 30 Cooldown: 3
Blood
Fire II
Active Combat
Deals 565/650/748(+stats, +level) damage (Fire) in target 3x3 area. Deals half damage around the center.
Requires: Fire Bolt.
Fire Bolt
Mana: 15 Cooldown: 3
Blood
Fire I
Active Combat
Launches a burst of fire at a single enemy target dealing 652/750/862(+stats, +level) damage (Fire).

Fire Magic I
Hero gains 3 Magic Power (Fire).

Neutral

Fire I

Passive Adventure

Fire Magic II
Hero gains 3 Magic Power (Fire).
Requires: Fire Magic I.

Neutral

Fire II

Passive Adventure

Fire Magic III
Hero gains 3 Magic Power (Fire).
Requires: Fire Magic II.

Neutral

Fire III

Passive Adventure

Fire Shield
Mana: 15 Cooldown: 3
Tears
Fire I
Gives a Fire Shield to the target for 3 turns. Fire Shield increases Magic Defense by
20/23/27(+stats) and also burns attackers for 2(+stats) damage/creature.

Active Combat

Fire Storm
Mana: 45 Cooldown: 3
Blood
Fire III
Deals 298/343/394(+stats, +level) damage (Fire) to all creatures in target 5x5 area.
Requires: Fire Ball.

Active Combat

Frenzy
Mana: 55 Cooldown: 4
Blood
Fire III
Active Combat
Target ally or enemy instantly attacks an adjacent creature with 10/30/50(+stats)% increased damage.
Does not consume the target’s action for the current turn.
Immolation
Blood
Fire II
Fire spells of the Hero deal an extra 21/24/28% damage on the next 2 turns.

Passive Combat

Inner Fire
Mana: 10 Cooldown: 1
Blood
Fire I
Active Combat
Increases target’s Damage (Might) by 29/34/39(+stats)% and Initiative by 10. Lasts 2 turns.

Inner Fire, Mass
Mana: 40 Cooldown: 3
Blood
Fire II
Active Combat
Increases Damage (Might) by 3/14/17(+stats)% and Initiative by 5 for the Hero’s army. Lasts 2 turns.
Requires: Inner Fire.
Summon Fire Elemental
Mana: 45 Cooldown: 3
Summons 10.72/12.33/14.18(+stats, +level) Fire elementals.

Tears

Fire III

Active Combat
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Earth

Regeneration

Regeneration,
Mass

Stone Skin

Earth Magic I

Rockwalls

Stone Skin,
Mass

Earth Magic II

Erosion

Summon Earth
Elemental

Petrification

Earth Magic III

Earthquake

Poison Cloud
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Earth Magic I
Hero gains 3 Magic Power (Earth).

Neutral

Earth I

Passive Adventure

Earth Magic II
Hero gains 3 Magic Power (Earth).
Requires: Earth Magic I.

Neutral

Earth II

Passive Adventure

Earth Magic III
Hero gains 3 Magic Power (Earth).
Requires: Earth Magic II.

Neutral

Earth III

Passive Adventure

Earthquake
Mana: 45 Cooldown: 3
Blood
Earth III
Active Combat
Deals 1/2/3(+stats) structural damage to walls and obstacles in the target 4x4 area. All creatures caught
within the area will also be “Dazed”.
Erosion
Mana: 15 Cooldown: 3
Deals 1/2/3 structural damage to target wall or obstacle.

Blood

Earth II

Active Combat

Petrification
Mana: 45 Cooldown: 1
Tears
Earth III
Active Combat
Target creature turns to stone and becomes invulnerable for 1.4/1.8/2.2(+stats) turns. Target enemies
cannot act. Target friendly creatures may act but doing so will dispel this effect.
Poison Cloud
Mana: 55
Charges: 1
Blood
Earth III
Active Combat
Creates a 3x3 cloud of poison which deals 220/250/289(+stats, +level) damage (Earth) each turn. Lasts
until the end of the combat.
Regeneration
Mana: 20 Cooldown: 4
Tears
Earth I
Target friendy stack is healed by 227/261/300(+stats, +level) / turn. Lasts for 5 turns.

Active Combat

Regeneration, Mass
Mana: 40
Charges: 1
Tears
Earth II
All friendly stacks are healed by 109/125/144(+stats, +level) / turn. Lasts for 3 turns.
Requires: Regeneration.

Active Combat

Rockwalls
Mana: 30 Cooldown: 4
Tears
Earth II
Active Combat
Creates three blocks of 1x1 rockwall with 1 structure point to the targeted areas for 1.5/2/2.5(+stats)
turns. Each block provides cover to ranged attacks.
Stone Skin
Mana: 10 Cooldown: 1
Tears
Earth I
Active Combat
Reduces damage (Might) dealt to target friendly creature by 31/36/41(+stats)% for 5 turns.

Stone Skin, Mass
Mana: 40 Cooldown: 3
Tears
Earth II
Active Combat
Reduces damage (Might) dealt to all friendly creatures by 15/17/20(+stats) for 5 turns.
Requires: Stone Skin.
Summon Earth Elemental
Mana: 45 Cooldown: 3
Summons 10.7/12.3/14.15(+stats, +level) Earth Elementals.

Tears

Earth III

Active Combat
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Water

Ice Armor

Ice Armor,
Mass

Water Magic I

Ice Bolt

Ice Wall

Frozen Ground Water Magic II Eternal Winter

Blizzard

Summon Water
Elemental

Water Magic III

Circle of Winter

Ice Breaker
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Blizzard
Mana: 30 Cooldown: 3
Blood
Water II
Active Combat
Creates hailclouds in target 4x4 area which last for 2 turns. Creatures under the hailclouds are dealt
159/183/211(+stats, +level) damage (Water) and inflicted by the “Chilled” effect.
Circle of Winter
Mana: 45 Cooldown: 3
Blood
Water III
Active Combat
Deals 447/514/591(+stats, +level) damage (Water) in a circle and applies the “Chilled” effect on its
victims.
Eternal Winter
Neutral
Water II
Passive Combat
Duration of the “Chilled” effects inflicted by the hero’s Water abilities is increased by 1.

Frozen Ground
Mana: 30 Cooldown: 4
Tears
Water II
Active Combat
Turns the target 3x3 area into Frozen Ground that is invisible to the enemy. Enemy creatures lose
movement points when they cross the zone. The zone is spotted when an enemy creature steps into it.
Zone lasts for 1.75,2,2.3(+stats).

Ice Armor
Mana: 10 Cooldown: 1
Tears
Water I
Active Combat
Grant Ice Armor to the target friendly creature. Ice Armor increases Might Defense by 26/30/35(+stats),
applies the “Chilled” effect to attackers and lasts for 4 turns.
Ice Armor, Mass
Mana: 40 Cooldown: 3
Tears
Water II
Active Combat
Grants Ice Armor to all friendly creatures. Ice Armor increases Might Defense by 9/11/13(+stats), applies
the “Chilled” effect to attackers and lasts for 4 turns.
Requires: Ice Armor.
Ice Bolt
Mana: 15 Cooldown: 3
Blood
Water I
Active Combat
Deals 326/375/431(+stats, +level) damage (Water) to a single target. Victim also suffers from the “Frozen”
effect.
Ice Breaker
Blood
Water II
Passive Combat
Friendly creatures attack frozen creatures with +79/91/104 Luck but dispels the “Frozen” effect.

Ice Wall
Mana: 30 Cooldown: 4
Tears
Air
Active Combat
Creates an obstacle (3x1) with 2 structure points for 3 turns. Creatures standing in the surrounding
squares are inflicted by the “Chilled” effect. Provides cover to ranged attacks.
Summon Water Elemental
Mana: 45 Cooldown: 3
Tears
Summons 12.49/14.36/16.51(+stats, +level) Water Elementals.

Water III

Active Combat

Water Magic I
Hero gains 3 Magic Power (Water).

Neutral

Water I

Passive Adventure

Water Magic II
Hero gains 3 Magic Power (Water).
Requires: Water Magic I.

Neutral

Water II

Passive Adventure

Water Magic III
Hero gains 3 Magic Power (Water).
Requires: Water Magic II.

Neutral

Water III

Passive Adventure
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Light

Celestial Armor

Heal

Retribution
Aura I

Light Magic I

Celestial
Armor, Mass

Heal, Mass

Retribution
Aura II

Light Magic II

Sunburst

Summon Light
Elemental

Purity, Mass

Retribution
Aura III

Light Magic III

Blindness
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Blindness
Mana: 45 Cooldown: 4
Blood
Light III
Active Combat
Target enemy creature cannot move, attack or use any abilities for 1.4/1.8/2.2(+stats) turns. Blindness is
dispelled when the creature is attacked.
Celestial Armor
Mana: 10 Cooldown: 1
Tears
Light I
Active Combat
Gives 4 Might Defense and Magic Defense to the target friendly creature and absorbs 50% of the damage
taken. Lasts until dispelled or 498/647/841(+stats, +level) damage is absorbed.
Celestial Armor, Mass
Mana: 40 Cooldown: 3
Tears
Light II
Active Combat
Gives 4 Might Defense and Magic Defense to the Hero’s army and absorbs 100% of the damage taken.
Lasts until dispelled or 171/223/290(+stats, +level) damage is absorbed.
Requires: Celestial Armor.
Heal
Mana: 20 Cooldown: 4
Tears
Light I
Active Combat
Target stack is instantly healed by 580/667/767(+stats, +level).
Enemy target undead, demons or orcs stack suffers from 580/667/767(+stats, +level) damage (Light).
Heal, Mass
Mana: 40
Charges: 1
Tears
Light II
Active Combat
All friendly stacks are instantly healed by 278/320/368(+stats, +level).
If used on enemy stack, then all enemy undead, demons and orcs suffer from 278/320/368(+stats, +level)
damage (Light).
Requires: Heal.
Light Magic I
Hero gains 3 Magic Power (Light).

Neutral

Light I

Passive Adventure

Light Magic II
Hero gains 3 Magic Power (Light).
Requires: Light Magic I.

Neutral

Light II

Passive Adventure

Light Magic III
Hero gains 3 Magic Power (Light).
Requires: Light Magic II.

Neutral

Light III

Passive Adventure

Purity, Mass
Mana: 55
Charges: 1
Tears
Light III
Active Combat
Dispels all negative effects from all friendly stacks and makes them immune to negative effects for
1/1.5/2(+stats) turns.
Retribution Aura I
Mana: 15 Cooldown: 3
Tears
Light I
Active Combat
Melee attacks hitting the target also damage the attacker for 3 turns. 21/24/28(+stats)% (max 100%) of
the attacker’s unmitigated damage is returned.
Retribution Aura II
Tears
Light II
Retribution Aura returns damage to all enemy stacks adjacent to the target.
Requires: Retribution Aura I.

Passive Combat

Retribution Aura III
Retribution Aura returns damage to all enemy stacks.
Requires: Retribution Aura II.

Tears

Light III

Passive Combat

Summon Light Elemental
Mana: 45 Cooldown: 3
Summons 10.7/12.31/14.15(+stats, +level) Light Elementals.

Tears

Light III

Active Combat
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Sunburst
Mana: 30 Cooldown: 3
Blood
Light II
Active Combat
Creates a star which radiates to eight directions from the center. Deals 242/278/320(+stats, +level)
damage (Light) to all enemy stacks affected by the rays.
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Darkness

Weakness

Dark Magic I

Agony

Despair

Life Drain

Weakness,
Mass

Dark Magic II

Agony, Mass

Despair, Mass

Life Drain,
Mass

Dark Magic III

Puppet Master

Summon
Darkness
Elemental

Terror

Purge
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Agony
Mana: 15 Cooldown: 3
Blood
Darkness I
Active Combat
Shadow tendrils coil around an enemy stack to drain its lifeforce. The victim is dealt
321/370/425(+stats, +level) damage (Dark) every time it is about to do an action for 3 turns. Only affects
living creatures.
Agony, Mass
Mana: 40 Cooldown: 3
Blood Darkness II
Active Combat
Shadow tendrils coil around all enemy stacks to drain their lifeforce. The victims are dealt
120/137/158(+stats, +level) damage (Dark) every time they are about to do an action for 3 turns. Only
affects living creatures.
Requires: Agony.
Dark Magic I
Hero gains 3 Magic Power (Dark).

Neutral

Darkness I

Passive Adventure

Dark Magic II
Hero gains 3 Magic Power (Dark).
Requires: Dark Magic I.

Neutral

Darkness II

Passive Adventure

Dark Magic III
Hero gains 2 Magic Power (Dark).
Requires: Dark Magic II.

Neutral Darkness III Passive Adventure

Despair
Mana: 15 Cooldown: 2
Blood
Darkness I
Active Combat
Decreases target’s Morale by 30/35/40(+stats) for 4 turns. Dispels all positive effects affecting Morale
from the target.
Despair, Mass
Mana: 40 Cooldown: 4
Blood Darkness II
Active Combat
Decreases Morale of all the enemy stacks by 11/13/15(+stats) for 4 turns. Dispels all positive effects
affecting Morale from all enemy creatures.
Requires: Despair.
Life Drain
Mana: 15 Cooldown: 3
Blood
Darkness I
Active Combat
Attacks of target friendly stack drains the lifeforce of living targets for 3 turns. Restores its Health by
34/39/45(+stats)% of the damage dealt.
Life Drain, Mass
Mana: 40 Cooldown: 3
Blood Darkness II
Active Combat
Attacks of all friendly stacks drain the lifeforce of living targets for 3 turns. Restores their Health by
12.6/14.5/16.7(+stats)% of the damage dealt.
Requires: Life Drain.
Puppet Master
Mana: 45 Cooldown: 4
Blood Darkness III
Active Combat
The Hero gains temporary control over the target enemy stack for 0.7/0.9/1.1(+stats) turns. If the victim
takes damage, the effect is dispelled.
Purge
Mana: 30 Cooldown: 4
Blood Darkness II
Active Combat
Dispels all positive effects from enemy creatures in the target area and makes them immune to positive
effects for 1/1.5/2(+stats) turns.
Target area: 4x4.
Summon Darkness Elemental Mana: 45 Cooldown: 2
Tears
Summons 12.49/14.36/16.51(+stats, +level) Darkness Elementals.

Darkness III

Active Combat

Terror
Mana: 45 Cooldown: 3
Tears Darkness III
Active Combat
Target enemy stack is confronted with a vision of their worst nightmare. It forces them to run away in
fear, moving away from the Hero’s army. In addition they skip their next turn and are affected by Terror
for 3 turns. (-15/17/19(+stats)% Damage, Might Resistance and Magic Resistance,
-15/17/19(+stats) Morale and Luck)
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Weakness
Mana: 10 Cooldown: 1
Tears
Darkness I
Reduces Damage of target enemy creature by 19/22/25(+stats)% for 5 turns.

Active Combat

Weakness, Mass
Mana: 40 Cooldown: 3
Tears
Darkness II
Reduces Damage of all enemy creatures by 7/11.1/13(+stats)% for 5 turns.
Requires: Weakness.

Active Combat
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Prime

Arcane Ward I

Dispel Magic

Prime Magic I

Arcane
Exaltation I

Magic Affinity I

Slow

Haste

Disruption

Arcane Ward II

Dispel Magic,
Mass

Prime Magic II

Arcane
Exaltation II

Magic Affinity II

Slow, Mass

Haste, Mass

Mana Leech

Arcane Ward III

Time Stasis

Prime Magic III

Arcane
Exaltation III

Magic Affinity
III

Meditation

Teleport

Implosion
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Arcane Exaltation I
Hero gains 2 Magic Power permanently.

Neutral

Prime I

Passive Adventure

Arcane Exaltation II
Hero gains 2 Magic Power permanently.
Requires: Arcane Exaltation I.

Neutral

Prime II

Passive Adventure

Arcane Exaltation III
Hero gains 3 Magic Power permanently.
Requires: Arcane Exaltation II.

Neutral

Prime III

Passive Adventure

Arcane Ward I
Hero gains 1/2/3 Magic Defense permanently.

Tears

Prime I

Passive Adventure

Arcane Ward II
Hero gains 2 Magic Defense permanently.
Requires: Arcane Ward I.

Tears

Prime II

Passive Adventure

Arcane Ward III
Hero gains 3 Magic Defense permanently.
Requires: Arcane Ward II.

Tears

Prime III

Passive Adventure

Neutral

Prime I

Active Combat

Dispel Magic, Mass
Mana: 30 Cooldown: 3 Neutral
Dispels all effects from the targets present in the target area.
Target area: 3x3.
Requires: Dispel Magic.

Prime II

Active Combat

Dispel Magic
Mana: 15
Dispels all effects from the target.

Cooldown: 2

Disruption
Mana: 10 Cooldown: 1
Blood
Prime I
Active Combat
Destroys armor of target enemy stack, reducing its Might Defense by 13/15/17(+stats) till the end of the
combat. Can be cast several times on a single stack, but defense will not go below zero.
Haste
Mana: 10 Cooldown: 1 Neutral
Prime I
Active Combat
Increases target friendly stack’s Initiative by 10(+stats) and Movement by 2. Lasts 3 turns.

Haste, Mass
Mana: 40 Cooldown: 3 Neutral
Prime II
Increases all friendly stack’s Initiative by 5(+stats) and Movement by 1. Lasts 3 turns.
Requires: Haste.

Active Combat

Implosion
Mana: 45 Cooldown: 3
Blood
Prime III
Active Combat
Deals 894/1028/1182(+stats, +level) damage (Prime) to target enemy stack. This damage cannot be
healed.
Magic Affinity I
Hero gains 30 Mana (Maximum) permanently.

Neutral

Prime I

Passive Adventure

Magic Affinity II
Restores 2% of the Hero’s Mana (Maximum) each day.
Requires: Magic Affinity I.

Neutral

Prime II

Passive Adventure
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Magic Affinity III
Neutral
Regenerates 2 Mana each turn in the first 10 turns of the combat.
Requires: Magic Affinity II.

Prime III

Passive Combat

Mana Leech
Mana: 30 Cooldown: 3
Blood
Prime II
Transfers 10/15/20(+stats)% of the enemy Hero’s Mana (Current) to your Hero.

Active Combat

Meditation
Mana: 30
Charges: 1
Neutral
Prime III
Active Combat
Increases your Hero’s Magic Power by 20 for 4 turns and instantly restores 15% of his/her Mana
(Maximum).
Prime Magic I
Hero gains 3 Magic Power (Prime).

Neutral

Prime I

Passive Adventure

Prime Magic II
Hero gains 3 Magic Power (Prime).
Requires: Prime Magic I.

Neutral

Prime II

Passive Adventure

Prime Magic III
Hero gains 3 Magic Power (Prime).
Requires: Prime Magic II.

Neutral

Prime III

Passive Adventure

Slow
Mana: 10 Cooldown: 1 Neutral
Prime I
Active Combat
Decreases target enemy stack’s Initiative by 10(+stats) and Movement by 2. Lasts 3 turns.

Slow, Mass
Mana: 40 Cooldown: 1 Neutral
Prime II
Decreases all enemy stack’s Initiative by 5(+stats) and Movement by 1. Lasts 3 turns.
Requires: Slow.

Active Combat

Teleport
Mana: 45 Cooldown: 4
Teleports target friendly creature to another location.

Active Combat

Neutral

Prime III

Time Stasis
Mana: 55
Charges: 1
Tears
Prime III
Active Combat
Target enemy creature skips the next 1.4/1.8/2.2(+stats) turns. Time Stasis is not dispelled by attacks.
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Hero

This is the third panel of the Ability Tree.
Each Hero has special abilities defined by his or her faction and class (or, rather,
alignment), and also a unique specialization, which provides him or her with a specific bonus.
These abilities are automatically obtained when the Hero reaches a certain level or ascends
to an Advanced Class.
You don’t have to spend Ability Points to unlock them.
Furthermore, each faction has a specific type of Heroic Strike, which is available to all
heroes of that faction by default. Heroic Strikes are not limited by charges and can be used every
turn.
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Faction Abilities
Each faction has unique racial ability that Heroes can use in combat.
Racial ability has four levels. Maximum available level of ability depends on level of the Hero:
Maximum
Hero level
racial ability level
I
1
II
5
III
15
IV
25
Racial gauge reflects the amount of “gauge points” – “fuel”, which is required to use
the racial ability.
Full gauge has 400 points.
When the gauge fills up to 100 points (1/4 of total) – level I racial ability can be
used.
When the gauge fills up to 200 points (half) – level II racial ability can be used (only
for Heroes of level 5 or higher).
When the gauge fills up to 300 points (3/4 of total) – level III racial ability can be
used (only for Heroes of level 15 or higher).
When the gauge fills up to 400 points (full) – level IV racial ability can be used (only
for Heroes of level 25 or higher).
Single use of the racial ability (at any level) uses up all the gauge points and empties the
gauge.
Each faction has its own “standart” ways to fill gauge (as described below). Apart from
these “standart” methods there are many other ways to fill gauge or to increase filling speed:
town buildings, artifacts, heroic strikes etc. They will be not described in this chapter.
Haven
The gauge is filled when friendly creatures are dealt damage or they gain good morale.
After the good morale triggers for ally stack the gauge is filled with +100 points. After a damage is
dealt to friendly stack the gauge is filled with value = (Damage / FriendlyArmyHealth * 750).
FriendlyArmyHealth is total Health of friendly army at the start of combat.
Guardian Angel I
Neutral
Target friendly Core stack becomes impervious to all harm for 1 turn(s).

Prime

Active Combat

Guardian Angel II
Neutral
Prime
Target friendly Core or Elite stack becomes impervious to all harm for 1 turn.

Active Combat

Guardian Angel III
Neutral
Target friendly stack becomes impervious to all harm for 1 turn.

Active Combat

Prime

Guardian Angel IV
Neutral
Prime
Active Combat
Target friendly stack becomes impervious to all harm for 1 turn and is also healed for 20% of its health.
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Inferno
The gauge is filled when creatures perform critical or fumble hits.
Whenever the good or bad luck triggers for ally or enemy stack the gauge is filled with +70 points.
Gating I
Neutral
Prime
Active Combat
Select one of your demon stacks and then an area to summon a stack of demons of the same type. A gate
will appear first: the summoned stack will come out that gate after 1 turn. The gated stack is returned to
Sheogh if your selected stack is destroyed. Can summon Core creatures.
Total Health of the gated stack will be equal to 3.43% of total Army Health at the start of combat.
Gating II
Neutral
Prime
Active Combat
Select one of your demon stacks and then an area to summon a stack of demons of the same type. A gate
will appear first: the summoned stack will come out that gate after 1 turn. The gated stack is returned to
Sheogh if your selected stack is destroyed. Can summon Core and Elite creatures.
Total Health of the gated stack will be equal to 6.875% of total Army Health at the start of combat.
Gating III
Neutral
Prime
Active Combat
Select one of your demon stacks and then an area to summon a stack of demons of the same type. A gate
will appear first: the summoned stack will come out that gate after 1 turn. The gated stack is returned to
Sheogh if your selected stack is destroyed.
Total Health of the gated stack will be equal to 10.31% of total Army Health at the start of combat.
Gating IV
Neutral
Prime
Active Combat
Select one of your demon stacks and then an area to summon a stack of demons of the same type. The
gated stack is more powerful, appears instantly and can also act in the current turn. The gated stack is
returned to Sheogh if your selected stack is destroyed.
Total Health of the gated stack will be equal to 11% of total Army Health at the start of combat.

Necropolis
The gauge is filled when creatures are dealt damage. Friendly losses generate more points.
After damage is dealt to friendly stack the gauge is filled with
value = 750 * (Damage / FriendlyArmyHealth).
FriendlyArmyHealth is total Health of friendly army at the start of combat.
After damage is dealt to enemy stack the gauge is filled with
value = 250 * (Damage / EnemyArmyHealth).
EnemyArmyHealth is total Health of enemy army at the start of combat.
Necromancy I
Neutral
Prime
Active Combat
Raises friendly undead creatures based on the size of your army. Can raise Core creatures.
Ability restores Health in amount = 2.75% of total Army Health at the start of combat.
Target area: 1x1.
Necromancy II
Neutral
Prime
Active Combat
Raises friendly undead creatures based on the size of your army. Can raise Core and Elite creatures.
Ability restores Health in amount = 5.5% of total Army Health at the start of combat.Percent = 5.5
Target area: 1x1.
Necromancy III
Neutral
Prime
Active Combat
Raises friendly undead creatures based on the size of your army. Can raise Core, Elite, and Champion
creatures.
Ability restores Health in amount = 8.25% of total Army Health at the start of combat.
Target area: 1x1.
Necromancy IV
Neutral
Prime
Active Combat
Raises friendly undead creatures based on the size of your army. Healing is distributed among friendly
undead in targeted area. Can raise Core, Elite and Champion creatures.
Ability restores Health of each stack in target area in amount = 11% of total Army Health at the start of
combat.
Target area: 3x3.
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Sanctuary
The gauge is filled when enemy creatures that have not been hit in the current turn yet are
attacked.
The gauge is filled by +80 points when enemy stacks, that have not been attacked in the current
turn yet, are attacked.
Honor I
Neutral
Prime
Active Combat
All friendly Sanctuary creatures gain 7 Might Defense and Magic Defense for the current turn.

Honor II
Neutral
Prime
Active Combat
All friendly Sanctuary creatures gain 7 Might Defense and Magic Defense and +14% Maximum Health for
the current turn.
Honor III
Neutral
Prime
Active Combat
All friendly Sanctuary creatures gain for the current turn: 7 Might Defense and Magic Defense, +14%
Maximum Health and a frost shield dealing 2 damage (Water)/creature to attackers.
Honor IV
Neutral
Prime
Active Combat
All friendly Sanctuary creatures gain for the current turn: 7 Might Defense and Magic Defense, +14%
Maximum Health and a frost shield dealing 2 damage (Water)/creature to attackers. Attackers are also
inflicted by the “Chilled” effect.

Stronghold
The gauge is filled when creatures perform attacks. Friendly creatures generate more
points.
The gauge is filled by +20 points every time when enemy stack suffers from damage (except DoT).
The gauge is filled by +10 points every time when friendly stack suffers from damage (except DoT).
Bloodrage I
Neutral
All friendly Stronghold creatures gain 10 Initiative for the current turn.

Might

Active Combat

Bloodrage II
Neutral
Might
Active Combat
All friendly Stronghold creatures gain 10 Initiative and 15 Might Power for the current turn.

Bloodrage III
Neutral
Might
Active Combat
All friendly Stronghold creatures gain 10 Initiative, 15 Might Power and 1 Retaliation for the current turn.

Bloodrage IV
Neutral
Might
Active Combat
All friendly Stronghold creatures gain 10 Initiative, 15 Might Power and 1 Retaliation for the current turn.
They also inflict a brief stun when attacking, which negates retaliation.
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Heroic Strikes
Hero’s direct attack deals 300-340(+stats, +level) damage (see the Abilities’ Efficiency for
details) and has an additional effect that depends on Hero’s faction (see below).Damage school
and type depends on Hero’s class and faction:
Hero
School
Type
All Might Heroes Might Melee
Haven Magic
Light Ranged
Inferno Magic
Fire
Ranged
Necropolis Magic Darkness Ranged
Sanctuary Magic
Water Ranged
Stronghold Magic
Air
Ranged
Ranged damage from Heroes’ direct attacks can be decreased by target creature’s abilities (for
example, Shielded).

Haven
Mark of the Heretic
Neutral
*
Active Combat
The hero’s attacks brand the target enemy as a heretic. All the hero’s creatures deal power increased
damage to the marked stack. Only one stack can be marked at the same time.
Base = 2, Bonus = 2

Inferno
Scorching Strike
Neutral
*
Active Combat
Inferno heroes know in advance whether their default attacks will be critical hits. Might increases the
damage bonus of the critical hits.
Base = 5, Bonus = 5

Necropolis
Soulreaver
Neutral
*
Active Combat
The Hero’s attacks mark the creature with Soulreaver for 3 turn. If a stack dies under the effect of
Soulreaver, then the Hero gets power Necromancy Points. Constructs are not affected.
Base = 20, Bonus = 20

Sanctuary
Coup de Grace
Neutral
*
Active Combat
Gives +power% damage to hero attacks against targets under 30% of their original stack size.
Base = 10, Bonus = 10

Stronghold
Blood Calls Blood
The Hero’s attack increases Rage Points (Current) by power.
Base = 10, Bonus = 10

Neutral

*

Active Combat

For all Heroes the power value from Heroic Strikes is calculated by a common formula:
power = Base + floor(Might/5) * Bonus
where:
Base and Bonus – parameters from the Heroic Strike’s descriptions;
floor() – function that rounds value down to nearest integer;
Might – secondary stat of the Hero:
Might = BaseMightPower + BaseMightDefense
where:
BaseMightPower and BaseMightDefense – “base” values of corresponding Hero’s
stats. “Base” means that only natural level of the respective stat (i.e., obtained
through stat increase on level-ups) is taken into account. Boni from artifacts,
adventure map buildings etc. are discarded.
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Reputation Abilities
Abyss Gate
Mana: 70
Charges: 1
Tears II
Prime
Active Combat
Currently acting friendly stack returns to the Abyss for 1 turn, then comes back reinforced in the next turn.
The gate remains on the combat map and can be destroyed. If the gate is destroyed the stack can only
return after the combat.
Stack is reinforced by 1873/2154/2477(+stats, +level) total Health.
Class: Demonist.
Anathema
Cooldown: 3 Blood I
Might
Active Combat
All enemy creatures suffer from Anathema for 3 turns. (-3/4/5(+stats)% Damage, Might Defense and
Magic Defense, -3/4/5(+stats) Morale and Luck) Cannot be dispelled.
Class: Vindicator.
Armageddon
Mana: 80
Charges: 1
Blood II
Fire
Active Combat
Incandescent meteors fire down upon the combat map, damaging all non-demon creatures for
428/492/566(+stats, +level) damage (Fire), and walls and obstacles for 1 structural damage.
Class: Pyromancer.
Asha Uses All
Neutral
Prime
Your Hero gains 3 Mana for each stack (ally or enemy) destroyed during combat.
Class: Reaper, Necromancer, Embalmer.

Passive Combat

Bless
Neutral
Light
Passive Combat
All friendly stacks benefit from 2(+stats)% increased Damage (Magic) and Magic Defense.
Class: Inquisitor, Cleric, Confessor.
Blood Fury
Cooldown: 4 Blood I
Might
Active Combat
Increases target friendly Stronghold stack’s Rage by 2 levels and extends Rage duration by 2 additional
turn.
Class: Warmonger.
Bound By Death
Tears I
Might
Passive Combat
Friendly undead stacks standing adjacent to corpses drain a portion of their departing lifeforce to regain
1.32/1.52/1.74(+stats)% of their Health.
Class: Bone Guard.
Calm Before the Storm
Neutral
Might
Passive Combat
When Sanctuary creatures do not attack in a turn, they gain 5 Initiative and 28% Damage (Might) for 1
turn.
Class: War Master, Samurai, Shogun.
Chaos Magic
Neutral
Prime
Passive Combat
When channeled by the servants of Urgash, Magic is tainted by Chaos, which makes it less stable and
predictable. All spells cast by the Hero have 50% chance to get their Mana cost reduced by 50%.
Class: Pyromancer, Warlock, Demonist.
Curse of the Netherworld
Mana: 70
Charges: 1
Blood II Darkness
Active Combat
All living creatures on the combat map are dealt 1322(+stats, +level) damage (Dark). Part of this damage is
evenly added to the Health of all undead present.
Damage is divided between all living stacks. Undead stacks are healed for total 661(+stats, +level) HP.
Class: Reaper.
Death is not the End
Tears II
Might
Passive Combat
When a friendly undead stack is destroyed, it drains 394/338/390(+stats, +level) Health from all adjacent
enemy stacks to instantly revive itself (with the amount of Health drained). Each stack is raised only once
per combat.
Class: Bone Guard.
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Demonic Luck
Blood I
Might
The damage of critical hits is increased for the hero’s army by 22/25/29%.
Class: Chaos Lord.

Passive Combat

Divine Intervention
Mana: 70
Charges: 1
Tears II
Might
Active Combat
Target stack is healed for 970/1115/1282, cleansed of all negative effects and benefits from +20 Initiative
for 1 turn.
Or enemy target stack of undead, demons or orcs suffers from 970/1115/1282 damage (Light).
Class: Confessor.
Divine Justice
Charges: 1
Tears II
Might
Active Combat
Target stack is dealt 22/25/29(+stats)% of the overall damage it has dealt since the start of combat. (Max
3000 damage.)
Class: Paladin.
Doom
Charges: 1
Blood II
Might
Active Combat
Target Core or Elite stack is doomed to perish within 14/12/10(-power) turns, unless the combat is won
first.
Class: Death Knight.
Earth and Sky
Neutral
Prime
Passive Combat
In the first turn of combats, all friendly stacks benefit from +5 Initiative and +1 Movement, and all enemy
non-flyer stacks suffer from -5 Initiative and -1 Movement.
Class: Storm Caller, Shaman, Earth Shaper.
Eightfold Lotus
Cooldown: 3 Tears I
Might
Active Combat
Target friendly stack retaliates no matter what and does so any number of times each turn.
Effect duration = 1/2/3
Class: Shogun.
Eye of the Storm
Charges: 1
Tears II
Target friendly stack completely evades the next 1/2/3 incoming attacks.
Class: Shogun.

Might

Active Combat

Face of Death
Neutral
Might
Passive Combat
Each time an enemy stack dies, all surviving enemies are confronted with a vision of their own death.
Reduces Damage, Might Defense and Magic Defense by 3(+stats)% and decreases Morale and Luck by
3(+stats) for 1 turn.
Class: Death Knight, Ebon Knight, Bone Guard.
Father Sky’s Wrath
Mana: 80
Charges: 1
Blood II
Air
Active Combat
A hurricane-strong wind strikes the enemy deployment area. All creatures are dealt 267/307/353(+stats,
+level) damage (Air) and are “Dazed”.
Class: Storm Caller.
Fervor
Neutral
All friendly creatures benefit from +1 Morale and +3% Damage (Might).
Class: Vindicator, Knight, Paladin.

Might

Passive Combat

First Blood
Neutral
Might
Passive Combat
Increases Damage by 10% and Movement by 2 for all Stronghold creatures in the Hero’s army when the
first blood is spilled (ie: when the first friendly creature is wounded in a given combat). Lasts for 2 turns.
Class: Warmonger, Barbarian, Chieftain.
Hellfire Aura
Neutral
Might
Passive Combat
Creatures under the Hero’s control are granted a 50% chance to deal additional 4(+stats)% damage (Fire)
on attacks and retaliations.
Class: Chaos Lord, Heretic, Hellcaller.
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Holy Blades
Blood I
Adds 2/3/4(+stats)% damage (Light) to all friendly creatures’ attacks.
Class: Inquisitor.

Light

Passive Combat

Hour of Judgement
Charges: 1
Blood II
Might
Active Combat
In the current turn all friendly stacks deal +16/18/21(+stats)% damage against all enemies affected by
either Anathema or Mark of the Heretic.
Class: Vindicator.
Idol of Earth
Mana: 45 Cooldown: 1 Tears I
Earth
Active Combat
Creates an 1x1 idol at the target location which blocks all movement. All friendly stacks within two
squares of the idol are dealt 21/24/27(+stats)% less damage. The idol also provides cover to ranged
attacks.
Class: Earth Shaper.
Idol of Storms
Mana: 45 Cooldown: 1 Blood I
Air
Active Combat
Creates an 1x1 idol at the target location which blocks all movement and lasts for 1 turns. All friendly
stacks within two squares of the idol benefit from 10 Initiative increase. At the beginning of each turn the
idol casts Chain Lightning dealing 302/347/399(+stats, +level) damage (Air) on a random enemy creature
within two squares. Chain Lightning hits up to three targets and damage is halved by each jump. The idol
also provides cover to ranged attacks.
Class: Storm Caller.
Inferno
Mana: 55
Charges: 1
Blood I
Fire
Active Combat
Target enemy creature suffers from Inferno. Inferno deals 444/510/587(+stats, +level) damage (Fire) to its
current target and jumps to another enemy target within two squares.
Class: Pyromancer.
Inner Eye
Neutral
Prime
Passive Combat
When Sanctuary creatures do not attack in a turn, they gain 28% Damage (Magic) and 14(+stats) Magic
Defense bonus for the next turn.
Class: Flood Conjurer, Monk, Tide Master.
Irresistible Calling
Tears I
Might
Increases the number of creatures summoned by Gating by 17.1/19.7/22.7%.
Class: Hellcaller.

Passive Combat

Linked Gating
Tears I
Prime
Passive Combat
Creates a link between the original and the gated stack. 35.5/37.3/42.9% of the damage dealt to the
original stack is transferred to the gated stack.
Class: Demonist.
Mark of Chaos
Charges: 1
Blood II
Might
The next 2/3/4(+stats) attacks on the target stack will automatically be critical hits.
Class: Chaos Lord.

Active Combat

Mark of the Necromancer
Blood I
Prime
Passive Combat
Makes all enemy creatures 19.9/22.9/26.4% more vulnerable to abilities from the Path of Blood.
Class: Reaper.
Martyr
Tears I
Might
Passive Combat
At the end of each turn the player’s most damaged stack will benefit from +21.6/24.9/28.6% Might
Resistance and Health for 1 turn.
Actual Health bonus is 13/15/17%
Class: Paladin.
Might Over Magic
Charges: 1
Tears II
Might
Active Combat
Decreases all damage (Magic) dealt to friendly creatures for 2 turns based upon the Hero’s Might.
DamageReduction =
(HeroMightPower + HeroMightDefense – EnemyHeroMightDefense) * ScalingMultiplier%
ScalingMultiplier% = 1.7/2/2.3(+stats)%
Class: Chieftain.
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Monsoon
Mana: 70
Charges: 1
Blood II
Water
Active Combat
Summons Thunderclouds to target 5x5 area. All creatures standing in the area of effect are first “Soaked”
by the heavy rain, then dealt 342/394/453(+stats, +level) damage (Air) by lightning forks.
Class: Flood Conjurer.
Mother Earth’s Blessing
Mana: 70 Cooldown: 5 Tears II
Earth
Active Combat
Increases the amount of all friendly Stronghold stacks by 23(+stats)% for 1 turn. When the effect ends,
stacks revert to their previous state. Any damage dealt to them in the meantime is first deducted from the
bonus creatures.
Class: Earth Shaper.
No Rest for the Wicked
Increases power of Necromancy by 3/5/7%.
Class: Embalmer.

Tears I

Prime

Passive Combat

Power of the Horde
Cooldown: 3 Blood II
Might
Active Combat
The Hero attacks target enemy creature with increased damage, based on the size of his current army.
Deals TotalDamage damage (Might).
TotalDamage = HeroDirectDamage + PowerPercent * TotalArmyPower
PowerPercent = 4.5/5/5.9(+stats)%
TotalArmyPower is sum of hidden Power parameter of all units in army.
Class: Warmonger.
Prepare for Strike
Blood I
Might
Passive Combat
All friendly stacks’ melee attacks deal 1/2/3% increased damage for each movement point unspent.
(Saved movement points increase damage during their attack.)
Class: War Master.
Resurrection
Mana: 55
Charges: 1
Tears I
Light
Active Combat
Resurrects target stack with up to 1200/1380/1587(+stats, +level) hit points. Only dead bodies can be
targeted. Resurrected creature cannot attack and cannot be attacked for 1 turn.
Class: Confessor.
Sacrifice
Mana: 80
Charges: 1
Tears II
Prime
Active Combat
Target friendly stack channels all damage done to friendly creatures to himself. Lasts for 2 turns, or until
the sacrificed stack is destroyed. Damage taken is reduced by 33%.
Class: Embalmer.
Seal of Power
Charges: 1
Tears II
Might
Active Combat
Orders creatures in the target gated stack to stay with the Hero’s army. Creatures from target gated stack
replace dead demons in the player’s army after the combat for up to 1252/1440/1656(+stats, +level) hit
points. Will not increase stacks above their original maximum.
Class: Hellcaller.
Serenity
Mana: 45 Cooldown: 4 Tears I
Water
Active Combat
Target enemy creature is charmed and becomes peaceful. It cannot move, attack or use any abilities for
1.4/1.8/2.2(+stats) turn(s). Serenity is dispelled when the creature is attacked and may retaliate.
Class: Tide Master.
Tsunami
Mana: 70
Charges: 1
Tears II
Water
Active Combat
A tidal wave rises from the caster hero’s deployment area, then swells and crashes on the enemy’s side.
All enemy stacks are “Soaked”. All enemy small sized creatures are pushed back by two squares and
“Stunned” for 0.85/1/1.15(+stats) turn.
Class: Tide Master.
Twin Fangs
Charges: 1
Target friendly stack gets an additional attack for 3 turns.
Class: War Master.

Blood II

Might

Active Combat

Unfettered
Cooldown: 3 Tears I
Might
Active Combat
Dispels all negative effects affecting Movement, Initiative, Morale and Might Damage from all friendly
creatures.
Class: Chieftain.
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Vampiric Embrace
Blood I
Might
Passive Combat
Attacks of all friendly stacks drain the lifeforce of living targets. Restores their Health by
4.1/4.8/5.5(+stats)% of the damage dealt.
Class: Death Knight.
Watery Grave
Mana: 45 Cooldown: 3 Blood I
Water
Active Combat
Summons a geyseer under target enemy stack dealing 834/960/1104(+stats, +level) damage (Water).
Victim is also inflicted by the “Soaked” effect. Only living creatures are affected.
Class: Flood Conjurer.
Word of Light
Mana: 70
Charges: 1
Blood II
Light
Active Combat
Deals a total of 1000/1150/1322(+stats, +level) damage (Light) to enemy undead, demons and orcs. All
living creatures in hero’s army are healed for a total of 500/575/662(+stats, +level).
Class: Inquisitor.
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Specializations
Acolyte of Fortune
+2 Destiny.
Selectable by Avatars: Everybody.

Neutral

Might

Passive Adventure

Agony Master
Receives Agony by default with 10% bonus damage.
Selectable by Avatars: Inferno, Necropolis, Stronghold.

Neutral

Darkness

Passive Combat

Blade Master
+10% damage for heroic strikes.
Selectable by Avatars: Might Affinity.

Neutral

Might

Passive Combat

Delver of the Royal Purse
+250 Gold per day.
Selectable by Avatars: Everybody.

Neutral

Might

Passive Adventure

Devotee of the Spring
+2 Spring Spirits per week.
Also applies to Mizu-Kamis.
Selectable by Avatars: Sanctuary.

Neutral

Might

Passive Adventure

Dig Master
+1 Ore per day.
Selectable by Avatars: Everybody.

Neutral

Might

Passive Adventure

Enlightened
Receives Enlightenment by default with 10% bonus.
Selectable by Avatars: Everybody.

Neutral

Might

Passive Adventure

Expert Trainer
+1 Elite Creature per week.
Selectable by Avatars: Everybody.

Neutral

Might

Passive Adventure

Explorer
+3 Land and Sea Movement.
Selectable by Avatars: Everybody.

Neutral

Might

Passive Adventure

Fire Bolt Master
Receives Fire Bolt by default with 10% bonus.
Selectable by Avatars: Haven, Inferno, Stronghold.

Neutral

Might

Passive Combat

Ghoul Rouser
+2 Movement for Ghouls.
Also applies to Ravenous Ghouls.
Selectable by Avatars: Necropolis.

Neutral

Might

Passive Combat

Gladiator
+2 Hero Might Power.
Selectable by Avatars: Everybody.

Neutral

Might

Passive Adventure

Goblin Master
-1 cooldown on trap ability.
Selectable by Avatars: Stronghold.

Neutral

None

Passive Combat
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Griffin Master
+15% damage increase to Dive Attacks.
Selectable by Avatars: Haven.

Neutral

None

Passive Combat

Handler
+1 Core Creatures per week.
Selectable by Avatars: Everybody.

Neutral

Might

Passive Adventure

Haste Master
Neutral
Receives Haste by default with 1 movement and 5 initiative bonus.
Selectable by Avatars: All except Stronghold and Academy.

Might

Passive Combat

Heal Master
Receives Heal by default with 10% bonus effect.
Selectable by Avatars: Haven, Sanctuary, Stronghold.

Neutral

Light

Passive Combat

Heroism Master
Receives Heroism by default with 10% bonus.
Selectable by Avatars: Haven, Sanctuary, Stronghold.

Neutral

Might

Passive Combat

Ice Armor Master
Neutral
Receives Ice Armor by default with 10% Might Defense bonus.
Selectable by Avatars: Necropolis, Sanctuary, Stronghold.

Water

Passive Combat

Ice Bolt Master
Neutral
Receives Ice Bolt by default and costs 33% less mana.
Selectable by Avatars: Necropolis, Sanctuary, Stronghold.

Might

Passive Combat

Kennel Master
+3 Hell Hounds per week.
Also applies to Cerberi.
Selectable by Avatars: Inferno.

Neutral

Might

Passive Adventure

Lightning Master
Receives Lightning Bolt by default with 10% bonus damage.
Selectable by Avatars: Everybody.

Neutral

Might

Passive Combat

Lord of the Vacant
+2 Liches per week.
Also applies to Archliches.
Selectable by Avatars: Necropolis.

Neutral

Might

Passive Adventure

Marksman Master
Piercing Bolts ignore friendly targets.
Selectable by Avatars: Haven.

Neutral

None

Passive Combat

Master Diplomat
Receives Diplomacy by default with 10% bonus.
Selectable by Avatars: Everybody.

Tears

Might

Passive Adventure

Master of Air
Increases the effectiveness of Magic (Air) by 6%.
Selectable by Avatars: Magic Affinity.

Neutral

Air

Passive Combat

Master of Darkness
Blood
Darkness
Increases the effectiveness of Magic (Dark) by 6%.
Selectable by Avatars: Inferno Magic, Necropolis Magic, Stronghold Magic.

Passive Combat
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Master of Earth
Increases the effectiveness of Magic (Earth) by 6%.
Selectable by Avatars: Magic Affinity.

Blood

Darkness

Passive Combat

Fire

Passive Combat

Master of Light
Tears
Light
Increases the effectiveness of Magic (Light) by 6%.
Selectable by Avatars: Haven Magic, Sanctuary Magic, Stronghold Magic.

Passive Combat

Master of Warcries
Increases the effectiveness of Warcries by 6%.
Selectable by Avatars: Might Affinity.

Might

Passive Combat

Master of Water
Neutral
Water
Increases the effectiveness of Magic (Water) by 6%.
Selectable by Avatars: Necropolis Magic, Sanctuary Magic, Stronghold Magic.

Passive Combat

Master of Fire
Blood
Increases the effectiveness of Magic (Fire) by 6%.
Selectable by Avatars: Haven Magic, Inferno Magic, Stronghold Magic.

Neutral

Natural Born Leader
+2 Leadership.
Selectable by Avatars: All except Necropolis.

Neutral

Might

Passive Adventure

Orc Warrior Master
+7 Health to Maulers and Crushers.
Selectable by Avatars: Stronghold.

Neutral

Might

Passive Combat

Painless
+2 Hero Might Defense.
Selectable by Avatars: Everybody.

Neutral

Might

Passive Adventure

Paragon of Vigour
+25 Health for Kenshis.
Also applies to Kenseis.
Selectable by Avatars: Sanctuary.

Neutral

Might

Passive Combat

Regeneration Master
Receives Regeneration by default with 10% bonus.
Selectable by Avatars: Everybody.

Neutral

Might

Passive Combat

Shaman Master
+2 Dreamwalkers per week.
Also applies to Dreamreavers.
Selectable by Avatars: Stronghold.

Neutral

Might

Passive Adventure

Shark Guard
Blood Frenzy effectiveness is increased by 20%.
Selectable by Avatars: Sanctuary.

Neutral

Might

Passive Combat

Shield to the Bloodless
+10 Might Defense and Magic Defense for Vampires.
Also applies to Vampire Lords.
Selectable by Avatars: Necropolis.

Neutral

Might

Passive Combat
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Sister Master
+3 Sisters per week.
Also applies to Vestals.
Selectable by Avatars: Haven.

Neutral

Might

Passive Adventure

Sky Runner
+2 Movement for Harpies.
Also applies to Furies.
Selectable by Avatars: Stronghold.

Neutral

Might

Passive Combat

Slow Master
Neutral
Receives Slow by default with 1 movement and 5 initiative bonus.
Selectable by Avatars: All except Stronghold.

Might

Passive Combat

Spellbreaker
+2 Hero Magic Defense.
Selectable by Avatars: Everybody.

Neutral

Might

Passive Adventure

Spellweaver
+2 Hero Magic Power.
Selectable by Avatars: Everybody.

Neutral

Might

Passive Adventure

Spirit Walker
+40 Mana.
Selectable by Avatars: Everybody.

Neutral

Might

Passive Adventure

Stand Your Ground Master
Receives Stand Your Ground by default with 10% bonus.
Selectable by Avatars: Everybody.

Neutral

Might

Passive Combat

Stone Skin Master
Receives Stone Skin by default with 10% bonus.
Selectable by Avatars: Everybody.

Neutral

Might

Passive Combat

Succubus Master
Succubus attack causes Immolation effect.
Also applies to Lilims.
Selectable by Avatars: Inferno.

Neutral

None

Passive Combat

Tormentor Master
Neutral
None
Passive Combat
Increases the area of the Tormentor’s Retractable Spikes and the Lacerator’s Exploding Spikes to 5x5
squares.
Selectable by Avatars: Inferno.
Treefeller
+1 Wood per day.
Selectable by Avatars: Everybody.

Neutral

Might

Passive Adventure
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Mercenary Heroes
Haven
Karloff
Knight (Might), Male

Specialization:

Dig Master

Biography: Karloff was born the son of the Baron Piotr, banished from the Griffin lands by the Duke Pavel for
his peculiar sense of justice – one involving sharp stakes and barbed whips.
Piotr was immediately accepted into the Wolf Duchy and tasked with the administration of the Duke’s secret
slave mines.
Karloff inherited the responsibility upon the mysterious death of his father, and production was doubled
under him, a result of his harsh but just treatment of the slaves which contrasted against his father’s
acrimonious abuse.
As a result, Karloff was awarded the title of Master Engineer by a young Duke Gerhart.
The only scandal which has ever concerned Karloff came after his refusal to attend Piotr’s funeral.

Lady Cordelia
Knight (Might), Female

Specialization:

Biography: Serving as a crusader under the Holy Inquisition, Lady Cordelia commands the fortress guarding
the ravine of Nelsham’s Scar on the southern border of the Bull Duchy.
It is said that Cordelia is the only woman who has ever pierced the hard heart of the Great Inquisitor
Salvatore – not through any womanly charms mind you, but rather via her uncompromising faith in Elrath,
with which she has condemned many a heretic’s soul to a slow and gruesome death.
For her accomplishments, Cordelia was tasked with keeping an eye on the Necromancers settling the Heresh
Valley beyond the Scar. She couldn’t have dreamt of a better reward.

Stand Your
Ground Master
Lord Haart
Knight (Might), Male

Specialization:

Natural Born
Leader

Biography: A protégé of the House of Stag, Lord Haart showed his mettle from a young age, fighting as Lord
Kieran’s squire during the Elven Wars when he was only thirteen winters old.
After Lord Kieran’s mysterious disappearance, Lord Haart dedicated himself even more wholly to the ways of
the sword, becoming the youngest Knight to ever walk the entire Duchy – not to mention one of the bravest.
When Cate returned to the Stag Duchy to mount a search for her lost brother, Lord Haart did everything he
could to help, even trekking the Antlered Forest alone, where he was almost killed by a pack of Dire Wolves
for his trouble.
Gossip has it that when the rambunctious innkeeper, Bardon Fleece, mocked the renowned Knight for
reticence in discussing his experiences during the Elven Wars, Lord Haart gave the man an impromptu change
of dress – with the tip of his blade from three paces.

Martina
Knight (Might), Female

Specialization:

Biography: One of Gerhart’s most loyal servants, Martina is a well-decorated Knight from the Wolf Duchy
who seems more than happy to be part of any conflict that places the House of Wolf in opposition to the
House of Griffin.
Rumor has it that this personal animosity stems from an incident in her childhood when her father was
reputedly forced to dance in pig swill for the amusement of a high-ranking Griffin.

Marksman Master
Maximus
Knight (Might), Male

Specialization:

Heroism Master

Biography: Maximus is indubitably the most unusual Knight of the Holy Empire. His grandfather, an Orc
slavemaster serving the Holy Empire, refused to follow Kunyak during the Orc Crusades. The great liberator
respected his choice – sparing his life, but breaking his legs.
Due to his family’s poor reputation among the Orcs, Maximus knew he could never hope to join his people in
the steppes or the islands, so he decided to make himself a place in the Empire instead – first as a servant,
then as a squire to an old, wise knight who recognized his talents. The turning point in his life came at the
great tournament of Falcon’s Reach.
The Emperor had promised knighthood and lands to the winner. Maximus defeated all his opponents, his
popularity magnified with each successful match. By the contest’s end, he was acclaimed as “the greatest”,
and the Emperor had little choice but to grant the Orc the promised rewards.
Maximus has served the Empire loyally ever since.
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Adelaide
Cleric (Magic), Female

Specialization:

Master of Light

Biography: Her lovely face perpetually illuminated by a radiant smile, Adelaide is a benevolent, caring woman
who grew up in the mountains west of the Greyhound Duchy. As a child, she enjoyed climbing as high as
possible to enjoy the view of the valley.
One day, she ventured higher than usual and was caught in a snowstorm. The blizzard raged for three
consecutive days, and her parents thought their treasured daughter was lost forever. But on the morning of
the fourth day, as the sky was finally clearing, the Angel Eliora appeared, holding the girl in her arms.
The Angel revealed that she had followed a beacon of light that seemed to radiate from within the storm,
and had found Adelaide. To the celestial being, it was proof that the girl had been chosen by Elrath to
become a Priestess of the Light.

Eduardo
Cleric (Magic), Male

Specialization:

Biography: As the seventh son of the Duke of the Bull, Eduardo received a proper education, martial and
religious training, and the promise that he would inherit nothing.
Striking out for adventure, determined to make a name for himself, he fought alongside Emperor Liam in the
War of the Bitter Ashes against the Elves of Tuidhana.
Though Eduardo’s contribution was outstanding, even showing a certain knack for forest warfare, his army
was massacred during a night bivouac by Elven assassins.
The tragedy left him emotionally and psychologically scarred. Turning towards Elrath for consolation,
Eduardo sheathed his sword and took up the robes of priesthood.

Painless
Eileen
Cleric (Magic), Female

Specialization:

Heal Master

Biography: Lady Eileen first became famous for bringing identical triplets into the world. This miraculous
blessing from Elrath was soon defiled, as her three sons were captured and held captive for seven years by
mercenaries seeking ransom.
During this period, when Emperor Liam himself offered a tremendous reward for the children’s return, Eileen
turned to Elrath for guidance and became an extremely devout priestess. Finally, upon the return of her
children and the beheading of their captors, however, she learned her sons were not at all the gentle Angels
that she had once known, and they were sent to the schools of the Inquisitors for a desperate reeducation.
Eileen continues to see them regularly, but she places firmer trust in prayers to Elrath and the guidance of
the Church for their upbringing than her personal attention.
Eileen’s secret rage at the turn of fate in her life has given her an extremely pragmatic, if not expedient,
sense of justice.

Rosalie
Cleric (Magic), Female

Specialization:

Sister Master

Biography: Discovered in a rose bush in front of a church of Elrath, Rosalie was raised by the Vestals of the
Greyhound Duchy.
In spite of her natural talents regarding all things spiritual, she was a rebellious child who often went missing.
Having run away from her foster parents a dozen times in her early years, she claimed that she had caught
the scent of her mother and went after it.
After years of fruitless searching and a near brush with death, Rosalie settled down sufficiently enough to
finish her training and receive her priestly robes.
She continually searches for clues that might lead her to her real parents, and has become an expert on
maps, lore and impossible investigations.
Her counsel is often sought when someone or something has gone missing.

Umberto
Cleric (Magic), Male

Specialization:

Biography: Umberto is no ordinary priest of Elrath: while his faith is unquestionnable, he sees the world with
a much more pragmatic and tolerant eye than his fellow members of the Church of Light. Umberto is known
for his open-mindness when it comes to discussing philosophical questions, and his razor-sharp skills of
deduction. While he has made a few enemies among the ranks of the Inquisition, he also has the support of
many local priests who do not approve the rise of bigotry in the Empire. A scholar at heart, Umberto likes
nothing more than a new book to read, a new road to walk and Elrath’s light to make the world a nicer,
brighter place.

Enlightened
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Inferno
Lorhish
Heretic (Might), Male

Specialization:

Kennel Master

Biography: Once kennel master to Emperor Connor himself, Lorhish now plies his trade in the heart of
Sheogh running a Cerberus kennel. A man of principle, this transformation in allegiance, if not vocation, came
about when Lorhish refused a direct order from his Emperor to hunt down some young Orcs who were
stealing apples from his orchards. Dismissed from his post and facing grim prospects, Lorhish hit the ale hard
until a mysterious beauty promised him a new life for a few details about an Imperial Hunt scheduled for the
end of the month on a visit to the Greyhound Duchy. Lorhish accepted her offer, and the result was an attack
on the hunting party that left half of the Imperial Court dead. Tortured for his involvement in the plot,
Lorhish died from his wounds, but never revealed the identity of the woman – a fact that seemed to account
for his resurrection under her command in Sheogh.

Malik
Heretic (Might), Male

Specialization:

Delver of the
Royal Purse

Biography: Malik, a powerful Emir whose lands lie between Al-Rubit and the borders of the Holy Falcon
Empire, surprised everyone when, after the Bloodmoon Eclipse, he declared himself a servant of Urgash, the
Dragon of Chaos.
Extremely wealthy, even for a lord of the Seven Cities, he has financed the works of several Wizards studying
the forbidden magic of Chaos.
His ambition is motivated by a desire to destroy the civilisation of his peers, whom he claims are decadent
and unfocused.
The fact that his father nearly lost everything his family owned because of an uncontrollable penchant for
gambling explains, in part, his fascination with the Demons of Sheogh, who are the masters of luck.

Nebiros
Heretic (Might), Male

Specialization:

Biography: Nebiros – a servant of the Overlord of Proliferation, Ur-Aazheel – forms part of a cadre of Demons
who protect the Breeder Queen, ensuring Sheogh’s numbers continue to swell.
Although he is a smart, cunning Demon, it is to Nebiros’ misfortune and eternal chagrin that, on account of
his armor, he shares aesthetic similarities with Veyer, one of the most slow-witted denizens in all of Sheogh,
and is often mistaken for the simpleton.
The next Demon who asks him if he wants to play “Fifty-Two Card Pickup” may well get a sharp instrument
up a suitable orifice.

Acolyte of
Fortune
Nymus
Heretic (Might), Female

Specialization:

Biography: Foreknowledge of the true name of a Demon is necessary to summon it, and some Demons,
weary of being forced to carry out the petty schemes of mediocre sorcerers, have taken to perpetually using
an alias. Nymus, which means “No Name”, is the most widespread of these fake identities.
Not very fond of violence herself, this Nymus is best known in Sheogh as a master trainer, having earned the
begrudging respect of even the most battle-hardened Pit Lords, who’ve discovered they can still learn a trick
or two from the Succubus.
Nymus also possesses a great sense of honor, always repaying her debts, which has given credence to the
theory that she may have lived in the Lotus Empire in her former life.

Expert Trainer
Vendela
Heretic (Might), Female
Biography: Vendela immigrated to the Bull Duchy from the Free City of Hammer Fall, a town renowned for its
infamous Bloodsmiths. These craftsmen are capable of inserting the legendary dragonblood crystals into
master weapons, instilling them with powerful magical powers.
Vendela brought with her the reputation of an able artisan, and acquired an impressive list of nobles as
clients. Her work was soon brought to the attention of Connor Falcon, the Holy Emperor himself.
Specialization: The Archangel Sarah was the first to cast the shadow of doubt upon Vendela, suspecting the crystals she was
using bore the mark of Sheogh. After a missive was sent to the newly restored church of Elrath in Hammer
Fall, the elders and Bloodsmiths responded, attesting that they had never heard of the imposter, and that she
Tormentor Master was most certainly a fraud.
In truth, Vendela was inserting Chaos shards – particularly dangerous strains of blood crystals – into the
finest weapons, and hence the most trustworthy sword-arms, of the Holy Empire.
Vendela escaped the imperial detachment that was sent to imprison her, killing half of them with two
frightful hammers of her own confection. She has resurfaced only recently.
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Daeva
Warlock (Magic), Female

Specialization:

Biography: Flinty and flirtatious, Daeva is finding life in Sheogh nothing like the dance over hot coals she
feared it might be.
In fact, compared to the turmoils of her living years – a violent, abusive father, her subsequent murder of this
depraved man, her capture by enslavers which led to further defilement, a meeting with Demon cultists
which got her sent to the jails of the Inquisition and a slow, painful death – she considers her days in Urgash’s
realm wicked fun.

Succubus Master
Deleb
Warlock (Magic), Female

Specialization:

Biography: Don’t confuse Deleb, a servant of the Overlord of Pain Ur-Traggal, with a Succubus. She’s not.
And to prove it, she’ll gladly invite you to test out her latest mechanical contraption; a machine that’s liable
to flay or burn or sear your skin in never-before-imagined ways. Not without a smile, of course.
Being a Master of Fire Magic, she could happily talk for hours about the difference between a burn and a
scorch or a brand and a scald, but she’d much rather show you.

Agony Master
Jeddite
Warlock (Magic), Male

Specialization:

Master of Fire

Biography: Jeddite was a powerful Wizard with an affinity for Fire magic. His love for all things burning grew
to become an obsession, to the point where the other Wizards began to think of him as dangerous. It wasn’t
long before Jeddite became a servant of Abaddon, the Demon Prince of Destruction. One day, while staring
at the fire consuming his master’s tower (with his master still inside it), Jeddite had a vision of a knight in
fiery armor. The man presented himself as Kha-Beleth, the Prince without a throne, and said he had plans for
the fallen Wizard. Kha-Beleth removed Jeddite from the path of mindless Destruction to make him a servant
of greater goals instead. Some say on this occasion Jeddite saw what was hidden under Kha-Beleth’s helmet,
but he has always refused to comment on this rumor. Jeddite is now building a secret society of worshippers
of Chaos inside the Seven Cities.

Lamia
Warlock (Magic), Female

Specialization:

Spellweaver

Biography: Lamia has been a Succubus for so long that her current incarnation is older than those of all the
current Princes of Sheogh.
Once a Shantiri Priestess during the height of the ancient empire, she is said to have seen it all and done even
more.
Lamia’s reasons for becoming a Succubus seemed to have stemmed from a wager with the Arch-Demon
Azkaal, who was warring against the Angels and rapidly rising to his future title of Prince of Destruction. It is
taken for granted in Sheogh that Lamia lost the bet, but Azkaal might argue the contrary.
Three decades later, in the fateful battle that saw Azkaal defeated by the Archangels Michael and Sarah,
Lamia was by his side as his magical protector and consort.
She is said to have smiled for the first time in 30 years when Azkaal’s soul was whisked away and trapped in a
powerful artifact which she herself had crafted.

Tynan
Warlock (Magic), Male

Specialization:

Spellbreaker

Biography: Tynan was born a large and healthy baby to farmers of the Stag Duchy who had immigrated to
escape the wars of consolidation during the founding of the Falcon Empire.
His parents succumbed to the great famine of the year 12 YSD, but the child was taken in by a local Baron
and raised as a servant in his household.
Tynan was incredibly tall and strong, and assumed to be dimwitted because of his lumbering gait and amiable
manners.
During the Wars of Fire when the Demons seized the opportunity to invade the weakened realms of Ashan,
recovering from the Elder Wars, Tynan had become an unremarkable bodyguard who followed the Baron like
a sheepdog following a farmer. During a formal visit to the Duke of the Unicorn, Tynan surprised everyone by
crushing the Duke’s head against a stone table.
A Demon Prince who had grown rather fond of his brilliant spy and extremely clever confidant had Tynan
reincarnated after his subsequent execution in the form of a handsome incubus. Tynan has remained loyal to
him since... though no one knows precisely which Prince he serves or how he was initially recruited.
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Necropolis
Leila
Ebon Knight (Might), Female

Specialization:

Biography: For a long time, many believed Leila was a man because of her hard features. The ebony-skinned
girl was quite proficient with a blade, and soon found work as a sellsword in the Bull Duchy, ridden with so
many intrigues and plots that even the smallest baron could not do without a bodyguard or two. During this
time, her reputation grew steadily, and she was eventually hired by a traveling scholar, a Necromancer called
Javed. She accompanied him in his quest to find the lost secrets of the Shantiri, and soon saw the obvious
advantages of becoming an immortal vampire. More than satisfied with his hireling, Javed vouched for her
introduction in the Spider Cult. Among her enemies, she is now known as the Black Widow.

Shield to the
Bloodless
Moander
Ebon Knight (Might), Male

Specialization:

Handler

Biography: One would say Moander is a survivor – if he wasn’t technically dead.
A respected and charismatic general in the Bull Duchy, he was bored by the countless political intrigues of
peacetime. Maybe that’s why he let his guard down, allowing a rival to poison him with deadly Manticore
venom. Discovering he would die in a matter of hours, Moander quickly devised a desperate plan to cheat
death.
He managed to obtain a vial of Namtaru venom, the substance imbibed by Necromancers to become
immortal Vampires, from the black market of Vradek’s Crossing, which he drank without thinking twice. The
mixture of the two venoms had a devastating effect on his body, searing his skin and withering his flesh.
Transformed into an Undead, he now looked like a raggedy corpse, a walking skeleton; at least, though, he
was “alive”, and had his revenge on his murderer. Moander then fled the Empire to join the ranks of the
Necromancers, where his skills as a general made him as popular as he was during his lifetime.

Scatha
Ebon Knight (Might), Female

Specialization:

Blade Master

Biography: Scatha left the kingdom of Tuidhana at the age of twenty-four to study the way of the sword in
the Seven Cities, at the invitation of the Mageblade Deras Ban, one of the greatest weapon-masters in Ashan.
She was a brilliant student, and continued to be so until her queen was attacked by the Holy Falcon Empire.
At this point, Deras Ban, extremely fond of his prized student, sent her into hiding in his native city, Al-Betyl,
fearing that the High Mages of the Seven Cities would side with Emperor Liam, and that she would be
imprisoned as a sign of their “good faith”.
While hiding in a luxurious cellar, Scatha became acquainted with the Cult of the Spider Goddess. There is a
great deal of mystery surrounding her conversion, but she stands devout and trusted by both the Mother
Namtaru and the Necromancer Sveltana.

Siham
Ebon Knight (Might), Female
Biography: Siham was a Wizard obsessed with spirits, which she captured and collected like trophies. She
spent years of her life hunting Namtaru Fate Spinners in the southern deserts of Sahaar. This led her to a
violent encounter with the Necromancer Aguirre.
Aguirre stormed into Siham’s mansion to free the captive Namtarus, and blasted her into unconsciousness
with a powerful mind spell.
Specialization: When Siham awoke she could no longer see clearly, her vision partially blurred by a permanent imprint of the
spirit world. Siham realized that the veil was actually a blessing, for she could now see Ghosts and spiritual
creatures as clearly as though they were fully materialized.
Lord of the Vacant It also become clear to her that it was wrong to bind and torment the Fates, for they were beautiful treasures
of Ashan with four legs in the real and four legs beyond.
She thus rallied to the cause of Aguirre and the Cult of the Spider Goddess, and is now personally tending to
the Mother Namtaru as an interpreter of her cryptic visions.

Sir Jaywoods
Ebon Knight (Might), Male

Specialization:

Biography: Sir Jaywoods, formerly a knight of the Unicorn Duchy, will tell you that he chose to become a
Vampire because there’s more life in a half-dozen ghosts than a hundred living, breathing townsfolk, which is
quite possibly not far from the truth.
Sir Jaywoods is obsessed with the future, a fascination that was sparked by his father’s passion for history. He
wants to know who will rule Ashan in five hundred years, what the constant discoveries of arcane magic
might bring, and whether there will always be space for chivalrous men such as himself.
Becoming an immortal Vampire was one way to find out. He wagers that life will remain cruel and bloody
whatever the age, but he’s happy to hunt Demons while he waits to find out for sure.

Haste Master
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Javed
Necromancer (Magic), Male

Specialization:

Spirit Walker

Biography: Javed sought knowledge on the ancient Shantiri civilization in his efforts to recreate animated
constructs, considered their most impressive works of magic.
The necessity to build a servient army for the protection of the Seven Cities had become apparent since the
revolt of the Orcs and the evasion of nearly all of their Beastman slaves.
From the ruins of Irollan to the underground caverns of the Savage Sea, Javed traveled as much of Ashan as
the famous explorer Aguirre, whom he met one sunny afternoon for mint tea in a tavern in the Free City of
Hammer Fall.
Aguirre and Javed, both impassioned by their individual quests, became friends and it is said that they were
perhaps the only friend either one of them truly ever made.
After a long and heated debate, Javed saw the potential for protecting the Seven Cities with the creation of
Undead armies.
Though not as religiously dedicated as Aguirre, he quickly mastered the power to animate Skeletons and
Ghouls, and is considered the expert in this domain by the cultists of the Spider Goddess.
It is said that upon Aguirre’s destruction, his ghost paid Javed a final visit, promising to meet him again in the
next life.

Luna
Necromancer (Magic), Female

Specialization:

Biography: Luna was born in the forests of Irollan during a full moon, and it is said that the baby seemed to
stare at the moon with her eyes wide open, prompting her parents to name her in honor of the celestial
body. Some say her unusual destiny was written that night because of her very name. Naturally attuned to
the mystical forces inhabitating the world, Luna was trained to become a Druid, but the young Elf could not
find Harmony; to the other Druids, she seemed restless, unpredictable, unreliable. She finally found peace in
the most unexpected way: by drinking the venom of the Mother Namtaru and embracing Undeath. Reborn as
a Vampire, Luna is definitely a defender of Harmony – though her understanding of the term is very different
from what she was taught as a Druid. For Luna, Harmony comes from the silence of Death.

Regeneration
Master
Qamar
Necromancer (Magic), Male

Specialization:

Ghoul Rouser

Biography: Qamar was recruited into the Cult of the Spider Goddess by the powerful Death Lord Haffayad,
the day Qamar’s young bride died.
The beautiful girl was also Haffayad’s sister. She was murdered by a jealous Wizard.
Haffayad was able to revive his sister before Qamar’s startled, incredulous eyes, but she pleaded to Qamar to
be allowed to pass on. She was pregnant, and the soul of their child would be trapped in her body for
eternity.
Deeply saddened by this tragic turn of events, Qamar swore to Haffayad that he would not rest until he
found the reincarnation of the woman so dear to both of their hearts, even should it take forever to do so.
Haffayad became close to his brother-in-law and made certain that he received the best necromantic
education.
Qamar is now considered one of the most determined Necromancers ever to walk the face of Ashan. The
Wizard who murdered his wife is now said to serve him as a loyal Ghoul.

Saahir
Necromancer (Magic), Male

Specialization:

Biography: The Wizard Saahir is the younger brother of the notorious Emir turned Demon-worshipper, Malik.
Saahir was good-natured but had always been more interested by his own research of the arcane lore, so
when he discovered his brother’s corruption, he felt responsible for not having seen it coming. He confronted
Malik, hoping to bring him back to reason, but his brother was too far gone and did not hesitate stabbing him
in the back, leaving him to rot in the burning desert. Saahir miraculously survived the ordeal, but he was
changed forever. Now inhabited by a grim resolve, he joined the Spider Cult to become a champion of Order
againt his brother’s Chaos.

Slow Master
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Zenda
Necromancer (Magic), Female

Specialization:

Master of
Darkness

Biography: Zenda was the first child born to Wizards who were fervent believers in the Spider Goddess. A
great deal of “dark” hopes were placed on her shoulders in her early years.
The High Necromancer Miranda herself was chosen as her godmother, and she was given a permanent
retinue of sworn Vampire Knights for protection.
During her first encounter with the Mother Namtaru – a baptism ceremony where her feet were washed in
sacred venom and the education of her soul pledged to the sect – the Avatar of Asha put everyone at ease:
“The child’s fate belongs to no one. The Choice of Life or Unlife she will make when the Moon bathes in blood
and a sword steals her heart.”
Zenda was returned to Al-Betyl where she received a Wizard’s education and religious indoctrination from
her parents. The ominous prediction from the Mother Namtaru has been nearly forgotten by many, though
her parents and other important members of the Cult have sought for years to divine its meaning.
Zenda herself continues to live a happy life and, though she is extremely competent in necromancy, she has
yet to decide whether she will make the transition into the body of an Unliving.
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Sanctuary
Atlas
Samurai (Might), Male

Specialization:

Gladiator

Biography: Atlas was born and raised on the island of Hashima, in one of the many Human villages belonging
to the Lotus Empire. His impressive size earned him the nickname of “mountain”.
Atlas was prepared to live a peaceful life as the town’s carpenter, until one fateful day, when the Daimyo
Hitokage stopped in the village. During the festivities held in honor of the Snake-Lord, Atlas defeated the
Daimyo’s personal champion in a contest of hand-to-hand combat.
Hitokage was amused and impressed by the natural talents displayed by Atlas, and offered to take the
Human with him to train in the art of combat.
While he has regularly impressed the Nagas with his skills on the battlefield or the wrestler ring, Atlas
equally gained their respect for his craftsmanship as a master-builder, sculptor and artisan.

Ciele
Samurai (Might), Female

Specialization:

Biography: Ciele is unmistakeably an Elf, but she wasn’t born in the shadows of the great trees of Irollan.
Ciele was raised on the sea, upon one of the house-ships of her nomadic kindred, the Sea Elves, who
worship both Sylanna (for her gifts) and Shalassa (for her hospitality).
A long time ago these Elves belonged to the Shantiri Empire, but now they are gypsies of the ocean,
wandering the seas of Ashan on makeshift vessels hewn from trees and wrought into boats. Each Sea Elf
belongs to a particular clan, called the “crew”, to which he or she remains fiercely loyal.
Ciele is the last of her own crew, sundered and destroyed when a tidal wave wrecked their house-ship. She
was saved by the Nagas, and now considers them her new family.

Treefeller
Hitomi
Samurai (Might), Female
Biography: Hitomi was born the only daughter of an incredibly gifted blacksmith in a reclusive and secluded
mountain village of the Pearl Empire. In spite of this isolation, the smith’s reputation quickly spread both
above and below the waters.
Hitomi was present on the day the legendary Daimyo Manowa placed an order for a particular quartet of
swords. The four-armed Naga War Master desired weapons that would function just as well underwater as
Specialization: above. Hitomi and her father worked for seven years forging, testing and enchanting their steel in every
extreme condition imaginable.
Manowa was delighted and paid for the masterworks with four cups of pearls. However, he returned a year
Paragon of Vigour later and drove two of the swords through the blacksmith’s heart, killing him instantly. He had lost a battle
with pirates and claimed that the swords were useless above the waves.
Hitomi pulled the weapons from her father’s breathless chest and challenged a dozen of Manowa’s finest
warriors to successive duels, besting them all. With proof of the weapons’ superiority demonstrated,
Manowa made reparation for his error and cut off two of his fingers, presenting them to Hitomi.
It is said she wears them on a necklace to this very day.

Kenage
Samurai (Might), Male

Specialization:

Shark Guard

Biography: Kenage was raised by Sharks, or so the legend goes. This brilliant military strategist gained his
reputation when sent on a mission to investigate problems on a southern island, provided with nothing but
a detachment of Shark Guards.
The “problem” turned out to be an Orc invasion, yet Kenage made rather short work of it by swimming up to
their camp under cover of nightfall and capturing their Shaman.
He served the Eternal Empress as a professor of wartime strategy for two decades in the prestigious Nariya
Military Dojo, before establishing his own Dojo on a ship.
Today, he sails the Jade Ocean and beyond in search of skirmishes and wars, which he asserts can teach
more to his students than a thousand lessons on parchment. A loyal detachment of Wanizame accompanies
him always and would die for their Master, who they claim can breathe underwater.

Tsuan
Samurai (Might), Female

Specialization:

Explorer

Biography: Born into a community of pirates, Tsuan was given command of her own vessel at a very young
age, and she amassed quite a bit of booty by robbing merchant vessels from the Seven Cities on their way to
the Jade Ocean.
Her destiny took an eventful turn when her ship was eaten by a giant sea monster and she awoke a
thousand leagues below the ocean in the vast palace of a Naga Daimyo.
Tsuan was appreciative to be alive, but quickly realized that she was a prisoner. After five years of captivity,
during which she came to comprehend more than any Human before her about the vast and rich
complexities of Naga underwater culture, she was awarded her freedom and given an island by the Daimyo,
with which she could do as she pleased.
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Jun
Monk (Magic), Male

Specialization:

Master Diplomat

Biography: The Matsuno tribe of fishermen and pearl divers holds the belief that when good women and
men die, they return as Nagas.
Every seven years, they organize a diving and swimming competition, and the winner is awarded a great
honor: they are offered to the Nagas as tribute, to serve in the land temples dedicated to the Dragon
Goddess of Water, Shalassa.
Jun was born a Matsuno and he won this adulation.
In spite of Jun’s quiet manner and sparse use of words, he was found to be an exceptionally potent
diplomat, and is utilised by the Nagas for affairs concerning Human and Orc populations in the island realms
of the Jade Ocean.
As a man of few words, it is said that he can intimate a man’s desires simply by peering into the water in his
eyes. He is also an expert on determining the value of gems, pearls and magical items, though he is
suspected of divining this information from behind the eyes of those with whom he negotiates.

Kalindra
Monk (Magic), Female

Specialization:

Ice Bolt Master

Biography: Calling herself a princess, Kalindra boasts that she can trace her ancestry back to the lost Shantiri
civilization. But then again, so too can most of the denizens of southern Ashan in one way or another.
Her golden skin and ebony hair, not to mention her taste in luxurious clothes and jewels, have rendered her
quite the attraction in the courts of the lords of the Free Cities. Against all odds, it was her extravagant way
of life that brought her to the attention of a priestess of Shalassa, who instantly understood that this nobleblooded lady was in fact marked by the Dragon Goddess of Water.
It tested the venerable snake-lady’s untold patience to convince Kalindra to come to the temple and become
a disciple, but she eventually succeeded. In truth, the young woman had finally grown tired of the vanity of
her life and felt ready at last to start a new life of asceticism.

Mei-Lien
Monk (Magic), Female

Specialization:

Devotee of the
Spring

Biography: The beautiful Mei-Lien was educated by the finest of courtesans in the art of entertaining the
dignitaries of the Naga Empire.
Mei-Lien’s beauty, poise, and clever wit have been remarked upon by numerous leaders, including a
powerful Naga Daimyo who sought to avail of her presence as frequently as was respectfully possible.
The Daimyo’s attention nearly cost Mei-Lien her life, as she was accused of his assassination by poison.
Escaping to a Pearl Priestess temple, she accepted the interrogation of the sacred water and was found
innocent of the crime.
The trying ritual, which opened her mind and memories to an audience of judges, nearly killed the young
woman, and she fell into a deep sleep which reportedly lasted a full year.
When Mei-Lien awoke, she had received a blessing from Shalassa, the Dragon of Water: the power to
interpret dreams.
There are those that say the Eternal Empress herself has consulted Mei-Lien, and a few who claim she has
become the monarch’s most powerful spy.

Yugen
Monk (Magic), Male

Specialization:

Master of Water

Biography: Yugen was trained to be a dancer in Nariya’s imperial company. the Silk Waves. This all-Human
troupe of over a hundred men and women performs twice a year, when the Eternal Empress leaves her
immense palace beneath the oceans to visit her island provinces above the waters.
The prestigious company was decimated by assassins for reasons that are still unknown.
Yugen was one of only three survivors, and he became a priest of Shalassa to thank the Dragon Goddess of
Water for his miraculous escape.
The Eternal Empress still asks the surviving trio to perform for her once a year; these spectacles mark the
only occasions Yugen still dances in public.
It is said that his dance is so melancholic that even the Dragon Eels cry when he performs.

Zhaoyu
Monk (Magic), Male

Specialization:

Ice Armor Master

Biography: Zhaoyu comes from the eastern islands of the Jade Ocean, and is of peculiar descent: his father
Sheng was a Human merchant, but his mother was a Naga.
Desperately in love with the snake-woman despite their being of different species, Sheng challenged his
beloved’s father to obtain the right to marry her. Tragically, Sheng was killed during the duel. Heartbroken,
the Naga woman gave her life to Shalassa in exchange for the resurrection of her Human lover.
The Dragon-Goddess of Water accepted her offering but, deeply moved by the selflessness of her love,
Shalassa asked Asha to reincarnate them both as Human babies.
It took twenty years and many more adventures to reunite the two lovers, but Zhaoyu was eventually born
as testament to their devotion.
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Azar Elk
Barbarian (Might), Male

Specialization:

Lightning Master

Biography: Azar Elk was born El Kazar, but the Beastmen he helped liberate preferred this more appropriate
arrangement of his name: Azar meaning “to break” in Orc, and Elk in reference to a tremendous horned
buck.
“Buck that breaks things”, Azar Elk, is a moniker which fits this clever warrior like a deerskin glove. Originally
an officer in the prestigious caste of the Seven Cities’ Mageblades, he was shocked by the harsh treatment
inflicted upon the Beastmen fighting under him.
He turned against his Wizard masters and followed his troops in their desertion, and exile. Eventually, they
sailed east to join the Orc tribes of the Pao Islands.
Azar is a clever mastermind and an expert on the battlefield, knowing exactly how to use the speed and
mobility of his Beastmen allies to their best advantage.
The Orcs think of him as one of their own, in spite of the fact that he still uses an occasional arcane spell
when the occasion calls for it.

Harald
Barbarian (Might), Male

Specialization:

Biography: Harald was born in the Free City of Listmoor, on the border between the Griffin Duchy, the
Dwarven realm of Grimheim and the Northern Steppes of Ranaar. As a result, he grew up with a friendlier
opinion on Dwarves and Orcs than most of his fellow Humans.
With time, he grew wary of always having to switch between their respective languages, so he soon created
his own dialect, crude but understandable by all, which became nicknamed “znorkish” by his friends. He now
seeks adventure in the Pao Islands, and znorkish is already proving popular among the local Orc tribes.
A likeable fellow most of the time, he nonetheless tends to indulge in unintelligible rants after a tankard or
two of Dwarf fire-ale.

Goblin Master
Mokka
Barbarian (Might), Female

Specialization:

Orc Warrior
Master

Biography: Mokka was born a free Orc in the Eastern Steppes of Ranaar and grew to become a tremendous
hunter, respected by Orcs and Centaurs.
One day, a group of Orc refugees from the Pao Islands arrived in her village and recounted the tale of how
they had been attacked, and their children sold into slavery. Mokka was enraged by this ignominy and vowed
to Father Sky that no Orc would wear chains while she had breath in her lungs.
She set out to the south immediately with a small army, in search of her destiny. Alas, Mokka’s motivated
and courageous horde was ambushed by the Duke of Wolf when she crossed the mountains, and all were
either captured or killed.
Sent to work in the mines, Mokka managed to escape in extravagant fashion. She killed seven guards with a
pickaxe and rode away on the back of a Centaur.
Now a permanent resident of the Pao Islands, a rebel with a cause, she has become an inspiration to all Orcs
with dreams of freedom.

Rangi
Barbarian (Might), Female

Specialization:

Sky Runner

Biography: Rangi was given her name by her tribe of Red Skull Orcs in recognition of her passion for heights.
As a child, she would climb trees, giant rocks and eventually even the rocky face of a smoking volcano.
The tribe at first believed that Rangi was a danger to herself and placed bets that she wouldn’t make it to her
seventh winter, but when her mother tied her to a tree to keep an eye on her, she was released after simply
declaring to the tribe Shaman, “Rangi thought Orcs born free!”
As years passed, the tribe realized that she was the best climber the village had ever seen, and relinquished
their fears in pure admiration of her exploits.
It was on one of these occasions that Rangi rescued a nest of Harpies from the attack of a Dire Jaguar. She
nearly died for her heroic efforts, and was in turn rescued by the Harpy parents as she hung from a precipice
with one hand, three chicks clinging to her back, and a bleeding claw wound running down the entire length
of her thigh.
Rangi was greatly revered by the Harpies from that day on, and given the honorary and noble title of
Wingless Sister.
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Tazar
Barbarian (Might), Male

Specialization:

Master of
Warcries

Biography: Tazar was only thirty-three days old when his parents, merchants from the Wolf Duchy, took the
ship in Nilshaven to Strandholm. A terrible storm fell on the ship, and supernatural titanic waves crashed
against the frail skiff, opening its hull as if it were a nutshell. His parents died swallowed by the waves, but
Tazar survived.
He was found on the beach of one of the Pao Islands by a female saber-toothed Jaguar. Moved by some
mysterious animal instinct, she gently took the baby in her maw and raised him as her own.
Tazar’s first contact with civilisation eventually occurred ten years onward, when a group of Naga poachers
killed his “mother”. Discovering her skin hanging in the middle of their hunting camp, the boy went berserk
and attacked the three Nagas with hands, teeth and rocks. His screams of fury and despair brought forth the
attention of some Orcs who had been surveying the interlopers. Amazed by the murderous rage contained
within this small Human child, the Orcs came to his help and killed the Nagas.
They knocked the feral boy out cold and brought him back to their village, where they patiently tamed him,
teaching him the way of life of the Orcs. As the only Human to be considered a Jaguar Warrior to this day,
Tazar wears the pelt of his “mother” as a reminder of his origins and as a warning to his enemies.

Arrio
Shaman (Magic), Male
Biography: The baby Arrio was rescued from a burning stable by Orcs fleeing the Bull Duchy.
He had been pulled from the dead arms of his Human mother by the tribe’s Shaman, who raised him as one
of her own.
She soon found that the orphan shared her sensitivity for communication with the ancestors.
It was during his rite of passage to become a Shaman himself that he encountered his mother’s ghost,
Specialization: wandering in fear amidst a horde of Orc spirits who seemed just as surprised as he was by the woman’s
presence.
Arrio’s mother said she had been looking for him to ensure that he was safe. She kissed him and immediately
Stone Skin Master passed on to Asha, leaving her son to his destiny.
When Arrio returned from his dream trance, he explained to his brothers and sisters the portents of his
vision, and his Shaman foster-mother answered him in true Orc fashion, “Arrio look like Human! But Arrio
fight and dream like Orc. Good enough for me.”
From that day forward, the dream has never been brought up again.

Erika
Shaman (Magic), Female

Specialization:

Biography: Born in Stonehelm, Erika started her career as a Wizard-for-hire, and one of the best there was.
Four years ago, she was lured to the Free City of Hammer Fall by promises of adventure and riches, and was
among the heroes who fought valiantly against the insidious threat that lurked within the city.
Her mastery of Fire Magic proved her greatest weapon. The rapidity with which she literally incinerated her
enemies earned her the nickname of “Flame Strike”.
During the events that transpired in Hammer Fall, Erika learned that greed leads only to destruction. A fellow
adventurer, Arrio, convinced her to pledge her magical powers to the service of a greater cause. She
followed him to the Pao Islands to assist the Orcs in their fight for freedom.

Fire Bolt Master
Matewa
Shaman (Magic), Male

Specialization:

Biography: Trusted, if not religiously revered, by the warriors of his tribe, Matewa is young in years and
ancient in wisdom.
This Orc Shaman is said to have heard the angry voices of the ancestors in his first infant dreams.
Matewa had completed his initiatory dreamwalk by the age of six and wears no twisted or mutated marks
from the experience, save for a lightning-shaped scar that crosses his whole chest.
A brilliant orator and clever joker, Matewa wields the wisdom of thousands of Orc warriors and hundreds of
shaman storytellers.
He often jests that he’ll be rid of their complaining the day the Orcs rule all of Ashan.

Shaman Master
Shiva
Shaman (Magic), Female

Specialization:

Master of Air

Biography: Shiva grew up in the Free City of Stormcliff, but soon understood she was not meant for urban
life. In the singing of the birds, in the murmur of the wind, in the growl of the thunderstorm, she could hear
the call of Ylath.
At twelve, she said her goodbyes (or rather left them on a piece of paper), packed her bags, stowed away in
the caravan of a merchant, and started a life of adventure. She traveled all around Ashan with a group of
fellow adventurers and accomplished many incredible exploits, including raiding the Sunken Temple, finding
the Dragon Utopia, and surviving the deadly traps of the Tomb of a Thousand Terrors.
Currently, Shiva resides in the Pao Islands with the Orcs, learning from their Shamans the secrets of the one
they call Father Sky. Not one to sit still for a long period of time, she intends to go looking for the lost peak
where the legendary Thunderbird dwells.
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Zouleika
Shaman (Magic), Female

Specialization:

Master of Earth

Biography: Zouleika’s ancestor was the celebrated wizard Agar, creator of the first Minotaur, and she
inherited his influential position in the ruling Circle of the Seven Cities.
As with all those born to her prestigious family, Zouleika was bonded from birth to a Minotaur who protected
her like a shadow.
Wrongly accused of degeneration, her Minotaur guard was put down. His last words to her were, “Mistress,
set my people free!”
Deeply affected by the loss of her bond-mate, who had protected her faithfully for the first twenty years of
her life, Zouleika left the Seven Cities and headed for the Pao Islands.
She has since become a powerful Shaman, and sworn not to rest until the Wizards have released all of their
creations to forge their own fate.
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Combat
Combat Effects
Chilled
Water
-1 Movement reduction and +20% vulnerability to damage (Fire). Lasts for 1 turn.

Combat Effect

Dazed
Initiative is decreased by 10. Lasts for 2 turns.

Combat Effect

Might

Frozen
Water
Combat Effect
Movement is reduced to zero and suffers from +20% vulnerability to damage (Fire). Lasts for 1 turn.

Soaked
20% vulnerability to damage (Air). Lasts for 2 turns.

Water

Combat Effect

Summoned
Might
Combat Effect
Initiative of summoned stacks is decreased by 15 for the turn they enter the combat map. They cannot be
resurrected and also leave the Hero’s army after the combat.
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Minor Artifacts are magical items created by wizards and alchemists. Their appearance is
often crude and they are common in Ashan. Even if their enchantments are relatively weak, they
can make the difference between victory and defeat.
Major Artifacts have been created by master craftsmen. They are often unique pieces,
created at the request of a wealthy client. They are not only useful, but also beautiful objects.
They are much rarer than Minor Artifacts, and often found in the possession of nobles and
chieftains.
Relics are among the most powerful artifacts found on Ashan. They are ancient items of
power from lost civilizations, or the possessions of legendary heroes from ages past. Possessing a
Relic can transform a mere adventurer into a full-fledged Hero.
Sets are groups of artifacts which provide additional boni when hero wears them
simultaneously. There’re currently seven sets of artifacts and each of them includes six items.
Additional boni are provided when hero wears two, four or all six items together. Obviously, the
synergy bonus for wearing six items together is much more powerful than the one for two items.
Head (11)

Shoulder (7)

Main hand (25)

Off hand (19)

See Dynasty Weapon.

Chest (9)

Gauntlets (9)

Cloak (15)

Feet (10)

Neck (21)

Finger (6)
Pocket (22)
Backpack (13)
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Head
All-Seeing Crown
Minor – Head – Cost: 4000
+1 scouting radius
All experience gained by the Hero
is increased by 2%
Set: Part of the Vagrant’s Set.
Spider Helm
Minor – Head – Cost: 4000
-1 Morale to enemy creatures
-1 Luck to enemy creatures

Winterwind Peace Circlet
Minor – Head – Cost: 4000
Diplomacy is increased by 10%
Set: Part of the Regent’s Set.

Guardian Helm
Relic – Head – Cost: 20000
+10 Leadership
Set: Part of the Guardian’s Set.

Shadow Comb
Relic – Head – Cost: 20000
+8 Magic Power
Grants the Puppet Master spell

Supreme Crown of the Magister
Relic – Head – Cost: 20000
+5 Magic Power
+50 Mana
+5 Mana Regeneration
Set: Part of the Magister’s Set.

Main hand
Helmet of the Naga Lord
Major – Head – Cost: 12000
+7 Leadership during sea combat
+2 Scouting Radius

Humble Coif of the Prophet
Major – Head – Cost: 12000
+3 Magic Defense
+30 Mana
+3 Mana Regeneration
Set: Part of the Prophet’s Set.
Mask of the Madman
Major – Head – Cost: 12000
-6 Morale to enemy creatures
Set: Part of the Trickster’s Set.

Thunderblade Helmet
Major – Head – Cost: 12000
+2 Leadership
Grants the Lightning Bolt spell

Crag Hack’s Helmet
Relic – Head – Cost: 20000
+7 Might Power
+5 Initiative to friendly creatures
Set: Part of the Warlord’s Set.

See Dynasty Weapon.

Chest
Alchemist Robe
Major – Chest – Cost: 12000
+4 Magic Defense
+1 of a random resource at the
beginning of each day.
Requires: Magic Affinity
Magister Robe
Major – Chest – Cost: 12000
+4 Magic Power
+20 Mana
+2 Mana Regeneration
Requires: Magic Affinity
Set: Part of the Magister’s Set.
Shadowsteel Armor
Major – Chest – Cost: 12000
+3 Might Defense
+3 Might Power
Requires: Might Affinity
Set: Part of the Warlord’s Set.
Shantiri Armor
Major – Chest – Cost: 12000
+4 Might Defense
+6 Magic Defense against Magic
(Prime)
Requires: Might Affinity
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Armor of the Legendary Hero
Relic – Chest – Cost: 24000
+2 to all Hero Primary Attributes
Requires: Might Affinity

Cloak of Arkath
Major – Cloak – Cost: 12000
+10 Magic Defense against Magic
(Fire)

Dragon Scale Armor
Relic – Chest – Cost: 20000
+5 Might Defense
+5 Magic Defense
Requires: Might Affinity

Cloak of Elrath
Major – Cloak – Cost: 12000
+10 Magic Defense against Magic
(Light)

Guardian Breastplate
Relic – Chest – Cost: 20000
+4 Might Defense
Friendly creatures are immune to
damage dealt by the first three
attacks each combat
Requires: Might Affinity
Set: Part of the Guardian’s Set.

Cloak of Malassa
Major – Cloak – Cost: 12000
+10 Magic Defense against Magic
(Dark)

Robe of Sar-Issus
Relic – Chest – Cost: 20000
The mana cost of all spells cast by
the wearer is reduced by 50%
Requires: Magic Affinity

Robe of the Prophet
Relic – Chest – Cost: 20000
+4 Magic Defense
+3 Health to friendly creatures
Requires: Magic Affinity
Set: Part of the Prophet’s Set.

Cloak
Cape of Protection
Minor – Cloak – Cost: 4000
+2 Magic Defense

Magister Cloak
Minor – Cloak – Cost: 4000
+2 Magic Power
Set: Part of the Magister’s Set.

Motley Cloak of the Fool
Minor – Cloak – Cost: 4000
+1 Destiny
-1 Luck to enemy creatures
Set: Part of the Trickster’s Set.

Cloak of Shalassa
Major – Cloak – Cost: 12000
+10 Magic Defense against Magic
(Water)

Cloak of Sylanna
Major – Cloak – Cost: 12000
+10 Magic Defense against Magic
(Earth)

Cloak of Ylath
Major – Cloak – Cost: 12000
+10 Magic Defense against Magic
(Air)

Iridescent Pearl
Major – Cloak – Cost: 12000
+2 Magic Defense
+2 Health to friendly creatures
Set: Part of the Prophet’s Set.

Lion Mane Cape
Major – Cloak – Cost: 12000
+6 Leadership
Set: Part of the Guardian’s Set.

Mantle of Resistance
Major – Cloak – Cost: 12000
+6 Magic Defense
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Cloak of Warding
Relic – Cloak – Cost: 20000
+10 Magic Defense

Blood Scarf
Major – Neck – Cost: 8000
Blood abilities are increased by
10%
Requires: 250 Blood Reputation

Hearthguard Regal Mantle
Relic – Cloak – Cost: 20000
+6 Leadership
The Gold income of each town is
increased by 10%
Set: Part of the Regent’s Set.

Brythigga Amber
Major – Neck – Cost: 8000
Damage (Earth) spells deal 20%
more damage

Owlfeather Cloak
Relic – Cloak – Cost: 20000
+5 Movement to friendly flying
creatures
Actually: +1 Movement to all
friendly creatures.
Requires: Might Affinity
Set: Part of the Vagrant’s Set.

Dragon Fang Necklace
Major – Neck – Cost: 8000
+4 Magic Power

Neck
Amulet of Health
Minor – Neck – Cost: 4000
+1 Health to friendly creatures

Dragon Claw Amulet
Minor – Neck – Cost: 4000
+2 Magic Power

Amulet of Necromancy
Major – Neck – Cost: 8000
The gain of Necromancy Points is
increased by 10%
Requires: Necropolis

Amulet of the Jaguar
Major – Neck – Cost: 8000
+4 Might Power
Set: Part of the Warlord’s Set.

Amulet of Thunder
Major – Neck – Cost: 8000
Damage (Air) spells deal 20% more
damage

Evercold Icicle
Major – Neck – Cost: 8000
Damage (Water) spells deal 20%
more damage

Frozen Chrysanthemum
Major – Neck – Cost: 8000
The gain of the Honor Points is
increased by 10%
Requires: Sanctuary

Heart of Darkness
Major – Neck – Cost: 8000
Damage (Dark) spells deal 20%
more damage

Necklace of Tears
Major – Neck – Cost: 8000
Tears abilities are increased by
10%
Requires: 250 Tears Reputation

Necklace of Vitality
Major – Neck – Cost: 8000
+2 Health to friendly creatures

Pendant of Primal Rage
Major – Neck – Cost: 8000
The gain of the Rage Points is
increased by 10%
Requires: Stronghold
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Rune of Flame
Major – Neck – Cost: 16000
Damage (Fire) spells deal 20%
more damage

Guardian Spaulders
Minor – Shoulder – Cost: 4000
+2 Leadership
Set: Part of the Guardian’s Set.

Sun Cross
Major – Neck – Cost: 8000
Damage (Light) spells deal 20%
more damage

Spaulders of the Prophet
Minor – Shoulder – Cost: 4000
+20 Mana
+2 Mana Regeneration
Set: Part of the Prophet’s Set.

Dragon Eye Pendant
Relic – Neck – Cost: 16000
+8 Magic Power

Pauldrons of the Protector
Major – Shoulder – Cost: 8000
Reputation gained through the
Path of the Dragon Tears is
increased by 10%
Requires: 250 Tears Reputation

Lifeblood Pendant
Relic – Neck – Cost: 16000
+3 Health to friendly creatures

Spaulders of the Avenger
Major – Shoulder – Cost: 8000
Reputation gained through the
Path of the Dragon Blood is
increased by 10%
Requires: 250 Blood Reputation

Pendant of Conflux
Relic – Neck – Cost: 16000
The Hero’s Mana is increased by 1
point for every 2 Mana points
spent by the enemy
Actually: +4 Magic Power.

Magister Spaulders
Relic – Shoulder – Cost: 16000
+5 Magic Power
+3 Destiny
Set: Part of the Magister’s Set.

Pendant of Mastery
Relic – Neck – Cost: 16000
The Hero’s Faction ability is
increased by 1 Rank and combat
starts with racial gauge filled up to
first Rank
Actually, this pendant gives +4
Magic Power and fills racial gauge
at the beginning of combat by
+200 gauge points.

Mesmerizing Spaulders
Relic – Shoulder – Cost: 16000
-10 Initiative to enemy creatures
Set: Part of the Trickster’s Set.

Warping Pendant
Relic – Neck – Cost: 16000
-1 Movement to enemy creatures
Requires: 10 Might Power.
Set: Part of the Trickster’s Set.

Shoulder

Off hand
Centaur Bow
Minor – Off hand – Cost: 4000
No penalties for friendly shooters
when retaliating in melee combat
Requires: Might Affinity
Set: Part of the Warlord’s Set.
Dwarven Shield
Minor – Off hand – Cost: 4000
+2 Might Defense
Requires: Might Affinity

Bone Spaulders
Minor – Shoulder – Cost: 4000
+2 Might Defense
Set: Part of the Warlord’s Set.
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Handbook of the Apprentice
Minor – Off hand – Cost: 4000
+20 Mana
+2 Mana Regeneration
Requires: Magic Affinity

Stonefist Libram
Major – Off hand – Cost: 12000
+250 Gold per day
Grants the Architect ability
Set: Part of the Regent’s Set.

Marksman Crossbow
Minor – Off hand – Cost: 4000
+1 Might Damage to all friendly
shooters

Unicorn Horn Bow
Major – Off hand – Cost: 12000
The Might Damage of friendly
shooters is increased by +2 and
they ignore range penalties

Celestial Shield
Major – Off hand – Cost: 12000
The gain of Guardian Points is
increased by 10%
Requires: Haven

Codex of the Archmage
Relic – Off hand – Cost: 20000
+100 Mana
+10 Mana Regeneration
Requires: Magic Affinity

Flamegold Shield
Major – Off hand – Cost: 12000
+2 Might Defense
+10 Magic Defense against Magic
(Fire)

Emerald Yumi Bow
Relic – Off hand – Cost: 20000
The Might Damage of friendly
shooters is increased by +3, they
ignore range penalties and
obstacle penalties

Gorada Rael
Major – Off hand – Cost: 12000
The gain of Gating Points is
increased by 10%
Requires: Inferno

Libram of the Prophet
Relic – Off hand – Cost: 20000
+5 Magic Defense
+50 Mana
+5 Mana Regeneration
Requires: Magic Affinity
Set: Part of the Prophet’s Set.

Grimoire of the Master
Major – Off hand – Cost: 12000
+60 Mana
+6 Mana Regeneration
Requires: Magic Affinity

Logbook of the Master Sailor
Relic – Off hand – Cost: 20000
+8 Hero Sea Movement
Traversing trough whirlpools has
no movement cost

Lion Shield
Major – Off hand – Cost: 12000
+3 Leadership
+3 Might Defense
Requires: Might Affinity
Set: Part of the Guardian’s Set.

Sentinel Shield
Relic – Off hand – Cost: 20000
+10 Might Defense
Requires: Might Affinity

Magister Codex
Major – Off hand – Cost: 12000
+3 Magic Power
+3 Destiny
Requires: Magic Affinity
Set: Part of the Magister’s Set.

Tome of Sieges
Relic – Off hand – Cost: 20000
The catapult deals 1 more
Structural Damage

Steadfast Shield
Major – Off hand – Cost: 12000
+6 Might Defense
Requires: Might Affinity
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Gauntlets
Bracers of the Druid
Minor – Gauntlets – Cost: 4000
+1 Magic Power
Grants the Regeneration spell

Gauntlets of the Khan
Relic – Gauntlets – Cost: 16000
+6 Might Power
+1 Damage to friendly creatures
Set: Part of the Warlord’s Set.

Feet
Gauntlets of the Brawler
Minor – Gauntlets – Cost: 4000
+2 Might Power

Guardian Boots
Minor – Feet – Cost: 4000
+1 Hero Land Movement
+1 Might Defense
Set: Part of the Guardian’s Set.

Snatching Gloves
Minor – Gauntlets – Cost: 4000
Grants the Pathfinder ability
Set: Part of the Vagrant’s Set.

Jester Slippers
Minor – Feet – Cost: 4000
+1 Hero Land Movement
+1 Destiny
Set: Part of the Trickster’s Set.

Bracers of the Freemage
Major – Gauntlets – Cost: 8000
+2 Magic Power
Grants the Chain Lightning spell

Magister Sandals
Minor – Feet – Cost: 4000
+1 Hero Land Movement
+1 Magic Power
Set: Part of the Magister’s Set.

Gauntlets of the Minotaur
Major – Gauntlets – Cost: 8000
+4 Might Power

Sandals of the Prophet
Minor – Feet – Cost: 4000
+1 Hero Land Movement
+1 Health to friendly creatures
Set: Part of the Prophet’s Set.

Bracers of the Archmage
Relic – Gauntlets – Cost: 16000
+6 Magic Power
Grants the Implosion spell

Sandals of the Swift Journey
Minor – Feet – Cost: 4000
+2 Hero Land Movement

Gauntlets of the Cyclops
Relic – Gauntlets – Cost: 16000
+8 Might Power

Boots of the Explorer
Major – Feet – Cost: 8000
+4 Hero Land Movement

Gauntlets of the Giant Slayer
Relic – Gauntlets – Cost: 16000
+6 Might Power
Grants the Giant Slayer ability

Sandals of the Blessed
Major – Feet – Cost: 12000
+1 to all Hero Primary Attributes
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Boots of the Waverider
Relic – Feet – Cost: 16000
+1 creature Movement on sea
+5 Initiative

Boots of the Wayfarer
Relic – Feet – Cost: 16000
+8 Hero Land Movement

Ring of Haste
Relic – Finger – Cost: 16000
+10 Initiative to friendly creatures

Pocket
Crest of Valor
Minor – Pocket – Cost: 4000
+2 Leadership

Windstrider Sandals
Relic – Feet – Cost: 16000
+1 Movement to friendly creatures
Set: Part of the Vagrant’s Set.

Dwarven Pickaxe
Minor – Pocket – Cost: 4000
Provides 1 Ore per day

Finger
Ring of Conjuring
Minor – Finger – Cost: 4000
+1 Magic Power
+20 Mana

Purse of Endless Gold
Minor – Pocket – Cost: 4000
+250 Gold per day

Ring of Swiftness
Minor – Finger – Cost: 4000
+2 Initiative to friendly creatures

Sacred Seed
Minor – Pocket – Cost: 4000
Provides 1 Wood per day

Elemental Ring
Major – Finger – Cost: 8000
All Summon Elemental spells
conjure 20% more creatures

Tarot Deck
Minor – Pocket – Cost: 16000
+2 Destiny

Ring of Celerity
Major – Finger – Cost: 8000
+5 Initiative to friendly creatures

War Drums of the Legion
Minor – Pocket – Cost: 4000
Core creature production is
increased by 2 per week
Set: Part of the Regent’s Set.

Ring of Misfortune
Major – Finger – Cost: 8000
-4 Luck to enemy creatures
Set: Part of the Trickster’s Set.

Bag of Endless Gold
Major – Pocket – Cost: 8000
+500 Gold per day
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Crest of Courage
Major – Pocket – Cost: 8000
+4 Leadership

Golden Egg
Relic – Pocket – Cost: 16000
A mysterious golden egg

Crystal Eyeglass
Major – Pocket – Cost: 8000
Provides 1 Crystal per day

Golden Goose
Relic – Pocket – Cost: 16000
+2000 Gold per day

Four Leaf Clover
Major – Pocket – Cost: 4000
+4 Destiny

Golden Horseshoe
Relic – Pocket – Cost: 8000
+8 Destiny

Horn of Plenty
Major – Pocket – Cost: 8000
Provides a random amount and
type of resource each day (400 to
600 Gold, 1 to 2 Wood, 1 to 2 Ore,
1 to 2 Crystals)

Shackles of the Last Man
Relic – Pocket – Cost: 16000
Heroes from both sides can not
retreat

Saddle of Pathfinding
Major – Pocket – Cost: 8000
The Hero’s movement is not
reduced on rough terrain
Set: Part of the Vagrant’s Set.

Shantiri Moon Disc
Relic – Pocket – Cost: 16000
Grants ability to summon the
Phoenix

Sextant of the Sea Elves
Major – Pocket – Cost: 8000
+6 Hero Sea Movement
Set: Part of the Vagrant’s Set.

War Banner of the Legion
Relic – Pocket – Cost: 16000
Weekly Champion creature
production is increased by 2 per
week
Set: Part of the Regent’s Set.

War Horn of the Legion
Major – Pocket – Cost: 8000
+1 Leadership
Elite creature production is
increased by 1 per week
Set: Part of the Regent’s Set.

Backpack
Minor Mana Potion
Minor – Backpack – Cost: 100
Instantly restores +20 Mana.

Chest of Endless Gold
Relic – Pocket – Cost: 16000
+1000 Gold per day
Mana Potion
Minor – Backpack – Cost: 250
Instantly restores +50 Mana.
Crest of Honor
Relic – Pocket – Cost: 16000
+8 Leadership
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Major Mana Potion
Minor – Backpack – Cost: 500
Instantly restores +100 Mana.

Fragment of the Moon Disc
Minor – Backpack – Cost: 4000
A piece of an ancient Shantiri
Moon Disc
A piece of the Tear of Asha.

Magic Scroll
Minor – Backpack – Cost: 250-1000
Scrolls allow heroes to use some of
the Magic Abilities without
actually learning them.
For details see p.174.

Fragment of the Moon Disc
Minor – Backpack – Cost: 4000
A piece of an ancient Shantiri
Moon Disc
A piece of the Tear of Asha.

Fragment of the Moon Disc
Minor – Backpack – Cost: 4000
A piece of an ancient Shantiri
Moon Disc

Fragment of the Moon Disc
Minor – Backpack – Cost: 4000
A piece of an ancient Shantiri
Moon Disc
A piece of the Tear of Asha.

Fragment of the Moon Disc
Minor – Backpack – Cost: 4000
A piece of an ancient Shantiri
Moon Disc

Fragment of the Moon Disc
Minor – Backpack – Cost: 4000
A piece of an ancient Shantiri
Moon Disc
A piece of the Tear of Asha.

Fragment of the Moon Disc
Minor – Backpack – Cost: 4000
A piece of an ancient Shantiri
Moon Disc

Tear of Asha
Relic – Backpack – Cost: 0
Allows the construction of a Tears
of Asha building.

Fragment of the Moon Disc
Minor – Backpack – Cost: 4000
A piece of an ancient Shantiri
Moon Disc
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Scrolls

Minor – Backpack

Scroll has the same effect as the corresponding Magic Ability. Disappears after single use.
Scroll
Agony

Cost
250

Scroll
Ice Bolt

Cost
250

Agony, Mass

500

Killing Rays (Sunburst)

500

Blindness

750

Life Drain

250

Blizzard

500

Life Drain Mass

500

Burning Determination

250

Lightning Bolt

250

Burning Determination Mass

500

Regeneration

250

Chain Lightning

500

Regeneration Mass

500

Circle of Winter

750

Slow

250

Dispel Magic

250

Slow Mass

500

Dispel Magic Mass

500

Stone Skin

250

Earthquake

750

Stone Skin Mass

500

Fireball

250

Storm Arrows

250

Firestorm

750

Summon Air Elementals

Frenzy

750

Summon Earth Elementals

750

Haste

250

Summon Fire Elementals

750

Haste Mass

500

Summon Water Elementals

750

Heal

250

Teleport

750

Heal Mass

500

Weakness

250

Ice Armor

250

Weakness Mass

500

Ice Armor Mass

500

1 000
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Artifact Sets
Guardian’s Set

Magister’s Set

Set bonus for 2 items:
Adds +1 HP for all friendly creatures

Set bonus for 2 items:
+40 to Maximum Mana

Set bonus for 4 items:
+2 Might Power
+2 Leadership

Set bonus for 4 items:
+4 Might Defense

Set bonus for 6 items:
+4 Might Defense
Adds +2 HP for all friendly creatures
Guardian Helm
Relic – Head – Cost: 20000
+10 Leadership

Guardian Breastplate
Relic – Chest – Cost: 20000
+4 Might Defense
Friendly creatures are immune to
damage dealt by the first three
attacks each combat
Requires: Might Affinity
Lion Mane Cape
Major – Cloak – Cost: 12000
+6 Leadership

Guardian Spaulders
Minor – Shoulder – Cost: 4000
+2 Leadership

Lion Shield
Major – Off hand – Cost: 12000
+3 Leadership
+3 Might Defense
Requires: Might Affinity

Guardian Boots
Minor – Feet – Cost: 4000
+1 Hero Land Movement
+1 Might Defense

Set bonus for 6 items:
+5 Magic Power
+5 Creatures Initiative Bonus
Supreme Crown of the Magister
Relic – Head – Cost: 20000
+5 Magic Power
+50 Mana
+5 Mana Regeneration

Magister Robe
Major – Chest – Cost: 12000
+4 Magic Power
+20 Mana
+2 Mana Regeneration
Requires: Magic Affinity
Magister Cloak
Minor – Cloak – Cost: 4000
+2 Magic Power

Magister Spaulders
Relic – Shoulder – Cost: 16000
+5 Magic Power
+3 Destiny

Magister Codex
Major – Off hand – Cost: 12000
+3 Magic Power
+3 Destiny
Requires: Magic Affinity

Magister Sandals
Minor – Feet – Cost: 4000
+1 Hero Land Movement
+1 Magic Power
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Prophet’s Set

Regent’s Set

Set bonus for 2 items:
+4 Mana per day

Set bonus for 2 items:
Increases the weekly growth of Core creatures by +1

Set bonus for 4 items:
+4 Magic Defense
+4 Mana per day

Set bonus for 4 items:
Increases the weekly growth of Elite creatures by +1

Set bonus for 6 items:
+4 Magic Defense
+4 Mana per day
Humble Coif of the Prophet
Major – Head – Cost: 12000
+3 Magic Defense
+30 Mana
+3 Mana Regeneration

Robe of the Prophet
Relic – Chest – Cost: 20000
+4 Magic Defense
+3 Health to friendly creatures
Requires: Magic Affinity

Iridescent Pearl
Major – Cloak – Cost: 12000
+2 Magic Defense
+2 Health to friendly creatures

Spaulders of the Prophet
Minor – Shoulder – Cost: 4000
+20 Mana
+2 Mana Regeneration

Libram of the Prophet
Relic – Off hand – Cost: 20000
+5 Magic Defense
+50 Mana
+5 Mana Regeneration
Requires: Magic Affinity
Sandals of the Prophet
Minor – Feet – Cost: 4000
+1 Hero Land Movement
+1 Health to friendly creatures

Set bonus for 6 items:
Increases the weekly growth of Champion creatures
by +1
Winterwind Peace Circlet
Minor – Head – Cost: 4000
Diplomacy is increased by 10%

Hearthguard Regal Mantle
Relic – Cloak – Cost: 20000
+6 Leadership
The Gold income of each town is
increased by 10%

Stonefist Libram
Major – Off hand – Cost: 12000
+250 Gold per day
Grants the Architect ability

War Drums of the Legion
Minor – Pocket – Cost: 4000
Core creature production is
increased by 2 per week

War Horn of the Legion
Major – Pocket – Cost: 8000
+1 Leadership
Elite creature production is
increased by 2 per week

War Banner of the Legion
Relic – Pocket – Cost: 16000
Weekly Champion creature
production is increased by 2 per
week
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Trickster’s Set

Vagrant’s Set

Set bonus for 2 items:
+2 Destiny

Set bonus for 2 items:
+4% Experience

Set bonus for 4 items:
+4 Destiny

Set bonus for 4 items:
+2 Hero Land Movement
Adds +2 to Initiative for all friendly creatures

Set bonus for 6 items:
+8 Destiny
Mask of the Madman
Major – Head – Cost: 12000
-6 Morale to enemy creatures

Motley Cloak of the Fool
Minor – Cloak – Cost: 4000
+1 Destiny
-1 Luck to enemy creatures

Warping Pendant
Relic – Neck – Cost: 16000
-1 Movement to enemy creatures
Requires: 10 Might Attack.

Mesmerizing Spaulders
Relic – Shoulder – Cost: 16000
-10 Initiative to enemy creatures

Jester Slippers
Minor – Feet – Cost: 4000
+1 Hero Land Movement
+1 Destiny

Ring of Misfortune
Major – Finger – Cost: 8000
-4 Luck to enemy creatures

Set bonus for 6 items:
+5 Hero Land Movement
Adds +5 to Initiative for all friendly creatures
All-Seeing Crown
Minor – Head – Cost: 4000
+1 scouting radius
All experience gained by the Hero
is increased by 2%

Owlfeather Cloak
Relic – Cloak – Cost: 20000
+1 Movement to friendly flying
creatures
Requires: Might Affinity

Snatching Gloves
Minor – Gauntlets – Cost: 4000
Grants the Pathfinder ability

Windstrider Sandals
Relic – Feet – Cost: 16000
+1 Movement to friendly creatures

Sextant of the Sea Elves
Major – Pocket – Cost: 8000
+6 Hero Sea Movement

Saddle of Pathfinding
Major – Pocket – Cost: 8000
The Hero’s movement is not
reduced on rough terrain
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Warlord’s Set
Set bonus for 2 items:
+2 Might Power
Set bonus for 4 items:
+4 Destiny
Set bonus for 6 items:
+5 Might Defense
+5 Creatures Initiative Bonus
Crag Hack’s Helmet
Relic – Head – Cost: 20000
+7 Might Power
+5 Initiative to friendly creatures

Shadowsteel Armor
Major – Chest – Cost: 12000
+3 Might Defense
+3 Might Power
Requires: Might Affinity

Amulet of the Jaguar
Major – Neck – Cost: 8000
+4 Might Power

Bone Spaulders
Minor – Shoulder – Cost: 4000
+2 Might Defense

Centaur Bow
Minor – Off hand – Cost: 4000
No penalties for friendly shooters
when retaliating in melee combat
Requires: Might Affinity

Gauntlets of the Khan
Relic – Gauntlets – Cost: 16000
+6 Might Power
+1 Damage to friendly creatures
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Town Buildings
Every town building (with exception of Village Hall) requires specific town rank. Town rank
is defined by level of “Hall” building in the town:
“Hall” Type Town Rank
Village Hall
Rank 1
Town Hall
Rank 2
City Hall
Rank 3
Capitol
Rank 4
Tear of Asha Rank 5
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Haven

Village Hall

Town Hall

City Hall

Capitol

1.
Basic Fortification

Barracks
Garrison

Loophole Tower
Marksman Tower

Priory
Cathedral of Light

Marketplace

Hall of Heroes

Advanced
Fortification

Griffin Aviary
Griffin Tower

Altar of Radiance
Altar of
Resplendence

Chapel of the Holy
Sun
Priory of the Holy
Sun

Advanced
Marketplace

Basic Town Portal

Angel Watch

Statue of
Revelation

Superior
Fortification

Transept of Heaven
Transept of
Elysium

Advanced Town
Portal

Choral of Believers

Resurrection Altar

2.

3.

4.
Elrath’s Infinite Mercy
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Standard Buildings
Village Hall
Allows you to purchase Rank 1 town buildings and increases your kingdom’s daily income by 500
gold.
Cost:
1000.

Town Hall
Allows you to purchase Rank 2 town buildings and increases your kingdom’s daily income by 1000
gold.
Cost:
2000,
2,
2.
Requires: Town Rank 1.

City Hall
Allows you to purchase Rank 3 town buildings and increases your kingdom’s daily income by 2000
gold.
Cost:
5000,
5,
5.
Requires: Town Rank 2.

Capitol
Increases your kingdom’s daily income by 4000 gold.
You can only have 1 Capitol in your kingdom.
Cost:
10000,
10,
10.
Requires: Town Rank 3.

Basic Fortification
Erects defensive walls around the town. Also increases creature growth by 1.
Cost:
2000,
5,
5.
Requires: Town Rank 1.

Advanced Fortification
Adds a keep and moat-like terrain obstacle to a town’s defenses. The Movement of creatures
entering it or standing in it is decreased by 3.
Creature production is increased by 1.
Cost:
5000,
10,
10.
Requires: Town Rank 2, Basic Fortification.
Superior Fortification
Adds 2 arrow towers, fortifies your town’s defenses. Also increases creature growth by 1.
Cost:
10000,
20,
20.
Requires: Town Rank 3, Advanced Fortification.

Hall of Heroes
Heroes can be hired here for a fee.
Cost:
2000.
Requires: Town Rank 1.
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Marketplace
A place for trading and exchanging resources.
Also produces 500 gold/day.
Cost:
2000,
2,
2.
Requires: Town Rank 1.

Advanced Marketplace
Artifacts can be bought and sold and special offers are available every week.
Cost:
3000,
5,
5,
5.
Requires: Town Rank 2, Marketplace.

Basic Town Portal
Your heroes can teleport from this town to any other town you control.
Cost:
2500,
5,
5,
5.
Requires: Town Rank 2.

Advanced Town Portal
Allows your heroes to teleport back to this town.
Cost:
5000,
10.
Requires: Town Rank 3, Basic Town Portal.

Dwellings
Barracks
Allows you to recruit Sentinels.
Cost:
1000,
4.
Requires: Town Rank 1.

Garrison
Allows you to recruit Praetorians.
Praetorian / Sentinel weekly production is increased by 6.
Cost:
1500,
5,
5.
Requires: Town Rank 1, Barracks.

Loophole Tower
Allows you to recruit Crossbowmen.
Cost:
2000,
6,
2.
Requires: Town Rank 1.

Marksman Tower
Allows you to recruit Marksmen.
Marksman / Crossbowman weekly production is increased by 5.
Cost:
3000,
2,
3.
Requires: Town Rank 1, Loophole Tower.
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Priory
Allows you to recruit Sisters.
Cost:
1500,
5,
5.
Requires: Town Rank 1.

Cathedral of Light
Allows you to recruit Vestals.
Vestal / Sister weekly production is increased by 4.
Cost:
2250,
2,
3,
5.
Requires: Town Rank 1, Priory.

Griffin Aviary
Allows you to recruit Griffins.
Cost:
5000,
7,
5,
Requires: Town Rank 2.

7.

Griffin Tower
Allows you to recruit Imperial Griffins.
Imperial Griffin / Griffin weekly production is increased by 1.
Cost:
3000,
7,
2,
7.
Requires: Town Rank 2, Griffin Aviary.

Altar of Radiance
Allows you to recruit Radiant Glories.
Cost:
6000,
8,
8,
6.
Requires: Town Rank 2.

Altar of Resplendence
Allows you to recruit Blazing Glories.
Blazing Glory / Radiant Glory weekly production is increased by 2.
Cost:
4000,
8,
10.
Requires: Town Rank 2, Altar of Radiance.

Chapel of the Holy Sun
Allows you to recruit Sun Riders.
Cost:
4000,
12,
5.
Requires: Town Rank 2.

Priory of the Holy Sun
Allows you to recruit Sun Crusaders.
Sun Crusader / Sun Rider weekly production is increased by 2.
Cost:
2500,
7,
5,
5.
Requires: Town Rank 2, Chapel of the Holy Sun.

Transept of Heaven
Allows you to recruit Celestials.
Cost:
15000,
20,
15,
Requires: Town Rank 3.

20.
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Transept of Elysium
Allows you to recruit Seraphim.
Seraph / Celestial weekly production is increased by 1.
Cost:
15000,
20,
25,
20.
Requires: Town Rank 3, Transept of Heaven.

Unique Buildings
Angel Watch
Fills the Guardian Angel faction ability gauge to rank 1 at the start of each combat.
Cost:
2500,
5,
5,
5.
Requires: Town Rank 2.
Special: You’ll be unable to build Statue of Revelation in this town.

Statue of Revelation
Once per week, you can reveal an area of the Adventure Map.
Cost:
2500,
5,
5,
5.
Requires: Town Rank 2.
Special: You’ll be unable to build Angel Watch in this town.

Choral of Believers
When friendly creatures fight in the town’s Area of Control, their Morale is increased by 10 and
their Magic Power is increased by 20%.
Cost:
5000,
5,
5,
10.
Requires: Town Rank 3.
Special: You’ll be unable to build Resurrection Altar in this town.
Resurrection Altar
Sisters, Sun Riders and Seraphim fallen in combat can be resurrected here.
If they have not been resurrected within 3 days, their souls vanish.
This cost is 50% higher than regular recruitment.
Each Resurrection Altar increases the duration by 2 days and reduces cost by 10%.
Cost:
5000,
5,
5,
10.
Requires: Town Rank 3.
Special: You’ll be unable to build Choral of Believers in this town.

Tear of Asha
Elrath’s Infinite Mercy
Provides 5000 gold/day and increases all creature production by 50%.
After each combat, an Archangel resurrects 33% of all friendly fallen Haven creatures.
Cost:
15000,
20,
20,
20.
Requires: Town Rank 4, Tear of Asha.
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Inferno

Village Hall

Town Hall

City Hall

Capitol

1.
Basic Fortification

House of Madness
House of Delirium

Howling Kennels
Raging Kennels

Hall of
Temptations
Hall of Forbidden
Desires

Advanced
Fortification

Spawning Chamber
Spawning Hive

Hall of Torment
Hall of Agony

Pen of Mayhem
Pen of Chaos

Superior
Fortification

Pit of Bile
Pit of Hate

Chaos Crucible

Hall of Heroes

2.
Basic Town Portal

Heart of Urgash

Infernal Gate

Advanced Town
Portal

Altar of
Destruction

Wake of Chaos

3.

4.
Urgash’s Fiery Wrath
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Standard Buildings
Village Hall
Allows you to purchase Rank 1 town buildings and increases your kingdom’s daily income by 500
gold.
Cost:
1000.

Town Hall
Allows you to purchase Rank 2 town buildings and increases your kingdom’s daily income by 1000
gold.
Cost:
2000,
2,
2.
Requires: Town Rank 1.

City Hall
Allows you to purchase Rank 3 town buildings and increases your kingdom’s daily income by 2000
gold.
Cost:
5000,
5,
5.
Requires: Town Rank 2.

Capitol
Increases your kingdom’s daily income by 4000 gold.
You can only have 1 Capitol in your kingdom.
Cost:
10000,
10,
10.
Requires: Town Rank 3.

Basic Fortification
Erects defensive walls around the town. Also increases creature growth by 1.
Cost:
2000,
5,
5.
Requires: Town Rank 1.

Advanced Fortification
A moat filled with lava and a keep are added to your town’s defenses. Any creature entering the
moat or standing in it is dealt 60 damage (Fire).
Creature production is increased by 1.
Cost:
5000,
10,
10.
Requires: Town Rank 2, Basic Fortification.
Superior Fortification
Adds 2 arrow towers, fortifies your town’s defenses. Also increases creature growth by 1.
Cost:
10000,
20,
20.
Requires: Town Rank 3, Advanced Fortification.

Hall of Heroes
Heroes can be hired here for a fee.
Cost:
2000.
Requires: Town Rank 1.
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Chaos Crucible
A marketplace for trading and exchanging resources, built on a powerful nexus of Chaos magic
that can modify the fees of all transactions, for better or worse...
Also produces 500 gold/day.
Cost:
3000,
2,
2.
Requires: Town Rank 1.
Basic Town Portal
Your heroes can teleport from this town to any other town you control.
Cost:
2500,
5,
5,
5.
Requires: Town Rank 2.

Advanced Town Portal
Allows your heroes to teleport back to this town.
Cost:
5000,
10.
Requires: Town Rank 3, Basic Town Portal.

Dwellings
House of Madness
Allows you to recruit Maniacs.
Cost:
1000,
4.
Requires: Town Rank 1.

House of Delirium
Allows you to recruit Demented.
Demented / Maniac weekly production is increased by 3.
Cost:
1500,
2,
4,
3.
Requires: Town Rank 1, House of Madness.

Howling Kennels
Allows you to recruit Hell Hounds.
Cost:
1750,
6,
2.
Requires: Town Rank 1.

Raging Kennels
Allows you to recruit Cerberi.
Cerberus / Hell Hound weekly production is increased by 3.
Cost:
2000,
4,
2,
2.
Requires: Town Rank 1, Howling Kennels.

Hall of Temptations
Allows you to recruit Succubi.
Cost:
2000,
5,
5.
Requires: Town Rank 1.
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Hall of Forbidden Desires
Allows you to recruit Lilims.
Lilim / Succubus weekly production is increased by 4.
Cost:
3000,
2,
3,
3.
Requires: Town Rank 1, Hall of Temptations.

Spawning Chamber
Allows you to recruit Breeders.
Cost:
5000,
5,
7,
Requires: Town Rank 2.

7.

Spawning Hive
Allows you to recruit Breeder Mothers.
Breeder Mother / Breeder weekly production is increased by 2.
Cost:
3000,
6,
6.
Requires: Town Rank 2, Spawning Chamber.

Hall of Torment
Allows you to recruit Tormentors.
Cost:
3000,
8,
8,
6.
Requires: Town Rank 2.

Hall of Agony
Allows you to recruit Lacerators.
Lacerator / Tormentor weekly production is increased by 1.
Cost:
3500,
2,
6,
6.
Requires: Town Rank 2, Hall of Torment.

Pen of Mayhem
Allows you to recruit Juggernauts.
Cost:
5000,
12,
5.
Requires: Town Rank 2.

Pen of Chaos
Allows you to recruit Ravagers.
Ravager / Juggernaut weekly production is increased by 1.
Cost:
5000,
5,
10,
10.
Requires: Town Rank 2, Pen of Mayhem.

Pit of Bile
Allows you to recruit Pit Fiends.
Cost:
12500,
20,
25,
Requires: Town Rank 3.

20.

Pit of Hate
Allows you to recruit Pit Lords.
Pit Fiend / Pit Lord weekly production is increased by 1.
Cost:
17500,
20,
15,
20.
Requires: Town Rank 3, Pit of Bile.
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Unique Buildings
Heart of Urgash
The efficiency of the Gating faction ability is increased by 10%.
Cost:
2500,
5,
5,
5.
Requires: Town Rank 2.
Special: You’ll be unable to build Infernal Gate in this town.

Infernal Gate
Creates a gate inside the control zone and an entrance next to the Town. The Heroes can teleport
to the gate by using the entrance. The gate can only be placed in the passable and visible area.
Cost:
2500,
5,
5,
5.
Requires: Town Rank 2.
Special: You’ll be unable to build Heart of Urgash in this town.
Altar of Destruction
When the town is under siege, a Meteor Shower strikes the attackers at the start of each turn.
Each enemy is dealt 335 damage (Fire) and random craters appear, reducing the Movement of
walker creatures by 1.
Cost:
5000,
5,
5,
10.
Requires: Town Rank 3.
Special: You’ll be unable to build Wake of Chaos in this town.
Wake of Chaos
In every combat taking place in one of your towns’ Area of Control, an Abyssal Worms appears.
The Worm will randomly swallow a medium sized enemy creature and start to digest it.
The enemy can attack the Worm stack to rescue the swallowed creature.
Cost:
5000,
5,
5,
10.
Requires: Town Rank 3.
Special: You’ll be unable to build Altar of Destruction in this town.

Tear of Asha
Urgash’s Fiery Wrath
Provides 5000 gold/day and increases all creature production by 50%.
Meteors are fired at any enemy hero entering the player’s Area of Control, dealing 1000 damage
(Fire) to all creature stacks in their army.
Cost:
15000,
20,
20,
20.
Requires: Town Rank 4, Tear of Asha.
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Standard Buildings
Village Hall
Allows you to purchase Rank 1 town buildings and increases your kingdom’s daily income by 500
gold.
Cost:
1000.

Town Hall
Allows you to purchase Rank 2 town buildings and increases your kingdom’s daily income by 1000
gold.
Cost:
2000,
2,
2.
Requires: Town Rank 1.

City Hall
Allows you to purchase Rank 3 town buildings and increases your kingdom’s daily income by 2000
gold.
Cost:
5000,
5,
5.
Requires: Town Rank 2.

Capitol
Increases your kingdom’s daily income by 4000 gold.
You can only have 1 Capitol in your kingdom.
Cost:
10000,
10,
10.
Requires: Town Rank 3.

Basic Fortification
Erects defensive walls around the town. Also increases creature growth by 1.
Cost:
2000,
5,
5.
Requires: Town Rank 1.

Advanced Fortification
A cursed ground and a keep are added to your town’s defenses. Any creature entering it or
standing in it is dealt 40 damage (Earth) and its Might Defense and Magic Defense are decreased
by 10 for 2 turns.
Creature production is increased by 1.
Cost:
5000,
10,
10.
Requires: Town Rank 2, Basic Fortification.
Superior Fortification
Adds 2 arrow towers, fortifies your town’s defenses. Also increases creature growth by 1.
Cost:
10000,
20,
20.
Requires: Town Rank 3, Advanced Fortification.

Hall of Heroes
Heroes can be hired here for a fee.
Cost:
2000.
Requires: Town Rank 1.
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Marketplace
A place for trading and exchanging resources.
Also produces 500 gold/day.
Cost:
2000,
2,
2.
Requires: Town Rank 1.

Basic Town Portal
Your heroes can teleport from this town to any other town you control.
Cost:
2500,
5,
5,
5.
Requires: Town Rank 2.

Advanced Town Portal
Allows your heroes to teleport back to this town.
Cost:
5000,
10.
Requires: Town Rank 3, Basic Town Portal.

Dwellings
Graveyard
Allows you to recruit Skeletons.
Cost:
1750,
6,
2.
Requires: Town Rank 1.

Boneyard
Allows you to recruit Skeletal Spearmen.
Skeletal Spearman / Skeleton weekly production is increased by 5.
Cost:
2000,
5,
2.
Requires: Town Rank 1, Graveyard.

Crypt
Allows you to recruit Ghouls.
Cost:
1000,
4.
Requires: Town Rank 1.

Ravenous Crypt
Allows you to recruit Ravenous Ghouls.
Ravenous Ghoul / Ghoul weekly production is increased by 3.
Cost:
1500,
3,
4,
2.
Requires: Town Rank 1, Crypt.

Ruined Tower
Allows you to recruit Ghosts.
Cost:
2500,
5,
5.
Requires: Town Rank 1.
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Haunted Tower
Allows you to recruit Specters.
Specter / Ghost weekly production is increased by 4.
Cost:
2500,
5,
4.
Requires: Town Rank 1, Ruined Tower.

Sepulcher
Allows you to recruit Liches.
Cost:
6000,
10,
7.
Requires: Town Rank 2.

Mausoleum
Allows you to recruit Archliches.
Archlich / Lich weekly production is increased by 2.
Cost:
4000,
9,
9.
Requires: Town Rank 2, Sepulcher.

Pestilent Tomb
Allows you to recruit Lamasus.
Cost:
3500,
8,
10,
Requires: Town Rank 2.

5.

Pestilent Catacomb
Allows you to recruit Putrid Lamasus.
Putrid Lamasu / Lamasu weekly production is increased by 2.
Cost:
3000,
2,
6,
6.
Requires: Town Rank 2, Pestilent Tomb.

Vampire Mansion
Allows you to recruit Vampires.
Cost:
4000,
5,
8,
Requires: Town Rank 2.

6.

Vampire Palace
Allows you to recruit Vampire Lords.
Vampire Lord / Vampire weekly production is increased by 3.
Cost:
4000,
5,
6,
7.
Requires: Town Rank 2, Vampire Mansion.

Spider Temple
Allows you to recruit Fate Spinners.
Cost:
17500,
25,
15,
Requires: Town Rank 3.

25.

Spider Sanctum
Allows you to recruit Fate Weavers.
Fate Weaver / Fate Spinner weekly production is increased by 1.
Cost:
12500,
15,
25,
15.
Requires: Town Rank 3, Spider Temple.
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Unique Buildings
Chamber of Necromancy
Increases Necromancy Points gained by 10%.
Effects of additional Chambers of Necromancy are cumulative, but for each new Chamber the
bonus provided will be a little lower.
Cost:
2500,
5,
5,
5.
Requires: Town Rank 2.
Special: You’ll be unable to build Wasting Grounds in this town.
Wasting Grounds
The Might Damage and Health of all living creatures in the city’s area of control are decreased by
10%.
Cost:
2500,
5,
5,
5.
Requires: Town Rank 2.
Special: You’ll be unable to build Chamber of Necromancy in this town.
Altar of Eternal Servitude
Bodies and remains of troops fallen in combat are gathered here, where they can be re-animated.
If they have not been re-animated within 3 days, they crumble to dust.
The cost is 50% higher than regular recruitment. Each additional altar reduces the cost by 10% and
increases the duration by 1 day.
Cost:
5000,
5,
5,
10.
Requires: Town Rank 3.
Special: You’ll be unable to build Asha’s Hourglass in this town.
Asha’s Hourglass
Within the town’s Area of Control, the Land Movement of enemy heroes is reduced by 30%.
If enemy creatures besiege the town, their Initiative is decreased by 15.
Cost:
5000,
5,
5,
10.
Requires: Town Rank 3.
Special: You’ll be unable to build Altar of Eternal Servitude in this town.
Hall of the Immortals
Heroes can be resurrected for free. The primary attributes of a resurrected Hero are increased by
10% for 1 week.
Cost:
10000,
5,
5.
Requires: Town Rank 2, Hall of Heroes.

Tear of Asha
Asha’s Undying Resolve
Provides 5000 gold/day and increases all creature production by 50%.
Increases the effectiveness of the Necromancy faction Ability by 100%.
Cost:
15000,
20,
20,
20.
Requires: Town Rank 4, Tear of Asha.
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Standard Buildings
Village Hall
Allows you to purchase Rank 1 town buildings and increases your kingdom’s daily income by 500
gold.
Cost:
1000.

Town Hall
Allows you to purchase Rank 2 town buildings and increases your kingdom’s daily income by 1000
gold.
Cost:
2000,
2,
2.
Requires: Town Rank 1.

City Hall
Allows you to purchase Rank 3 town buildings and increases your kingdom’s daily income by 2000
gold.
Cost:
5000,
5,
5.
Requires: Town Rank 2.

Capitol
Increases your kingdom’s daily income by 4000 gold.
You can only have 1 Capitol in your kingdom.
Cost:
10000,
10,
10.
Requires: Town Rank 3.

Basic Fortification
Erects defensive walls around the town. Also increases creature growth by 1.
Cost:
2000,
5,
5.
Requires: Town Rank 1.

Advanced Fortification
A swamp and a keep are added to your town’s defenses. Any creature entering the swamp or
standing in it suffers an Initiative decrease of 5.
Creature production is increased by 1.
Cost:
5000,
10,
10.
Requires: Town Rank 2, Basic Fortification.
Superior Fortification
Adds 2 arrow towers, fortifies your town’s defenses. Also increases creature growth by 1.
Cost:
10000,
20,
20.
Requires: Town Rank 3, Advanced Fortification.

Hall of Heroes
Heroes can be hired here for a fee.
Cost:
2000.
Requires: Town Rank 1.
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Marketplace
A place for trading and exchanging resources.
Also produces 500 gold/day.
Cost:
2000,
2,
2.
Requires: Town Rank 1.

Advanced Marketplace
Artifacts can be bought and sold and special offers are available every week.
Cost:
3000,
5,
5,
5.
Requires: Town Rank 2, Marketplace.

Basic Town Portal
Your heroes can teleport from this town to any other town you control.
Cost:
2500,
5,
5,
5.
Requires: Town Rank 2.

Advanced Town Portal
Allows your heroes to teleport back to this town.
Cost:
5000,
10.
Requires: Town Rank 3, Basic Town Portal.

Dwellings
Reef Barrier
Allows you to recruit Shark Guards.
Cost:
1000,
4.
Requires: Town Rank 1.

Reef Rampart
Allows you to recruit Wanizames.
Wanizame / Shark Guard weekly production is increased by 4.
Cost:
1500,
2,
6,
1.
Requires: Town Rank 1, Reef Barrier.

Coral Sanctuary
Allows you to recruit Coral Priestesses.
Cost:
1750,
4,
5.
Requires: Town Rank 1.

Pearl Sanctuary
Allows you to recruit Pearl Priestesses.
Pearl Priestess / Coral Priestess weekly production is increased by 4.
Cost:
2000,
5,
4.
Requires: Town Rank 1, Coral Sanctuary.
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Enchanted Pond
Allows you to recruit Kappas.
Cost:
2000,
6,
2.
Requires: Town Rank 1.

Blessed Pond
Allows you to recruit Kappa Shoyas.
Kappa Shoya / Kappa weekly production is increased by 5.
Cost:
3000,
2,
3,
3.
Requires: Town Rank 1, Enchanted Pond.

Sacred Source
Allows you to recruit Spring Spirits.
Cost:
4000,
6,
8,
6.
Requires: Town Rank 2.

Sanctified Source
Allows you to recruit Mizu-Kamis.
Mizu-Kami / Spring Spirit weekly production is increased by 2.
Cost:
2500,
4,
5,
9.
Requires: Town Rank 2, Sacred Source.

Frost Shrine
Allows you to recruit Snow Maidens.
Cost:
5000,
10,
8.
Requires: Town Rank 2.

Frost Miya
Allows you to recruit Yuki-Onnas.
Yuki-Onna / Snow Maiden weekly production is increased by 2.
Cost:
3000,
5,
7,
5.
Requires: Town Rank 2, Frost Shrine.

Sunken Arena
Allows you to recruit Kenshis.
Cost:
5000,
5,
11,
Requires: Town Rank 2.

5.

Sunken Dojo
Allows you to recruit Kenseis.
Kensei / Kenshi weekly production is increased by 1.
Cost:
5000,
8,
7.
Requires: Town Rank 2, Sunken Arena.

Misty Mountain
Allows you to recruit Kirins.
Cost:
12500,
25,
Requires: Town Rank 3.

25,

15.
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Cloudy Mountain
Allows you to recruit Sacred Kirins.
Sacred Kirin / Kirin weekly production is increased by 1.
Cost:
17500,
15,
15,
25.
Requires: Town Rank 3, Misty Mountain.

Unique Buildings
Pagoda of the Great Challenger
Outside the control area racial gauge increases by +15 points/hit. Each building provides less
bonus.
Cost:
2500,
5,
5,
5.
Requires: Town Rank 2.
Special: You’ll be unable to build Shrine of the Ever-Flowing Water in this town.
Shrine of the Ever-Flowing Water
Each Sanctuary creature in the town’s Area of Control benefits from the Water Shield ability when
damaged.
Cost:
2500,
5,
5,
5.
Requires: Town Rank 2.
Special: You’ll be unable to build Pagoda of the Great Challenger in this town.
Pagoda of the Master Duellist
Visiting heroes benefit from a +10 increase in Initiative, +10% Might Damage and Magic Damage
for the next battle.
Cost:
5000,
5,
5,
10.
Requires: Town Rank 3.
Special: You’ll be unable to build Shrine of the Celestial Waters in this town.
Shrine of the Celestial Waters
For one week Water and Air magic effectiveness is increased by 15% for the Player.
Cooldown: 1 week.
Cost:
5000,
5,
5,
10.
Requires: Town Rank 3.
Special: You’ll be unable to build Pagoda of the Master Duellist in this town.

Tear of Asha
Shalassa’s Frozen Breath
Provides 5000 gold/day and increases all creature production by 50%.
All “Chilled” effects inflicted by friendly heroes and creatures have a 50% chance to be upgraded
to the “Frozen” effect (-20% Fire Resistance, Movement reduced to 0).
Cost:
15000,
20,
20,
20.
Requires: Town Rank 4, Tear of Asha.
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Standard Buildings
Village Hall
Allows you to purchase Rank 1 town buildings and increases your kingdom’s daily income by 500
gold.
Cost:
1000.

Town Hall
Allows you to purchase Rank 2 town buildings and increases your kingdom’s daily income by 1000
gold.
Cost:
2000,
2,
2.
Requires: Town Rank 1.

City Hall
Allows you to purchase Rank 3 town buildings and increases your kingdom’s daily income by 2000
gold.
Cost:
5000,
5,
5.
Requires: Town Rank 2.

Capitol
Increases your kingdom’s daily income by 4000 gold.
You can only have 1 Capitol in your kingdom.
Cost:
10000,
10,
10.
Requires: Town Rank 3.

Basic Fortification
Erects defensive walls around the town. Also increases creature growth by 1.
Cost:
2000,
5,
5.
Requires: Town Rank 1.

Advanced Fortification
A spiked trench and a keep are added to your town’s defenses. Any creature entering the trench is
dealt 120 damage (Might).
Creature production is increased by 1.
Cost:
5000,
10,
10.
Requires: Town Rank 2, Basic Fortification.
Superior Fortification
Adds 2 arrow towers, fortifies your town’s defenses. Also increases creature growth by 1.
Cost:
10000,
20,
20.
Requires: Town Rank 3, Advanced Fortification.

Hall of Heroes
Heroes can be hired here for a fee.
Cost:
2000.
Requires: Town Rank 1.
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Marketplace
A place for trading and exchanging resources.
Also produces 500 gold/day.
Cost:
2000,
2,
2.
Requires: Town Rank 1.

Advanced Marketplace
Artifacts can be bought and sold and special offers are available every week.
Cost:
5000,
5,
5,
5.
Requires: Town Rank 2, Marketplace.

Basic Town Portal
Your heroes can teleport from this town to any other town you control.
Cost:
2500,
5,
5,
5.
Requires: Town Rank 2.

Advanced Town Portal
Allows your heroes to teleport back to this town.
Cost:
5000,
5,
10.
Requires: Town Rank 3, Basic Town Portal.

Dwellings
War Tent
Allows you to recruit Maulers.
Cost:
1000,
4.
Requires: Town Rank 1.

War Pavilion
Allows you to recruit Crushers.
Crusher / Mauler weekly production is increased by 3.
Cost:
1500,
3,
5,
3.
Requires: Town Rank 1, War Tent.

Goblin Slums
Allow you to recruit Goblins.
Cost:
2000,
4,
6.
Requires: Town Rank 1.

Goblin Shacks
Allow you to recruit Goblin Hunters.
Goblin Hunter / Goblin weekly production is increased by 3.
Cost:
1750,
2,
2,
2.
Requires: Town Rank 1, Goblin Slums.
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Harpy Nest
Allows you to recruit Harpies.
Cost:
2500,
3,
6.
Requires: Town Rank 1.

Harpy Colony
Allows you to recruit Furies.
Fury / Harpy weekly production is increased by 3.
Cost:
2500,
4,
3.
Requires: Town Rank 1, Harpy Nest.

Dream Lodge
Allows you to recruit Dreamwalkers.
Cost:
3000,
12,
5.
Requires: Town Rank 1.

Vision Lodge
Allows you to recruit Dreamreavers.
Dreamreaver / Dreamwalker weekly production is increased by 2.
Cost:
3500,
7,
5,
8.
Requires: Town Rank 1, Dream Lodge.

Centaur Camp
Allows you to recruit Centaurs.
Cost:
6000,
8,
8.
Requires: Town Rank 2.

Centaur Outpost
Allows you to recruit Centaur Marauders.
Centaur Marauder / Centaur weekly production is increased by 1.
Cost:
4000,
10,
7.
Requires: Town Rank 2, Centaur Camp.

Hut of Rage
Allows you to recruit Jaguar Warriors.
Cost:
4500,
7,
10,
5.
Requires: Town Rank 2.

Chamber of Rage
Allows you to recruit Panther Warriors.
Panther Warrior / Jaguar Warrior weekly production is increased by 2.
Cost:
3500,
5,
5,
7.
Requires: Town Rank 2, Hut of Rage.

Cyclops Mound
Allows you to recruit Cyclops.
Cost:
17500,
30,
15,
Requires: Town Rank 3.

15.
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Cyclops Hill
Allows you to recruit Enraged Cyclops.
Enraged Cyclops / Cyclops weekly production is increased by 1.
Cost:
12500,
10,
25,
25.
Requires: Town Rank 3, Cyclops Mound.

Unique Buildings
Totem of Broken Skulls
Stronghold creatures fighting in the town’s Area of Control start combat with the gauge of their
Bloodrage faction ability filled up to Rank 1.
The effect is increased by 50% in siege combat.
Cost:
2500,
5,
5,
5.
Requires: Town Rank 2.
Special: You’ll be unable to build Hall of Raiders in this town.
Hall of Raiders
Each time a combat is won, the victorious hero is awarded 250 extra gold.
Cost:
2500,
5,
5,
5.
Requires: Town Rank 2.
Special: You’ll be unable to build Totem of Broken Skulls in this town.

Wallbreaker
All friendly creatures deal 1 more structural damage on enemy town walls.
Cost:
5000,
5,
5,
10.
Requires: Town Rank 3.
Special: You’ll be unable to build Warpath Lodge in this town.

Warpath Lodge
Visiting heroes benefit from a +3 Land Movement increase after each combat.
The effect lasts until the end of the week. (+3 after 1, +2 after 2 and +1 after each further
building).
Cost:
5000,
5,
5,
10.
Requires: Town Rank 3.
Special: You’ll be unable to build Wallbreaker in this town.

Tear of Asha
Father Sky’s Furor
Provides 5000 gold/day and increases all creature production by 50%.
All Stronghold creatures gain the benefit of the Rank 2 Bloodrage faction ability at the start of
each combat.
Cost:
15000,
20,
20,
20.
Requires: Town Rank 4, Tear of Asha.
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Map Locations
Adventure Map Locations
The lands of Ashan are full of
mysterious places, from ancient shrines to
eerie ruins. A Hero can visit these place to
improve his attributes and hone his skills.

Blind Maiden
Raises Hero’s Destiny by 5 for
the next Combat. Can be visited
once before a Combat.

Angelic Shrine
Gives 5 Magic Power and 5
Morale for one week. Can be
visited once per week.

Blind Maiden on Sea
Raises Hero’s Destiny by 5 for
the next Combat. Can be visited
once before a Combat.

Arcane Library
Adds +1-3 Magic Power OR +1-3
Magic Defense (player choice).
Bonus is based on the visiting
Hero’s level.
1-10: +1, 11-20: +2, 21-30: +3.
Can be visited once per Hero.

Centaur Statue
Gives +5 Movement and +10%
ranged damage for one week.
Can be visited once per week.

Arena
Visiting Hero have to defeat the
army in the arena.
The fight is only a training, so
creatures lost during the fight
returns back to the hero’s army
after the Combat.
Adds +2 Might Power OR +2
Might Defense (player choice).
Can be visited once with every
Hero.

Crematorium
The area around the
Crematorium will be hidden for
enemy players.

Armorsmith
Adds +1 Might Defense to
visiting Hero. Can be visited
once per Hero.

Crystal of Power
Adds +1 Magic Power to visiting
Hero. Can be visited once per
Hero.

Crystal of Revelation
Adds +1 Magic Defense to
visiting Hero. Can be visited
once per Hero.

Artifact Merchant
Visiting Heroes can buy and sell
artifacts here.
Demonic Shrine
Gives 5 Might Power and 5
Destiny for one week. Can be
visited once per week.
Beacon
Increases morale for the next
battle. Can be visited once
before a Combat.
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Dragon Nexus
Doubles visiting Hero’s base
Mana once per week. Can be
visited once per week.

Shipyard
A visiting hero can purchase
ships here. The cost is 2500
Gold and 10 Wood per ship.

Dragon Vein
Fully replenishes visiting Hero’s
Mana. Can be visited once per
week.

Shrine of Chivalry
Gives +1 combat Movement
and 5 Morale for one week. Can
be visited once per week.

Griffin Statue
Flyers receives 20% extra health
for one week. Can be visited
once per week.

Shrine of the Frozen Pearl
Gives +10 Initiative for one
week. Can be visited once per
week.

Hellforge
Gives 5 Magic Power and 5
Might Power for one week. Can
be visited once per week.

Shrine of the Seventh Dragon
The Shrine can level up the Hero
for a fee. It costs 11000 Gold
and 7 Crystal to level up. Can be
visited once per hero.

Lighthouse
Raises Movement Points of all
sailing Heroes of the player who
controls it.

Sigil of Arkath
Gives 5 Magic Defense and 5
Might Defense for one week.
Can be visited once per week.

Mother Earth Shrine
Improves the Health of all
Creatures in Hero’s army by
+10% for next Combat. Can be
visited once before a Combat.

Signpost
Visiting it pops up a specific
text.

Observatory
Observatory can reveal the
surrounding area for free.

Soul Harvester
Gives 10 Magic Power for one
week. Can be visited once per
week.

Rally Flag
Raises Leadership by 5 and
Destiny by 5 for the next
Combat and grants some extra
Movement Points. Can be
visited once before a Combat.

Spirit Gate – One Way Entrance
The Hero visiting the entrance
will be transported to the exit
building.
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Spirit Gate – One Way Exit
Exit of a one way Monolith.

Spirit Gate – Two Way
Transports visiting Hero to
another Two Way Spirit Gate.

Stables
Increases visiting Hero’s
Movement Points by 5 till the
end of the week. Can be visited
once per week per hero.

Stone of Enlightenment
Adds 2500 experince to visiting
Hero. Can be visited once per
Hero.

Subterranean Gate (Entrance)
A hero entering this gate will
descend to the subterran level.

Subterranean Gate (Exit)
A hero climbing these stairs will
exit on the surface level.

Weaponsmith
Adds +1 Might Power to visiting
Hero. Can be visited once per
Hero.

Whirpool One Way Entrance
The Hero visiting the entrance
will be transported to the exit
whirpool.

Whirpool One Way Exit
Exit of a one way Whirpool.

Battle Sites
Some places are guarded by enemy
creatures, and the Hero will have to defeat
them to claim their treasures and secrets.
Barbarian Camp
A camp of marauding Orcs. If
they are this numerous, they
must be guarding something of
value.

Hellgate
A small army of Demons guards
a gate to Sheogh. They are also
doubtless guarding the plunder
that they have taken.

Pyramid
A Necromancer army is
protecting one of their holy
sites. Where there are holy
sites, there are usually precious
relics

Ruins
The secret place where enemies
conceal their loot. These bloody
treasures must be guarded well
so be ready to fight the guards.

Dwellings
Not all creatures live safely inside the
walls of a City, and the Hero will find neutral
Dwellings during his travels. After taking
control of the Area in which the Dwelling is
located, the creatures of that Dwelling will be
included in the recruits available in the
kingdom, week after week. If a Dwelling is
located near a Fort, the creatures can also be
recruited directly in this Fort.
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Barracks
Increases weekly growth of
Core Haven Creatures.

Tomb
Increases weekly growth of
Core Necropolis Creature.

Keep
Increases weekly growth of
Elite Haven Creatures.

Crypt
Increases weekly growth of
Elite Necropolis Creatures.

Temple of Heavens
Increases weekly growth of
Champion Haven Creature.

Mausoleum of Death
Increases weekly growth of
Champion Necropolis Creature.

Haven Fort
???

Necropolis Fort
???

Scorching Pools
Increases weekly growth of
Core Inferno Creatures.

Coral Cavern
Increases weekly growth of
Core Sanctuary Creatures.

Infernal Chambers
Increases weekly growth of
Elite Inferno Creatures.

Coral Altar
Increases weekly growth of
Elite Sanctuary Creatures.

Chambers of Voracity
Increases weekly growth of
Champion Inferno Creature.

Altar of Serpents
Increases weekly growth of
Champion Sanctuary Creature.

Inferno Fort
???

Sanctuary Fort
???
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Altar of Minions
Increases weekly growth of
Core Stronghold Creatures.

Gold Mine
Provides 500 gold per day.

Altar of Masters
Increases weekly growth of
Elite Stronghold Creatures.

Ore Pit
Provides 2 ore per day.

Cyclops Chamber
Increases weekly growth of
Champion Stronghold Creature.

Sawmill
Provides 2 wood per day.

Stronghold Fort
???

Mines
Wood, Gold, Ore and Crystal – these
four resources are the sinews of war. To build
cities and recruit armies, the Heroes will
need to seize control of the Mines that
produce them. The presence of a Mine in an
Area of Control means this region will be
vigorously disputed...
Collapsed Crystal Mine
You can descend into the
excavation tunnels.

Crystal Cavern
Provides 1 Blood Crystal per
day.

Unique Buildings
Every faction has the opportunity to
build specific buildings only available in their
own cities. There are four different Unique
Buildings per faction, but only two can be
built in any city. Choose wisely, for the
Unique Buildings also appear on the
Adventure Map, which means that your
enemies might guess your strategy.
According to rumour, neutral versions of the
Unique Buildings can also be discovered in
remote regions. Controlling them may give a
Hero an edge over his adversaries.
Altar of Destruction
Firestorm damages the enemy
units in the next battle. Can be
visited once per week.

Chaos Portal
Transports the visiting Hero to
the town controling the area.
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Choral of Believers
Raises Leadership and Magic
Power by 5 for the next
Combat. Can be visited once
before a Combat.

Time Control
Visiting hero’s Movement
points decrease 20% slower and
in the next Combat enemy
creatures suffers -10 initiative
debuff. Can be visited once per
week.

Hall of Raiders
Gives the owner bonus gold
after each combat. Each
building increases the gold
bonus.

Wake of Chaos
In the next battle a stack of
Abyssal worms appear. This
stack controlled by AI and
randomly swallows a small
enemy stack and begins to
digest it. Enemy can kill this
worm to rescue the swallowed
stack. Can be visited once per
hero.

Meditation Temple
Raises Initiative by 10 and Might
Power by 5 for the next
Combat. Can be visited once
before a Combat.

Shrine of Elemental Water
Friendly creatures receive a
water shield when damaged in
the Next Combat.

Statue of Revelation
Reveals the target area. Can be
used once per hero.

Warpath Lodge
After each combat the hero
receives bonus Movement (+3
after 1, +2 after 2 and +1 after
each further building)

Wasting Grounds
All enemy living creatures in the
next battle suffer -10% Might
Damage and Health debuff. Can
be visited once before a
Combat.
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Weeks
Adventuring
Week of Courage
Experience gained from battles increased by 15%.

Week of Gentle Winds
Sea Movement of all heroes increased by 25%.

Week of Cowardice
Experience gained from battles reduced by 15%.

Week of Meditation
Mana Regeneration rate doubled.

Week of Diplomacy
All neutral Creatures that usually join for money will
join for free.

Week of Trade
Prices for Artifacts reduced by 25%.
Resource exchange rates are 25% more favorable.

Creature Growth
Week of Conjunction
+25% growth for all Creatures.
+25% income of all resources from Mines and Towns.

Week of Life
+25% growth for all Creatures.

Week of Conscription
+25% growth for all Core Creatures.

Week of Plague
Only one third of growth for all Creatures.

Week of Disease
Only half of growth for all Creatures.

Week of Recruitment
+25% growth for all Champion Creatures.

Week of Enlistment
+25% growth for all Elite Creatures.

Week of Training
+25% increased growth for all Core Creatures.

Week of Fever
Only two thirds of growth for all Creatures.

Combat Effects
Week of Balance
25% of Morale and Luck negated during combat.

Week of Might
Efficiency of Might abilities and damage increased by
25% during combat.

Week of Bloodletting
Efficiency of Blood abilities increased by 10% during
combat.

Week of Might & Magic
Non-magic damage increased by 10% and spell cost
reduced by 25% during combat.

Week of Burning Sea
Efficiency of Fire and Water abilities increased by 15%
during combat.

Week of Sandstorm
Efficiency of Earth and Air abilities increased by 15%
during combat.

Week of Conflux
Efficiency of Magic abilities and damage increased by
10% during combat.

Week of Spirits
The Initiative, Morale, Luck, Might and Magic Defense
of Spirit Creatures are increased by 10 during combat.

Week of Constructs
The Initiative, Morale, Luck, Might and Magic Defense
of Construct Creatures are increased by 10 during
combat.

Week of Temperance
Efficiency of Tears abilities increased by 10% during
combat.

Week of Hope
During combat Morale and Luck for all Creatures
increased by 5.

Week of the Living
The Initiative, Morale, Luck, Might and Magic Defense
of Living Creatures are increased by 10 during combat.

Week of Magic
All spell costs reduced by 25% (both adventure map
and combat spells).

Week of Twilight
Efficiency of Dark and Light abilities increased by 15%
during combat.

Week of Mana Storm
All spell costs increased by 25% (both adventure map
and combat spells).
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Resources Production
Week of Alchemy
Double Blood Crystal income.

Week of Gold Rush
Double Gold income from all sources.

Week of Festivals
A week where people are celebrating rather than
working. All resource income is halved.

Week of Harvest
Double Ore and Wood income.

Weeks of Nothing
Week of Hotness
A week when young Dwarves throw themselves naked
on hot coals to impress the ladies.

Week of the Owl
The week of the final exams of the Seven Cities’
Apprentice Wizards.

Week of Sulfur
The week when sulfur production doubles –
unfortunately the people of Ashan haven’t found a use
for this resource yet.

Week of the Petalfly
A week when strange events happen in far corners of
Ashan.

Week of the Ancients
A week where strange lights can be spotted in Ashan’s
night sky.

Week of the Raving Rabbids
Weekly Hamster and Berserk Combat Hamster
production doubles.

Week of the Bard
A week when tears fall from Heaven and blood from
your ears.

Week of the Silver Swan
A week when a beautiful ballet is organized at the Holy
Emperor’s Court.

Week of the Beaver
Not a good week to be a tree.

Week of the Sun Deer
Not a good week to be a Moon Doe.

Week of the Froth Snake
A week when it impossible to have a quiet lakeside
fishing session.

Week of the Toad
A week when fair maidens kiss frogs in hope to be
married within the year.
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Bosses

Bosses
Coming soon.
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Conflux
Conflux is a online system, which rewards players, who choose to play while connected
with their UPlay accounts. Though the game is fully playable offline, Conflux provides an
opportunity to access extra features extending game experience.
Conflux features are only available when playing online, and they include:
Dynasty: personal customizable Heroes, powerful dynasty weapons and traits. The
Altar of Wishes is used to unlock these dynasty bonuses;
Achievements: they now exist not only to compare your progress in the game with
friends but also to earn Dynasty Seals – “currency” to “buy” dynasty bonuses;
Community: direct access to several services while playing (Facebook, Skype, etc.)

Dynasty Ranks and Levels
Your dynasty grows in level while you play the game and your Heroes gain experience.
Here is a reference table for your dynasty levels:
Level Experience Level Experience Level Experience Level Experience
1
0
11 1 370 000
21 3 535 000
31 6 890 000
2
100 000
12 1 525 000
22 3 750 000
32 7 175 000
3
205 000
13 1 685 000
23 3 970 000
33 7 465 000
4
315 000
14 1 850 000
24 4 195 000
34 7 760 000
5
430 000
15 2 020 000
25 4 425 000
35 8 060 000
6
550 000
16 2 195 000
26 4 660 000
36 8 365 000
7
675 000
17 2 375 000
27 4 900 000
37 8 675 000
8
805 000
18 2 560 000
28 5 145 000
38 8 990 000
9
940 000
19 2 750 000
29 5 395 000
39 9 310 000
10 1 220 000
20 3 325 000
30 6 610 000
40 10 000 000
The dynasty also has a “rank” from Iron (lowest) to Platinum (highest):
Level
1
10
20
30
40

Rank
Iron
Bronze
Silver
Gold
Platinum

All dynasty bonuses at Altar of Wishes have a requirement of certain dynasty rank to buy
them.
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Dynasty Traits
Traits are starting bonuses which player can select in campaign, single or multiplayer
games.
Number of traits that can be selected for the map could be increased by buying new
“Trait Slots” at Misc tab in Altar of Wishes:
Trait Slot 2
Unlocks the second trait slot.
Cost:
3000.
Available at rank: Bronze.

Trait Slot 3
Unlocks the third trait slot.
Cost:
4000.
Available at rank: Silver.

All players have three traits for free. Seven traits are provided immediately upon unlocking
respective achievements. All the other traits should be purchased for “Seals”.

Free
Gambler
The Hero is awarded a Tarot Deck
at the start of the map.
Cost:
0.
Special: Free

Heritage
The Hero starts the game with an
extra 2500 Gold.
Cost:
0.
Special: Free.

Supply Waggon
The Hero starts the game with an
extra 5 Wood and 5 Ore.
Cost:
0.
Special: Free.

Iron Rank
Acclaimed Leader
Each battle won without losses
increases Morale in the Hero’s
army by 5 for the next combat.
Cost:
100.
Available at rank: Iron.
Artifact Finder
Picking up any Artifact on the
Adventure Map increases Luck by
15 in the Main Hero’s army until
the next Combat.
Cost:
100.
Available at rank: Iron.

Demographist I
The production of Core creatures
in the Hero’s kingdom is increased
by 3 per week.
Cost:
60.
Available at rank: Iron.
Estates
Provides 200 Gold per day.
Cost:
60.
Available at rank: Iron.

Master of Artillery
Increases the damage of
fortification towers by 10%.
Cost:
100.
Available at rank: Iron.

Wanderlust
Whenever the Main Hero starts
their turn in a Town, their
Movement points are increased by
6.
Cost:
60.
Available at rank: Iron.

Bronze Rank
Aggressor
The Hero’s Might Power is
increased by 3.
Cost:
200.
Available at rank: Bronze.
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Architect
Ore cost for all town buildings is
reduced by 1.
Cost:
100.
Available at rank: Bronze.

Wise
All experience gained by the Hero
is increased by 15%.
Cost:
400.
Available at rank: Bronze.

Burning Spirit
The Hero’s Magic Power is
increased by 3.
Cost:
200.
Available at rank: Bronze.

Silver Rank

Carpenter
Wood cost for all town buildings is
reduced by 1.
Cost:
100.
Available at rank: Bronze.

Entrenched
Your starting town(s) comes with a
Basic Fort already built.
Cost:
300.
Available at rank: Bronze.

Explorer
The Hero’s Land and Sea
Movement is increased by 3.
Cost:
200.
Available at rank: Bronze.

Golden Flair
Reveals all the Gold Mines and
Crystal Mines on the Map.
Cost:
400.
Available at rank: Bronze.

Serene Spirit
The Hero’s Magic Defense is
increased by 3.
Cost:
200.
Available at rank: Bronze.

Suzerain
The first generic Hero recruited in
a game costs 0 Gold.
Cost:
300.
Available at rank: Bronze.

Warden
The Hero’s Might Defense is
increased by 3.
Cost:
200.
Available at rank: Bronze.

Admiral
The cost for buying boats at
Shipyards is reduced by 50%.
Cost:
400.
Available at rank: Silver.

Demographist II
The production of Elite creatures
in the Hero’s kingdom is increased
by 1 per week.
Cost:
600.
Available at rank: Silver.
Master of Blessings
Your Hero’s buffing abilities are 5%
more efficient.
Cost:
400.
Available at rank: Silver.

Master of Curses
Your Hero’s debuffing abilities are
5% more efficient.
Cost:
400.
Available at rank: Silver.

Quick Minded
The Hero’s instant abilities are 5%
more efficient.
Cost:
400.
Available at rank: Silver.

Siege Master
Increases the damage of catapults
controlled by the Hero by 1.
Cost:
400.
Available at rank: Silver.

Gold Rank
Escapist
Decreases creature loss caused by
retreating by 50%.
Cost:
600.
Available at rank: Gold.
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Hunter
Instantly restores 50% of the
Hero’s already spent movement
points each time he discovers an
enemy Hero while revealing the
fog of war. May trigger once per
day.
Cost:
1200.
Available at rank: Gold.
Merchant
Cost of buying Wood, Ore or Blood
Crystal in the Marketplace is
reduced.
Cost:
800.
Available at rank: Gold.
Perfectionist
Blood Crystal cost for building
creature dwellings is reduced by 1.
Cost:
800.
Available at rank: Gold.

Platinum Rank
Demographist III
The production of Champion
creatures in the Hero’s kingdom is
increased by 1.
Cost:
1600.
Available at rank: Platinum.
Fanatic
Friendly Heroes are awarded 150
points of their respective racial
gauge at the start of each combat.
Cost:
2000.
Available at rank: Platinum.
Planeswalker
Using town portals consumes only
50% of the Hero’s movement
points.
Cost:
2400.
Available at rank: Platinum.

Chosen of Urgash
Increases the Destiny of the Hero
by 4. Only selectable by Inferno
Heroes.
Cost:
0.
Special: Reward for “Can Stand
the Heat” achievement.
Grim Reaper
Morale of enemy creature stacks is
decreased by 4 when fighting
against the Avatar’s army. Only
selectable by Necropolis Avatars.
Cost:
0.
Special: Reward for “Back in
Black” achievement.
Mystic
The Hero’s Mana regeneration on
the Adventure Map is increased by
3% of his Maximum Mana each
turn.
Cost:
600.
Special: GametoWeb.
Voice of Elrath
Increases the Leadership of the
Hero by 4. Only selectable by
Haven Heroes.
Cost:
0.
Special: Reward for “Bad Heir
Day” achievement.
Unyielding
Increases Might Attack and Might
Defense of the Hero by 2. Only
selectable by Sanctuary Heroes.
Cost:
0.
Special: Reward for “Vengeance
Is Mine” achievement.

Rewards for Achievements
Attuned
Dynasty Weapons used by the
Hero gain 10% more experience.
Cost:
1400.
Special: GametoWeb.

Barbarian Hero
Increases Might Attack and Magic
Defense of the Hero by 2. Only
selectable by Stronghold Heroes.
Cost:
0.
Special: Reward for
“Wormchopper” achievement.
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Dynasty Weapon

Dynasty weapons are special artifacts for Main hand. As the other Conflux specialitets,
they are available only during the online play.
Dyansty weapons accumulate experience together with the Hero, who wields it and
advance up to 5th level. Every level brings additional boni or allows hero to use additional abilities.
Table of experience, required for level-ups of Dynasty weapons:
Level Experience
1
0
2
100 000
3
300 000
4
600 000
5
1 000 000
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Angelic Alliance
Dynasty – Main hand
1: +3 Might Power
2: +3 Magic Power
3: Celestial Armor – All friendly creatures benefit from Celestial Armor at the start of the combat.
4: Resurrection – Resurrects target friendly stack with up to 1600 hit points. Only dead bodies can
be targeted. (Charges: 1)
5: Improved Resurrection – Resurrection also increases Damage of resurrected stack by 20% for 2
turns.
Requires: Might Affinity
Description: The legendary sword known as the Angelic Alliance has been Michael’s treasured possession since the dark days of the Elder Wars.
This great rapier, designed for aerial battles, has spilt many a Faceless’ blood. Imbued with the purest light from the heavens, it’s also a tool of
healing and resurrection.
This incredible weapon was the fruit of the labor of three great Angel blacksmiths. A fierce rivalry stoked them, and each competed to create finer
artifacts than the other two. When the Faceless destroyed the Angelic city of Aurarius, killing thousands of Angels, the three blacksmiths decided
the time for petty rivalry was past. They united their tremendous skills to forge the most wonderful sword ever seen on the surface of Ashan, a
blade that would be radiant like a ray of the sun, piercing and destroying any darkness in its path. They named it the Angelic Alliance and entrusted
it to the one who would lead their armies to battle.

Arachne
Dynasty – Main hand
1: +3 Might Power
2: Slow – Decreases Initiative of all enemy stacks by 5(+stats).
3: Sadness – Decreases Morale of enemy creatures by 5.
4: Drain Life – Attacks of all friendly stacks drain the lifeforce of living targets. Restores their
Health by 15% of the damage dealt.
5: Spiders Web – Reduces Movement of enemy creatures in target 3x3 area by 2. Lasts 0 turns.
(Charges: 1)
Requires: Might Affinity
Description: The famous Necromancer Aguirre had been interested in the mysterious Namtarus for a long time. After locating a dozen of them in
a large cavern near the city of Nar-Ishkun, he observed as the silent, spider-like creatures started building their nest. He soon realized that what he
had believed to be a mere giant web was in fact something infinitely more complex and fascinating. The Namtarus were actually building some sort
of sundial complete with a long style made of chitin and moonsilk. Except, of course, it was not the sun that was casting the shadows on the dial,
but the dark energy produced by the Namtarus themselves. What this organic clock was measuring was unknown to Aguirre, but he started to
suspect the Namtarus were a sort of hive-mind – which meant there was probably a “queen” somewhere. This was the first event that began his
life-long obsession with the mythical Mother Namtaru.
Unfortunately, the sundial was eventually destroyed when a rival wizard found the cave of the Namtarus and led a troop of mageswords to
exterminate the abominations. The only thing Aguirre could salvage was the style, which later became used as a sword by the Necromancers.

Assassin’s Blade
Dynasty – Main hand
1: Deadly Poison – Targets of the hero’s attacks are tainted with poison. Poisoned target becomes
immune to healing effects and receives 10(+stats, +level) damage (Earth) per turn.
Lasts for 2 turns.
2: +5 Initiative
3: Shadowstrike – Target friendly walker creature becomes incorporeal for 2 turns and can move
through stacks, walls and obstacles. Also reduces damage (Might) dealt to the target by 30%.
Ghosts and Spectres are not affected. (Charges: 1)
4: +5 Destiny
5: Improved Shadowstrike – The first attack of the creature benefitting from Shadowstrike also
inflicts poison on its target. Deals 10(+stats, +num) damage (Earth) per turn. Lasts for 2 turns.
Requires: Might Affinity
Description: In 528 YSD, Arniel the High Elven King proclaimed himself the unique hereditary monarch and withdrew all prerogatives from local
kings. Queen Thuidana chose to secede instead. Taking advantage of the situation, the humans of the Holy Falcon Empire invaded the lands of
Thuidana who sought aid from the self-proclaimed High King. Arniel refused. In order to save her own, Thuidana turned towards the Faceless and
Malassa in desperation. They were willing to help under the condition that her people vow allegiance to the Dragon of Darkness.
In 548 YSD, the Peace of the New Spring marks the independence of the Kingdom of Dark Elves. The Assassin’s Blade is among the most precious
gifts offered by the Faceless. They sacrificed two amongst themselves to bind their essence into the blade and give birth to this sword.
The two souls form the power of the sword: a blade for learning and a blade for killing. Master of Forbidden Lore, the Faceless gave birth to a
veritable living sword that keeps a memory of each combat, each victim and each deathly exchange of steel. The nature of the sword itself
convinced Thuidana to loan the sword regularly to her assassins so that they might enrich its knowledge constantly. The best amongst them passed
the sword between them, year after year, in order to increase its knowledge and transform it into a superior artifact.
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Blade of Binding
Dynasty – Main hand
1: Magic Damage – Increases Damage (Magic) of friendly creatures by 6%.
2: +3 Destiny
3: Summon Juggernaut – Summons 22 Ravagers. (Charges: 1)
4: +5 Magic Power
5: Summon Power – Increases efficiency of summoning abilities by 20%.
Requires: Might Affinity
Description: When Sarah descended into Sheogh, she approached Urgash, in the form of a powerful Avatar that was lamed during the Mythic Age
wars.
Animated by a spasm of malevolence, the Dragon of Chaos clawed her deeply through the heart, but was suddenly overwhelmed by the pure magic
of order and sacrifice. Sarah was consumed by chaotic magic and was transformed into something neither Angel nor Demon. Her wings turned
ashen and her body started glowing like embers. The laws of time were transcended and the eclipse that was predicted not to occur for several
years, suddenly appeared.
As the first hordes of demons began to teleport through gates into the lands of Ashan, Sarah traveled around Sheogh to find a place where she
could forge a sword with the claw of Urgash that had fallen from his body. Thus the infamous Blade of Binding was created, that would allow its
wielder to control the minds of demons.

Dragon Flame Tongue
Dynasty – Main hand
1: +3 Leadership
2: Misfortune – Decreases Luck of enemy creatures by 3.
3: +5 Might Power
4: Consecration – Heals all friendly creatures for 5% of their initial Health and all enemy stacks are
dealt damage (Fire) worth 5% of their initial Health. (Charges: 1)
5: Improved Consecration – Enemy creatures affected by Consecration are forced to wait in the
current turn.
Requires: Might Affinity
Description: In 104 YSD, the Dragon Knights became a secret order and founded the Hidden Houses. Dedicated to the preservation of the teaching
of the Seventh Dragon, each of these fortresses is home to a chapter of the order, under the guidance of a unique Commander that consecrates
those who are capable of transforming themselves into a dragon.
Each Hidden House disposes, in theory, of its own Sword of Consecration. But there is one, more powerful than all the others, that Sar Badon
himself wielded. Since the foundation of the first Hidden House, the sword incarnates two principles that form the precepts of the Dragon Knights:
the ultimate duty to master the transformation into a dragon and the submission to authority.
Two centuries later, in 330 YSD, Salienor was the Commander of the Hidden House founded by Sar Badon. Like most of the Dragon Knights, she
abandoned her retreat in order to come to the aid of the Alliance against the demonic invasion of the First Eclipse. Salienor died in combat and the
sword was lost. Later found by common men, the sword passed from end to end and was wielded by the greatest warriors of the various races
populating Ashan. The sacred sword became known as the Dragon Flame Tongue, a nickname she still bears to this day.

Edge of Chaos
Dynasty – Main hand
1: Eternal Luck – Friendly creatures are immune to all kinds of effects that would reduce their
Luck.
2: +3 Might Power
3: Light Protection – Reduces damage (Light) dealt to friendly creatures by 40%.
4: +5 Destiny
5: Wheel of Fortune – Increases Luck of friendly creatures by 10. Decreases Luck of enemy
creatures by 10. Lasts 3 turns. (Charges: 1)
Requires: Might Affinity
Description: The story of this blade is linked to the life of a Human thief known as Tobias the Trickster. Tobias’s mother died in labour, and Tobias
was born a hunchback with only one working eye. The priest of Elrath who witnessed the birth called the child unholy, saying these deformities
could only be the mark of Urgash. Mad from the pain caused by the death of his beloved and scared by the boy’s monstrous appearance, his father
took the child to the darkestPart of the nearby forest to kill him. As he was about to strike with his knife, an arrow pierced his back, killing him cold.
The arrow had been shot by a poacher which had been hunting a stag. What a stroke of luck!
And it didn’t end there. The poacher raised him as his son, and Tobias became a skilled thief. Despite his stooped, crooked demeanour drawing the
eye, somehow Tobias never got caught. As time went by, he became more and more reckless. He started worshipping the Dragon of Chaos,
believing his luck was a gift from Urgash himself.
After his death from old age, he was reborn in Sheogh as an Incubus. His luck ran dry the day he disputed the title of Champion of Urgash with the
Arch-Demon Nebiros. Nebiros dismembered Tobias, keeping only his eye, still alive and bleeding, to put on a sword. This “edge of chaos” would
make its bearer lucky indeed.
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Iron Feather
Dynasty – Main hand
1: +3 Might Defense
2: Shining Feathers – Positive effects on friendly creatures cannot be dispelled.
3: +5 Might Power
4: Iron Feather – Increases Might Defense by 20% for all flyer creatures.
5: Burning Light – 30% of the damage dealt by target enemy creature is returned itself. Lasts 3
turns. (Charges: 1)
Requires: Might Affinity
Description: Shortly before his death, the free-spirited Duke Ishtvan of Griffin became increasingly defiant towards the Angels. When they offered
him a sword – the Blade of Revelation, more commonly known as the Sword of the Griffin – he hung it on his trophy wall and refused to touch it
again. Instead, he asked the best blacksmiths of the Duchy to fashion him a new sword. The Iron Feather is the very symbol of the duality of the
Griffin Duchy. The blade itself was forged in a shrine dedicated to Ylath, the Dragon-God of Air, while the hilt was crafted in the name of Elrath, the
Dragon of Light. The result is an incredibly light sword despite its impressive size. Ishtvan never wielded the sword in battle as he was murdered
shortly after it was completed. Since his heirs were more respectful of imperial authority and preferred to use the Sword of the Griffin, Iron Feather
was given instead to the cadet children of the family. Even if the blade has served the Empire without fault through the centuries, it remains a
symbol of Griffin defiance.

Malathua’s Cleaver
Dynasty – Main hand
1: +3 Might Defense
2: Iron Will – Friendly creatures are immune to effects reducing Damage (Might) or Might
Defense.
3: +5 Might Power
4: Wrath of the Orcs – Target friendly stack may attack a second time for 2 turns. (Charges: 1)
5: Improved Wrath of the Orcs – Wrath of the Orcs also grants unlimited retaliation to its target.
Requires: Might Affinity
Description: The Orcs were created in 330 YSD to fight the demon invasion. Yet, despite their help, they were enslaved by the Wizards. In 467 YSD,
the Orcs decided they had had enough. In Shahibdiya, the great chieftain Malathua started the revolt. Malathua declared that henceforth, the orcs
would have nothing to do with the dragons. They would neither worship nor serve.
Malathua led a group of rebels inside the Wizards’ laboratories, and found cells containing aberrations – failed specimens still being used for cruel
experiments by the Wizards. Enraged by the discovery, Malathua freed his “brothers” and unleashed them in the city, adding a whole new degree
of horror to the revolt. This terrible night still haunts the Wizards, earning Shahibdiya her nickname – “the city where magic never sleeps”.
By dawn, The Wizards and their elite Mageswords had regained control of the city and exterminated the insurgents. Malathua himself died, still
grasping his bloody cleaver in his hand. But his death wasn’t in vain – many Orcs escaped to the wilderness, and soon the revolt would spread to the
rest of the Seven Cities. Years later, Malathua’s son, Kunyak, would continue the fight for freedom.

Perfect Silksword
Dynasty – Main hand
1: +3 Destiny
2: Weak points – Decreases Might Defense of enemy creatures by 6%.
3: Razor Blade – The damage of critical hits is increased for the hero’s army by 20%.
4: +5 Might Defense
5: Perfect Blade – Increases Damage by 15% and Luck by 5 for target friendly creature. Lasts for 3
turns. (Charges: 1)
Requires: Might Affinity
Description: At the end of the Mythic Age, Shalassa, Dragon of Water, left the material realm of Ashan as did her brothers and sisters. In
abandoning her physical form, Shalassa performed an elemental mutation and shed the sacred water that made up her body. The Elemental Water
of Shalassa cut into the devastated lands of Ashan and created a sacred lake whose shores sprouted full-grown trees and blossoming flowers on the
dawn of the following day. This event, known under the name of the Great Shedding, gave birth to a traditional ritual still performed today by the
Nagas.
The pond has been protected and consecrated by the Naga as a sacred place of retreat where the greatest artisans of their archipelago come to
honour the last work of Shalassa. Objects of priceless value have been deposited in the sacred waters as sacrifices. But there was an object destined
to Shalassa that was never offered as it should have been, and has become the subject of many a tale. Forged on the banks of the lake, the
legendary Silksword required the craftsmanship of six generations of Weapons Masters who pooled all their knowledge and skill to give birth to a
blade worthy of Shalassa.
In YSD 130, the Perfect Silksword was finished by the Master Taishi. Eaten by desire and pride, the master could not bring himself to deliver it up to
the forgetful depths of the lake and fled with the masterwork. More than four hundred years later, the guardians of the sacred lake are still
searching for it, and Shalassa still waits for her sacrifice.
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Silksword of the Kirin
Dynasty – Main hand
1: +5 Initiative
2: Chilling Strike – Targets of the Hero’s attacks are inflicted by the “Chilled” effect.
3: +5 Destiny
4: Wish of Kirin – Increases Movement of friendly creatures by 1.
5: Mystic Wave – Teleports target friendly creature to another location. (Charges: 1)
Requires: Might Affinity
Description: The Hoshino clan is named after its legendary founder, Daimyo Hoshino. On the third day after the birth of his son, the newborn grew
ill. As the boy’s condition grew worse, the Priestesses of Shalassa told the Daimyo his son would not survive the night. Only one hope remained: to
take the child to the island of the Spring Spirits before dawn broke. The only way this would be possible was if the fabled Kirin, the fastest creature
in the Empire, was called upon.
The Daimyo knew the price: whoever rode the Kirin had to die. Still, the Daimyo didn’t hesitate. With the newborn strapped to his chest, Hoshino
accepted the deal. In a matter of hours, the creature crossed the seas that separated the Daimyo from the Island of Spring.
As the first of the sun’s rays grazed the seas, Hoshino laid his son before the Spring Spirits. With great skill the Spirits brought the Daimyo’s son back
from the cusp of death. Afterwards, as the Daimyo’s last day passed, he held the child against his heart in order to savor their last moments
together. When the sun finally dipped beneath the waves, the Daimyo presented himself to the Kirin, and was instantly dissolved into water. Only
his silksword remained, tempered by this great act of courage and selflessness. It is considered a great honor to use the blade, though it is called
upon only in times of great trouble.

Souldrinker
Dynasty – Main hand
1: +3 Magic Power
2: Lifeforce – Increases Maximum Health of friendly creatures by 3%.
3: +5 Destiny
4: Life Drain – Deals 400(+level) damage (Dark) to target enemy stack and heals all friendly stacks
for the same amount. (Charges: 1)
5: Improved Life Drain – Life Drain restores 10% Mana to the Hero. (Charges: 1)
Requires: Might Affinity
Description: There have been several blades to bear the name Souldrinker during the history of Ashan – all of them are considered dark omens of
death and destruction. In a world where reincarnation is a reality, the promise of a soul trapped forever in the cold steel of a blade is a terrible curse
indeed.
This particular blade, chaotic in nature, was created from the scythe of an Arch Demon killed in battle, back when these terrible champions of
Urgash led his armies. The blade has the power to capture any soul, even a demon’s. It became a prize for ambitious demon lords, and more often
than not, their doom, as someone would always find a way to use the power of the blade against its wielder. Fortunately its effect wasn’t
permanent in Sheogh, where nothing is predictable. Eventually the soul would be released – reborn as a lowly imp. After a while, the demons
themselves became scared of the blade and found it far too dangerous. Only the masochistic demons serving the Demon Overlord of Pain continue
to use this double-edged sword.

Sword of the Griffin
Dynasty – Main hand
1: +3 Leadership
2: Griffin’s Heart – Friendly creatures are immune to effects decreasing Morale.
3: +5 Destiny
4: Griffin’s Roar – Decreases Morale of enemy creatures by 5.
5: Griffin’s Fury – Target friendly stack may retaliate unlimited times for the rest of the combat.
(Charges: 1)
Requires: Might Affinity
Description: At the end of the Ancient Age, the Angels of Elrath were in a dire predicament: their numbers had been declining for centuries
because of their courageous but often deadly exploits during the wars with the demons and their low rate of reproduction. They were facing the
end of their race, and consequently, an end to the worship of their Father, Elrath.
The Archangel Sarah searched the broken peoples of Ashan and learned of Human clans that roamed the land waiting for a sign from their patron,
Ylath the Dragon-God of Air. Lost in the religious upheaval that had followed Sar-Elam’s ascension to Dragonhood, it was among these scattered
and disillusioned peoples that Sarah found the young boy Brian, heir to a clan dwelling in the woodlands of Falcon. These clans were civilized but
extremely unruly, full of character and courage. The Angels helped Brian unite them into a single nation dedicated to Elrath. Sarah then asked the
Angel’s greatest Weapon Smiths to forge a set of beautiful swords. Each of the seven swords would represent a virtue of Elrath, and be offered to
the leaders of the new nation: the Emperor himself and his six Dukes. The Blade of Revelation was given to the free spirited clan of Griffins in an
effort to channel their audacity and courage to a higher calling.
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Sword of the Wolf
Dynasty – Main hand
1: Wolf’s Heart – Friendly creatures are immune to harmful Mind Influence.
2: +3 Might Power
3: Wolf’s Jaws – Neither your Hero nor the enemy Hero can retreat or surrender for the rest of the
combat. (Charges: 1)
4: +10 Initiative
5: Wolf Spirit – Increases Might Power of the Hero by 1 at the start of each turn. Stacks unlimited
times.
Requires: Might Affinity
Description: At the end of the Ancient Age, the Angels of Elrath were in a dire predicament: their numbers had been declining for centuries
because of their courageous but often deadly exploits during the wars with the demons and their low rate of reproduction. They were facing the
end of their race, and consequently, an end to the worship of their Father, Elrath.
The Archangel Sarah searched the broken peoples of Ashan and learned of Human clans that roamed the land waiting for a sign from their patron,
Ylath the Dragon-God of Air. Lost in the religious upheaval that had followed Sar-Elam’s ascension to Dragonhood, it was among these scattered
and disillusioned peoples that Sarah found the young boy Brian, heir to a clan dwelling in the woodlands of Falcon. These clans were civilized but
extremely unruly, full of character and courage. The Angels helped Brian unite them into a single nation dedicated to Elrath. Sarah then asked the
Angel’s greatest Weapon Smiths to forge a set of beautiful swords. Each of the seven swords would represent a virtue of Elrath, and be offered to
the leaders of the new nation: the Emperor himself and his six Dukes. The Blade of Justice has been wielded by the Dukes of the Wolf Duchy for
hundreds of years. Sarah was able to transform the pack and hunting values originally associated with their totem animal and elevate them to the
Elrathian value of Justice. The ruthless Wolf are both bounty-hunters and executioners of the Emperor’s justice.

Sword of Whistlebone
Dynasty – Main hand
1: Father’s Sky – The Hero attacks target enemy stack with its default attack. Deals extra 600
damage (Air) to the target and all adjacent enemy creatures. (Charges: 1)
2: +3 Magic Defense
3: Mother Earth – Reduces Movement of enemy non-flyer creatures by 1.
4: +5 Might Power
5: Slowing Winds – Decreases Initiative of all enemy stacks by 10.
Requires: Might Affinity
Description: Many dangerous creatures can be found in the savage Pao Islands. Arguably the most dangerous is the monstrous Pao Kai, a cousin
to the Wyvern of the northern steppes. Blind but displaying a fierce and vicious cunning, the merciless Pao Kai is feared by even the toughest Orc
tribes. In 461 YSD, the population of Pao Kais in the islands was becoming a real threat for the coastal Free Cities. That’s when the Whistlebone
family arrived from Stormcliff and proposed to hunt and exterminate the creatures. But the monsters remained a threat, despite the efforts of four
generations of Whistlebones.
When Hardy Whistlebone, the last of the Whistlebone line due to an unfortunate fishing accident involving his tackle, was growing old and the Pao
Kais were still too numerous, he had the idea of selecting young Orcs, newly arrived in the islands, and training them in the art of the hunt. The
results wildly exceeded his expectations. At last the Pao Kais were nearly extinct, the surviving ones either hiding in remote islands or fleeing to the
north. The last Pao Kai seen in the Pao Islands was slain by Whistlebone himself, who received a fatal wound during the battle.
A great ceremony was held in his honor by the Orcs and warriors from all over the Pao Islands. The Orcs he had trained became known as the
Whistlebone tribe, and carried the legacy of their mentor by fearlessly hunting monsters, wielding the sword created with the jaw of the last Pao
Kai he killed.

Batu’s Totem
Dynasty – Main hand
1: Earth Affinity – Increases Magic Power (Earth) by 5.
Mana cost of all Earth spells is reduced by 10%
2: +30 Mana
3: Winds of Speed – +1 Movement to friendly walker creatures.
4: +5 Magic Power
5: Winds of Magic – Each time the enemy hero tries to cast a spell, a random enemy unit suffers
damage (Air) equal to 10x the mana cost of said spell for 3 turns.
Requires: Magic Affinity
Description: Failed experiments or an aberration, Goblins have always been considered as lesser, degenerate creatures destined for obscurity. In
fact, they were viewed with such disdain that they were destroyed by the Wizards who ran the labs within which they were created. One ancient
mage named Salim-Sedul, who had a soft spot for the crippled and the underdogs in life, allowed a handful of them to escape. The journey of this
first group of goblins is a fundamental part of their own mythology, and is known to the Goblins as “Sedul’s Pilgrimage”.
Batu was actually one of the few surviving Goblins that were part of this legendary odyssey. What Kunyak is to the Orcs, Batu is to the Goblins. After
his death, Batu became a protector spirit for the Goblins of the islands, and a short staff was carved in his crude image by his most gifted disciples. It
is both a powerful symbol of hope and a reminder that the Goblins and the Orcs are always ready to fight to keep the freedom they so dearly paid
for.
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Heartrending Song
Dynasty – Main hand
1: Light Magic – Increases Magic Power (Light) by 5.
Mana cost of all Light spells is reduced by 10%
2: +3 Leadership
3: Sephiel’s Voice – All friendly creatures in target 3x3 area are healed for 315/360/415(+level).
(Charges: 1)
4: +5 Might Power
5: Improved Sephiel’s Voice – Sephiel’s Voice also charms enemy creatures in target area forcing
them to skip their next turn. Sephiel’s Voice is dispelled when being attacked and the creature
may retaliate. (Charges: 1)
Requires: Magic Affinity
Description: During the Ancient Age, the Elder Wars saw the Angels launch a merciless crusade against the Faceless. The war devastated the
surface of Ashan. One Angel, Sephiel, glorified his name over the course of numerous battles. His exceptional voice carried far beyond the horizon.
His songs galvanized the hearts of warriors and soothed the souls of the dying. Like many of the Angels, Sephiel grew addicted to the murderous
euphoria of the crusades. At the start, his voice was an instrument of healing. As the years went by, it became lower, and its resonance an awesome
instrument of destruction. Walls and armor shattered at the sound of his voice. Sephiel died during a battle when his voice pulverized his own
heart.
His voice survived his death and journeyed, for a while, in the form of a wandering spirit that haunted the sites of ancient battles. The melodious
spirit attracted the attention of the Silent Sisters centuries later. Only they were able to approach and appease it, binding it to the staff now known
as the Heartrending Song.

Soulreaver Staff
Dynasty – Main hand
1: Magic (Dark) – Increases Magic Power (Dark) by 5.
Mana cost of all Darkness spells is reduced by 10%
2: +5 Initiative
3: Mana Drain – 20% of the mana spent by the enemy Hero restores your Hero’s Mana.
4: +5 Magic Power
5: Time Trap – Creates a trap on the combat map. The first enemy creature moving across the trap
is inflicted by Time Stasis: target skips the next 2 turns. Time Stasis is not dispelled by attacks.
(Charges: 1)
Requires: Magic Affinity
Description: Feared by most, the Soulreaver staff is considered an object of extreme beauty by the Necromancers. The pole is made of
Shadowsteel, while the head is carved in the antlers of an elusive Onyx Stag, a creature believed to live both in the material and the spirit world.
According to legend, the creator of this staff was one of the first Vampires. He once loved a woman so much that he was unable to forget her long
after she’d died. Not even the Namtaru venom could make him forget his lost love. Every night her ghost would haunt him, but it was not a ghost he
could banish or hope to control, for she existed only in his mind.
Desperate to see her again, the Vampire created the staff to travel back in time to before her death. He could not touch her, but he could see her,
and as painful as it was, it was enough for him. As time went by, the Vampire spent more and more time lost in the past, and since he had stopped
drinking blood, the Namtaru venom started to dissolve him from the inside. As his body was destroyed, the soul of the Vampire was drawn into the
staff, where it remains to this day, mourning days long gone.

Staff of Asha’s Eightfold
Dynasty – Main hand
1: +3 Magic Power
2: +30 Mana
3: +5 Magic Defense
4: +10 Mana Regeneration
5: Focus Magic – Efficiency of the first spell cast by the Hero is increased by 100% in each combat.
Requires: Magic Affinity
Description: This ancient Staff predates most of the civilizations of Ashan – it is believed to have been created by the Shantiri, whose culture was
destroyed duyring the Elder Wars, collateral victim of the destructive powers unleashed by the Angels and the Faceless in their merciless war.
When not fighting to acquire it for its magic-empowering capabilities, many wizards and scholars try to understand what this Staff represents. Most
of them agree the six snakes on top obviously represent the six Dragon-Gods. As for the four crystals they hold in their mouths, the debate still
rages. A popular theory claims each crystal is for a season. The two snakes located on the lowerPart of the staff could be Asha and Urgash. The
crystal they hold together is a mystery – some have argued it represents the balance of Ashan itself, and that Order cannot exist without Chaos.
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Staff of Cleansing
Dynasty – Main hand
1: Cleansing – Dispels all negative effects from target friendly creature or dispels all positive
effects from target enemy creature. (Cooldown: 1)
2: +4 Magic Defense
3: Tainted Mist – Reduces ranged damage dealt by enemy creatures by 10%.
4: +4 Magic Defense
5: Power Channeling – Cleansing restores 20 Mana to the Hero.
Requires: Magic Affinity
Description: At the end of the Mythic Age, Asha, wounded and cursed with nightmares by her brother Urgash, needed help from her children in
order to heal. The only one among them able to soothe her was Malassa, the Dragon of Darkness. The encounter was kept secret, and took place
deep within a deserted island amongst the Naga archipelago. While Shalassa brought her sacred waters forth to cleanse and purify Asha, Malassa
drained the nightmares from her mother. These nightmares, a reflection of Asha’s agony, became a separate entity, the Mother of the Namtarus.
Alerted by the darkness of this stain, Shalassa, the Dragon of Water, created a sarcophagus in order to contain its blight. This sarcophagus became a
Naga temple where, in order to keep the creature from growing, Shalassa inspired the creation of a staff that would regularly purify the nightmarish
aura that seeps from the grotto: the Staff of Cleansing.

Staff of Sandro
Dynasty – Main hand
1: +3 Magic Power
2: Curse of the Lich – Decreases Maximum Health of enemy creatures by 3%.
3: Will of the Lich – Decreases Morale of enemy creatures by 5.
4: Power of the Lich – Decreases Magic Defense of enemy creatures by 10%.
5: Transfer Life – The Hero’s attacks and abilities transfer the energy of attacked living enemies to
target friendly stack healing it for 50% of the damage dealt. Lasts until the end of the combat.
(Charges: 1)
Requires: Magic Affinity
Description: This staff was created by the famous Lich, Sandro, during the first years of the Spider Cult. Sandro was not only a skilled spellcaster
but also a talented craftsman and alchemist. All these skills were put to good use to create his own staff, one of the most terrible weapons at the
Necromancer’s disposal. This staff was meant to increase Sandro’s already considerable necromantic abilities, making him effectively the most
powerful Necromancer in existence.
Despite having been one of the first followers of Belketh, Sandro had his own ambitions, and created a separate current of thought in the Cult.
When it became clear that Sandro’s scheming was endangering the stability of the newly-founded religion, Belketh decided to expel the Lich from
their ranks, but not before stripping him of his staff.
Sandro’s creation is still used by the Necromancers to this day, but none of them have managed to exploit its powers as efficiently as its creator
once did. As for Sandro himself, following his banishment, he departed for parts unknown, and has not reappeared... yet.

Staff of Sar-Aggreth
Dynasty – Main hand
1: Prime Affinity – Increases Magic Power (Prime) by 5.
Mana cost of all Prime spells is reduced by 10%
2: +5 Mana per day
3: Master of Magic – Efficiency of the Hero’s spells is increased by 30% for 3 turns. (Charges: 1)
4: +5 Magic Power
5: Improved Master of Magic – Efficiency of the Hero’s spells, creature abilities and creature
attacks is increased by 30% for 3 turns.
Requires: Magic Affinity
Description: Sar-Aggreth was one of the seven Disciples of Sar-Elam. Along with the other disciples, Sar-Aggreth founded the first of the Seven
Cities, and for the rest of his long life he became the Headmaster of the very first Academy of Magic. A discreet man, Sar-Aggreth was nonetheless a
powerful Wizard. Though he may not not be as famous as Sar-Issus or Sar-Shazzar, he is remembered as a good, if somewhat strict, teacher.
Carved in Unicorn ivory and decorated with refined flamegold motifs, Sar-Aggreth’s staff is assuredly an old and powerful artifact. It sports the
wizard’s sigil, the Eye of Sapience. This symbol was later associated with the Academy itself, and is now used by Wizards all over Ashan. The seeking
eye enclosed in the cross of eternal life is both a symbol of the search for knowledge and the drive of wizards to follow in Sar-Elam’s footsteps to
ascend to a higher state of being.
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Staff of the Tides
Dynasty – Main hand
1: Water Affinity – Increases Magic Power (Water) by 5.
Mana cost of all Water spells is reduced by 10%
2: +30 Mana
3: Call of the Depths – Calls a Tidal Wave to the combat map. Deals 230 damage (Water) to all
enemy creatures. All enemy small sized creatures are pushed back by two squares.
(Charges: 1)
4: +5 Magic Defense
5: Ice Barrier – Grants Ice Barrier to all friendly creatures at the start of the combat. Ice Barrier
absorbs “$absorbvalue = 0; // TODO” damage and lasts for 4 turns.
Applies the “Chilled” effect to attackers.
Requires: Magic Affinity
Description: As Asha herself, all the Dragon-Gods have several aspects. Shalassa is no exception: she can be the benevolent sea, the source of
life… but she can also be the furious waves of destruction. This second aspect of Shalassa, the Wrecker, is considered to be a heresy in the Naga
Empire and its worship is thereby forbidden.
However, it happens that some Pearl Priestesses hear the dark call of the Wrecker coming from the depths of the ocean and are tempted to
become its servant. When their heresy is discovered, those renegade Pearl Priestesses are banished from the Naga lands. They become known as
Medusae, dangerous creatures living in remote islands and sunken ruins.
While Medusae are known to be solitary, they occasionally join pirate crews, or unite to form small sects dedicated to the Wrecker. They can then
join their powers to summon tsunamis and tempests to destroy merchant ships and even small coastal villages. The Staff of the Tides once belonged
to the headmistress of such a cult. The famous bounty-hunter Hamato was hired to find and destroy the cult and beheaded the Medusa leader,
claiming the staff as a trophy along with her head.

The Oblivion
Dynasty – Main hand
1: +5 Initiative
2: Oblivion – Target enemy cannot use active abilities for 3 turns. (Charges: 1)
3: +5 Magic Power
4: The Oblivion: Daze – Harmful spells casted by the Hero also inflict the “Dazed” effect on enemy
stacks.
5: Time is Short – Reduces duration of enemy hero abilities by 1 turn (to a minimum of 1 turn).
Requires: Magic Affinity
Description: The Blind Brothers, an order of lorekeepers, seers and augurs, were founded by Sar-Antor, disciple of Sar-Elam in 62 YSD. A century
and a half later, a congregation of Blind Brothers led a pilgrimage along the path of Sighing, the expanse where Asha replenished the land with her
magical breath at the dawn of the Mythic Age. United by the same hope of finding and protecting the Tears of Asha, scattered along the path, the
congregation created a powerful staff called Oblivion. This artifact, resembling an hourglass, was capable of masking their pilgrimage from the eyes
of their enemies.
Sadly, the artifact had a flaw, and greedy wizards from the Seven Cities got wind of their pilgrimage and found their tracks. Blinded by the desire to
acquire the powerful Tears of Asha, the mages tortured and killed the devout pilgrims in their thirst for clues to the precious treasures. Only one of
the pilgrims survived. Final guardian of the imperfect magic item, he replaced the sand in the hourglass with ashes from a funeral pyre of his
massacred brothers, making it much more powerful. The aura cast through the martyred cinders gives the holder the power of “Forget”, affecting
both time and memory. The hourglass that contains the ashes canalizes the essence of “those forgotten” and emanates an invisible barrier around
the holder that prevents all intrusions. Divinations and auguries slide harmlessly off of the surface of this invisible shield.

Thunder Staff
Dynasty – Main hand
1: Air Affinity – Increases Magic Power (Air) by 5.
Mana cost of all Air spells is reduced by 10%
2: +3 Might Power
3: Grounded – All enemy flyers are inflicted by Grounded at the start of the combat.
4: +5 Might Power
5: Lightning Rod – Deals 780/900/1035(+stats) damage (Air) / turn to the strongest enemy stack
for 3 turns. Target is also inflicted by the “Dazed” effect. (Charges: 1)
Requires: Magic Affinity
Description: Orcs of the Pao Islands speak of a powerful spirit they call the Thunderbird, an avatar of Father Sky. According to them, the
Thunderbird dwells only on lonely stone peaks, eternally surrounded by stormclouds.
As part of her vision quest, the Shamaness Whaitiri once sought the nest of the legendary bird. Armed only with a paddle to navigate her small
boat, she ventured into the neverending storm. She found the lonely rock peak and started to climb. After three days she reached the top. The
Thunderbird was there, majestic, yet furious to have been disturbed. It flapped its great wings and the thunderstorm became twice as violent.
Whaitiri planted her paddle in the rock, closed her eyes, and chanted a prayer to Mother Earth.
The bird shrieked, ranted and raved, but every bolt of lightning fell on the paddle, sparing the Shamaness. At last the Thunderbird plunged on the
young Orc, intending to shred her to pieces with his mighty beak. He never managed to land a single blow, his pecks and slashes absorbed by the
paddle. When Whaitiri opened her eyes, she discovered she could no longer see. Such was the price requested by Mother Earth for taming the
Thunderbird.
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Will of Urgash
Dynasty – Main hand
1: Fire Power – Increases Magic Power (Fire) by 5.
Mana cost of all Fire spells is reduced by 10%
2: +3 Destiny
3: Burning Fire – Damage (Fire) dealt by the Hero cannot be healed.
4: +5 Magic Power
5: Firestorm – Deals 290/335/380 damage (Fire) to all creatures in target 5x5 area. Victims also
suffer from the “Dazed” effect. (Charges: 1)
Requires: Magic Affinity
Description: In 330 YSD, during the First Eclipse, demon portals opened in the heart of the forests of Irollan. The Lords of Sheogh invaded the
lands of the Elves, burning every tree, plant, and blade of grass. The devastation of the War of the Blood Moon was sickening. The Elves called their
neighbours, the Dwarves of Grimheim, for help. But even the powerful Runepriests of Arkath couldn’t tame the chaotic fire.
After the people of Ashan claimed victory, thanks to the timely creation of the Orcs, the Elves tried to heal the forest. But there was one clearing
where the blessings of Sylanna would have no effect. As the forest was reborn around it, this perfect circle remained scorched and burned, marked
by the will of Urgash, the Dragon of Chaos. Only the efforts of the druids prevented this corruption from expanding further. One druid finally
understood what to do to free the land from this taint.
The druid brought a single branch from Brythigga, the Mother of All Trees, and planted it in the middle of the clearing. Then like venom sucked out
of a wound, the nefarious influence of Urgash started to retreat into the staff, blistering its wood and twisting its shape. When the druid’s ritual was
over, the clearing was green again, while the staff had become a symbol of Urgash, the dragon eating its own tongue. The druid then took the staff
and departed the forest to make sure its powers would not threaten Irollan, never to be seen again.
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Achievements
Achievements provide player with
Dynasty Seals (a “currency”, which can be used at
Altar of Wishes to purchase various dynasty boni).
Other rewards for unlocking achievements include:
UPlay Points, that can be spent to unlock additional game content at Ubi
account;
Titles (they’ll be displayed next to player’s name and will be visible for other
players);
Unique traits (see Dynasty Traits section).

General

Weapon Master I
Basic
Obtain the Sword of the Griffin.
Rewards:
10
Weapon Master II
Advaced
Obtain 5 Dynasty Weapons.
Requires: Weapon Master I
Rewards:
150
Weapon Master III
Expert
Obtain 10 Dynasty Weapons.
Requires: Weapon Master II
Rewards:
300
Armed and Dangerous
Insane
Obtain 20 Dynasty Weapons.
Requires: Weapon Master III
Rewards:
500
Coronation I
Basic
Reach Dynasty level 2.
Rewards:
20
Coronation II
Basic
Reach Dynasty Rank 5.
Requires: Coronation I
Rewards:
50
Coronation III
Advaced
Reach Dynasty Rank 15.
Requires: Coronation II
Rewards:
150

Coronation IV
Expert
Reach Dynasty Rank 25.
Requires: Coronation III
Rewards:
300
Mandate of Heaven
Insane
Reach Dynasty Rank 35.
Requires: Coronation IV
Rewards:
500
Arcane Mastery I
Basic
Attain 100 Maximum Mana with your
Main Hero.
Rewards:
50
Arcane Mastery II
Advaced
Attain 250 Maximum Mana with your
Main Hero.
Requires: Arcane Mastery I
Rewards:
100
Arcane Mastery III
Expert
Attain 500 Maximum Mana with your
Main Hero.
Requires: Arcane Mastery II
Rewards:
200
Arcane Omniscience
Insane
Attain 1000 Maximum Mana with your
Main Hero.
Requires: Arcane Mastery III
Rewards:
400
Duke of the Empire
Basic
Reach Dynasty Rank: Bronze.
Rewards:
50
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Khan of the Tribes
Advaced
Reach Dynasty Rank: Silver.
Requires: Duke of the Empire
Rewards:
150

Bad Heir Day
Expert
Complete the Campaign with a Haven
Main Hero.
Rewards:
200,
Voice of Elrath

First of the Circle
Expert
Reach Dynasty Rank: Gold.
Requires: Khan of the Tribes
Rewards:
300

Back in Black
Expert
Complete the Campaign with a Necropolis
Main Hero.
Rewards:
200,
Grim Reaper

Seventh Dragon
Insane
Reach Dynasty Rank: Platinum.
Requires: First of the Circle
Rewards:
500

Vengeance Is Mine
Expert
Complete the Campaign with a Sanctuary
Main Hero.
Rewards:
200,
Unyielding

Sharpen Your Tools
Basic
Train a Dynasty Weapon to level 2.
Rewards:
50

Wormchopper
Expert
Complete the Campaign with a Stronghold
Main Hero.
Rewards:
200,
Barbarian Hero

Take it to the Max
Expert
Train a Dynasty Weapon to level 5.
Rewards:
300

To the bitter end
Insane
Complete the Campaign with all factions.
Rewards:
40,
Completist Player

25th Anniversary
Insane
Play for 25 Might and Magic years. (8400
turns)
Rewards:
500,
Player, The
Faithful

Can Stand the Heat
Expert
Complete the Campaign with an Inferno
Main Hero.
Rewards:
200,
Chosen of Urgash

Back to Basics
Basic
Complete the first chapter of Prologue.
Rewards:
50

Tenacious
Advaced
Complete the Campaign with any faction.
Rewards:
30

Size Does Matter
Basic
Recruit 100 champion creatures.
Rewards:
50

Quick and Furious
Insane
Win a Campaign in less than 600 days.
Rewards:
500,
Player, The
Furious

Single Player

Keeper of the Balance
Expert
Complete the Campaign with both Tears
and Blood Main Heroes.
Rewards:
300,
Player, Emissary
of Asha
Best of Both Worlds
Expert
Complete the Campaign with both Might
and Magic Main Heroes.
Rewards:
300,
Player, Hero of
Might & Magic

Upgrader
Advaced
Win a Campaign map with all your
creatures being upgrades.
Rewards:
100
Master Upgrader
Expert
Win 5 Campaign maps with all your
creatures being upgrades.
Requires: Upgrader
Rewards:
200
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Blood Affinity
Basic
Change the class of a Main Hero to basic
Blood.
Rewards:
50
Blood Dedication
Advaced
Change the class of a Main Hero to
advanced Blood.
Rewards:
150
Master of the Blood
Advaced
Change the class of a Main Hero from
basic Blood to advanced Blood.
Rewards:
150
Tears Affinity
Basic
Change the class of a Main Hero to basic
Tears.
Rewards:
50
Tears Dedication
Advaced
Change the class of a Main Hero to
advanced Tears.
Rewards:
150
Master of the Tears
Advaced
Change the class of a Main Hero from
basic Tears to advanced Tears.
Rewards:
150
Reversal
Advaced
Change the class of a Main Hero from
basic Tears to advanced Blood.
Rewards:
150
Repentance
Advaced
Change the class of a Main Hero from
basic Blood to advanced Tears.
Rewards:
150
Aspirant
Basic
Complete a campaign Map reaching at
least Aspirant rank. (Rank awarded
depends on your total score and the
difficulty level.)
Rewards:
50
Grand Aspirant
Basic
Complete a campaign reaching at least
Aspirant rank on each Map. (Rank
awarded depends on your total score and
the difficulty level.)
Rewards:
50,
Aspirant Player

Veteran
Advaced
Complete a campaign Map reaching at
least Veteran rank. (Rank awarded
depends on your total score and the
difficulty level.)
Rewards:
150
Grand Veteran
Advaced
Complete a campaign reaching at least
Veteran rank on each Map. (Rank
awarded depends on your total score and
the difficulty level.)
Rewards:
150,
Veteran Player
Champion
Expert
Complete a campaign Map reaching at
least Champion rank. (Rank awarded
depends on your total score and the
difficulty level.)
Rewards:
300
Grand Champion
Expert
Complete a campaign reaching at least
Champion rank on each Map. (Rank
awarded depends on your total score and
the difficulty level.)
Rewards:
300,
Champion Player
Hero
Insane
Complete a campaign Map reaching the
Hero rank. (Rank awarded depends on
your total score and the difficulty level.)
Rewards:
500
Grand Hero
Insane
Complete a campaign reaching the Hero
rank on each Map. (Rank awarded
depends on your total score and the
difficulty level.)
Rewards:
500,
Hero Player
Adventurer I
Basic
Complete 10 secondary quests.
Rewards:
50
Adventurer II
Advaced
Complete 25 secondary quests.
Requires: Adventurer I
Rewards:
150
Master Adventurer
Expert
Complete 50 secondary quests.
Requires: Adventurer II
Rewards:
300
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Rusher
Expert
Replay any completed campaign Map
from the beginning and win it in less turns
than previously.
Rewards:
300

Impressive General II
Expert
Win 25 combats in a row with your Main
Hero
Requires: Impressive General I
Rewards:
300

Sprinter
Insane
Replay any completed campaign from the
beginning and win it in less turns than
previously.
Rewards:
500

Unstoppable General
Insane
Win 100 combats in a row with your Main
Hero
Requires: Impressive General II
Rewards:
500,
Player, The
Unstoppable

Multiplayer

???

Adventure

Conqueror I
Basic
Capture a total of 10 enemy Towns or
Forts. (Recapturing a lost Town or Fort
will not increase this counter.)
Rewards:
50
Conqueror II
Advaced
Capture a total of 25 enemy Towns or
Forts. (Recapturing a lost Town or Fort
will not increase this counter.)
Requires: Conqueror I
Rewards:
150
Conqueror III
Expert
Capture a total of 100 enemy Towns or
Forts. (Recapturing a lost Town or Fort
will not increase this counter.)
Requires: Conqueror II
Rewards:
300
Emperor
Insane
Capture a total of 250 enemy Towns or
Forts. (Recapturing a lost Town or Fort
will not increase this counter.)
Requires: Conqueror III
Rewards:
500
Impressive General I
Advaced
Win 5 combats in a row with your Main
Hero.
Rewards:
150

For Blood and Honor
Advaced
Win 10 combats on the Week of Courage
in the same game.
Rewards:
150
Treasure Hunter I
Advaced
Collect 100 items (resource piles, treasure
chests, artifacts, etc.) on the adventure
map.
Rewards:
150
Treasure Hunter II
Expert
Collect 1000 items (resource piles,
treasure chests, artifacts, etc.) on the
adventure map.
Requires: Treasure Hunter I
Rewards:
300
Master Treasure Hunter
Insane
Collect 10000 items (resource piles,
treasure chests, artifacts, etc.) on the
adventure map.
Requires: Treasure Hunter II
Rewards:
500,
Treasure Hunter
Player
Diplomat I
Basic
Find an army of core creatures that is
willing to join you for free.
Rewards:
50
Diplomat II
Advaced
Find an army of elite creatures that is
willing to join you for free.
Rewards:
100
Master Diplomat
Expert
Find an army of champion creatures that
is willing to join you for free.
Rewards:
200
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Captain
Advaced
Build 10 Boats.
Rewards:
150
Admiral
Expert
Build 25 Boats.
Requires: Captain
Rewards:
300

Missionary III
Expert
Convert 50 Towns to your faction.
(Reconverting a lost Town will not
increase this counter.)
Requires: Missionary II
Rewards:
300

Head Hunter I
Basic
Defeat 10 Heroes during your campaigns.
Rewards:
50

Fanatic
Insane
Convert 100 Towns to your faction.
(Reconverting a lost Town will not
increase this counter.)
Requires: Missionary III
Rewards:
500

Head Hunter II
Advaced
Defeat 25 Heroes during your campaigns.
Requires: Head Hunter I
Rewards:
150

Expansionist
Basic
Capture all Dwellings connected to a
Town or Fort.
Rewards:
50

Head Hunter III
Expert
Defeat 50 Heroes during your campaigns.
Requires: Head Hunter II
Rewards:
300

Festival of Life
Advaced
Kill no creatures during the Week of
Festivals.
Rewards:
100

The Butcher
Insane
Defeat 100 Heroes during your
campaigns.
Requires: Head Hunter III
Rewards:
500,
Player, The
Butcher

Foolhardy Waywardness
Expert
Sail on the Week of Winds.
Rewards:
200

Doorknocker
Advaced
Defeat 5 Heroes defending a Town or
Fort.
Rewards:
150
Wallbreaker
Expert
Defeat 25 Heroes defending a Town or
Fort.
Requires: Doorknocker
Rewards:
300
Missionary I
Basic
Convert 10 Towns to your faction.
(Reconverting a lost Town will not
increase this counter.)
Rewards:
50

The Gathering Storm
Expert
Spend 100 mana with a single hero ability
on the Week of Mana Storm.
Rewards:
200
Follow Me If You Want to Live
Expert
Recruit all available creatures before the
Week of Plague.
Rewards:
200
Master Trader
Advaced
Sell resources for 50,000 Gold on the
Week of Trade.
Rewards:
150
Live to Tell the Tale
Expert
Complete a map without losing a whole
stack of creatures.
Rewards:
300

Missionary II
Advaced
Convert 25 Towns to your faction.
(Reconverting a lost Town will not
increase this counter.)
Requires: Missionary I
Rewards:
150
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Combat

Victorious I
Basic
Win 10 combats.
Rewards:
50
Victorious II
Advaced
Win 100 combats.
Requires: Victorious I
Rewards:
150
Victorious III
Expert
Win 1000 combats.
Requires: Victorious II
Rewards:
300
Triumphant
Insane
Win 5000 combats.
Requires: Victorious III
Rewards:
500,
Player, The
Triumphant
In Yog’s Footsteps
Expert
Win 25 combats without using magic
abilities.
Rewards:
300
Commando
Expert
Win a combat by commanding a single
stack of creatures.
Rewards:
200

Tin Opener
Expert
Kill 1 000 Sentinels and 500 Sun Riders.
Rewards:
300,
Player, The Tin
Opener
Demon Slayer
Expert
Kill 5 000 Demons.
Rewards:
300,
Player

Demon Slayer

Corpse Killer
Expert
Kill a total of 2000 Skeletons and Ghouls.
Rewards:
300,
Corpse Killer
Player
Bounty Hunter
Expert
Kill 2 000 neutral creatures.
Rewards:
300,
Bounty Hunter
Player
Pressure Cooker
Expert
Kill 1 000 Spring Spirits.
Rewards:
300,
Pressure Cooker
Player
Tranquilizer
Expert
Kill a total of 2000 orcs.
Rewards:
300,
Player, The
Tranquilizer
Mass Murderer I
Basic
Kill 1000 creatures during your Combats.
Rewards:
50

Nobody is Left Behind
Advaced
Win 25 combats without losing a single
creature.
Rewards:
150

Mass Murderer II
Advaced
Kill 5000 creatures during your Combats.
Requires: Mass Murderer I
Rewards:
100

I Take Care of My Own
Expert
Win 100 combats without losing a single
creature.
Requires: Nobody is Left Behind
Rewards:
300

Mass Murderer III
Advaced
Kill 10,000 creatures during your
Combats.
Requires: Mass Murderer II
Rewards:
150

The Untouchables
Insane
Win 1000 combats without losing a single
creature.
Requires: I Take Care of My Own
Rewards:
500,
Player, The
Untouchable

Mass Murderer IV
Expert
Kill 25,000 creatures during your
Combats.
Requires: Mass Murderer III
Rewards:
200
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Mass Murderer V
Expert
Kill 50,000 creatures during your
Combats.
Requires: Mass Murderer IV
Rewards:
300

Rampage
Insane
Destroy 7 enemy creature stacks in the
same combat turn.
Requires: Chain Kill III
Rewards:
500

Disciple of Sheltem
Insane
Kill 100,000 creatures during your
Combats.
Requires: Mass Murderer V
Rewards:
500

Ironfist
Expert
Defeat an enemy Hero with no artifacts
equipped by your Main Hero.
Rewards:
200

Don’t Mess With Me
Basic
Destroy at least 3 creature stacks with
your retaliation strikes in the same
combat.
Rewards:
50
You Asked For It
Advaced
Destroy at least 5 creature stacks with
your retaliation strikes in the same
combat.
Requires: Don’t Mess With Me
Rewards:
150
Reap what you Sow
Expert
Destroy at least 7 creature stacks with
your retaliation strikes in the same
combat.
Requires: You Asked For It
Rewards:
300
Some Rotten Forever
Advaced
Win a combat with no power left to use
Necromancy in the last combat turn.
Rewards:
150
Chain Kill I
Basic
Destroy 4 enemy creature stacks in the
same combat turn.
Rewards:
50
Chain Kill II
Advaced
Destroy 5 enemy creature stacks in the
same combat turn.
Requires: Chain Kill I
Rewards:
150
Chain Kill III
Expert
Destroy 6 enemy creature stacks in the
same combat turn.
Requires: Chain Kill II
Rewards:
300

Ravager I
Basic
Deal a total of 100,000 points of damage
during your Combats.
Rewards:
50
Ravager II
Advaced
Deal a total of 1,000,000 points of
damage during your Combats.
Requires: Ravager I
Rewards:
150
Ravager III
Expert
Deal a total of 5,000,000 points of
damage during your Combats.
Requires: Ravager II
Rewards:
300
Juggernaut
Insane
Deal a total of 10,000,000 points of
damage during your Combats.
Requires: Ravager III
Rewards:
500
Implosion I
Basic
Deal 1000 points of instant damage with a
Hero ability.
Rewards:
50
Implosion II
Advaced
Deal 1500 points of instant damage with a
Hero ability.
Requires: Implosion I
Rewards:
150
Implosion III
Expert
Deal 2000 points of instant damage with a
Hero ability.
Requires: Implosion II
Rewards:
300
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Day of the Destroyer
Insane
Deal 2500 points of instant damage with a
Hero ability.
Requires: Implosion III
Rewards:
500,
Player, The
Destroyer
Channeler I
Basic
Spend 1000 points of Mana during your
Combats.
Rewards:
50
Channeler II
Advaced
Spend 10,000 points of Mana during your
Combats.
Requires: Channeler I
Rewards:
150
Channeler III
Expert
Spend 25,000 points of Mana during your
Combats.
Requires: Channeler II
Rewards:
300
Solmyr’s Student
Insane
Spend 100,000 points of Mana during
your Combats.
Requires: Channeler III
Rewards:
500
Demolition Man
Advaced
Destroy all walls and towers in a siege
Combat.
Rewards:
150
Marksman
Expert
Win 25 combats without engaging in close
combat.
Rewards:
300
Wetwork
Expert
Slay the Hai Ryou in 10 turns.
Rewards:
200
Death and Starvation
Expert
Defeat the Mother Namtaru before she
consumes three spirits.
Rewards:
200

Divine Absence
Expert
Defeat Uriel while killing all minions
affected by Divine Presence within one
turn.
Rewards:
200
For the Audience
Expert
Kill Michael with at least 4 minions still
alive.
Rewards:
300
Imp-possible Victory
Insane
Kill the Breeder Queen without suffering
any Imp Attacks.
Rewards:
500
Out of the Line of Fire
Insane
Defeat Cate without any of her breaths
hitting multiple targets.
Rewards:
500
The Pusher
Expert
Confuse Xana’s army into destroying one
of their own stacks when playing Azkaal.
Rewards:
300
Last Stand
Expert
Defeat Ahribban before he destroys a wall
section of Falcon’s Reach.
Rewards:
200
Dragon Slayer
Advaced
Defeat a Dragon.
Rewards:
150
Go Big or Go Home
Expert
Use the Rank 4 racial ability twice in a
Combat.
Rewards:
200
Blitzkrieg
Expert
Win a combat in one turn.
Rewards:
300
Close and Personal
Expert
Win 25 combats without firing a single
shot.
Rewards:
300

Caesarean Rescue
Insane
Kill the Abyssal Worm while digesting one
of your creatures.
Rewards:
500
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Exploration

Guardian
Advaced
Equip all parts of the Guardian Set.
Rewards:
150

Mother of Light
Advaced
Build the Haven Tear of Asha building.
Rewards:
150

Vagrant
Advaced
Equip all parts of the Vagrant Set.
Rewards:
150

Tribute to Urgash
Advaced
Build the Inferno Tear of Asha building.
Rewards:
150

Warlord
Advaced
Equip all parts of the Warlord Set.
Rewards:
150

Asha Uses All
Advaced
Build the Necropolis Tear of Asha building.
Rewards:
150

Trickster
Advaced
Equip all parts of the Trickster Set.
Rewards:
150

Queen of the Frozen Waves
Advaced
Build the Sanctuary Tear of Asha building.
Rewards:
150

Prophet
Advaced
Equip all parts of the Prophet Set.
Rewards:
150

Honoring Mother Earth
Advaced
Build the Stronghold Tear of Asha
building.
Rewards:
150

Magister
Advaced
Equip all parts of the Magister Set.
Rewards:
150

Companion of Elrath
Advaced
Win on an official non-campaign map with
a Haven Main Hero.
Rewards:
150
Companion of the Spider Goddess
Advaced
Win on an official non-campaign map with
a Necropolis Main Hero.
Rewards:
150
Companion of Shalassa
Advaced
Win on an official non-campaign map with
a Sanctuary Main Hero.
Rewards:
150
Companion of Father Sky
Advaced
Win on an official non-campaign map with
a Stronghold Main Hero.
Rewards:
150
Companion of Urgash
Advaced
Win on an official non-campaign map with
an Inferno Main Hero.
Rewards:
150

Regent
Advaced
Equip all parts of the Regent Set.
Rewards:
150
Clunkfest
Basic
Equip an artifact in each slot of a Hero.
Rewards:
50
Cover Yourself
Expert
Obtain cloaks protecting from each
elemental magic school.
Rewards:
200
Master of the Elements
Expert
Obtain necklaces increasing the Magic
Attack of each elemental magic school.
Rewards:
200
Monster Hunter
Expert
Defeat all boss creatures.
Rewards:
300
Dwarven Treasury I
Basic
Collect 10 different artifacts.
Rewards:
50
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Dwarven Treasury II
Advaced
Collect 25 different artifacts.
Requires: Dwarven Treasury I
Rewards:
150

Collector II
Basic
Complete 5 different artifact sets.
Requires: Collector I
Rewards:
300

Dwarven Treasury III
Expert
Collect 50 different artifacts.
Requires: Dwarven Treasury II
Rewards:
300

Master Collector
Insane
Complete 7 different artifact sets.
Requires: Collector II
Rewards:
500,
Collector Player

Dragon Utopia
Insane
Collect 100 different artifacts.
Requires: Dwarven Treasury III
Rewards:
500

Terminator
Basic
Destroy all neutral armies on a map.
Rewards:
50

Fashion Victim
Basic
Equip all parts of an artifact set.
Rewards:
50

Greedy
Basic
Complete a map with no resources left in
the ground.
Rewards:
50

Collector I
Advaced
Complete 3 different artifact sets.
Rewards:
150
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Game Mechanics
Hero
There are six primary hero attributes in Heroes VI: Might and Magic Power, Might and
Magic Defense, Destiny and Leadership. For each Hero type these stats have different initial value
and different chances to grow at level up.

Initial Stats
Hero
Haven, Might
Haven, Magic
Inferno, Might
Inferno, Magic
Necropolis, Might
Necropolis, Magic
Sanctuary, Might
Sanctuary, Magic
Stronghold, Might
Stronghold, Magic

Might
Might
Magic Magic
Leadership Destiny
Power Defense Power Defense
1
3
1
1
2
1
0
2
2
2
2
1
3
2
1
1
0
2
2
1
2
2
0
2
2
3
2
1
0
1
1
2
3
2
0
1
2
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
3
1
1
4
2
0
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1

Duel Initial Stats
Here’re initial stats for 30th level Hero who has been created for Duel mode.
This stats are probably determined by chances of Hero’s stats progress at level ups. (Sum of
all the stats here is 67 = 9 initial stat points + 2 points per level * 29 level ups). This information will
be confirmed (or disproved) in future versions of the manual.
Hero
Haven, Might
Haven, Magic
Inferno, Might
Inferno, Magic
Necropolis, Might
Necropolis, Magic
Sanctuary, Might
Sanctuary, Magic
Stronghold, Might
Stronghold, Magic

Might
Might
Magic Magic
Leadership Destiny
Power Defense Power Defense
15
21
8
7
11
5
5
11
18
17
11
5
20
17
9
7
4
10
10
7
19
17
4
10
19
22
10
9
0
7
8
11
21
20
0
7
18
18
8
9
7
7
8
8
18
19
7
7
21
17
7
8
8
6
10
8
17
18
8
6
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Experience Levels
Heroes can advance up to 30 Level. Every level gives 1 ability point, which can be used to
learn any available ability, and 2 attribute points, which are automatically distributed among
Hero’s primary attributes. The chance of increasing specific attribute depends on Hero type.

There are two different experience tables: one for Campaign mode and another one for
Skirmish/Multiplayer maps. Moreover for Skirmish/Multiplayer player can choose speed of hero
development – basically, to set multiplier for all received experience: Normal (1x), Fast (1.5x),
Fastest (2x).
Level Normal (1x) Campaign Level Normal (1x) Campaign
1
0
0
16
77 000
695 000
2
1 500
2 000
17
88 000
785 000
3
3 000
4 750
18
100 000
875 000
4
5 000
10 000
19
113 000
965 000
5
7 500
20 000
20
127 000 1 055 000
6
10 500
37 500
21
142 000 1 145 000
7
14 000
65 000
22
158 000 1 235 000
8
18 000
105 000
23
175 000 1 330 000
9
22 750
157 500
24
193 000 1 425 000
10
28 250
220 000
25
212 000 1 520 000
11
34 500
290 000
26
232 000 1 615 000
12
41 500
365 000
27
254 000 1 710 000
13
49 250
445 000
28
279 000 1 805 000
14
57 750
525 000
29
308 000 1 900 000
15
67 000
610 000
30
342 000 2 000 000
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Abilities’ Efficiency
Heroes VI feature a common system of the abilities’ efficiency calculation in the game.
“Efficiency” means damage, strength of buffs/debuffs, effect durations etc. – depending on specific
ability.
Each ability parameter is described in the following format:
BaseEfficiency(Modifiers).
BaseEfficiency is the base value of efficiency
Modifiers are the modifiers for this base value. The modifiers determine which hero/stack
characteristics influence resulting efficiency value.
E.g., description of Fire Bolt ability reads:
Launches a burst of fire at a single enemy target dealing 652/750/862(+stats, +level)
damage (Fire).
The base value of efficiency is 652/750/862 (depends on Reputation level of the Hero).
Efficiency modifiers: +stats (depends on Power/Defense value), +level (depends on Hero’s
level).

Efficiency base value
Efficiency base value can be specified in one of following forms.
Single value.
This value will be used in final efficiency calculations.
Example.
Fire Magic I: Hero gains 3 Magic Power (Fire).
Efficiency base value is always 3.
Range of values.
A random value from this range will be used in final efficiency calculations.
Example.
Hero’s direct attack: Deals 300-340(+stats, +level) damage (damage school depends
on hero’s class and faction).
Efficiency base value is a random number from range [300; 350].
Value that depends on Reputation.
There are 3 values, divided with slash (/) symbol.
First value will be used if the Hero’s reputation is Neutral or opposite to
ability’s Reputation.
Second value will be used if the Hero has the first level of Reputation and
ability’s Reputation type is similar to that of Hero; for example, both Hero and
ability have a Tears Reputation.
Third value will be used if the Hero has the second level of Reputation and
ability’s Reputation type is similar to that of Hero.
Example.
Ice Bolt: Deals 326/375/431(+stats, +level) damage (Water) to a single target.
Victim also suffers from the “Frozen” effect.
Ability Ice Bolt has a Blood Reputation.
If the Hero has Neutral, Tears I, Tears II Reputation – value 326 will be used.
If the Hero has Blood I Reputation – 374.
If the Hero has Blood II Reputation – 431.
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Efficiency Modifiers
Efficiency modifiers are listed in parentheses after the base efficiency value in ability
description.
Modifiers can be specified as:
+num – efficiency depends on creatures stack size;
+level – efficiency depends on Hero’s level;
+stats – efficiency depends on Power and Defense characteristics (Physical or
Magical; depends on ability);
+power (only with +stats) – efficiency also depends on relation of total Health of the
stacks;
+power2 (only with +stats) – efficiency depends only on Defense (Physical or
Magical).

+num modifier
This efficiency modifier depends on stack size. It can be used only for creatures’ abilities.
Formula:
𝑛𝑢𝑚_𝑚𝑜𝑑 = 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒
where:
StackSize – number of the creatures in the stack that uses this ability.

+level modifier
This modifier depends on Hero’s level. It can be used only for Hero’s abilities.
Formula:
𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙_𝑚𝑜𝑑 = 0.101 + 0.031 ∗ (𝐻𝑒𝑟𝑜𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 − 1)
where:
HeroLevel – current Hero’s level.
I.e., the modifier is approximately equal to 10% on 1st level. Then the modifier grows by
+3% for every level; and on 30th level it reaches 100%. The purpose of “strange” constant values in
the formula is to reach exactly 100% value on 30th Hero’s level.

+stats modifier
This modifier depends on Power and Defense characteristics (Physical or Magical,
depending on ability). It can be used both for Hero’s abilities and creatures’ abilities.
Formula for +stats modifiers consist of two sub-modifiers:
𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑠_𝑚𝑜𝑑 = 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘_𝑚𝑜𝑑 ∗ 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒_𝑚𝑜𝑑
where:
attack_mod – modifier from Power stat of allied Hero;
defense_mod – modifier from Defense stat of enemy stack and/or Hero.
After all calculations the value of stats_mod is limited to range [0.5; 2.0].
I.e. if modifier is < 0.5 than it will be equated to 0.5; and if the modifier is > 2.0 it will be
equated to 2.0 value.
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Power modifier is calculated by formula:
2.5

𝐻𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟
𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘_𝑚𝑜𝑑 = 1 +
100
where:

HeroPower – the value of Hero’s Power, for whom the efficiency is calculated. For
Might abilities the Hero’s Might Power value will be used; for Magic abilities –
Hero’s Magic Power.
For creatures’ abilities calculation the ally Hero’s Power is used as well.
Defense modifier is calculated by formula:
𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒_𝑚𝑜𝑑 =

1
𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒
1+
100

2.5

where:
Defense – the value of Defense of target enemy Hero/stack. For Might abilities the
Might Power value will be used; for Magic abilities – the Magic Power.
When target of ability is an enemy stack total StackDefense value of this stack is
used (Hero’s Defense + base stack’s Defense). If ability target is not enemy stack
(ability is used on friendly stacks, summons Elemental, is passive etc.) the Defense
value of enemy Hero will be used instead. In fights against neutral armies “enemy
Hero’s Defense” = 0.
Therefore, combined formula for stats_mod would look like:
𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑠_𝑚𝑜𝑑 =

100 + 𝐻𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟
100 + 𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒

2.5

Defense stat in the game
There are two “hidden” stats for each creature in the game: Physical and
Magical Defense.
In the stack’s stat window not these “Defense” values, but the “Resistance”
values (“defense percents”) are displayed.
During the Resistance value calculation the defense_mod is calculated first. It is
based on StackDefense = sum of the Hero’s Defense and the base stacks’s Defense.
Afterwards, Resistance is calculated on basis of defense_mod.
The formulae:
1
𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒_𝑚𝑜𝑑 =
𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒 + 𝐻𝑒𝑟𝑜𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒 2.5
1+
100
𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑒% = (1 − 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒_𝑚𝑜𝑑) ∗ 100%
where:
UnitDefense – the base creature’s Defense (Physical or Magical);
HeroDefense – the Hero’s Defense (Physical or Magical).
Base values of creatures’ Physical and Magical Defenses are listed in the
Summary Tables of Creatures.
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+power modifier
This is a submodifier for +stats modifier: when it’s used, the efficiency also depends on
relation of total Health of the stacks. Can be used only with +stats modifier and only for creatures’
abilities.
If the +power modifier is present, than the +stats calculation formula is:
𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑠_𝑚𝑜𝑑 = 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘_𝑚𝑜𝑑 ∗ 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒_𝑚𝑜𝑑 ∗ 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟_𝑚𝑜𝑑
where:
attack_mod, defense_mod – modifiers that depend on Power and Defense
characteristics (detailed description is in +stats calculation paragraph above);
power_mod – relation of total Health values of the stacks:
𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟_𝑚𝑜𝑑 =

𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘𝐻𝑃
𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑚𝑦𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘𝐻𝑃

where:
StackHP – the total Health of stack that’s using ability;
EnemyStackHP – the total Health of target enemy stack.
After all calculations the value of stats_mod is limited to range [0.5; 2.0].

+power2 modifier
This is a submodifier for +stats modifier: when it’s used the efficiency depends only on
Defense. It can be used only with +stats modifier and only for creatures’ abilities.
If the +power2 modifier is present, then the +stats calculation formula is:
𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑠_𝑚𝑜𝑑 = 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒_𝑚𝑜𝑑
where:
defense_mod – modifier from Defense stat of enemy stack (detailed description is
in +stats calculation paragraph).
After all calculations the value of stats_mod is limited to range [0.5; 2.0].

Formula of efficiency calculation
Formula:
𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙𝐸𝑓𝑓 = 𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒𝐸𝑓𝑓 ∗ 𝑛𝑢𝑚_𝑚𝑜𝑑 ∗ 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙_𝑚𝑜𝑑 ∗ 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑠_𝑚𝑜𝑑
∗ 𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑐_𝑚𝑜𝑑1 ∗ 𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑐_𝑚𝑜𝑑2 ∗ … ∗ 𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑐_𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑁
where:
BaseEff – efficiency base value;
num_mod – modifier that depends on creatures’ stack size. It is used only in case
the +num is present in ability effect description (otherwise it is equal to 1);
level_mod – modifier that depends on Hero’s level. It is used only in case the +level
is present in ability effect description (otherwise it is equal to 1);
stats_mod – modifier that depends on Power and Defense characteristics. It is used
only in case the +stats is present in ability effect description
(otherwise it is equal to 1);
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misc_mod1, misc_mod2 … misc_modN – miscellaneous modifiers from abilities,
artifacts etc.
The FinalEff after calculation is rounded to nearest integer value.
All the components of this formula (except the misc_mod) are described in this chapter.

Simplified formula of efficiency calculation
In fact, the game shows calculated efficiency in the tooltip of ability.
If there is no +stats modifier in ability effect description, then this value is the final
efficiency of ability.
If there is +stats modifier in ability effect description, than this value is the final efficiency,
but without modifier from Defense of enemy Hero/stack (i.e, defense_mod, which is described in
the +stats calculation chapter). And this “absent” defense_mod is shown in form of Resistance
(“defense percent”) in the stack’s stats window.
The result value of efficiency will be calculated from formula:
𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙𝐸𝑓𝑓 = 𝑅𝑎𝑤𝐸𝑓𝑓 ∗ (100% − 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒%)
where:
RawEff – raw efficiency that is shown in ability tooltip;
Resistance% – Physical or Magical Resistance of the stack (depends on school of the
ability).

Direct damage from the stack/Hero attacks
Direct attack of Hero or stack is a special type of ability. Damage from these attacks is
calculated according to the same rules as efficiency of other abilities, but with one important
exception.
Direct damage for all Heroes is 300-340(+stats, +level).
Direct damage for creature’s stacks is MinDamage-MaxDamage(+stats, +num)
where:
MinDamage – Damage(Minimum) stat of creature;
MaxDamage – Damage(Maximum) stat of creature.
As opposed to the abilities’ efficiency, in case of direct damage modifier +stats after
calculation is not limited to range [0.5; 2.0]. I.e. undescribed hidden modifier to +stats is present
here, which removes range limitations.

Efficiency calculation example
Conditions
7th level Hero with Magic Power = 6 and Reputation “Blood I” uses ability Lightning Bolt on
neutral stack of Crossbowmen that has the Magic Defense = 3 (this value is from Summary Tables
of Creatures).
Lightning Bolt descriptions: Deals 847/975/1121(+stats, +level) damage (Air) to target
enemy creature.
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Efficiency calculation
𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙𝐸𝑓𝑓 = 𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒𝐸𝑓𝑓 ∗ 𝑛𝑢𝑚_𝑚𝑜𝑑 ∗ 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙_𝑚𝑜𝑑 ∗ 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑠_𝑚𝑜𝑑
∗ 𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑐_𝑚𝑜𝑑1 ∗ 𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑐_𝑚𝑜𝑑2 ∗ … ∗ 𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑐_𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑁
=
(Hero has “Blood I” Reputation and ability has Blood Reputation as well)
_
=1
(ability is used by hero and therefore isn’t affected by +num modifier)
= 0.101 + 0.031 ∗ ( − 1) = 0.

_

𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑠_𝑚𝑜𝑑 = 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘_𝑚𝑜𝑑 ∗ 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒_𝑚𝑜𝑑
2.5

_

= 1.1
100
(ability’s school is Air –Magic Power and Defense are used)
_

= 1+

=

1

= 0.
3 2.5
(1 +
)
100
(ability targets enemy stack – Magic Defense of that stack is used)
_
= 1.1 ∗ 0.
= 1.0
(stats_mod is within range [0.5; 2.0] and will not be changed due to limitations)
=

∗ 1 ∗ 0.

∗ 1.0 = 300.

= 301 (

)

Result
Crossbowmen stack is dealt 301 damage.

Simplified efficiency calculation example
The same conditions as is in previous example.
This ability is affected by the +stats modifier, and in ability tooltip damage without
defense_mod is shown. Damage is 324.
In Crossbowmen stat window the Magic Resistance (“defense percent”) is shown with
value = 7%.
Damage calculation is simple:
𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙𝐸𝑓𝑓 = 𝑅𝑎𝑤𝐸𝑓𝑓 ∗ (100% − 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒%)
=3

∗ (100% − %) = 3

∗ 3% = 301.3 = 301 (

)
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More complex efficiency calculation example
Conditions
Player’s stack of 140 Lilims uses ability Enthrall on the enemy stack of 180 Praetorians.
Player’s Hero has Magic Power = 19 and ability Prime Magic III (+9 to Magic Power (Prime)
total).
The enemy army has a Hero with Magic Defense = 7, Blood II Reputation and Toughness III
ability (+6% to each creature Health total), which increases Health of each Praetorian to 36.
Enthrall description: Target enemy creature cannot move, attack or use any abilities for
0.9(+stats, +power) turn. Enthrall is dispelled if damage is dealt to the target.
Efficiency calculation
𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙𝐸𝑓𝑓 = 𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒𝐸𝑓𝑓 ∗ 𝑛𝑢𝑚_𝑚𝑜𝑑 ∗ 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙_𝑚𝑜𝑑 ∗ 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑠_𝑚𝑜𝑑
Calculating components of this formula:
= 0.
_
(ability is not affected by +num modifier)

=1

_
(ability is not affected by +level modifier)

=1

𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑠_𝑚𝑜𝑑 = 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘_𝑚𝑜𝑑 ∗ 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒_𝑚𝑜𝑑 ∗ 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟_𝑚𝑜𝑑

𝐻𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟
𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘_𝑚𝑜𝑑 = 1 +
100

2.5

1 + 2.5
_
= 1+
= 1.
100
(Entrall is Prime school ability, so Magic Power = 19 is used, which is further increased by
+9 bonus from Prime Magic III)
1

𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒_𝑚𝑜𝑑 =
1+
_

=

𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒
100

2.5

1

= 0. 3
+ 2.5
(1 +
)
100
(Defense here is a sum of Base Magic Defense of Praetorian = 5 and enemy Hero’s Magic
Defense = 7)
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𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟_𝑚𝑜𝑑 =

𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘𝐻𝑃
𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑚𝑦𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘𝐻𝑃

1 0∗
= 0. 1
1 0∗3
(Number of Lilims = 140 and health of one Lilim = 24, while number of Praetorians = 180
and health of one Praetorian = 36 (including bonus from Toughness III)
_

=

_
= 1.
∗ 0. 3 ∗ 0. 1 = 0.
(stats_mod is within range [0.5; 2.0] and will not be changed due to limitations)
= 0. ∗ 1 ∗ 1 ∗ 0.

= 0.

=1(

)

Result
Lilims inflict the Enthrall effect on Praetorians for 1 turn.

About the +stats modifier and the rounding of result
The way in which game handles the limitation of stats_mod multiplier = [0.5; 2.0] and
the rounding of the result to a nearest integer, is quite sophisiticated.
An example with Enthrall ability effect:
Base efficiency of it equals to 0.9. That means the effect duration will be in range:
𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 = 𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒𝐸𝑓𝑓 ∗ 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑠_𝑚𝑜𝑑 = 0. ∗ 0. ; .0 = 0. ; 1. = 0; (𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑)
Duration = 0 means that this effect will not be inflicted at all.
For Enthrall the effect will not be inflicted when stats_mode value is less
than 0.5/0.9 = 0.56.
Another example is Time Statis ability effect (that depends on stats_mod as well):
Base efficiency equals to 1.4 (for Heroes with neutral Reputation).
𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 = 1. ∗ 0. ; .0 = 0. ; . = 1; 3 (𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑)
It means that this effect will always be inflicted at least for 1 turn.
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Creature’s direct damage
This article is a part of more universal article on abilities’ efficiency. Therefore, information
in these two articles partially intersects. In future versions of the manual this article will be
reorganized.

Damage types
There are two types of the damage in the game: Physical (Might) and Magical. Additionally,
the Magic Damage always belongs to one of 7 schools: Fire, Water, Air, Earth, Light, Darkness and
Prime.
The Prime school has one additional feature – damage, which it deals, cannot be healed,
and creatures, which are killed by it, cannot be resurrected.

Common direct damage formula
Each stack has three stats which are used in the direct damage calculation:
Total Damage of creature stack. It is shown above the creature icon in the stack
information window. It can be either Physical (Might) Damage or Magical Damage
of one of the seven schools;
Might Resistance – “defense percent” that is shown next to the “grey shield” icon in
the stack information window;
Magic Resistance – “defense percent” that is shown next to the “blue shield” icon in
the stack information window.
The damage formula is simple: Total Damage of attacker is reduced by according
“resistance percent” of defender. Might Resistance value is used against the Physical (Might)
Damage; Magical Resistance – against the Magical Damage.
Formula is:
𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙𝐷𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 𝑅𝑎𝑤𝐷𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 ∗ (100% − 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒%) ∗ 𝑀𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑟𝑠
where:
RawDamage – Total Damage of the attacking stack; a random value from stack’s
Total Damage range is calculated right before the strike;
Resistance% – Resistance of the defending stack. If RawDamage is Physical, Might
Resistance will be used; if it is Magical – Magic Resistance.
MiscModifiers – miscellaneous modifiers to the damage from creature’s abilities,
Hero’s abilities etc.
The Total Damage and both Resistances are secondary stats that are calculated from
primary Hero’s stats and base stack’s stats.
The following Hero primary stats are used in these calculations:
Might Power / Magic Power.
Might Defense / Magic Defense.
The following stack stats are used in these calculations:
Base Might Damage / Base Magic Damage. For a Magic damage always one of the
schools is specified;
Base Might Defense / Base Magic Defense (not the “percent” values);
Unlike the previous HMM games, creatures have no base Power (“Attack”) stat.
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Total Damage calculations
Formula is:
𝑅𝑎𝑤𝐷𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒𝐷𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 ∗ 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 ∗ 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘_𝑚𝑜𝑑
where:
UnitBaseDamage – Base Damage of creature in the stack (this value is shown in
tooltip to might or magic damage icon in stack’s information window; also it is listed
in Summary Tables of Creatures);
StackSize – number of creatures in the stack;
attack_mod – modifier from Power stat of allied Hero. Formula is:
𝐻𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟
𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘_𝑚𝑜𝑑 = 1 +
100

2.5

where:
HeroPower – the value of allied Hero’s Power. For Might damage the Hero’s Might
Power value will be used; for Magic damage – Hero’s Magic Power.
In the table below is shown how attack_mod depends on Power stat of a Hero:
Power attack_mod Power attack_mod
0
1.00
20
1.58
1
1.03
25
1.75
2
1.05
30
1.93
3
1.08
35
2.12
4
1.10
40
2.32
5
1.13
45
2.53
6
1.16
50
2.76
7
1.18
60
3.24
8
1.21
70
3.77
9
1.24
80
4.35
10
1.27
90
4.98
15
1.42
100
5.66
The creature’s Base Damage belongs to the range
[Damage(Minimum);Damage(Maximum)], and because of that the Total Damage of the stack is
calculated separately for lower and upper bounds of this range.
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Resistance (“defense percent”) calculations
Resistance is based on two stats: Hero’s Defense and creature’s Base Defense. Might
defenses are used for the Might Resistance calculation; Magic defenses – for the Magic Resistance
one.
Both the creature’s Base Defense and Hero’s Defense are common integer values
(not “percent” values). The Resistance (“percent”) is based on sum of these two values.
Resistance formula is:
𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒% = (1 − 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒_𝑚𝑜𝑑) ∗ 100%
where:
defense_mod – multiplier to the received damage. It is calculated using formula:
1

𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒_𝑚𝑜𝑑 =
1+

𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒
100

2.5

where:
𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒 = 𝐻𝑒𝑟𝑜𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒 + 𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒
where:
HeroDefense – relevant (Might or Magic) Defense stat of the Hero.
UnitDefense – relevant (Might or Magic) Base Defense of the creature.
In fact, if HeroPower and StackDefense stats are equal, then resulting damage multiplier = 1.
Table below shows how Resistance% depends on StackDefense:
Stack
Stack
Resistance%
Resistance%
Defense
Defense
0
0.00
20
36.61
1
2.46
25
42.76
2
4.83
30
48.10
3
7.12
35
52.78
4
9.34
40
56.88
5
11.48
45
60.50
6
13.56
50
63.71
7
15.56
60
69.12
8
17.50
70
73.46
9
19.38
80
77.00
10
21.20
90
79.90
15
29.49
100
82.32
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Damage calculation example
Conditions
Stack of 19 Ghosts commanded by a Hero with the Magic Power = 9 attacks neutral stack of
Maulers.
Common damage calculation
The game has already calculated Raw Damage of the Ghosts stack and both Resistances of
the Maulers stack:
= 1; 1
(reflected in Ghosts’ stack information window)
%= %
%= %
(reflected in Maulers’ stack information window).
Common damage formula:
𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙𝐷𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 𝑅𝑎𝑤𝐷𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 ∗ (100% − 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒%) ∗ 𝑀𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑟𝑠
1; 1
%= %
(Ghosts have Magical damage of Dark school, so Magic Resistance will be used)
=

=1
(no modifiers affecting it)
= 1; 1
∗ (100% − %) =
. ; 1 3. 3 =
;1 3 (
)
During the strike a random integer value from range [66-153] will be chosen and the
damage will be dealt.
How the game calculates Total Damage of the stack
Formula is:
𝑅𝑎𝑤𝐷𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒𝐷𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 ∗ 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 ∗ 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘_𝑚𝑜𝑑
= 3;
(this value is displayed in tooltip to the “magic damage” icon of the Ghosts stack)
=1

𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘_𝑚𝑜𝑑 = 1 +

𝐻𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟
100

2.5

2.5

_

= 1+

= 1.
100
(Ghosts deal Magical damage, so Hero’s Magic Power = 9 is used)
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= 3; ∗ 1 ∗ 1. = 0. ; 1 .
(it will be reflected in game as [71;165] (rounded), but in actual calculation of Final Damage
unrounded values will be used)
How the game calculates Resistance of the stack
The formulae:
𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒% = (1 − 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒_𝑚𝑜𝑑) ∗ 100%
𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒_𝑚𝑜𝑑 =

1
𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒
1+
100

2.5

StackDefense – total Defense value of stack. Formula:
𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒 = 𝐻𝑒𝑟𝑜𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒 + 𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒
=0
(Maulers have no Hero)
=3
(value is taken from Summary Tables of Creatures; Ghosts deal Magical damage, so Magic
Defense is taken)
=3+0=3
1
1
_
=
= 0.
2.5 = 1.0
3
(1 +
)
100
) = .1 %
% = 100% ∗ (1 − 0.
(it will be reflected in game as 7% (rounded), but in actual calculation of Final Damage
unrounded value will be used)
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Appendix
Dragon Gods
In the world of Ashan, Dragons are not mere “gigantic winged fire-breathing reptiles,” but
they are Ashan’s primordial gods and the embodiment of magic.
The natives of Ashan are aware of the Dragons’ existence and hold them in respect, if not
always in awe. Oaths are sworn on them, and their presence infiltrates everyday conversation.
These days, only the lesser dragons walk in Ashan. Avatars of the Dragon Gods, they are a
pale reflection of their true magnitude and glory.
The real Dragon Gods wait in the Spirit Realm, accepting worship and awaiting the day they
can return.

The Primordial Dragons
Asha, the Dragon of Order

She is the creator goddess, the mother of Time and Space, the triple-faced figure of birth,
life and death.
She brought the world into existence, and then hatched the six Elemental dragons to rule
over it.
She controls the fates of all mortal creatures – she spins forth their destiny at birth,
measures it through their life, and cuts it at their death.
Asha is carefully neutral. She does not show favor to good men or evil men, Dwarves, Elves
or Orcs. All the universe is her creation.
However, she is diametrically opposed to the Chaos principle embodied by her insane twin
brother and his demented children, the Demons.
After the Wars of Creation, Asha retired to a safe refuge within the moon, there to sleep,
heal and dream.
The Moon is in fact the cocoon she wove around herself. It is an image of the cosmic egg, a
means to measure time, the final resting place of the dragons and the gate to the Underworld
(where all souls come from and where all they go back after death).
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Asha is not worshipped directly. She is above such things. But she is served by the White
Weavers, the Blind Brothers, and the Silent Sisters who throughout the world, help the women
give birth, perform auguries and supervise funeral rites (thus working as midwives, seers and
oracles, embalmers and undertakers).
Note: The Necromancers (Necropolis faction) have chosen Asha as their patron-deity.
However, their vision of her powers and attributes is twisted, a perversion of her death-dealing
nature.
The Three Faces of Asha:
The Maiden – Fate – Balance – The Future – Half Moon
The Blind Maiden is Destiny’s herald, stitching here and there, unseen, to make sure that
all the living creatures fulfill their purpose.
She is the “Hands” that can clutch to save or grasp to kill.
The Mother – Life – Creation – The Present – Gibbous / Full Moon
The (ever-pregnant) Mother regards all things as her creation and her children. By giving
birth, she set Chaos into form and gives meaning to potential. It was she who spun the first
Dragons out of the Void and created the universe, and she continues to encourage it to grow.
She is the “Heart”, unconditional love, compassion for all – good and evil.
The Crone – Death – Destruction – The Past – Crescent / New Moon
The Crone is the image of death. Wizened and old, she snips the thread of life with a sickle
held in gnarled fingers.
She is the “Head”, serene intellect, gifted with infinite wisdom and omniscient knowledge.
Symbolic associations:
The Moon;
The number 3 (for her three aspects);
The number 8 (a standing 8 is the shape of an hour-glass, a lying ∞ stands for infinity /
eternity).
Graphic description:
Asha is a gigantic winged dragon with graceful and noble forms, as fit the Empress and
mother of the Elemental Dragon Gods. Her features are angular rather than rounded, perfectly
symmetrical, seemingly complex yet absolutely ordered.
Her scales are pitch black as the void between the stars, but myriads of lights constantly
blink on her skin, in organized patterns, like microcosmic constellations. Her eyes shine softly with
a silvery light but can also burst in a blinding flash like supernovas.
Her wings have a huge span that seems almost infinite to the beholder.
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Urgash, the Dragon of Chaos

The Dragon of Chaos is “raw untamed potential”, primordial chaos in its inexhaustible
energy and infinite variety of forms.
He is ravenous and insatiable, the “dragon-snake that eats its own tail”.
He is the Father of wanton Destruction, of frantic Mutation, of rampant Madness.
He is also the progenitor of the Demons.
Urgash is utterly unpredictable. His “logic” defies mortal reason. He can save one day and
kill the next, laugh and cry within a matter of seconds, be alternatively cruel and comforting, etc.
He has been long banished to slumber at Sheogh, Ashan’s core, but in this prison-world,
the Demons linger, and still strive to carry out his desires.
Symbolic associations:
The number 0 / the circle (the primordial void, the Ouroboros, the Wheel of Fortune,
perfection in revolution, stasis in movement, etc.).
Graphic description:
Urgash is a colossal wingless dragon with twisted, ever-shifting forms. His features are
monstrous, dreadful to behold. His thick dark scales seem to be made of melted, boiling metal, as
their patterns never stay fixed.
Bony excrescences (horns, spikes) constantly “erupt” from his body, to be almost instantly
“reabsorbed”. The blood that flows from these perpetually renewed “wounds” is a toxic corrosive
ooze that consumes everything it comes into contact with.
Urgash’s body is perpetually surrounded by what seems to be a heat haze that “distorts”
reality around it.
Urgash’s mouth is filled with rows after rows of serrated teeth, and it can stretch to
impossible width. He really is the insatiable Devourer of Worlds.
After centuries of imprisonment in the fiery core of Ashan, Urgash’s eyes reflect only pain,
madness, hunger, and hatred.
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The Elemental Dragons
Arkath, the Dragon of Fire

Arkath gathers the Dwarves, grim masters of forge and fire.
The dragon of Fire is rash, hasty, and ill-tempered. Selfish and hot-headed, ferocious in
combat, he is ruled by his passions and impulses.
He is mostly worshipped by the thrillseekers, those who see life as a constant struggle and
burn it at both ends, but also by those who, like the blacksmiths, shed their sweat and blood as
offering to the fire.
Arkath is the patron deity of the Dwarves (Fortress faction).
Graphic description:
Arkath is the largest of the Elemental dragons. His features are all about physical power,
ferocity and passion. His thick scales are like lava, searing hot and glowing red-gold.
His breath is a stream of flames that incinerates everything it engulfs.
Arkath is wingless and favors a bipedal position (standing on its rear legs to dominate its
opponents).
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Elrath, the Dragon of Light

Elrath leads the radiant and immortal Angels.
The Dragon of Light is worshipped as the Sun God and the patron of (legitimate) Authority,
Truth, Honor and Justice.
His servants seek to illuminate dark places, conquer evil, and celebrate individual valor and
heroism.
He used to be worshipped by his servants the Angels, but they were almost exterminated
during the Elder Wars.
In the Modern Age, Elrath became the patron deity of the Holy Empire (Haven faction).
Graphic description:
Elrath is the most resplendent of the Elemental dragons. His features are all about nobility
and authority. His elegant scales are of the purest gold, but instead of merely reflecting the light,
they literally shine from within. His wings are not scaly, but feathery, like his children the Angels.
Elrath has no “dragon breath”, but when his righteous wrath is stirred, his eyes burst into a
streak of blinding light.
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Malassa, the Dragon of Darkness

Malassa holds sway over the shadowy and mysterious Faceless.
The Dragon of Darkness is the Faceless Foe, the Slithering Shadow with a hundred faces
and a thousand whispers. Darkness is a fickle and dangerous master.
Darkness may seem meaningless and formless, but she knows. She has always been here
and there, watching from close or afar, drinking your words and screams.
In her abyssal womb lie all the forgotten memories and the buried secrets of the past.
Malassa is mostly worshipped by madmen and doomsayers, fearless spies and assassins.
She used to be the patron deity of the Faceless but they were almost brought to extinction
during the Elder Wars.
Later, she made a sinister pact with the Dark Elves (Dungeon faction).
Graphic description:
Malassa is the most elusive of the Elemental dragons. Her exact features are impossible to
fathom. Her body and wings are covered in black scales, shimmering with a purple hue, but it is
semi-immaterial, as if she was made of smoke, or sculpted by plays of light and shadow.
On her wings, dozens of “eyes” open to peer at the unseen world and bring back forgotten
secrets.
Malassa never speaks, she whispers. And her words are always cryptic, so that only her
most devoted worshippers can hope to understand her.
Malassa’s breath is a cloud of Darkness that obfuscates the senses and fills the mind with
dreadful visions.
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Shalassa, the Dragon of Water

Shalassa peoples her dominion with the reptilian Naga, who move freely both in water and
on the land.
The Dragon of Water is humble, quiet and secretive. She is the serene mystic, wisest of the
dragons, and her knowledge is only second to her sister Malassa, the Dragon of Shadow, for her
watery realm is ripe with forgotten lore and treasure.
In all things, she values diplomacy, versatility and adaptability. Yet, if she decides to act,
she is swift and indomitable. You cannot hope to win when you are fighting the waves…
Shalassa is worshipped by the sailors, fishermen and pirates, but also by the prophets,
hermits and wisemen.
She is the patron-deity of the Nagas (Sanctuary faction).
Graphic description:
Shalassa is the most graceful of the Elemental dragons. Her features are all about serenity
and wisdom. Her scales are a harmonious mix of jade-green and turquoise-blue.
Shalassa is wingless and she has fins instead of legs. In fact, she looks like a sea-serpent or
an Asian Dragon.
Shalassa’s breath can be a tidal wave, a geyser of scalding steam, or a bone-chilling
blizzard.
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Sylanna, the Dragon of Earth

Sylanna is beloved of the Elves, silent stewards of her forests.
The Dragon of Earth is the stolid, slow, even-tempered one among the Elemental Dragons.
Peaceful and cautious, Earth acts only after long deliberation and study.
She often serves as a peacemaker among her siblings.
She is Nature’s warden, being very fond of the plants, animals and living rocks that grow
“on her back”, and the only way to wake her wrath is to destroy or defile her sacred groves and
stone circles.
Sylanna is worshipped by druids, rangers, hunters, farmers and herders, but also by wood
and stone carvers.
She is the patron-deity of the Elves (Sylvan faction).
Graphic description:
Sylanna is the sturdiest of the Elemental dragons. Her features are all about resilience and
quiet determination. Her thick emerald scales are diamond-hard, and always covered with moss,
plants, trees, etc.
Sylanna is wingless and her legs are massive and short (so that she can be closer to the
ground). When angered, she can stomp with them to create tremors.
Sylanna’s breath is a cloud of mineral shards that can tear their targets to shreds or
“petrify” them by covering them whole like a gangue.
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Ylath, the Dragon of Air

Ylath selected the Humans as his chosen people, for they are as curious and restless as he.
Young and impetuous, the dragon of Air is the seeker of hazardous knowledge, of crafts
that are handed down by the shortlived humans from father to child, of myriad facts about the
world which he views from on high.
Like the wind, he travels everywhere to collect all the sights and sounds he can pick on his
way.
Curious and intuitive, he is quick to sense the meaning of all things, but he is also restless
and frivolous.
Ylath never asked to be worshipped. His only commandment is that his followers should
explore, learn, and enjoy all things in life, but mostly, that they should do as they wish, as long as
they respect and honour the world that the Dragons created (this point being the crucial line
drawn between Ylath and Urgash).
He is the patron deity of the Humans (the youngest race, as he is the youngest dragon) but
has been supplanted by his elder brother Elrath, the Dragon of Light, in the Holy Empire.
However, Ylath is still very popular among the nomad barbarian tribes that roam the vast
territories stretching beyond the Empire, and in the federation of the Southern Free Cities.
He is also honoured by the travellers, bards, and spies, by the mummers, courtiers, rakes
and thieves, and even by some wizards (for his extensive arcane knowledge but also his tendency
to make even the simpler facts appear “hermetic”).
Graphic description:
Ylath is the smallest of the Elemental dragons. His features are all about speed and agility.
His delicate scales are silvery-white. His long wings seem frail, but they are powerful enough to
create a whirlwind.
Ylath’s breath is a bolt of lightning that can strike with accurate precision.
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Inspiration
Haven
Medieval Western Europe (for the general atmosphere and design);
Imperial Rome (for the military organization and “Pax Romana” concept);
Knights Templar (for the sense of religious mission);
Victorian England (for the puritanical nature and strict class division).
Inferno
Greek Maenads / Bacchantes (the frenzied followers of Dionysos-Bacchus);
Decadent Rome (Nero, Caligula, Heliogabale, etc.);
Carthage or Aztec priests.
Necropolis
Ancient Egypt (Book of the Dead);
Buddhism (asceticism and rejection of the world of the flesh as illusory and transient);
All kind of sects (fanaticism, cult of the leader, fascination for order and purity).
Sanctuary
The Zen mystics;
Far Eastern martial artists;
Sengoku era warriors of Japan;
The Shaolin monks of China;
The yogi and spirits of Indian mythology.
Stronghold
The Pre-Colombian South American civilizations (Aztecs, Mayas, etc.);
The Polynesian (Maori);
African (Masai, Zulu) warrior tribes.
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Hot Keys
General
In game menu
Load Game
Grab screenshot
Switch to next window tab
Open Chat Widget
Open Player Profile
Adventure map
End turn
Close active window
Open Spellbook
Move or interact
Cancel Hero movement
Open Hero window
Open ability tree window
Open quest window
Open selected Hero vault screen
Switch between background story and army
Dismiss selected creature
Quick save
Save
Load
Quick load
Open Spellbook’s Blood ability pane
Open Spellbook’s Balance ability pane
Open Spellbook’s Tears ability pane
Open Spellbook’s “All abilities” pane
Open kingdom overview window
Switch map level
Open town window
Open selected town’s building tree screen
Open selected town’s hire creatures screen
Open selected town’s Hall of Heroes screen
Open selected town’s marketplace screen
Open selected town’s unique building 1
Open selected town’s unique building 2
Open selected town’s convert screen
Select next Hero (also works when Hero window is open)
Select previous Hero (also works when Hero window is open)
Select next Town (also works when town window is open)
Select previous Town (also works when town window is open)

Primary
Escape
Ctrl+L
Printscreen
Tab
Enter
P

Secondary
F10

Primary
E
Escape
S
Space
Escape
H
K
Q
V
Ctrl+B
X

Secondary
Ctrl+E

Ctrl+Enter

F5
F6
F7
F8
Shift+B
Shift+N
Shift+T
Shift+A
O
T
Z
B
R
A
M
U
I
C

Y

Numpad +
Numpad Numpad *
Numpad /

Hire all creatures
Convert building

Ctrl+A
Ctrl+C

Horizontal custom button 1
Horizontal custom button 2
Horizontal custom button 3
Horizontal custom button 4
Horizontal custom button 5

Ctrl+1
Ctrl+2
Ctrl+3
Ctrl+4
Ctrl+5

Vertical custom button 1
Vertical custom button 2
Vertical custom button 3
Vertical custom button 4
Vertical custom button 5

Ctrl+6
Ctrl+7
Ctrl+8
Ctrl+9
Ctrl+0
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Select Hero 1
Select Hero 2
Select Hero 3
Select Hero 4
Select Hero 5
Select Hero 6
Select Hero 7
Select Hero 8
Select Hero 9
Select Hero 10

Adventure map

Primary
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0

Select Town 1
Select Town 2
Select Town 3
Select Town 4
Select Town 5
Select Town 6
Select Town 7
Select Town 8
Select Town 9
Select Town 10

Shift+1
Shift+2
Shift+3
Shift+4
Shift+5
Shift+6
Shift+7
Shift+8
Shift+9
Shift+0

Combat map
Defend
Wait
Cancel spell cast
Toggle event log
Toggle fixed tooltips
Select/Activate racial ability
Select Heroic Strike
Show Creature HP Bars

Primary
D
W
Escape
L
Alt+T
Ctrl+F
Ctrl+H
Alt+H

Secondary

Primary
Left
Right
Up
Down
Ctrl+Left
Ctrl+Right
Page Up
Home
End

Secondary

Camera control
Move camera left
Move camera right
Move camera up
Move camera down
Rotate camera left
Rotate camera right
Zoom in
Zoom out
Reset Camera

Secondary

Delete
Page Down
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Comics
Comic strip #1
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Comic strip #2
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Comic strip #3
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Comic strip #4
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